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TR ANS STUDIES

INTRODUCTION
Thinking beyond Hetero/Homo
Normativities
Yol a nda M a rtínez-S a n Miguel
a n d S a r a h Tobi a s

Recent events reveal the fundamental redefinition of gender that is
taking place in many mainstream media and cultural venues in the United States.
For example, on February 13, 2014, social media giant Facebook announced a
new menu of gender identities as one of several initiatives related to its tenth-
anniversary celebration. The list includes around fifty-one possible options,
explicitly contesting binary notions of gender, and recognizing instead that gender identity is much more fluid and complex (Evans 2014). Also in February
2014, Janet Mock published Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much More, a narration of her experiences as an African American male-to-female trans person, which rapidly earned a place on the New York
Times Bestsellers list.1 Finally, in June 2014, HBO released its second season
of Orange Is the New Black, featuring as one of its central characters an African
American transgender woman played by Laverne Cox, an African American
transgender actress.
In the academic world, many of us enthusiastically followed the cluster hire in
Transgender Studies announced by the University of Arizona in fall 2013. Both
the 2013 Transgender Studies Reader 2 (edited by Susan Stryker and Aren Aizura)
and the first issue of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly (edited by Paisley Currah and Susan Stryker), which was released in May 2014, discuss the institutionalization of the field of Trans Studies in academia, although acknowledging
some of the limitations faced by students and scholars researching and teaching
1
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in this field. At Rutgers we have yet to hire a Trans Studies scholar, but we have
made good progress in making our campuses welcoming to trans students.
It might seem, based on these recent occurrences, that the increased visibility of trans people in cultural, academic, social, and mass media has displaced
the violence, pathologization, incarceration, and exclusion regularly confronted
by members of trans and gender nonconforming communities. Unfortunately,
however, the marginalization and abuse of trans and gender nonconforming
people is still prevalent in the United States, as well as in many other countries in
the world. Trans and gender nonconforming people encounter severe discrimination and intense, sometimes fatal, violence in their daily lives. For example,
the Trans Murder Monitoring Project reveals a total of 1,509 reported murders
of trans and gender variant people between January 2008 and March 2014. The
project’s website notes that “throughout all six world regions, the highest absolute numbers have been found in countries with strong trans movements and
trans and gender variant people’s strong visibility, and/or trans or LGBT organizations that do a professional monitoring.”2 Violence against trans and gender
nonconforming people in the United States occurs against a backdrop marked
by the erosion of women’s reproductive rights through controversial Supreme
Court decisions limiting access to contraception and vaunting religious freedom
for corporations.3 The attainment of personhood for women and for trans and
gender nonconforming people is a common area of struggle, reflected in academic discourse as well as in social justice activism.
Trans Studies: The Challenge to Hetero/Homo Normativities emerges from
this productive intersection and collaboration between knowledge production,
social justice, and activism. Some of the central questions we explore in this
anthology were addressed during the 2012–2013 academic year at the Institute for Research on Women (IRW) at Rutgers University—a year devoted to
intensive programming on Trans Studies. The IRW recognized Trans Studies as
a significant new field of study and theoretical prism for approaching feminist
scholarship on gender and sexuality. In the call for proposals for our annual seminar, we stated:
Currently at the cutting edge of interdisciplinary scholarship, Trans Studies have
undermined preexisting, oppositional sex/gender binaries by focusing on the
fluidity and malleability of gender identity and expression. Trans Studies therefore destabilize and complicate many of the debates about the social, biological,
and cultural constructions of gender and sexuality. There has also been a heated
debate among scholars and activists—especially in the United States and Latin
America—on the distinctions between transgender, transsexual, and transvestite, and the ways in which each one of these terms interrogates scientific, artistic,
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popular, cultural, and ethnic definitions of gender and sexuality based on the idea
of a set spectrum, or conceived as a result of a particular performance or practice.
Scholars and activists who work on trans issues are currently analyzing the social,
psychological, and legal impact of surgical gender reassignment, as well as promoting the protection of legal rights for trans people in public spaces. The IRW
proposes this topic as an exploration of the new frontiers that are open when the
relationships between gender, sexuality, and the body are not conceived within
heteronormative or homonormative frameworks, but from the perspective of
psychoanalysis and desire, philosophy and subject theory, law and civil rights,
cultural and social studies.

The IRW’s 2012–2013 programming encompassed a weekly seminar with
faculty and graduate students engaging in projects that used Trans Studies as a
theoretical lens, a weekly undergraduate learning community that exposed our
students to trans feminist theory and mentored them in the design of their first
research project, a distinguished lecture series comprised of speakers whose
focus was Trans Studies, and a spring colloquium entitled “Trans Politics: Scholarship and Strategies for Social Change.”4 This volume includes contributions
from scholars and activists who presented their work at the IRW during the
2012–2013 academic year—either as part of the distinguished lecture series or
the spring colloquium—as well as other interventions from colleagues with significant expertise in this field.
While this volume begins from the explicitly feminist work undertaken during the IRW’s 2012–2013 programming and traces some of the key relationships
between trans and feminist theory within this chapter, many of the essays in
this volume do not directly address feminist thought or present themselves as
feminist analyses. As we make clear in this introduction, however, the relationship between feminism and Trans Studies is a complex one. The first intimations
of Trans Studies emerged in the 1970s in response to hostility from feminists
such as Janice Raymond (1979). Although both Trans Studies and feminism
challenge oppressive assumptions associated with gender, sexuality, and bodies,
their methods do not always overlap. Jay Prosser, for instance, offers a trenchant
critique of feminist Judith Butler’s work on performativity, arguing that “In its
representation of sex as a figurative effect of straight gender’s constative performance, Gender Trouble cannot account for a transsexual desire for sexed embodiment as telos” (Prosser 1998, 33).
Building upon Susan Stryker’s insight that “Transgender phenomena challenge the unifying potential of the category ‘woman,’ and call for new analyses,
new strategies and practices, for combating discrimination and injustice based
on gender inequality” (Stryker 2006, 7), we conceive this anthology to be a
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multivocal continuation of the problematization of gender. It constitutes a critical intervention in a conversation that has gone beyond the “autoethnographic
and self-representational work by trans subjects” (Stryker and Aizura 2013, 3)
to explore how the key concepts and methodologies of Trans Studies can
enrich debates and conversations on an interdisciplinary range of subjects. This
anthology presents a range of transformative approaches to scholarship, policy,
and pedagogy. To allow for a richer exchange and dialogue, we invited authors
to submit academic essays or shorter critical reflections and interventions.
Although the balance of academic versus non-academic chapters is tilted toward
the former, we are pleased to have offered an alternative format that respects the
different ways in which knowledge is produced and shared outside academia and
that provokes engagement between academics and activists.
This anthology is divided into five sections. The first section, entitled “Gender
Boundaries within Educational Spaces,” revisits the creation of trans-inclusive
learning spaces in institutions of higher education. Three well-known experts in
this area (Beemyn, Rankin, and Park) with a long track record of critical interventions in U.S. universities discuss strategies to assess campus climate. They
also make concrete recommendations to bridge the divide between academics
and activists and build effective coalitions to advocate for more trans-inclusive
social and learning spaces.
The second section of this anthology explores the creation of trans-inclusive
imaginaries in theater, narrative, and cinema. In these three essays the notion of
trans serves as a category to interrogate notions of name and identity in Samuel
Beckett’s The Unnamable (Crawford), femininity and the aporetic postcolonial
Caribbean identity (Valens), and the new transnational and trans digital identities produced in Blade Runner and Cheang Shu Lea’s digital cinema (Chen). One
of the main contributions of this section is that it proposes a rereading of canonical and new cultural productions in which subjects experiment on an identitarian journey that is illuminated and complicated by implicit or explicit references
to the trans-ing experience.
The third section is devoted to biometrics and the regulation of bodies
through migration and airport securitization (Beauchamp, Butler Burke, and
Aizura). Yet the focus of this section is not a debate about identity or post-
identity, since this is a debate that has already been engaged fully in Queer and
Trans Studies. Rather, the three essays in this section address the slippery boundaries of bodies that resist national and international securitization after 9/11.
This section combines contributions from activists and scholars and includes
thought-provoking insights about some of the white middle-class agendas that
often dominate conversations about how nonconforming bodies confront and
cross (or are unable to cross) national borders.
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The fourth section explores the contributions, productive collaborations, and
challenges of trans activism and policy work. The essays address the dynamic
relationship between trans and LGBTQ movements in Canada (Enriquez),
a study of sexual orientation and discrimination experienced by trans people
derived from the National Transgender Discrimination Survey (Herman),
and the creation of an inclusive space for trans Latina women in San Francisco
(Rodríguez de Ruíz and Ochoa). While the first two essays in this section are
academic in character, the third is an engaging conversation between Alexandra
Rodríguez de Ruíz and Marcia Ochoa, collaborators and founders of El/La Para
Translatinas, a social justice and HIV prevention program.
The last section of this anthology explores how the trans lens can inflect
the disciplinary and pedagogical work we do. Hwahng explores the distinct
research practices utilized by public health researchers, on the one hand, and
critical humanities and social science researchers, on the other, and proposes
ways in which a closer collaboration could enrich both academic fields. Enke
shares pedagogical strategies to produce gender-inclusive learning spaces that
enhance the educational experience for both gender conforming and gender
nonconforming students.

Feminist, Queer, and Trans Studies
Trans Studies have completely transformed and enriched debates in Feminist
and Queer Studies. Notions such as cis-and transgender as well as the whole
array of options made possible by gender expression, gender presentation, gender identity, gender variance, genderqueer, and gender (self-)determination
have totally revitalized the debates about the cultural, social, and political constructions of gender in past and contemporary historical contexts. If we review
the entries for “Cisgender,” “Cisgenderism,” “Feminism,” “LGBT,” “Queer,” and
“Transgender” in the first issue of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, we witness some of the exciting and constructive collaborations currently enriching
Feminist, Queer, and Trans Studies.
As the work of Trans Studies luminaries Susan Stryker, A. Finn Enke, and
Paisley Currah makes clear, Trans Studies expands, complicates, and enriches
scholarship previously done in Feminist and Queer Studies around the constructed character of gender. For example, in the first issue of TSQ: Transgender
Studies Quarterly (May 2014), Stryker and Currah ask the following questions
that are akin to some of the queries explored in this anthology: “The term transgender, then, carries its own antinomies: Does it help make or undermine gender identities and expressions? Is it a way of being gendered or a way of doing
gender? Is it an identification or a method? A promise or a threat?” (1). By the
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same token, Enke explores the tense, complex, and rich interactions and collaborations between feminist and trans activists and scholars in Transfeminist Perspectives in and beyond Transgender and Gender Studies.
Real conflict continues to separate transgender studies and feminist studies as
arenas of inquiry. Our interests, vocabularies, and epistemological foundations
can seem—and at times are—opposed. What do we variously mean by “gender” or “sex”? How is the body made to matter? Critically for us here, how do
transgender studies and women’s studies each make the body matter such that
each field suspects the other of essentialized beliefs about which parts matter
most? . . . Given these tensions, we might characterize gender studies at the beginning of the second decade of the new millennium to be composed of disparate
bodies differently freighting gender and sex while quizzically looking sideways—
and occasionally winking—at each other. The sideways glance might be cautious,
but it is surely born of a sense that, alone, neither feminist nor trans is living up to
its most expansive vision and also that at times, they fail us. (2012, 2–3)

One of the shared areas of interest between Women’s and Gender Studies
and Trans Studies is the analysis of the complex issue of embodiments in historical, social, and political contexts. As Judith Butler has amply demonstrated
in her foundational work, gender has been a crucial category of analysis that
inflects how bodies have become culturally intelligible or not (1990, 1993). By
the same token, gendered identities are now conceived beyond the masculine
and the feminine to include a whole array of “identities and representations
that are not fixed to biological sex” (Hines 2014, 85). Feminists and transfeminists have been able to build alliances based on their common interests and to
further problematize how gender is defined within a system of power relations
that privileges normative expressions at the expense of what are considered
nonnormative gender expressions. Notions like cisgender and transgender
explore further how embodiment, perceived identification, and lived experience
take gender beyond the confines of the binary oppositions of feminine/masculine and butch/femme. “Cisgenderism,” on the other hand, enriches and adds
precision to terms such as sexism, homophobia, and heterosexism, by referring
specifically to the denial, pathologization, and denigration of nonnormative gender identities and by questioning the dichotomous category of sex assigned at
birth (Lennon and Mistler 2014).
The relationship between Queer and Trans Studies has been and is still complicated. On the one hand, these two fields share an interest in interrogating the
coherence of a notion such as LGBT. Although originally born out of a desire
to establish important alliances between gender and sexually nonconforming
communities, it has become evident that the real alliance between Queer and
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Trans Studies is their common questioning of normativity, although the focus
of Queer Studies is “nonnormative desires and sexual practices” while Trans
Studies focuses on “nonnormative gender identifications and embodiments”
(Love 2014, 172). Some critics suggest, however, that desire can also be theorized through a Trans Studies lens, if the focus is how that desire is inflected by
normative definitions of gender (Murib 2014, 119). On the other hand, if the
focus of LGBT movements is sexual orientation, the focus of Trans Studies is
the complex disarticulations between the definition of biological sex, culturally
constructed gender, and normative or nonnormative sexual desires. Queer theory, on the other hand, shares with Trans Studies a consistent questioning of the
notion of identity that is conceived through the theorization of the normative
versus the nonnormative. In their constant interrogation of what is conceived as
“normal,” “natural,” and “socially acceptable,” both Trans and Queer Studies have
been at the forefront of important questions about forms of social and political visibility, co-optation and marginalization. Yet, as Heather Love notes, Queer
theory has proved less useful in the exploration of concrete issues of embodiment, perhaps as a result of its “capacious nonnormativity” (2014, 175). By taking the epistemic perspective of the dissidents, both fields have resisted more
easily the white middle-class perspectives that were and are sometimes still
dominant in some feminist and LGB circles.5
Although there are still some spaces of tension and resistance informing the
institutional and epistemic relationship between Feminist and Trans Studies
(Goldberg 2014; Greer 1999; Jeffreys 1997; Raymond 1979), it is evident that
areas of intellectual and institutional growth are still more significant.6 One of
the consistent areas of tension focuses precisely on the definition of womanhood. On the one hand, some radical feminists still insist on the specificity of
experience for biological cisgender women, while Trans scholars question the
naturalness of the definition of biological womanhood in the construction of
gender identities. Further developments of these two fields will provide more
room to continue the exploration of the very specific identity formations that
are made possible when womanhood is denaturalized while cis-and transgender
identities gain complexity and depth as social and embodied experiences.
There are also some areas in which these tensions could be channeled into
productive moments of epistemic transformation for the three fields involved.
For example, it would be interesting for Feminist, Queer, and Trans Studies to
explore further how the inclusion of gender identity in law still reinforces gender
binarism by forcing individuals to choose one of two normative genders (Fiol-
Matta 2016). By the same token, each of these three fields could have thought-
provoking critical interventions around issues of personal and state violence
that are motivated by gender identity and gender expression. Finally, all three
could make many significant contributions on issues related to how particular
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embodiments of gender expression and desire are intersected by relationships
of power still informed by race, class, relationship with the state, and degree of
political self-determination.
Most of the essays in this anthology explore how Trans Studies have and continue to transform scholarship in Women’s and Gender Studies, as well as queer
theory. For example, Pauline Park’s essay uses the history of Women’s and Gender Studies programs to advocate for the inclusion of Trans Studies and trans-
identified scholars in institutions of higher education. Park notes that the current
underrepresentation of trans-identified scholars is deeply problematic and that
outrage would likely occur if male professors were the dominant group in Women’s Studies departments or white professors dominated African American or
Latino Studies departments. In a different vein, Crawford uses Trans Studies to
explore new areas of inquiry for the study of canonical authors such as Samuel
Beckett, and Valens reexamines the productive intersections between the gendered subject and colonialism in the case of Patricia Powell’s novel The Pagoda.
Meanwhile, Chen probes the intersections between Critical Race Studies,
transnational and queer theories to explore alternative forms of sexual and gender identification in the digital films produced by Taiwanese artist Cheang Shu
Lea. Feminist and Queer Studies are also central in Enriquez’s study of alliances
between LGBT and Queer activist movements in Canada as well as Herman’s
study of how the sexual orientation of transgender subjects becomes relevant to
public policy for a particular sector of the trans population. Therefore, the essays
collected in this anthology offer encouraging examples of the many productive
intersections between these three fields. Our contributors also revisit the relationship between academic research and activism to propose strategic alliances.

Trans-Activist Mobilizations
The chapters in this volume reflect several of the important ways in which scholarship in the field of Trans Studies relates to trans activism. Trans activism is a
growing global grassroots phenomenon, which is often under-resourced and
marginalized within larger LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex) movements. A recent report examining the context of trans organizing based
on a survey of 340 trans and intersex groups throughout the world reveals that,
while the number of activist organizations devoted to work on trans and intersex
issues has grown rapidly over the last three years, these groups often struggle to
survive financially (Eisfeld, Gunther, and Shlasko 2013). The report notes that
the majority of these organizations have an annual budget of under $10,000, and
95 percent of them have annual budgets under $250,000. Groups led by trans
and intersex activists suffer acutely, with a median annual budget for intersex-
led organizations of under $5,000 and for trans-led organizations of between
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$5,000 and 10,000 (16). The scarcity of funding is particularly dire in human
rights work. The report notes: “In 2010, 6% of all funding for human rights work
went to promote LGBTI rights globally ($72.6 million out of $1.2 billion in
total). Of that funding, only $1.6 million addressed trans* issues and just over
$40,000 addressed intersex issues—in total, 0.14% of all human rights funding
and just 2.3% of all LGBTI funding” (9). This scarcity of resources has occurred
despite the fact that the last decade has seen marked increases in the funding
allocated by foundations to LGBTI organizations. The report’s authors maintain
that this discrepancy can be explained because of the ongoing failure of movement organizations to attend to trans and intersex issues: “The ‘T’ and the ‘I’ are
often included in LGBTI organizations in name only, with little impact on the
organizations’ programs, priorities, or leadership” (9).
Within the United States and Canada, the fact that trans activists are largely
funded to pursue policy change through national LGBT organizations—and
that trans-specific organizations are themselves poorly funded—has a discernable effect on activists’ policy priorities. As Rickke Mananzala and Dean Spade
(2008) note, one consequence of this is that the models and strategies of organizing to advance lesbian and gay issues, steeped in the rhetoric of equal opportunity and individual rights, are frequently repurposed by LGBT organizations
to pursue change for trans communities. These policy choices also partly reflect
the co-optation of LGBT organizations by neoliberalism. To placate affluent
philanthropists who provide their funding, these organizations have adopted
more conservative strategies “to better fit those funders’ capitalism maintenance
and reformist goals than the base-building, visionary organizing goals that might
emerge more directly from communities facing oppression” (Mananzala and
Spade 2008, 57).
Yet this is only part of the story of trans activism. Alongside the efforts of
national LGBT organizations, recent years have also seen the development of a
myriad of trans-led activist organizations. Many of these groups are locally
based, but some—such as the National Center for Transgender Equality, Trans*
Gate, and the Sylvia Rivera Law Project—are national or international in scope.
Often these organizations combine the provision of direct services with policy
advocacy. Some display a close affinity with feminist intersectional approaches
to activist work. Thus the Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP), an organization
whose mandate incorporates issue areas from prison organizing to homeless services, stipulates in its core values that it is “committed to taking concrete actions
around naming and dismantling white supremacy, patriarchy, ableism, heterosexism.”7 In so doing, SRLP reflects a coalitional politics that is grounded in
third-wave feminist intersectional activism.
Indeed, it is noteworthy that transfeminism constitutes an important aspect
of contemporary trans activism. “Transfeminism” writes Emi Koyama, “is
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primarily a movement by and for trans women who view their liberation to be
intrinsically linked to the liberation of all women and beyond. . . . Transfeminism
embodies feminist coalition politics” (2001). Many transfeminist activists, like
their feminist forebears, theorize from outside the academy. Just as early second-
wave feminists were often excluded from the academy because of its hierarchical
structures of knowledge, trans feminists also make theory and practice activism from the borderlands. Our own organization, the Institute for Research on
Women, was founded in 1977 by faculty and administrators seeking to expand
feminist scholarship beyond the university’s fledgling Women’s Studies program
and forge links between second-wave feminist activists and academics. In line
with that tradition we share Enke’s view that “the regulatory mechanisms of
academia are part of what makes it necessary for transfeminist studies to continue to fuel the vital connections between academics and the larger world of
justice activism” (2012, 9). This collection of essays is an attempt to reinforce
these connections.
Several of the chapters in this volume directly address issues confronted
by trans activists. Enriquez addresses the complexities of creating alliances
between trans activists and those involved in the wider movements for lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and queer rights in Québec. Drawing on a set of semi-structured
interviews with trans activists, Enriquez observes that alliance making within
wider movements is difficult; the persistence of transphobia often results in
trans issues being relegated to the backburner (and lesbian, gay, and queer issues
assuming dominance), while trans activists rarely occupy leadership roles. In
order to create broadly based alliances to precipitate social change, Enriquez
suggests the need for consciousness-raising by members of LGBQ groups combined with concerted efforts to incorporate heterosexual trans people within
movements. Enabling trans organizations to assume leadership roles within
wider movement politics also has the potential to shift the dynamics of alliance
building, equalizing power dynamics between LGBQ and T groups.
The challenges confronting trans people are eminently palpable in Herman’s
chapter, which examines the role of sexual orientation in discrimination against
trans people. Herman’s data-driven chapter draws upon the National Transgender Discrimination Survey, the largest existing survey of trans and gender nonconforming people, conducted by the National Gay and Lesbian Taskforce and
the National Center for Transgender Equality in 2008 and 2009. Herman shows
that trans people who identify as sexual minorities (as lesbian, gay, or bisexual)
experience a greater likelihood of encountering discrimination, especially when
compared to those trans people who identify as straight. Herman’s argument
implies that activists should take a nuanced approach to organizing on the basis
of sexual orientation and gender identity and recognize that these categories
may overlap and require specific policy remedies.
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Butler Burke reiterates the importance for trans activists of taking a richly
intersectional and complex approach to political work. This entails an avoidance of transnormativity, or assuming that the politics and perspectives of white
middle-class trans people are the norm. Butler Burke’s critique is particularly
pertinent as the majority of trans activist organizations are situated at the grassroots. Rodríguez de Ruíz and Ochoa’s chapter exemplifies this reality. Marcia
Ochoa and Alexandra Rodríguez de Ruíz, founding director and program coordinator of El/La Para TransLatinas, an HIV-prevention and social justice organization, discuss their experiences during the initial stages of the formation of
this community organization in the Bay Area. Their conversation captures some
of the challenges of doing community work for Trans Latinas and immigrants
in San Francisco. They also discuss in detail strategies they have developed to
access the community they want to serve and the financial struggles they face
to fund their organization.

Trans-Inclusive Policy, Pedagogical,
and Disciplinary Interventions
The third area of inquiry explored by these essays is how trans activism and
Trans Studies can transform existing norms and structures as well as the disciplines and pedagogical work of many of us in academia. The issue of transformation hinges on the vision of social change proposed by activists and scholars.
In a probing ethnographic analysis, Megan Davidson (2007) argues that there
are many different articulations of social change by trans activists. For some, the
goal of social change is either “mainstreaming” or “assimilation.” These activists
aspire to a future where trans identity is “no longer an issue” or “stop[s] being a
problem,” either because trans people can better “blend in” to their surroundings or because society changes to accommodate trans people, and to recognize
their fundamental “sameness” with those who do not identify as gender variant. Under such circumstances, trans would ultimately “become a meaningless
category of difference.” This understanding of social change is tied to the pursuit of formal equality and equal rights (74). Davidson notes that the activists
prioritizing mainstreaming or assimilation share a similar profile—as white,
middle-class, aged 40–60, and designated as male at birth (75). Davidson’s study
therefore indicates the necessity of considering race, class, and gender in any
analysis of activists’ visions and goals.
While a segment of Davidson’s interviewees pursued an assimilationist or
mainstreaming vision of change, the vast majority were motivated by a different
goal—a more broadly based vision of social justice that would simultaneously
enable individual self-determination and the fulfillment of individual needs,
including those related to health care, housing, employment, and sustenance.
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This vision of change applies not only to trans communities but to everyone
and entails a process of working in alliance with other oppressed groups to fight
structural racism as well as capitalism and colonialism. These activists do not
aspire to eradicate the categories of sex and gender and render them meaningless. Rather, they seek “to remove them from a naturalized binary and bring cultural awareness to the social construction of sexed bodies, gender identities, and
the understandings of personhood current conceptualizations structure. They
envision denaturalized and unmoored understandings of sex, gender, and sexuality that recognize the infinite variability of bodies, identities, desires, and practices” (77). Thus Davidson’s ethnographic study reveals that while some trans
activists seek equality as a goal, many more are motivated by a complex, justice-
based vision of social change.
There are interesting parallels between the aspirations of contemporary trans
activists and those of early gay liberationists. Building on feminist critiques of
formal equality, gay liberationists in the 1970s and 1980s advocated for justice, calling for a fundamental transformation of society’s power structures
(Cahill and Tobias 2007, 85–86). The pursuit of rights was seen as inimical to
this goal. Thus arguing against the goal of same-sex marriage, lesbian feminist
Paula Ettelbrick argued that “obtaining a right does not always result in justice”
(1989, 14). Trans scholar and activist Dean Spade also rejects legal reforms in
the name of “rights” for failing to provide trans people—and especially trans
people of color—with what they need. Spade argues that antidiscrimination
protections do not apply to incarcerated people or to low-wage workers unable
to afford legal help in order to pursue antidiscrimination lawsuits. Furthermore,
these protections do nothing to combat poverty or the material conditions of
inequality that have intensified over the last fifty years, the time period during
which most laws promoting equality have been passed. Rather, Spade maintains
that antidiscrimination laws and the rhetorical use of “rights” enables governments to rebrand themselves as the protectors of marginalized people and promoters of democracy, covering the violent realities of life confronted by trans
people and many others on a daily basis. In this sense, law and policy serve as
the vehicles of settler colonialism—a type of pink-washing that belies the militarism and exclusion pervading the state. Spade argues for the necessity of stopping new jails from being built, decriminalizing sex-work, ending deportation
and the current system of immigration enforcement, and building alternative
systems of support from a framework of mutual aid. Spade’s approach rejects
structural racism, capitalism, and the carceral state and builds on a variety of
critical approaches—from feminist approaches to intersectionality to queer and
decolonial theory—in order to invoke a wide-ranging vision of change. Spade’s
politics therefore aims to challenge the norms that currently constrain so many
trans people, low-income people, and people of color.8
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The essays in this anthology advance critiques that promote this much
needed vision of change. For example, Aizura’s essay addresses the debilitating
impact of normativity and the limitations of pursuing a rights-based approach to
social change. Aizura proposes a close reading of Daniel Rotman’s documentary
Transgression (2011), about Norma Ureiro’s experience with the U.S. immigration system as a trans immigrant from Mexico. Although the film is about the
unfair immigration process to which trans immigrants are submitted, Aizura
analyzes the many ways in which women of color are still trapped in a script that
objectifies and victimizes them at the expense of their own agency to gain the
sympathy and solidarity of a white liberal viewer. These particular kinds of narratives also displace the complicity between white nonprofit experts and advocates who help some trans subjects to obtain asylum and/or refugee status at
the expense of other trans and nonconforming bodies who are detained and
deported as criminal.
Beauchamp’s essay suggests a need to extend the critique of normativity to
biometric surveillance practices commonly use in airports and to regulate international immigration. Through the lens of Trans Studies, Beauchamp argues that
bodies are still opaque to attempts to objectively classify identities. The resistance posed by nonconforming bodies reiterates the insufficiency of existing
forms of scrutiny and identification and unsettles the same categories—gender,
race, sex, citizenship, and so on—that are used to establish knowable identities.
Much of the focus on transformation within this volume occurs within the
context of the academy—both administratively and in the classroom. Trans
and gender nonconforming students, faculty, and staff often confront massive
obstacles at the institutional level; the pervasiveness of binary gender norms
limits their opportunities in and beyond the classroom. Thus in order to create a
trans-inclusive academy, careful attention needs to be paid to the construction of
institutional and intellectual spaces. Beemyn and Rankin describe best practices
for creating a gender-inclusive campus. Their chapter incorporates recommendations for creating trans-friendly classrooms (by not assuming that everyone
is traditionally gendered and using students’ preferred pronouns and names)
and athletics (by creating policies for trans students to participate in intramural
competitions). In addition, their chapter emphasizes the need to create trans-
supportive health services, gender-neutral housing and bathrooms, and private
changing spaces in locker rooms.
Like Beemyn and Rankin, Park also emphasizes the importance of developing a trans-friendly infrastructure and policies. However, Park additionally
stresses that colleges and universities should ensure that trans scholars are incorporated into the academy at all levels. Park emphasizes that the intellectual space
currently occupied by Trans Studies should be broadened to advance international and intersectional scholarship.
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Hwahng and Enke explore disciplinary and pedagogical engagements in
which Trans Studies functions as a productive theoretical prism. Hwahng takes
advantage of an interdisciplinary training to compare the methods and policy
implications of research on trans populations—especially regarding access to
social services and citizenship, representation, and visibility—produced in
public health, on the one hand, and in the critical humanities and humanistic
social sciences, on the other. Beyond the methodological differences of these
disciplines, Hwahng notices the lack of collaboration and cross-pollination of
the work done in each of these fields, as well as the lack of a common language.
Finn Enke takes the concept of language to the classroom in an attempt to create strategies that undermine existing gender dichotomies and produce critically
inclusive spaces. Enke’s classes engage in exercises that interrogate the notion
of gender altogether and open inclusive spaces of academic debate that enrich,
rather than limit, dialogue and exchange between gender nonconforming and
gender conforming students.
This anthology is born from our conviction that the collaboration and productive intersections between Feminist, Queer, and Trans Studies creates, produces, and makes possible new forms of knowledge and action. As Heather Love
reminds us, “Etymologically, both trans and queer refer to crossing, and in that
sense both terms invoke mobility as well as its limits” (2014, 175). In this compilation of essays, this idea is taken as fundamental. On the one hand, we firmly
believe in the need for independent fields of study that focus on very specific and
different subjects. Therefore, we firmly support the need of each one of these theoretical lenses—and institutional formations—as crucial for the constitution of
solid departments, programs, and research centers focusing on genders and sexualities. On the other hand, it is only through the productive, sometimes tense
and difficult but always enriching intersections that new forms of knowledge
become possible. Our collaborators’ essays illustrate some of the most delicate
tensions between academic and theoretical knowledge productions, embodied
and political ways of knowing, and the disciplinary, policy, and legal implications
of the questions that are posed by the “bodies that don’t,” to rephrase Teresa De
Lauretis’s thought-provoking title (1984). In that sense, the group of essays collected here offers many different answers to a simple provocation: how can one
find a space beyond the heteronormative and the homonormative? Most likely
what is important about the space beyond the normative that is invoked here
is not its particular location but the traversing and mobilization through which
that space can become possible for all of us.
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Notes
1. A note on terminology: In this introduction, we often use the term trans, a shortened ver-

sion of the umbrella term transgender, to refer to people whose gender identity or expression
differs from their sex assigned at birth. In addition, following the lead of global activists, we
sometimes use the term trans*, where the asterisk constitutes “a placeholder for the entire
range of possible gender identities that fall under the broad definition of trans*” (Eisfeld, Gunther, and Shlasko 3). Gender identity refers to an individual’s deeply felt sense of identification
with a particular gender, as male, female, or something other than or in between these binaries.
Gender expression refers to the external manifestation of a person’s gendered self (for example,
through dress, speech patterns, and mannerisms). We also regularly deploy the acronym LGBT
to stand for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender. When referring to work that also includes
intersex populations, as is sometimes the case in international human rights discourses and
movements, we use the acronym LGBTI. Many glossaries of trans-related terminology already
exist. In addition to the first volume of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly, which is referenced
in this introduction, the University of Wisconsin provides a useful and accessible list of key
terms at https://lgbt.wisc.edu/documents/Trans_and_queer_glossary.pdf.
2. Brazil (602), Mexico (160), Venezuela (81), Colombia (80), Honduras (65), Guatemala
(36), and the Dominican Republic (31) in Central and South America; the USA (94) in
North America; Turkey (35) and Italy (27) in Europe; and India (35) and the Philippines (29)
in Asia. http://www.transrespect-transphobia.org/en_US/tvt-project/tmm-results/idahot
-2014.htm.
3. We are referring to the 2014 Supreme Court ruling in the Burwell v. Hobby Lobby case,
which allowed for-profit organizations to be exempt from the contraceptive mandate in the
Affordable Care Act. This ruling explicitly recognizes a for-profit corporation’s claim for religious belief at the expense of the rights of its female employees for covered contraception
through their health insurance.
4. For a detailed discussion of the rationale behind the IRW’s annual programming in Trans
Studies, see Martínez–San Miguel and Tobias 2014.
5. This has also been one of the main criticisms against recent depictions of gay activism during the AIDS pandemic as depicted in film renditions of The Normal Heart (2014) and The
Dallas Buyers Club (2013).
6. Responses challenging antitransgender feminism can be found in Stone 1996, Feinberg
1996, Namaste 2009, and Serano 2007.
7. See the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, Liberation Is a Collective Process: Sylvia Rivera Law Project Collective Member Handbook, http://srlp.org/files/collective%20handbook%202009.pdf.
8. These specific claims were made during Spade’s keynote address at the IRW’s 2013 spring
colloquium, “Trans Politics: Scholarship and Strategies for Social Change.” Many are also
outlined in Spade’s 2011 book, Normal Life.
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Part I

GENDER BOUNDARIES
WITHIN EDUC ATIONAL
SPACES

1 • CRE ATING A GENDER-
INCLUSIVE C A MPUS
Gen ny Bee myn a nd Sus a n R . R a n ki n

Although some trans-spectrum students today have a generally positive campus experience, many others attend colleges and universities that continue to force them to run a gender gantlet daily.1 They wake in their residence
hall to a roommate not of their choosing, as they cannot be housed in keeping
with their gender identity, or they are in a single room, having paid more to avoid
such a situation. Unless they have a shower in their rooms, they are forced to use
a group facility that does not reflect their gender identity, making them vulnerable to being “outed” and subsequently harassed. If they decide to work out at
a campus recreational center, they are similarly relegated to the “wrong” locker
room. When they go to classes, they may be called by a name they no longer use
and by pronouns that do not fit how they see themselves. They almost certainly
will find no mention of gender-nonconforming people in their courses, as the
curriculum, except for Women’s and Gender Studies, typically treats gender as a
binary. If they need to use a bathroom between classes, they must decide which
gender-specific option is less likely to lead to harassment and violence, find a
gender-inclusive bathroom, which may be far away, or simply refuse to go until
they can “pee in peace.” Assuming that they persist until graduation (and many
do not), they will be awarded a diploma that lists their legal name, which may
not be the name they go by, so that they endure a final act of disrespect before
leaving college.
This hypothetical day in the life of trans-spectrum college students is far too
often their reality. In this essay, we examine recent research on the experiences
of trans-spectrum students and, using the findings of these studies, suggest ways
for colleges and universities to become more trans-inclusive, focusing on two
21
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often overlooked areas: the classroom and athletics. While the number of students openly identifying and expressing themselves as gender nonconforming
has grown rapidly over the last decade, their presence on campuses is still commonly ignored, and they are rarely included in college research or supported by
administrative policies.

Research on Trans-Spectrum College Students
The dearth of studies on the identity development of trans-spectrum people,
particularly trans-spectrum youth, led us to undertake the research that became
The Lives of Transgender People (Beemyn and Rankin 2011). Working with trans
college students, we had observed that they often understood their identities and
came to identify as trans in ways that were quite unlike previous generations of
trans people, and the study confirmed our perceptions. Based on data collected
from nearly 3,500 surveys and more than 400 interviews with trans-masculine,
trans-feminine, and gender-nonconforming individuals in the United States, the
study found pronounced differences in how people experienced being trans by
age, which resulted largely from the rise of the Internet and the greater visibility
of trans people in the media and pop culture over the past decade.
The participants indicated that they first recognized feeling “different” from
others because of how they perceived their gender at four to five years of age, on
average, or from their earliest memories. But while the older respondents found
little or no support, and many of the trans women were punished if their gender
difference was revealed or discovered, the respondents in their teens and early
twenties grew up being able to turn to the Internet and find support online if they
did not receive it from their families and friends. Because of greater exposure
to trans people through the media, more parents today are willing to embrace
their trans children, including male-assigned kids who identify as female, so that
young trans people less often have to hide or deny who they are. Many were out
in high or middle school, and some even in elementary school, whereas many of
the participants who grew up from the 1940s through the 1980s repressed their
gender identities until later in life, when they could no longer ignore their “true
selves,” or when the Internet became available to them and they recognized that
they were “not the only one” who felt as they did.
Another generational difference was in how the participants identified. Many
of the older MTF (male-to-female) respondents first thought of themselves
as cross-dressers because it initially seemed to make sense; only later did they
recognize that they did not want to stop presenting as female. Similarly, many
of the older FTM (female-to-male) respondents who were attracted to women
first thought of themselves as butch lesbians, because that, too, seemed to fit,
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before they realized that they were indeed men. With access to greater resources,
the younger trans-masculine and trans-feminine respondents did not experience this sense of misidentification at all or for very long.
The participants in their teens and twenties also more readily recognized
that there was not one way to be trans. While the older respondents felt limited to identifying themselves as cross-dressers or transsexuals, depending on
their desire for gender-affirming surgeries, the younger individuals envisioned
and created a wide range of gender possibilities. One of the most striking findings of our research was that the survey respondents provided more than a hundred different descriptions of their gender identity, ranging from the general
(“I am me”) to the very specific (“FTM TG stone butch drag king”). Most of
the younger people identified outside of a gender binary; they saw themselves
as both male and female, as neither male nor female but as a completely different gender, or as somewhere in between. Some also went by gender-inclusive
pronouns, most commonly using “ze” or “sie” and “hir,” or “they” and “them” as
singular pronouns to refer to themselves.
Having accepted and sometimes having lived as their gender identity from
childhood or their early teens, the younger individuals in our study entered
college looking for—but typically not finding—support and resources. Other
research, which focuses specifically on campus climate, describes how trans students frequently experience an unreceptive or even hostile college environment.
The largest of these studies, the 2010 State of Higher Education for Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgender People (Rankin et al. 2010), involved more than 5,100
students, staff, and faculty, including almost 700 trans-spectrum individuals.
Among the trans respondents, 417 (60%) identified as gender nonconforming,
174 (25%) as transmasculine, and 104 (15%) as transfeminine.
The 2010 State of Higher Education study found that discrimination and a fear
of discrimination were commonplace among the trans-identified participants.
Among the three trans-spectrum groups, 31–39 percent reported experiencing harassment on campus, with 65 percent of the transmasculine students and
55 percent of the transfeminine students stating that they did not disclose their
gender identity because of a fear of negative consequences. An even greater number of the trans-spectrum students of color sought to hide their gender identity
in order to avoid intimidation or because they feared for their physical safety.
Thus most of the respondents had either experienced harassment or remained
closeted in the hope of avoiding harassment, which shows that students who are
out on most colleges today will be discriminated against at some point. Because
they found the climate on their campuses so antagonistic, more than a third of
the trans-spectrum participants seriously considered leaving their schools, with
some having already transferred to other institutions. But, at the same time,
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more than half indicated that they felt comfortable or very comfortable with
the overall campus climate at their colleges and universities, demonstrating that
some schools are much more trans-supportive than others.
Another recent study (Dugan, Kusel, and Simounet 2012) confirmed
that many trans students are faced with a hostile campus climate, which can
adversely affect their educational experience. Comparing ninety-one trans-
identified and intersex-identified students with matched samples of cisgender
(non-transgender) LGB-identified and cisgender heterosexual-identified students, the researchers found that the trans students “reported more frequent
encounters with harassment and discrimination as well as a significantly lower
sense of belonging within the campus community” (2012, 732), even though
the trans students were no less engaged in educational activities, such as participating in internships, working with faculty members, and volunteering for community service. The trans students also had significantly lower scores than their
cisgender LGB and heterosexual peers on measures of gains in complex cognitive skills and capacity for socially responsible leadership, which may reflect the
difficulties they experienced in developing a positive sense of self in an often
negative environment.
The work of Brent Bilodeau (2009) demonstrates the extent to which
colleges and universities can be hostile places for trans-spectrum students.
Bilodeau considered the experiences of trans students at two large midwestern public universities that have implemented some trans-supportive policies
and practices and found that genderism still permeated every aspect of campus life: the academic classroom, campus employment and career planning,
student organizations and communities, and campus facilities. The students
interviewed for the study who identified or expressed their gender outside of
a binary had an especially difficult time finding campus support, as the institutions remained firmly entrenched in a gender system that assumes students are
either male or female. It is noteworthy that these were schools that had made
progress in recognizing and addressing the needs of trans people; colleges and
universities that have done little or nothing to support trans-spectrum students create an even more toxic environment.

Trans-Supportive College Policies
Colleges and universities can be supportive of trans students by implementing
the policies and practices that have been suggested by educators and advocates
in the field (Beemyn 2005; Beemyn, Curtis, et al. 2005; Beemyn, Domingue, et
al. 2005; Bilodeau 2009). These changes include adding “gender identity and/
or expression” to the institution’s nondiscrimination policies; creating gender-
inclusive bathrooms, locker rooms, and housing options; enabling trans students
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to use a chosen first name and a non-assigned gender on campus records and
documents; covering hormones and surgeries for transitioning students as part
of student health insurance; requiring all student affairs professionals, public
safety officers, and other staff who work daily with students to attend a trans-
focused training session; and regularly sponsoring trans speakers, performers, and other programs that include the perspectives of trans people. Campus
Pride, a national support and advocacy group for LGBT college students, tracks
and maintains lists of the colleges and universities that have enacted many of
these trans-inclusive policies and suggests best trans-supportive practices. The
organization also produces the LGBT-Friendly Campus Pride Index, which
measures the supportiveness of colleges and universities by examining institutional resources and policies (see the resource list at the end of the article for
Web links).
According to Campus Pride’s Trans Policy Clearinghouse (2014), more than
150 colleges and universities offer a gender-inclusive housing option (housing in which students can have a roommate of any gender), and more than 115
enable trans students to use a chosen first name rather than their legal first name
on campus records and documents such as identification cards, course rosters,
and directory listings. But fewer colleges and universities have done much work
to address two large aspects of campus life: the academic classroom and athletics. In both these areas, trans-spectrum students face a rigid gender binary
and regularly experience discrimination that interferes with their ability to
participate fully.

Creating a Trans-Inclusive Classroom
Fostering a trans-inclusive classroom involves both establishing an environment
in which trans-spectrum students are supported and welcomed and educating
cisgender students about the experiences of trans-spectrum people. To begin to
make trans students feel included from the first day of classes, instructors should
not presume the gender of their students or that they go by their given name,
especially if the institution does not allow students to use a first name other than
their legal one on course rosters and other campus records. Instead, teachers
should ask the students to indicate the first name and pronouns by which they
want to be known, either by introducing themselves to the class or by providing
the information to the instructor in writing. This exercise would mean that some
trans-spectrum students would be faced with having to decide whether to come
out and may not feel comfortable doing so, especially to a faculty member who is
going to grade them or to a room full of their peers. But the option is important
for the trans students who are open about their gender identity and who want to
be acknowledged as how they see themselves.
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For the classroom to be a truly trans-inclusive environment, the curriculum must also be changed so that trans-spectrum people are not erased by
the assumption of a gender binary and are specifically represented. A number
of studies have shown the benefits of “teaching trans” to both trans-spectrum
and cisgender students. Caitlin L. Ryan, Jasmine M. Patraw, and Maree Bednar
(2013) discuss how making gender diversity a recurring theme in an urban, public elementary school classroom over the course of a year affected the third-and
fourth-grade students. The teacher, who was one of the study’s authors, used
four lesson plans of increasing complexity to familiarize students with the concepts of gender nonconformity and transgender. Contrary to critics who say that
young children are not ready for such topics, the researchers found that the students were receptive and engaged. From their experiences, the students better
recognized restrictive gender norms, developed a broader understanding of gender identity and expression, and were able to apply the knowledge they learned
to situations not directly about gender.
The Ryan, Patraw, and Bednar study is the only published research to date
on the implementation and assessment of a trans-inclusive elementary school
curriculum. Several more studies have been conducted at the college level,
but research remains very limited here as well. Kim A. Case and Briana Stewart (2013) examine the impact of introducing three different trans educational
interventions (a letter from a transsexual teen to his parents, a list of facts
about transsexuality, and a clip from a documentary about transsexual college
students) to a group of 132 students at an urban state university in Texas. The
results of the study indicate that all of the interventions significantly lowered
the participants’ negative attitudes and stereotypical beliefs about transsexuality,
but no significant difference was found between the respondents’ pre-test and
post-test mean scores for predictions of discriminatory behaviors. The students
had become more supportive, but this change had yet to be incorporated into
how they might treat trans people. The participants, who were recruited from
different social sciences courses, were almost all female and their average age was
thirty-one years old; research involving a younger, more gender-diverse sample
may have led to different results, because youth are generally more likely to support trans rights, while men are generally less likely to do so.
In another study, BJ Rye, Pamela Elmslie, and Amanda Chalmers (2007)
found that having a MTF guest speaker talk about her experiences to students
in upper-level human sexuality courses at a Canadian college resulted in the
participants’ expressing more positive attitudes toward transsexual people. For
many of the students, this class program was the first time they had “met” an
out trans individual, and according to the authors, “the effect was remarkable.”
Written feedback indicated that the students developed a greater understanding
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of transsexuality as a result of the speaker talking about herself and about trans-
spectrum people in general, and for some students, the experience changed
their conception of diversity and inclusion. While a more involved or sustained
intervention similar to Ryan, Patraw, and Bednar’s research may have had an
even greater effect, these two college-level studies demonstrate that even a small
step to educate cisgender students about trans-spectrum people can make a
big difference.
At the same time, what Kate Drabinski (2011) refers to as the “special guest”
model is limiting, as it continues to treat trans-spectrum people and their experiences as peripheral. A class is devoted to a trans speaker or panel; otherwise, their
perspectives fail to inform the curriculum. Framing Transgender Studies as a set
of practices rather than simply as an identity, Drabinski offers an approach that
enables the insights that can be gained from an examination of the lives of trans
people to remain foregrounded in the Women’s and Gender Studies classroom.
But if trans-spectrum experiences are considered only within Women’s and
Gender Studies, then academia will continue to operate from a gender binary
and be biased against trans people. To create more comprehensive and lasting
curricular change, all disciplines must engage in “gender-complex education”—
education that recognizes the existence and experiences of trans-spectrum and
gender-nonconforming people (Rands 2009). As Kat Rands (2013) offers, even
a field like mathematics, which has traditionally not addressed issues of social
justice, can seamlessly incorporate gender diversity. Ze presents a series of exercises for middle-school students using statistics related to anti-trans discrimination from the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network’s National School
Climate Survey (Kosciw et al. 2010). The students then design and carry out an
action plan based on what they have discovered about the value of peer intervention in anti-trans-bias incidents. From these lessons, the middle school students
further develop critical mathematical and statistical skills, and they learn how to
apply these skills in practical ways in order to address an issue that is relevant
to their lives. A similar approach, with more complex exercises, could be used in
high school and college math classes.

Creating a Trans-Inclusive Athletic Program
Until recently, the inclusion and support of trans-spectrum students in athletics
had been a largely unexplored topic. In part, the lack of discussion was a matter
of priorities: trans students and their supporters focused initially on advocating
for the more immediate needs of having safe places to live and to go to the bathroom on campuses and being able to receive appropriate care at college counseling and health centers. Typically, only after these issues have been addressed
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at their institutions have trans students considered the inclusiveness of campus
recreational facilities and sports teams.
Another reason that athletic programs have received little attention is
the paucity to date of out trans-spectrum student athletes. For example,
the Student-Athlete Climate Study (Rankin et al. 2011), which involved nearly
8,500 college student athletes from 164 NCAA-member institutions, had only
7 trans-identified respondents. An earlier study (Rankin et al. 2008), which
sampled more than 1,300 athletes from six institutions, included no trans-
identified students.
In the last few years, though, the issue of trans participation in athletics
has received greater consideration and much more visibility as a result of several trans-spectrum student athletes having come out. Most well known is Kye
Allums, a starting guard for the George Washington University women’s basketball team, who became the first openly trans Division I athlete in 2010. He was
able to remain on the team after he began to identify as male because, in compliance with NCAA guidelines (Griffin and Carroll 2011), he did not begin to take
hormones until after ending his college playing career. Other out FTM college
athletes have included Keelin Godsey, an All-American women’s track and field
athlete at Bates College in 2005, and Taylor Edelmann, the captain of the men’s
volleyball team at SUNY Purchase in 2013. Like Allums, Godsey was able to
compete on a women’s team because he had not begun to transition, while Edelmann started taking testosterone and switched from the women’s to the men’s
team (DeFrancesco 2013; Torre and Epstein 2012).
Even fewer MTF college athletes have come out, and their ability to play
sports in keeping with their gender identity has been much more controversial,
despite research showing that any possible physical advantage disappears after
taking hormones. The NCAA allows MTF athletes to compete on women’s
teams if they have been on hormone therapy for at least a year (Griffin and Carroll 2011). Nevertheless, there has yet to be an NCAA-level female athlete who
is openly transgender. Currently, the only out trans woman participating on a
women’s sports team is Gabrielle Ludwig, a basketball player at Mission College,
a community college in Santa Clara, California (Prisbell 2012).
The NCAA’s policies for transgender athletes are more inclusive and realistic
than the International Olympic Committee’s policies, which require MTF competitors to have at least two years of hormone therapy and all transgender people
to undergo gender-affirming surgery and to change documents to be legally recognized as their gender identity. But the NCAA needlessly excludes transgender
women who have not taken hormones for more than a year from participating
on women’s teams, assuming that male-bodied athletes automatically have a
physical advantage over female-bodied athletes. The most trans-inclusive athletic policy would enable students to participate on the team that is consistent
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with their gender identity, irrespective of whether they are taking hormones or
have changed the gender listed on their legal records (Buzuvis 2012).
There is also a movement underway to include trans athletes in K–12
programs. As of 2013, two states have enacted formal policies that allow
elementary and secondary school students to join teams based on their gender identity (Massachusetts and California) and one state does so just at the
high school level (Washington). Two recent legal settlements (Office for
Civil Rights 2014; “Resolution Agreement” 2013) between the U.S. Department of Education and school districts in California, which affirm that anti-
transgender discrimination is covered under Title IX, may lead other school
districts and colleges to enact trans-supportive athletic policies to avoid possible lawsuits.
While colleges and universities are bound by the rules of the NCAA and the
governing bodies of club sports, a growing number of campus athletic programs
are developing policies that ensure that trans-spectrum athletes are accommodated as best as possible within these expectations. In addition, institutions
are creating trans-inclusive policies for their intramural and recreational sports
teams, which enable trans students to compete based on their gender identity.
Among the campuses with such policies are Bates College, Emory University,
Miami University (Ohio), and the University of Vermont (Campus Pride Trans
Policy Clearinghouse 2014).

Conclusion
Trans-spectrum people are not new to our campuses, but institutional policies,
attitudes, procedures, and facilities often keep them isolated and invisible (Rowell 2009). With more and more trans-spectrum people coming out to themselves
and others during childhood and adolescence, many colleges and universities
are witnessing a steadily growing number of openly trans students. These students are expecting to be recognized and to have their needs met by their institutions. However, campuses have been largely unprepared to meet these needs
and now are scrambling to provide support services and to create more inclusive
policies and practices.
The vast majority of college students, faculty, student affairs educators, and
administrators have a tremendous amount to learn about gender diversity. For
this majority and for trans-spectrum students and educators, opportunities are
all but untapped to leverage this diversity to enhance learning, as well as to support and celebrate these individuals. At the same time, every day that students
and educators remain ignorant about this population is another day that trans-
spectrum students face overt or unintentional harassment and discrimination
that may result in their departure from the institution.
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Colleges and universities can be supportive of trans-spectrum students by
implementing the trans-inclusive policies and practices that have been suggested
within this article and through the resources provided on best practices at the
end of the work. However, the changes needed cannot end there. Having a process whereby students can change the male/female designation on their college
records, for example, is of little value to gender-nonconforming students who
fit into neither box. Gender-segregated co-curricular activities (e.g., fraternities, sororities, and athletic teams) and “women’s” health and support services
likewise ignore and exclude the growing number of genderqueer, gender fluid,
agender, and androgynous students. Only after a complete transformation of
institutional cultures will colleges and universities become truly welcoming to
trans-spectrum students.

Note
1. We use trans-spectrum and trans to refer to the wide range of individuals whose gender

identity or expression is sometimes or always different from the gender assigned to them
at birth.
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2 • TR ANSGENDERING
THE AC ADEMY
Ensuring Transgender Inclusion
in Higher Education
Pauline Pa r k

As more and more transgendered and gender-variant people seek
to participate fully in the life of their institutions as faculty members, staff,
and students at colleges and universities across the United States, the issue of
transgender inclusion has become increasingly important in higher education,
sparking lively and often heated discussion about everything from curriculum
to faculty hiring to gender-neutral student housing to restroom construction
on campus.1 My objective here is to provide a comprehensive assessment of
the issues that arise when institutions of higher education attempt to address the
impediments to the full participation of transgendered students, faculty, and
staff members in the life of the academy. My perspective is informed by work in
the academy in both faculty and staff positions (and, of course, as a student) as
well as work within the community, most intensively with Queens Pride House,
which I co-founded in 1997, and the New York Association for Gender Rights
Advocacy (NYAGRA), which I co-founded in 1998. Queens Pride House is the
only LGBT community center in the borough of Queens, and we offer support
groups (including a transgender support group), free mental health counseling
for members of the community, and other services; our advocacy program has
included public policy forums focused on advocating for members of the community, such as our public forum on policing in March 2015, which focused on
police harassment and brutality directed against transgendered women of color
and other LGBT people and people of color.
33
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In 2009 NYAGRA published the first directory of transgender-sensitive
health care providers in the New York metropolitan area. Directories of this
kind have been posted online for cities such as Los Angeles, Boston, and Minneapolis–St. Paul, but the NYAGRA directory was the first such directory in the
United States ever published in a print edition. It is now available online as well
at transgenderrights.org.
NYAGRA is a co-founding member of the coalition seeking enactment of the
Gender Expression Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA), the transgender rights
bill currently pending in the New York state legislature.2 I represent NYAGRA
in that coalition, as I did in the coalition that secured enactment of the Dignity
for All Students Act (DASA) in 2011. The Dignity Act came into effect in July
2013 and prohibits discrimination and bias-based harassment in public schools
throughout the state of New York. The New York state DASA legislation includes
comprehensive lists of “protected categories,” which include race, religion, ethnicity, and disability as well as sexual orientation and gender, defined to include
gender identity and gender expression. Safe schools legislation such as DASA
can help move us out of a purely “identitarian” conceptual framework, which can
be limiting. Instead of focusing on a single group of students (whether transgendered, gay, or LGBT), the DASA law focuses broadly on safety from bullying and
bias-based harassment across the entire student population, while at the same
time it specifically and explicitly includes transgendered and gender-variant students in its provisions. The campaign for this legislation thus provided an ideal
opportunity for collaboration between LGBT and non-LGBT organizations.
My thinking is also informed by my experience as coordinator of the transgender support group at Queens Pride House as well as my work on the board
of directors and staff of the only LGBT community center in the borough of
Queens, the most diverse county in the United States. The clients we serve
through our mental health program—which provides free counseling to members of the community as well as support groups for men, transgendered people,
youth, and elders—are a strikingly diverse population, a substantial proportion
of whom are immigrants (including undocumented immigrants, primarily from
Latin America and Asia). In the context of work for such a community center,
notions of “multiple oppressions” and “intersectionality” become very real and
are manifest in a transgender support group that is diverse in terms of race
and ethnicity as well as gender identity and expression.3 It should be obvious—
but may not be to everyone—that making higher education more LGBT-
inclusive must also mean tackling the problem of bullying and bias-based
harassment in elementary and secondary schools, since so many LGBT students
drop out of school because of such bullying and never make it to college; based
on anecdotal evidence (in the absence of any comprehensive study of the problem), that is especially true of transgendered students.
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In addition to my work on behalf of NYAGRA in the legislative arena, an
important component of my work is transgender sensitivity training. I have
conducted sessions for a wide range of social service providers and community-
based organizations, ranging from one-hour workshops to full-day trainings. A
small part of my training work has been with academic institutions, focused on
issues related to transgender inclusion—including, for example, gender-neutral
housing, which has become a major issue on many campuses.

Transgender Inclusion: The Need to Recognize
the Full Diversity of the Community
So here is the question I would like to address: If our goal is to make higher education fully transgender-inclusive, how would we go about achieving that objective? The first step would have to be to gain a full understanding of just what
“transgender” means; and there may be as many different definitions of “transgender” as there are transgendered people (see, for example, Winter 2010). An
online search will yield hundreds of different terms used by transgendered and
gender-variant people to self-identify. Conversely, many transgendered people
do not identify with the term transgender. Clearly, the almost bewildering diversity of the transgender community constitutes one of the biggest challenges
in attempting to include and serve this population, whether in higher education, health care, or social services. The main point is to avoid the narrowing
of discourse around gender identity that is constantly rearticulated and reinforced by the mainstream media (the over-reliance on what I call the classic transsexual transition narrative), which focuses almost obsessively on a
linear medical transition from male to female through hormone replacement
therapy (HRT) toward the end point of sex reassignment surgery. Some do
follow that path, but most transgendered people do not. Any effort to establish fully transgender-inclusive programs and services on a college campus will
falter unless this effort is based on a recognition of the full diversity of trans
gender identity.

Transgendering the Academy: Campus
Policies, Curriculum, Student Services,
and Faculty and Staff Development
Having situated myself as an activist and ex-academic, and having attempted
to describe the diversity of the transgender community, I would now like to set
out what I see as four crucial elements in what I call “transgendering the academy.” These include, first, establishing campus policies and protocols that explicitly prohibit discrimination based on gender identity and expression; second,
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constructing curricula and building academic programs and departments that
advance the study of transgender in the academy; third, advancing transgender
entry into faculty positions within academia; and fourth, establishing an institutional infrastructure of services for transgendered students, faculty, and staff.
One of the tasks that must be undertaken in order to effect what I call the “transgendering of the academy” is the adoption by colleges and universities of policies explicitly prohibiting discrimination based on gender identity and gender
expression as well as sexual orientation. There is a curious paradox here: where
campuses are situated in jurisdictions that currently include gender identity and
expression in antidiscrimination law, explicit policies that do so are somewhat
redundant, as such colleges and universities are already under legal mandate
to enforce nondiscrimination. But I argue that campus policies are still useful,
even in cities, counties, and states with gender identity and expression in human
rights law, as these policies represent an explicit commitment on the part of the
college or university to transgender inclusion. These policies send a signal to
transgendered students, faculty, and staff that their presence and participation
in campus life are valued and also send an important signal to those who would
discriminate against transgendered members of the campus community.
Of all the items in the project of transgendering the academy, this is, on the
face of it, the easiest: simply add either gender identity and expression to
the college or university antidiscrimination policy or, better still, add a definition of gender that includes identity and expression and that requires no
elaborate wordsmithing or lawyering but merely expresses a commitment on
the part of the administration to do so. The difficulty comes when applying
such a non-discrimination policy to specific situations such as sex-segregated
facilities, including those where there is the possibility of unavoidable nudity
(to use a legal expression). Restrooms, dormitories, gyms, and locker rooms
are the most significant “sites of contestation.” Some institutions, such as New
York University (NYU), have adopted policies that specifically require the
construction of at least one gender-neutral restroom per new building (Minter
2007; Seedman 2013); at the same time that NYU adopted this policy in 2005,
the university senate approved the adoption of a general policy prohibiting
discrimination based on gender identity or expression, recognizing (albeit
belatedly) that the university had been under a legal mandate from the City of
New York to avoid such discrimination since the enactment of the transgender
rights law by the New York City Council in 2002 (Senate of New York University 2005).
Explicit campus-wide policies ensuring full access to campus facilities for
transgendered students as well as faculty and staff are important, but these
must be drafted in ways that address the potentially thorny issues that arise
when it comes to sex-segregated facilities. The rule should be one of reasonable
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accommodation, backed by an aggressive effort by the administration to ensure
full access to such facilities. The prohibition of discrimination based on gender
identity and expression must be explicitly included in faculty, staff, and student
handbooks along with prohibition of discrimination based on other characteristics such as race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, disability, and so on. Above
all, the prohibition of discrimination based on gender identity or expression
must be included in legal documents that ensure the right of the student or faculty or staff member to litigate a dispute if necessary; only then can the institution be held accountable, especially in jurisdictions that do not include gender
identity or expression in state or local non-discrimination law.
Single-sex colleges must also address the issue of admissions policies, a particularly thorny issue for women’s colleges; but the inclusion of both transmen
and transwomen in women’s spaces is an issue that will not go away, much as
many administrators at women’s colleges may wish it to. Clearly, the principle
of empowering women through education needs to be subjected to scrutiny, as
does the very definition of what constitutes a woman, and what provisions must
be made to accommodate and ideally to fully include in the life of the college
those female-born individuals who transition to male over the course of their
undergraduate careers at women’s colleges, as well as those male-born individuals who seek admission to a women’s college as women. In 2014, Mills College
in Oakland adopted a transgender-inclusive admissions policy that could well
become a model for women’s colleges throughout the country (Mills College
2015b). Under that policy, “Mills College admits students of all genders to its
graduate programs, and ‘self-identified’ women to its undergraduate programs.
Mills shall not discriminate against applicants whose gender identity does not
match their legally assigned sex” (Mills College 2015b).
The policy adopted by the college is explicitly based on self-identification
and includes transgendered women but does not exclude those who transition
from female to male during the course of their studies, as long as they have not
transitioned before applying for admission to the college. “One of the women’s
schools, Mills College in Oakland, California, relies on self-identification for
gender. This is clearly the direction in which our society is moving, jurisdiction by jurisdiction and agency by agency,” Kiera Feldman wrote in an op-ed
in the New York Times in May 2014 (Feldman 2014). The development of this
pioneering policy was the work of many people at Mills, including the members
of the Gender Identity and Expression Subcommittee, which met 2012–2013
to address the issue of transgender inclusion (Park 2010). In April 2013, Professor Julia Oparah invited me to speak at Mills. I addressed faculty, staff, and
students—including the president of the college and senior administrators—on
issues of transgender inclusion that have arisen at women’s colleges, including
Mills itself.4
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Colleges and universities should also mandate transgender sensitivity training for all faculty and staff—and where feasible, for students as well. Where
mandatory diversity training already exists for race, ethnicity, religion, and disability as well as sex or gender, this training should include sexual orientation
and gender identity and expression as well. In other words, “diversity” needs to
be redefined campus-wide in order to include diversity of sexual orientation and
gender identity and expression.
Another mechanism for enhancing inclusion would be to conduct a campus-
wide census of students, faculty, and staff—especially those in leadership
positions—that includes self-identification by sexual orientation and gender
identity. No doubt such a proposal could meet resistance even at the ostensibly more progressive colleges and universities. But at the very least, surveys
of “campus climate” should include questions about climate for LGBTQ students, faculty, and staff. And participation in the census should be purely voluntary, even if this means incomplete data. (Incomplete data would be better
than no data on gender identity at all, which is the current situation at most colleges and universities in the United States.) Gender and Sexuality Resources at
Mills College reported that “in 2012, 34.7% of seniors self-identified as lesbian,
bisexual, queer, or transgender/genderqueer” (Mills College 2015a). When
done in a non-intrusive and sensitive manner, the collection and dissemination
of such statistics can help empower transgendered students, and LGBT students more generally, and can also help them and their allies advocate for more
on-campus resources.
The second element in the project of transgendering the academy is the inclusion of transgender-relevant courses in the curriculum of institutions of higher
education. Inclusion of a course on transgender issues as a requirement for
completing a major or a minor in LGBT Studies would represent a significant
advance for transgender inclusion in the curriculum. On the curricular front, at
least, there has been some progress over the course of the last few decades, as the
number of courses offered at colleges and universities in the United States and
Canada—and increasingly outside North America—that include a substantial
component on transgender issues has grown exponentially, albeit from a small
base. Once again, there seems to be no comprehensive list, which would be very
useful for LGBT campus professionals as well as for students and faculty. All too
often, even where transgender-inclusive courses are included in a college course
catalog, those courses are offered irregularly and by graduate students or adjunct
professors with little institutional influence and limited ability to ensure continuity in course content from semester to semester. But where such courses exist,
they are primarily in the humanities and to a lesser extent in the social sciences.
In other fields, significant transgender-or even LGBT-specific content in curricula is rare. In schools of medicine, for example, transgender-specific content is
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sparse, and what little there is focuses almost exclusively on the medical aspects
of transsexual transition—
even though familiarizing physicians and other
health-care providers with what might be termed the “psychosocial” aspects
of health-care provision may be as important in ensuring transgender access to
quality health care as “cognate” knowledge of the surgical and endocrinological
aspects of gender transition. I would suggest that a minimum of two hours of
transgender sensitivity training should be required at every school of medicine
that offers an MD.
However, the asymmetry in institutional power between transgender-identified
students and faculty who develop and teach so many transgender-inclusive
courses but lack decision-making power over curriculum development and the
tenured faculty who wield decision-making power over them poses a serious
issue for academic institutions. And inextricably linked with the issue of curriculum development is that of faculty and staff development. Certainly, one of
the biggest challenges in advancing a project of transgendering the academy will
be that of transgendering the faculty of colleges and universities, few members
of which are openly transgendered; even fewer transgender-identified faculty
members obtain tenure after having been hired while openly transgendered; and
still fewer obtain tenure primarily for research focused on transgender issues.
Most theorists who focus substantially on transgender issues are in the humanities, with only a scattering in the social sciences.
Indeed, one of the most remarkable facts about what might be termed
“Transgender Studies” is that many—if not most—tenured faculty members in
the field are not themselves transgender-identified; those who are for the most
part are graduate students and adjunct faculty. What if the faculty of a program
or department of Women’s Studies at a college or university were almost entirely
male? Or consider for a moment a comparison with Ethnic Studies: imagine
for a moment if faculty in a program or department of African American, Asian
American, Native American, or Latino Studies on a given college campus were
mostly or even entirely white; such a situation would be regarded as controversial if not unacceptable by many students, faculty, and administrators alike.
However, Transgender Studies—depending on how one defines the field—may
be very close to that situation today. There are, of course, significant differences
between race and ethnicity, on the one hand, and sexual orientation and gender identity or expression, on the other, and it would be risky indeed to make
too glib a comparison between them. And yet, entertaining the analogy for the
moment may be useful in pointing out the striking asymmetry in power relations
between the majority of those who participate in this nascent field called Transgender Studies who are students, untenured faculty, and independent scholars
as well as activists and the minority who, as tenured faculty members, constitute
the privileged elite of this small society of largely white and upper-middle-class
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academicians. Even more problematic is the tendency of Transgender Studies
as a field to mirror the larger academic society’s tendency to construct and rigidly enforce orthodoxies of thought as well as hierarchies of power, both within
and outside the academy. The clinical literature is dominated by psychiatrists,
psychoanalysts, and psychotherapists, with some participation by social workers
and other members of the “helping professions,” but the transgendered people
whose lives are profoundly affected by the determinations of those professionals
are largely excluded from participation in the construction of that literature for
lack of the professional credentials required for that participation.
If transgendered people have made little headway in attempting to secure
tenure in traditional academic departments, they have made even less progress
in schools of medicine where psychiatrists earn their MDs. The American Psychiatric Association (APA) is possibly the least open association in the “helping
professions” to transgendered people. Despite the vast influence that the psychiatric profession wields over the lives of transsexual, transgendered, and gender-
variant children, youth, and adults, this profession is also the most resistant to
public or LGBT community input of any kind.
Then there is the question of institutional infrastructure, especially of student
services. Here, the Consortium of Higher Education Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender Resource Professionals (hereafter “the Consortium”) and its members have played a leading role in developing LGBT student services offices at
campuses around the United States. And one of the most important keys to serving undergraduate and graduate students on campus is a fully funded LGBT student services office with at least one or more full-time staff members, which is the
minimum needed to effectively serve transgendered and gender-variant students.
Support groups for those coming out and transitioning are also crucial. Support
and guidance in navigating the physical infrastructure of a campus are especially
important, including access to restrooms and locker rooms in gyms. Housing is also an important issue, and single-sex institutions—especially women’s
colleges—are increasingly confronted with issues of access. Health care is a
particularly important and sensitive issue for transgendered students, who
face multiple and significant impediments when they attempt to access procedures and care both related to gender transition and not directly gender-related,
both on and off campus. Offices of LGBT student services can also play a role
in assisting transgendered and gender-variant students navigate what might
be called the “semiotics of campus life,” including negotiating classroom etiquette related to names and pronouns and even posting transgender-affirming
signage around campus.
One of the challenges frequently faced by offices of LGBT student services is
the “silo-ing” that often results from the construction of offices of multicultural
affairs along identitarian lines—such that the office of LGBT students primarily
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serves white queers, with little engagement with the offices of African American, Latino, or Asian American students, which in turn are inadvertently relieved
of the obligation to serve LGBT students of color within their constituencies.
Housing the LGBT student services office within the same complex as those
serving students of color can help foster collaboration and collaborative programming. Colleges and universities must work to ensure that LGBT students
of color—and especially transgendered students of color—do not fall between
the cracks. “Intersectionality” must not be simply a slogan; it must be a principle
upon which student service professionals at colleges and universities operate.
Finally, let me mention something of particular interest to me as the alumna
of three different academic institutions, and this is the role of alumni in the
lives of their alma maters. As anyone working on staff at a college or university
will know, alumni wield enormous influence with administrators, above all
because of their financial contributions to the institutions they once attended.
In this regard, it seems to me that the development of LGBT alumni associations
represents one of the most promising recent developments in higher education.
I would encourage us as a community to think in terms of LGBT alumni associations that are able to exercise some degree of autonomy from the general alumni
associations and the college and university administrators who run them. Such
LGBT alumni associations may be positioned to undertake initiatives that would
enhance transgender inclusion in the academic institutions with which they are
associated. Just to suggest a few such ideas, an LGBT alumni association should
consider creating a transgender-specific scholarship fund and perhaps at some
point even funding an endowed chair dedicated to transgender-related research.

Conclusion
My own experiences in the academy, in social services provision and community-
center work, and in activism and advocacy work have led me to conclude that
we are in the process of bringing about significant, possibly even transformational, change in how our society views gender, but to make the academy truly
transgender-inclusive will require much more work. It seems that academic
institutions need to focus on four crucial aspects of this work: first, colleges and
universities need to adopt policies and protocols that explicitly include gender
identity and expression; second, they need to develop transgender-inclusive curricula that are fully supported by academic programs and departments; third,
they need to advance openly transgendered faculty into tenure-track positions
and eventually tenure those who deserve it; and fourth, they need to develop
an infrastructure to support transgendered faculty, staff, and students. Academic
institutions need to do so through an approach informed by the broadest possible conception of gender identity and expression. And those institutions that
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identify themselves as women’s colleges need to articulate standards for admission and graduation that are as transgender-inclusive as possible, along the lines
of Mills College in Oakland and other women’s colleges that have begun to create fully inclusive admissions policies. The project that I have called the transgendering of the academy will ultimately benefit not only the transgendered but
all the students, faculty, and staff as well as helping to advance the pursuit of a
progressive vision of social justice and social change that will help transform our
society for the better.

Notes
This article is based on a keynote address given at the colloquium on “Trans Politics: Scholarship and Strategies for Social Change,” organized by the Institute for Research on Women at
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, and held at Rutgers University’s New Brunswick
campus on April 18, 2013.
1. For an explanation of the usage of transgendered, see Park 2011.
2. The Gender Expression Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA) (A.4226/Gottfried) (S.195/

Squadron) would add gender identity and expression as a category in New York state human
rights law, thereby protecting transgendered and gender-variant New Yorkers from discrimination in employment, housing, public accommodations, education, and credit; see, for
example, the Empire State Pride Agenda website for more information: http://www.pride
agenda.org/igniting-equality/current-legislation/gender-expression-non-discrimination-act.
3. I might add parenthetically that I am the first and so far only openly transgendered executive director of an LGBT community center in the state of New York and one of only two in
the United States—as well as the first and so far only Asian American executive director of
an LGBT community center in the state of New York and one of only two in the country. I am
also the only openly transgendered Asian American executive director of an LGBT community center in the United States, which may say more about the lack of diversity in the leadership of LGBT community centers in this country than about me.
4. Julia Oparah (chair of the Ethnic Studies Department) was a leading figure in the drive
for transgender inclusion and generously credits me with serving as a catalyst for her own
involvement in that work. I was one of the keynote speakers at the very first Expanding the
Circle conference on LGBT inclusion in higher education (February 28, 2010), and Professor
Oparah has told me that this speech and subsequent conversations with her persuaded her
to spearhead the efforts at Mills to address the issue of transgender inclusion at the college.
Professor Oparah and other members of the subcommittee credited my speech and my conversations with faculty, staff, and students with helping to advance the process that led to the
adoption of the most progressive policy on transgender inclusion at any college or university
in the United States (Park 2013).
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Part II

TR ANS IM AGINARIES

3 • “I’LL C ALL HIM
M AHOOD INSTE AD, I
PREFER THAT, I’M QUEER”
Samuel Beckett’s Spatial
Aesthetic of Name Change
Lu c a s C r aw ford

“And when a name comes, it immediately says more than the name: the
other of the name and quite simply the other, whose irruption the name
announces.” —Jacques Derrida, On the Name

The modernist writer Samuel Beckett has never been discussed in
relation to transgender experience, even though his notoriously cryptic text
The Unnamable—by performing an ambiguous series of name changes—lands
so closely to a ubiquitous event of contemporary transgender life. This text, the
third portion of what is often called Beckett’s first trilogy, appeared in English in
1958. It is a monologue of sorts that does not meet any realist expectations of
plot, character, or setting; for that reason, it very effectively resists being summarized. In short, the voice of the text continues speaking mercilessly even when
it would like to stop. The voice imagines other “character” types through acts of
naming and renaming, but it is unclear if these are names he is trying on himself, if he is naming parts of himself, if he is naming some imagined Others, or
if he is naming parts of himself as Other. The animating force of the text is the
voice’s commitment to cast off all markers of human subjectivity, especially a
name, a history, and a gender. Yet, the voice’s speech becomes a highly ambivalent gesture insofar as talking about these categories necessarily leaves traces of
them—reaffirms them—in the very act of trying to leave them behind. The text
47
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continues by virtue of this paradox; it is, after all, impossible to become unnamable by naming oneself so. The text ends with pages of disjointed and difficult
run-on sentences, finally ending with a statement about the inability of naming
to ever end: “You must go on, I can’t go on, I’ll go on.” Although this is a very
complex text indeed, for the purposes of this chapter, it is best to imagine The
Unnamable as a long existential (perhaps tortured) speech about wanting to
stop speaking but being unable to do so. Although the sense of exhaustion and
continuation may well resonate with transgender readers, what could possibly
be made of this odd voice’s penchant for renaming? In response to what I have
perceived as a transgender-focused imperative to name, I suggest here that The
Unnamable shows not only profound understanding of the ambiguous quality
of name change but also that Beckett regards un-naming or renaming as queerly
spatial acts. Specifically, I argue that Beckett represents name change as a spatial
act that necessitates losing one’s “ground” in discourse—or, in other words, losing the stable self from which one is assumed to speak.

Why Beckett? Why Names?
It may well seem surprising that a non-trans writer such as Beckett would be
granted any ground in this discourse. Yet, in one of only several attempts to theorize Beckett’s queerness, it becomes clear that Beckett was a haunting presence
at one of the earliest moments of queer theory—a moment that had everything
to do with name change. That is, at his inaugural lecture at the Collège de France
in 1970, queer thinker Michel Foucault began by wishing it were possible for
him to disown the authorial voice of his own discourse, as if the very name Foucault were posing a difficulty to the task at hand. It is fitting, then, that Foucault
expressed this desire by beginning his famous lecture series with an extensive
citation of The Unnamable, since this text underlines the aporia (or puzzling
impasse) between the necessity of speaking of (and as) one’s self and the very
impossibility of speaking from such a settled location of self. Here is Foucault’s
opening gambit from that day:
I wish I could have slipped surreptitiously into this discourse which I must present today, and into the ones I shall have to give here, perhaps for many years to
come. I should have preferred to be enveloped by speech. . . . I should have preferred to become aware that a nameless voice was already speaking long before
me, so that I should only have needed to join in, to continue the sentence it (lui)
had started and lodge myself . . . in its interstices. . . . I should have liked there to
be a voice behind me which had begun to speak a very long time before, doubling
in advance everything I was going to say, a voice which would say, “You must go
on, I can’t go on, you must go on, I’ll go on, you must say words, as long as there
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are any, until they find me, strange pain, strange sin, you must go on, perhaps it’s
done already, perhaps they have said me already, perhaps they have carried me
to the threshold of my story, before the door that opens on my story, that would
surprise me, if it opened.” (qtd. in Mowitt 1996, 139)

As we see above, Beckett’s skewing of the norms of naming has already—if
fleetingly—been put to use for queer purposes; Foucault hangs Beckett’s work
(but not Beckett’s name) like a banner over his entire lecture series. In his reading of Foucault’s citation of Beckett, John Mowitt suggests that Foucault’s wish
to “lodge” in the voices of others is inherently queer, owing to its “interpenetration of voices” (Mowitt 1996, 144). Foucault, he suggests, is “being addressed
from behind by a voice without a name” (139), a spatial figure he reads as an
act of anal sex translated into authorial voice and narrative. Mowitt decodes a
number of supposedly queer images and references elsewhere in The Unnamable: for instance, the name Basil—“clearly a[n Oscar] Wilde allusion”—and the
unnamable’s spatial descriptions of what it means to be spoken by discourse: a
voice “issues forth from me, came back to me, entered back into me” (Mowitt
1996, 144–145). Foucault’s desire to deemphasize his own name, identity, and
authorial voice is, for Mowitt, tantamount to anonymous queer sex. If these narrative postures are indeed akin to sexual positions as Mowitt has it, then what
kind of act is the event of name change? As a formal version of the un-naming
that Foucault effects above, what kind of spatial and sexual act is the insertion of
a new name into one’s own voice? Is name change, following Mowitt’s allegorical
reading, an auto-erotic act of fucking oneself—of triumphantly delivering a new
voice from within oneself?
This may appear to be the case for transgender people, for whom name
change is often considered the “threshold,” signifier, or decisive event of one’s
trans narrative. No other moment, it seems, could be more indicative of
one’s agency and sovereignty (or contained self-ownership) than of rewriting the
beginning (archive or arkhē) of one’s entrance into language. This is often how
trans names are received by allies in queer and trans communities: in ways that
emphatically attribute to the trans person the power of self-determination and
authority. The main reason this attribution of agency has taken shape is, I suggest,
the serious difficulty trans people face with regards to our new names in social
worlds beyond (and within) trans and queer spheres. And, this is a good reason.
What we already understand as bad behavior in response to trans name change
may be summarized by a story relayed by Kate Bornstein: at the DMV, Bornstein struggled to be taken seriously as she tried to procure a new driver’s license.
The officer flirted and asked if Bornstein had been recently married or recently
divorced; Bornstein stood under surveillance, as two officers were “looking at
me, then the paper, then me, then the paper” (Bornstein 1995, 29) trying to
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figure her out. This model of response—one based on confusion, disbelief, lack
of imagination, and a stubborn attachment to normalcy—does not position
the trans person as the sovereign author of their new name and narrative. These
are obviously problematic responses, ones that cause inconvenience (at best),
shame, anger, and other pains in the lives of trans people. However, is it possible
that in our fight against these denials of trans agency—in our assertion of trans
autonomy—we have over-invested in the presumed primacy and naturalness
of names? Have we taken for granted that we know precisely how names work,
and why?
In my experience of name change, the most flummoxing (though well intentioned) responses came from within trans and queer scenes rather than from
without. I felt from others an overwhelming (and sometimes stifling) desire to
respect my new name by attributing various normative narratives to me. Some
supportive people sought to continually affirm (what they perceived to be) my
true and underlying gender, as though the name had “solved” the mystery of
my ambiguous gender and had thereby granted a new and straightforward interpretive code through which to understand me. I had instead thought of my name
change, first, as what Jacques Derrida might call “a sweet rage against language”
(Derrida 1995, 59) and second, as a vehement disarticulation of my name from
any coherent or unchanging category of self; yet, I found myself called to answer
to much more than a new name. I grew increasingly uncomfortable with the
sense that answering to Lucas also meant answering to interpellations to theories of subjectivity and gender with which I strongly disagreed. To this day, my
name change—unaccompanied by what we tend to define as the official body
modifications of transgender—seems to encourage acquaintances and strangers alike to force a strict and constraining story of gender conformity onto me.
Finding Beckett’s text was, for me, a way of finding someone else who thought
that names could do the opposite; they could help us cast off normative expectations, including expectations of having a coherent self and story, which are
expectations I sometimes sense very strongly within queer and trans scenes
and conversations.
It is useful to note that some critics have construed Beckett’s practices of naming in precisely the opposite way. For instance, Rubin Rabinowitz, in Women in
Beckett, suggests that Beckett “often changes the names of the characters . . . to
hint that they are not people in the outer world but surrogates of an underlying
persona” (1990, 112). In the case of The Unnamable, it is in fact the very lack of
any underlying persona that the voice is at pains to point out: as the voice says,
referring to both himself and his narrative, “the subject doesn’t matter, there is
none” (qtd. in Rabinowitz 1990, 112.). While Beckett does not suggest that treating names as merely “real” is somehow regressive or normative, he does show us
that the naturalization and sanctification of new names demands a convergence
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of rhetorical and affective norms of property and propriety. In stark contrast to
the agency with which we might associate new trans names, Beckett muddies the
sovereignty of the renaming subject by figuring self-definition as a chorus act:
“the self-accompaniment of a tongue that is not mine” (Beckett 1997, 348). As
such, renaming ourselves inevitably entails the Other—as corroborator of the
name and, with all positive and negative connotations, as a voice that we sometimes hear or speak as our own. Renaming is, in Derrida’s terms, both a repetition and a reminder of the unavoidable absence at the heart of the name and also
a break from the necessary repetition of the name, which Derrida characterizes
as traumatic experience: “renaming (renomment?) [as] repeated severance from
the originary severance” (Derrida 1995, 12).
In this chapter, therefore, I depart from Mowitt’s allegorical queer interpretation (in which the “pen” in Beckett’s hands becomes “penis” when emerging
from Foucault’s mouth) and linger on the spatial economy that generates the
possibility of namelessness in Beckett’s text. In so doing, I show that transgender, at least as much as queerness, has a place in studies of Beckett. Likewise,
Beckett also helps us see how transgender acts such as renaming can exemplify,
anticipate, and perhaps exceed queer theories of language.

Improper Names
First, I analyze the tenuous “ground” of the human subject in the text in order
to suggest that losing one’s ground in discourse (rather than protecting it) is the
spatial metaphor (or “architectonic”) of name change that may best capture a
transing politics of language. As Derrida makes clear throughout his oeuvre,
proper names are underpinned by implicit concepts of both property and propriety, inasmuch as names gather together what “belongs” to one. “Title,” it is
no coincidence, refers both to names and to documents that prove ownership
or one’s “entitlement” (all implications intended). Following Derrida’s assertion that proper names, property, and propriety—each a derivative of the Latin
proprius, which means “own” in the adjective sense—are mutually implicated,
Mark Wigley suggests in The Architecture of Deconstruction that giving a name to
something is inherently both a spatial act and a repressive one: “To name something is always to locate it within a space. The sense of the proper name is that of
the proper place. Names are always place names. By designating something as
‘art’ or ‘law,’ for example, is already to resist its subversive qualities and to make
a place for it in a conceptual scheme, marking its site, delimiting its domain”
(Wigley 1995, 155). Proper names, in this sense, both “give place” to something within a system and also, in assigning such a conceptual place, inaugurate
a sense of what is proper and improper to the phenomenon at hand. Changing a
proper name, then, could entail a transformation of propriety and our sense
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that to be human is to treat one’s self as sovereign property. It is my contention,
however, that the rupture of a new name is too often neutralized because, in the
manner that Jacques Lacan describes, the name is treated as a social pact upon
which we have all agreed in advance. As Judith Butler puts it, we “simultaneously”
agree to recognize the same object (man, woman, trans-woman, trans-man, etc.)
under one sign. This social pact, she suggests, “overrides the tenuousness of
imaginary identification and confers on [the sign] a social durability and legitimacy” (Butler 1993, 152) that a transing subject may or may well not desire.1
There is much at stake in simply and silently accepting a new name through the
etiquette and assumption of this kind of “social pact.” Not only do such norms of
naming, including when they are taken up by queer and trans scenes, sometimes
work against the desires of some trans people, but the desire to abject the very
newness or novelty of a name illustrates the way in which we tend to attribute
worth to things that are—or are able to feign—fixity, longevity, and tradition.
To locate the “realness” of names in an illusion of origin or stability would be
to eschew any sense of changeability, the very principle against which gender
norms strive.
Beckett’s text works against this devaluation of novelty by having its narrative voice undergo many name changes. Indeed, readers follow the unnamable
through a series of insufficient names: Basil, Mahood, Jones, and Worm. The
levity and speed with which the unnamable changes names—“Decidedly Basil
is becoming important, I’ll call him Mahood instead, I prefer that, I’m queer”
(Beckett 1997, 351)—offers a stark alternative to transgender conventions of
name change: he changes names without the validating narratives of memory, in
other words, without an archive. As Jonathan Boulter suggests, the unnamable
is without arkhē, without beginning.2 Many critics, including Boulter, interpret
the unnamable’s name changes as “desperate attempts to assert a kind of agency”
(Boulter 2008, 128). I would like to suggest that, in fact, the opposite may be
true. The unnamable may change names precisely to escape the imperative to
accept (and equate himself with) a past and a subjectivity. Throughout the text,
voices from above try to force a past onto him in order to pull him up into their
world of nameable and proper humanity, but he ultimately does not capitulate.
Such a resistant practice of name change certainly desanctifies the process.

The Unnamable’s Names
This desanctification of the event of name change reflects Beckett’s ambivalence
with regards to agency and the subject. As Asja Szafraniec puts it in Beckett,
Derrida, and the Event of Literature, the two main names (Worm and Mahood)
between which the narrative voice shifts are “meaningful for Beckett’s project of questioning the conditions of the possibility of the subject” (Szafraniec
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2007, 128). On this point, Szafraniec suggests, the choice of the particular name
Mahood is telling, as it bears resemblance both to “minehood”—a sense of property, sovereignty, self-ownership—and, of course, “manhood.” Yet, the missing “n” leaves these two intimately related properties compromised. Since the
ultimate goal for the voice of The Unnamable is to be able to stop speaking, Sza
franiec suggests that self-naming is the unachievable act that would “cure” this
compromise and that would attain this pure silence for the voice: “To silence
the clamor of voices, the ‘I’ should become the owner of those voices, to thereby
saturate the flow of words with its (the ‘I’’s) own intentions. Should the “I” identify itself, reject that which is its other, and therewith take full possession of the
speaking voice—should it say “I”—it would be free to go silent” (Szafraniec
2007, 124).
Becoming the “owner” of the voice would entail all three of Derrida’s interpretations of proprius: a proper name, a location for oneself within discourse (a
property, a “ground”), and the propriety of speaking like a subject, acting like
a subject, and claiming a past like a subject. (Here we hear proprius’s overarching meaning of “own,” in the sense of having something of one’s own. We may
ask, does owning entail an identifiable owner?) Refusing all three of these versions of ownership does indeed leave the Beckettian voice, as Boulter puts it,
“homeless” (2008, 128), as his “inability to name himself, that is, his inability to
identify his language as his own” leaves him “in a space where it is impossible
to locate oneself within discourse” (2008, 124). (Boulter’s own careful diction
here shows us exactly how difficult it is to speak of the non-subjective voice of
this text: he locates the voice in “a space” in the very gesture of suggesting that
he has no proper place.) It is therefore commonplace among innovative Beckett critics to interpret the voice of this text as fulsomely seeking to “own” these
voices—Szafraniec also reads the names as the voice’s “vain attempts to establish its own identity” (2007, 128). We can instead read the voice as struggling
to resist the “ownership” of a name, to resist the benefits of peace, ease, and
approval that would accompany modes of language and feeling. Accepting a new
nameable life and subjectivity “up there in their world” (Beckett 1997, 339), in
the light, is a resolution that would end the pain of the unnamable’s compelled
speech, yet he ultimately resists.
Indeed, the condition of feeling in excess—or adrift—of one’s name is in fact
the definitive spatial quest of Beckett’s text. As Szafraniec points out, the fact that
“Where now?” is the first sentence of The Unnamable suggests that spatial dislocation is the meager “plot” that the reader can expect in the text and is therefore constitutive of the felt experience of becoming unnamable. For this reason,
Szafraniec interprets the name Worm “as a calque, a loan translation from the
Latin ubi sum [where/am], since it sounds like the ‘where’m’ in [the later line
of] ‘where’m I?’” (2007, 129). As the voice recounts, “Where am I? That’s my
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first question, after an age of listening.” In contrast to the inquisitive “Where am
I?” of Worm, the name Mahood in the text “is the embodiment of the gesture of
substantialization that produces the subject, subject as substance, ‘my selfhood’
or ‘minehood’” (Szafraniec 2007, 128–129). In Szafraniec’s reading, then, the
difference of the names is a spatial one: Worm (where’m) doesn’t know where
he is while Mahood (minehood) partakes of the “ownership” of self that we
associate with safety and security. The unnamable’s oscillation between the two
names therefore implies a correlative oscillation between the imperative to own
and the impossibility of even knowing where one “is” in discourse.
But what does Worm’s lack of discursive location imply about names and
space in general? Butler and architectural theorist Sanford Kwinter both question the way in which the rhetoric of “owning a place” in discourse relies upon
a certain spatialization of the human subject. Together they remind us that the
spatial metaphor of a “ground” (for time and for sex) that we use to anchor subjectivity is “indeed a gendered corporealization of time” (Butler 1990, 141). As
Kwinter writes, “matter, form, and subjects (‘doers’) come only later, reintroduced at a second order level, not as ground but as produced effect” (Kwinter
2001, 40). The unnamable is a fragile subject who lives with this very knowledge: he exists in a “world of pure discourse without ground, without arkhē”
(Boulter 2001, 104). Beckett does not describe this discursive ground as in any
way metaphysical or otherwise immaterial. Rather, the groundlessness of the
self is equated specifically with actual shifting territory, as though the firmness
of one’s environment is a required condition for the firmness of one’s self. The
voice of the text explicitly questions the makeup of the material beneath him.
As he reports, “I may add that my seat would appear to be somewhat elevated,
in relation to the surrounding ground, if ground is what it is. Perhaps it is water
or some other liquid” (Beckett 1997, 338). If, as Szafraniec argues, the question
of “Where’m I?” is the felt condition of namelessness, then these two kinds of
domestication—having a proper ground for the self (in discourse) and the body
(in space)—are not just related but are in fact mutually implicated.

What’s Ground Got to Do with It?
Later in the text, the voice suggests that the underpinning of this tenuous self is
comprised of a stickier situation than merely “water or some other liquid.” In this
excerpt, the voice attributes Worm’s inability to enter the enlightened human
world (or his capability to resist it) to the specific makeup of his groundless turf:
Worm should have fled, but where, how, he’s riveted, Worm should have dragged
himself away, no matter where, towards them, towards the azure, but how could
he, he can’t stir, it needn’t be bonds, there are no bonds here, it’s as if he were
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rooted, that’s bonds if you like, the earth would have to quake, it isn’t earth, one
doesn’t know what it is, it’s like sargasso, no, it’s like molasses, no, no matter, an
eruption is what’s needed, to spew him into the light . . . it’s like slime, paradise, it
would be paradise, but for this noise, it’s life trying to get in, no trying to get him
out, or little bubbles bursting all around, no, there’s no air here, air is to make you
choke. (Becket 1997, 417)

Here, readers learn that Worm’s compromised ground is like sargasso (masses
of brown algae that float atop some ocean waters), molasses, or slime. In the
first instance, Worm’s milieu is described as a marine environment. Algae is a
suitable metaphor for the consistency of names without grounds: algae is, of
course, underpinned only by the diverse and dangerous body of the ocean itself.
Worm’s sargasso ground is an illusory and slippery one that rises to the top only
because of its lightness (its ability to float) rather than because of the heaviness
with which we associate ground and substantiality. In the case of molasses and
slime, Beckett introduces both the slowness and the malleability of this sticky
ground. This surface is quaggy and sticky rather than solid. It is not easy to move
on a ground that moves along with you or holds you back: Worm is “rooted,” but
not with “bonds” like gravity—by the gummy quality of the ground itself. This
space is not meant to describe a prehuman condition from which the voice will
eventually emerge according to plan; only an eruption, a sudden paradigm shift
rather than a natural progression of self-knowledge or enlightenment, would
propel him into the “light” of the world above.
What, then, is the subject to do who lives in a world with such a slippery
ground for one’s name and one’s discourse? Beckett’s text presents a series
of responses to this question that, while certainly nonprescriptive, approach
the tone of aphorism. In what might be regarded as a thesis statement for Beckett’s theorization of naming, the voice of the text suggests that “the essential is
never to arrive anywhere, never to be anywhere, neither where Mahood is, nor
where Worm is, nor where I am, it little matters thanks to what dispensation.
The essential is to go on squirming forever at the end of the line.” In this spatial rendering of name change, the key direction is to not be where one’s name
is located, which entails never “arriv[ing] anywhere,” a proposition that might
understandably throw the pilots of even the queerest trajectories for a loop
(Beckett 1997, 386). As Boulter suggests, the elimination of telos (end) from the
equation of name change suggests that renaming is not only an endless act but
also one that entails distance. Indeed, it is from “this condition of distance,” this
distance “from desire, power, and language” that the voice is compelled to speak
(Boulter 2008, 128). But how might distance from one’s own name be accomplished? For the voice, “squirming forever at the end of the line” is both his
suggestion and also an apt description for his own actions throughout the text.
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Even at the end of his (quasi-)life, the text’s voice continues to “squirm” rather
than finally ascend to self “ownership” in language, name, and body.
Beckett makes a deceptively simple point: we can never reach the location
of our names. Our bodies cannot ever be, in the end, a word. The translation of
body to language is never simple, complete, or without remainder. Names,
in this sense, are not trajectories or destinations but are, instead, decoys that disrupt our linear path to self “ownership” or discovery. As the text continues a page
later, “perhaps it’s by trying to be Worm that I’ll finally succeed in being Mahood,
I hadn’t thought of that” (Beckett 1997, 387). For Beckett, then, names—in
effecting more than what they intend or appear to name—exceed themselves,
in the sense that their performativity moves the object (intended to be merely
labeled) into new territory.
This complex image, “squirming forever at the end of the line,” may resonate
for some activists and academics with the recent turn to the politics of refusal.
One way to define this politics is as an opposite to a politics of recognition; while
the latter would guide us to seek access to the mainstream (be that of a nation-
state, or an institution such as marriage, etc.), the former refuses precisely that.3
The resemblance of The Unnamable to this increasingly articulated politics of
refusal leaves a few questions for those seeking clear bridges between Beckett’s
work and activist praxis. If the image of squirming insinuates physical discomfort, neither moving forward nor turning away, and moving almost imperceptibly in place, then what does it mean to “squirm” in the face of seemingly
unconquerable forces? How will we respond to others and to political situations
if we do so in the manner of “squirming”? Closer to the matter at hand: we tend
to think of a name as that which ought to make us feel fully comfortable and like
ourselves. What are the possibilities of a name that makes us or others squirm?
How is a name a method of physically affecting others?

What’s in a Name?
The result of Beckett’s suggestion that one name can help you better become a
different name problematizes how we tend to think about how language refers to
things. In other words, the performativity of names in the text causes a crisis in
the structure of referentiality. Butler and Derrida have each addressed this crisis
in turn, and I turn briefly to their work in order to show the stakes of Beckett’s
extension of this crisis of referentiality to new names in particular.
Derrida suggests in Limited Inc. that the intended authority of names is self-
destructing. As he puts it, “the signature is imitable in its essence. And always
has been. In French one would say that elle s’imite, a syntactical equivocation
that seems to me difficult to reproduce: it can be imitated, and it imitates itself”
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(Derrida 1988, 34). In other words, although names are meant to be unique
and distinguishing, it is their very iterability—and therefore vulnerability to
counterfeit—that gives them their meaning. Butler elaborates on this point in
Bodies That Matter, where she argues (through her refutation of Slavoj Žižek’s
sense that names effect permanence) that “identity is secured precisely in and
through the transfer of the name, the name as a site of transfer or substitution, the
name, then, as precisely what is always impermanent, different from itself, more
than itself, the non-self-identical” (Butler 1993, 153).4 Butler also points out that
the changeability of women’s names is precisely what secures the “illusory permanence” (Butler 1993, 153) of patrilineal structure, which requires women to
bear the new name that operates as a sign or signature for the transfer of (female)
property. That women’s names are required as prostheses for a transfer between
men suggests that names attempt to “seal a deal” that is otherwise lacking a performative. As Derrida suggests in his analysis of Claude Lévi-Strauss, proper
names are in fact impossible: “nonprohibition, the consciousness or exhibition
of the proper name, only makes up for or uncovers an essential and irremediable
impropriety. When within consciousness, the name is called proper, it is already
classified and is obliterated in being named. It is already no more than a so-called
proper name” (Derrida 1997, 109). For Derrida, then, two things are true. First,
the relentless saying and confirming of a proper name is a means by which one
may simultaneously practice and hide a name’s performativity. Second, the name
of “proper name” itself changes the currency of the name; when its designation
as proper is so emphasized, the propriety of the name suffers even more: “it
is already no more than a so-called proper name” (Derrida 1997, 109, emphasis added).
As the voice of Beckett’s text suggests, a name (as well as a pronoun) is a “matter of habit” (Beckett 1997, 391), a repeatable linguistic token that becomes
meaningful and adheres to a subject only through time, repetition, and habit—a
phenomenon that Beckett, in his book Proust, defines as the polar opposite of
art. In The Unnamable, the voice discloses the open secret of renaming, and in
so naming the process of naming, turns his name(s) into, in Derrida’s words,
“no more than a so-called proper name.” Below, following a tale about Mahood’s
refusal to learn that the human is a higher mammal, the voice flaunts the impropriety of renaming: “but it’s time I gave this solitary a name, nothing doing
without proper names. I therefore baptize him Worm. It was high time. Worm.
I don’t like it, but I haven’t much choice. It will be my name too, when the time
comes, when I needn’t be called Mahood any more, if that happy time ever
comes” (Beckett 1997, 385). The unnamable does precisely what Derrida suggests; it brings forth the impropriety of naming. By naming the proper name as
a name, readers are (despite the voice calling Worm a “solitary”) “restored to the
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obliteration and the non-self-sameness [non-proprieté] at the origin” (Derrida
1997, 109). The mock solemnity (“baptize”) and sarcasm (“nothing doing”) with
which this name change is announced only sharpen the voice’s critique as it calls
out the conventions of naming. That this new name is specifically a nonhuman
one indicates, in Boulter’s reading, that the non-self-sameness of The Unnamable
is indeed a post-human existence (Boulter 2008, 124). Quite contrary to common conceptions of trans naming, Worm is configured here not only as a name
he doesn’t like but as one over which he has limited choice, even though “he”
appears to have “chosen” it. In a culture where one cannot choose not to have
a self, the “choice” of a new name for the self is not exactly choice. Renaming in
Beckett’s text, therefore, is anything but a moment of the sovereign agency of the
human; it is, rather, an occasion that draws the voice into conversation with his
other names, even an occasion on which the voice assesses his own process—
his own failure—to stop narrating himself into existence.
Instead of speaking names as though they are successful at describing what
we already are, then, we might theorize renaming, as Derrida does, as a potential “expansion of self ” made possible precisely through “the ability to [like the
unnamable] disappear in your name” rather than “return [the name] to itself ”
(Derrida 1995, 13) and to its own constructed stability. The “your” in Derrida’s
account seems to denote a parent (he begins, “that which bears, has borne, will
bear your name seems sufficiently free, powerful, creative, and autonomous to
live alone and radically to do without you and your name” [Derrida 1995, 13]),
but his sense of disappearing “in” a name suggests that renaming can indeed
become a mode of imperceptibility in which one has the transient and compromised freedom to change. Elsewhere in his text, however, Derrida claims that a
name is too often a “post-scriptum” that “comes after the event” (Derrida 1995,
60) of change. Indeed, this is precisely how new trans names are often interpreted: as a definitive sign that something has already changed in the bearer’s
self-perception and/or body.
Again, Beckett flips this temporality inside-out: if by trying to be one name,
one becomes another name entirely, then an act of naming is itself an event
that announces the irruption of novelty and unprecedented change. Naming
becomes “a gesture of renunciation” (Szafraniec 2007, 94) rather than a tool of
recognition; a performative rather than an expressive statement; a generator of,
rather than a postscript to, material change; and a means to “expose the name as
a crisis in referentiality” (Butler 1993, 139). Naming, in the very simplest terms,
reveals how incomplete and slippery is the attachment of words to bodies.
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The Negativity Question
Even though renaming hereby has many seemingly negative connotations
(exposing, evacuating, critiquing, renouncing), name changes also comprise events in their own right by generating change. The misunderstanding of
Beckett’s work as inherently and absolutely negative and unprincipled (that is,
as nihilistic) is premised on the implicit belief that critique and rupture do not
generate anything novel.5 For Beckett and Derrida alike, however, it is a certain
negative ontology of the self that allows for and demands change. (A negative
ontology of the self is simply the process of defining oneself by what one is
not—hence the “negative.”) Derrida’s collection On the Name takes negative theology as one of its main concerns. It is “impossible,” he suggests there, “to give a
univocal sense to the ‘I’” (1995, 13). This is too true in The Unnamable, in which
“I” marks quite explicitly both its own fictionality and its transferability among
names. Even the text’s first page marks out this narrative pattern: “I, say I, unbelieving” (Beckett 1997, 331). Here, the speaker addresses himself as “I,” telling
“I” to “say I,” a formulation that shows his knack for acknowledging the fictionality of both his own rhetoric and his own self-presence. Derrida formulates this
sense of multiplicity clearly: “sorry, but more than one, it is always necessary to
be more than one in order to speak, several voices are necessary for that . . . this
voice multiplies itself, dividing within itself: it says one thing and its contrary”
(1995, 35). Derrida’s description of contradiction and multiplicity is explicitly
true for the voice of The Unnamable, who begins by asking: “how proceed? By
aporia pure and simple? Or by affirmations and negations invalidated as uttered,
or sooner or later?” (Beckett 1997, 331). In a discursive world in which the voice
of the text eventually disowns all statements he makes about himself, the reader’s
sense of him as a character is indeed comprised of a series of erasures and negations only. This negative mode of self-definition is explicitly labeled by the voice
as a tool of the voices above in the social world. Here is another excerpt in which
this negative ontology of the first-person perspective is presented: “First I’ll say
what I’m not, that’s how they taught me to proceed, then what I am, it’s already
under way, I have only to resume at the point where I let myself be cowed. I am
neither, I needn’t say, Murphy, nor Watt, nor Mercier, nor—no, I can’t even bring
myself to name them, nor any of the others whose very names I forget, who told
me I was they, who I must have tried to be, under duress, or through fear, or
to avoid acknowledging me, not the slightest connection” (Beckett 1997, 371).
To circle back, we see most clearly here that the unnamable is defined through
negation, or more precisely through “owning” nothing of his own save for his
displaced names—emptied husks that name only the absence of ground. This
sounds “negative,” but it is only by virtue of this absence that multiple names can
emerge and that the voice can change. Later in the text, the voice claims that this
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absence is his only constitutive feature: “I’m all these words, all these strangers,
this dust of words, with no ground for their settling, no sky for their dispersing,
coming together to say, fleeing one another to say, that I am they, all of them”
(Becket 1997, 443; emphasis added). This apparent evacuation of names is a gesture toward what Derrida in Of Grammatology calls “the irremediable absence
of the proper name” (Derrida 1997, 106–107) or, in other words, the recognition that at its origin any name—like any gender—is grounded in a performative
speech act that can never attain full presence.

Conclusion: Doing the Impossible
In this chapter, I offer Beckett’s performed literary theory of name change, in
which names are described as groundless signs that both (1) function as linguistic prostheses of the always-already fragile subject and (2) prop up the always
necessarily incomplete privatization of the subject. This spatial rhetoric derives
from Beckett’s own emphasis on the slippage between material and linguistic
“grounds” and spaces. It is precisely the voice’s lack of location in discourse—his
lack of narrative “property” and a proper name—that permits his always compromised but absolutely constitutive impropriety. Given that Beckett’s oeuvre
works quite specifically against the assumptions of literary realism (his work
does not desire or feign a direct representation of, or even relationship to, lived
reality), the connection between his modernist work and a contemporary praxis
of transgender name change is complex.
In my own life, finding kindred thinkers such as Beckett has led me to see that
there are larger matters at stake in my desire to find a little space for impropriety with regards to my own name. Prescribing a new “proper” way to use names
would be antithetical to this desire, and to Becket’s work, but perhaps it’s possible to suggest that we proceed with the knowledge that names are affective,
spatial, and intimately reflective and generative of ideas about ownership, land,
and language. Indeed, I suspect that few transgender people wish to call themselves “Worm” or actually try to live without a name; as texts of experimentation
and limit cases, Beckett’s works do not imply that we ought to. They ask us to do
something harder, which is to continually, and with necessary failure and tenuousness, keep going and keep renaming and reforming what threatens to settle.
Although Beckett’s ideas have been very empowering for me (inasmuch as
we can and must regard the abilities to dissent and to create as important ones),
it is necessary to end by addressing again the seeming negativity or critical focus
of this argument. Indeed, does this “negative ownership” of discursive ground
imply anything affirmative? For Derrida, the language of negative ontology
is affirmative of something much more radical than finally finding one’s “real”
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identity, that is, the very ethical imperative to do impossible things. Here, Derrida insists that the language of impossibility can, in fact, be deeply ethical
and affirmative:
And the language of ab-negation or of renunciation is not negative: not only
because it does not state in the mode of descriptive predication and of the indicative proposition simply affected with a negation . . . but because it denounces as
much as it renounces; and it denounces, enjoining; it prescribes overflowing this
insufficiency; it mandates, it necessitates doing the impossible, necessitates place,
again. I shall say in French, il y a lieu de (which means il faut, “it is necessary,”
“there is ground for”) rendering oneself there where it is impossible to go. Over
there, toward the name, toward the beyond of the name in the name. . . . Going
where it is possible to go would not be a displacement or a decision, it would
be the irresponsible unfolding of a program. The sole decision possible passes
through the madness of the undecidable and the impossible: to go where . . . it is
impossible to go. (Derrida 1995, 59)

There are three points that require emphasis in this excerpt. First, Derrida allows
us to see that seemingly negative language and denunciation of existent paths or
programs is precisely the kind of thinking that mandates novelty—that leads to
the dissatisfaction that calls for continual transformation and change. Second,
we see that the ethical imperative—“il faut”—that results from this language of
mutual denunciation and ethics is once again an explicitly spatial imperative.
In effect, Derrida suggests that the formulation of “there is ground for” is only
ethical inasmuch as it leads us into impossible, groundless, territory. Third, the
impossibility that Derrida champions here is precisely how, in “On a Certain
Possible Impossibility of Saying the Event,” he (negatively) defines “the event,”
a model of action that, in closing, I suggest could characterize future name
changes and scholarly considerations of name changes. Here, Derrida suggests
that an “event” is defined precisely by its impossibility: “this impossibility is
not simply negative. This means that the impossible must be done. The event,
if there is one, consists in doing the impossible. But when someone does the
impossible, if someone does the impossible, no one, above all the doer of
the deed, is in a position to adjust a self-assured, theoretical statement to the
event and say ‘this happened.’ . . . A decision should tear—that’s what the word
decision means; it should disrupt the fabric of the possible” (Derrida 2007, 231,
237). If Derrida defines the event as a singular emergence that cannot be owned
or perhaps even effected by any one subject, then the event of name change is not
(at least not exclusively) about agency and self-assertion. Rather, it may consist
in the necessary impossibility of tearing through one’s own self-ownership. The
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“impossible” for Beckett is, as the title of the text suggests, to become unnamable (precisely through a proliferation of names)—to become something other
than one’s name, to have one’s name move one beyond oneself. More precisely,
undergoing name change in the mode of “the event” requires that one’s name
effect something that was not previously possible to do or to think and that is
not possible to plan per se; it is, in short, a theory of a “new name” actually doing
something new.
In this reading, the seemingly negative aporia and denunciations of The
Unnamable remind us of something radically affirmative: names, including new
names, could instead move (us) toward the Other in unexpected ways, could
dislocate us from that which we feel is our “ground” and our affective “property” and propriety, and could motivate us to take changing names as a reminder
that we could—rather than unfold identities and proprieties that are already
possible—pursue the impossible instead. Perhaps this is what Foucault imagined when introducing his lecture series by placing his own (quasi-celebrity)
name under erasure. Foucault’s use of Beckett’s The Unnamable was a desire to
renounce vocal agency and the tight grips of the conceptions of authorship and
subjectivity, something that Foucault’s own work acknowledged as both impossible and necessary. For Mowitt this is a quintessentially queer moment. However, given that the story hinges on a series of name changes, it may be more
accurate to view Foucault’s introduction as a crucial moment at which transgender desire could be heard speaking through—speaking in the name of—queer
academic history.

Notes
An extended version of this chapter appears in my book Transgender Architectonics: The Shape
of Change in Modernist Space.
Thank you to the editors and reviewers of this collection for their invaluable comments
and support.
1. For more on Butler’s critique of Lacan, see Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits

of “Sex,” especially the fifth essay, “‘Dangerous Crossing’: Willa Cather’s Masculine Names.”
Here, Butler critiques “Lacan’s notion that the name confers legitimacy and duration on the
ego” (Butler 1993, 209). Against his sense that names are “nominal zones of phallic control”
(153) always based on the Law (and name) of the Father, Butler suggests instead that, for
women, propriety is all about having a changeable name. As she puts it, “the durability of the
subject named is not, then, a function of the proper name, but a function of a patronym,
the abbreviated instance of a hierarchical kinship regime” (154).
2. Boulter follows Edward Said in his description of beginning (which he equates with
ground and arkhē): “to begin . . . is to circumscribe a space. . . . Articulating or inscribing
a beginning is thus an act of profound epistemologico-hermeneutic consequences: it is the
logic of beginning as ground (arkhē) that presupposes the movement toward end (telos). But
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the unnamable’s narrative calls on a kind of thinking about the logic of beginning that he will
acknowledge to be defunct” (Boulter 2001, 99–100).
3. Critical theorists of race have, arguably, led this turn to the politics of refusal. Such work
ranges from Jasbir Puar’s “Celebrating Refusal,” an online analysis of Judith Butler’s refusal of
Berlin Pride’s Zivilcourage Award in favor of highlighting the work of queer of color groups
who have protested Israeli apartheid and who educated Butler on the issues. Another example
can be found in Audra Simpson’s 2014 Mohawk Interruptus: Political Life across the Borders
of Settler States, in which the author describes the quality and outcomes of the Kahnawà:ke
Mohawks’ refusals of Canadian and American citizenship.
4. Žižek, Butler suggests, implies that names have the “power to confer durability” (Butler
1993, 153) even though they have no content. That is, for Žižek, names are referential but not
descriptive. For more, see again “‘Dangerous Crossing’: Willa Cather’s Masculine Names” in
Bodies That Matter.
5. For a tour de force of the currency of nihilism in Beckett’s work and Beckett criticism, see
Shane Weller’s monograph, A Taste for the Negative: Beckett and Nihilism.
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4 • EXCRUCIATING
IMPROBABILIT Y AND THE
TR ANSGENDER JA M AIC AN
Ke j a Va lens

Colonialism and its legacies constitute the Caribbean as we know it
and continue to set the terms through which the Caribbean subject is understood to exist and to have a race, nationality, gender, and sexuality. Although
mestizaje, créolité, hybridity, and other Caribbean literary and critical movements underscore the creative as well as the destructive forces of colonialism,
Caribbean literature and theory tend still to imagine the colonial period and its
legacy as oppressive, in contrast to a liberated and liberating postcolonial present or future.1 For those who object to the gender binary that underwrites the
heteronormative patriarchy on which colonialism rests, transgender relations
and subjects figure a more recent transgressive break with and departure from
the oppressive colonial model along with hope for a better and decolonized
future. Yet Jamaican author Patricia Powell’s novel The Pagoda (1998) suggests
an account of transgender Caribbean subjects and relations that not only survive
colonialism, as if in spite of it, but also enable and are enabled by colonialism.
Indeed, I argue that by probing the enduring violence of colonial structures and
the insidious totality that renders any claim to a space outside of them impossible, The Pagoda offers the recognition—both less and more hopeful—that
“transgressions” of the colonial order are always already present in it and thus
provide an opening not to a utopian future but to an improbable present.
Set in nineteenth-century Jamaica, The Pagoda recounts lives not easily
accounted for in histories of the Caribbean. Sociologist Mimi Sheller observes
that “one of the greatest silences in Caribbean historiography is the invisibility of queer subjectivities” as a result, in large part, of the ways that “existing
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approaches to nineteenth-century Caribbean history have largely ignored the
methodological problems raised by subaltern studies, postcolonial theory, and,
especially, queer theory” (Sheller 2012, 3). To find the stories of how transgender Caribbeans have struggled with, survived, and supported the colonial Caribbean requires creative engagement. As Powell draws her historical fiction from
the contradictions and absences of the colonial archive as well as from the logical
and fantastic imagining of a Jamaican past from the perspective of the present
moment, she engages in the kind of invention that is necessary in order to consider the “real” histories of transgender Caribbean subjects.
Caribbean cultural critic Édouard Glissant’s Poetics of Relation guides my
understanding of Powell’s novel as forging and revealing connections between
the pain of colonial experience and resistance to it, between resistance to the
colonial order and the colonial order itself, among bodies and stories and histories that are not neatly separable into any binary, be it colonizer/colonized,
black/white, or male/female. Relation, Glissant notes, comes from “the human
spirit’s striving for a transversal relationship, without universalist transcendence”
(Glissant 1989, 98; translation modified).2 Transversal relationships as Glissant
presents them operate along a lateral principle of organization; they cut across
transcendence, heading not up and out but shifting sideways between and
across hierarchies. As I understand them, transversal relationships provide an
account of relation beyond the binarism of colonial heteronormativity, eschewing the sameness of the latter even as they recognize its power (to divide, for
example, whites and blacks, men and women, and then join them under various
forms of the dominance of white masculinity). As I will argue, the relations that
Powell’s The Pagoda writes into existence—among a transgender Chinese Jamaican, his octoroon wife, the human trafficker who brought him to Jamaica and
arranged his marriage, and the members of the rural Jamaican village in which he
lives—are transversal relations. They lie across, mix up, repeatedly redivide, and
recombine people and positions.
In Glissant’s compellingly un-idealistic vision, the role of the writer involves
“reopening the wound [of colonialism] and escaping the numbing power of
Sameness” (Glissant 1989, 104). Colonialism—structured by what the feminist
philosopher María Lugones calls “heterosexualism and the colonial/modern
gender system” (Lugones 2007, 186) and what Sheller describes as “corporeal
forms of private and public embodiment that reproduced racial, gender, sexual,
and class hierarchies,” (Sheller 2012, 9) and which I term the heterocolonial
order—is perhaps the constitutive wound of the Caribbean. The heterocolonial order enforces an interlocking series of divisions and connections between
civilized and savage, white and black, man and woman, chaste and perverse, normal and abnormal, among other things, which derive from the combination of
the norms of heterosexuality and the principles and practices of colonialism and
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subject the Caribbean to their (often contradictory and destructive) orders even
as they create the Caribbean and its subjects as we know them.
If the Caribbean is constituted by multiple wounds and sutures, as St. Lucian
Nobel laureate Derek Walcott’s powerful image of a vase broken and reassembled illustrates (Walcott 1993, 69), Caribbean nationalisms and identity politics
search, either in the past or in the future, for unified, “true” Caribbean identities,
scarred but healed. From this perspective Glissant’s call to reopen the wound
bespeaks the recognition that the concepts of nation, identity, and individual
belong themselves to the colonial legacy. To escape these constructs may be as
undesirable as it is impossible, yet this recognition allows the composition of a
national literature that, as Glissant notes, “serves two functions: the first is that
of demythification, of desecration, of intellectual analysis, whose purpose is to
dismantle the internal mechanism of a given system, to expose the hidden workings, to demystify. It also has a hallowed purpose in reuniting the community
around its myths, its beliefs, its imagination or its ideology” (1989, 99–100).
One part of my argument is that the excruciatingly improbable stories of transgender Caribbeans—not as new unified identities for the new Caribbean nationalisms but, as in Powell’s work, figures who expose, suffer, and benefit from both
the persistence of the heterocolonial order and their persistent transgressions of
it—exemplify this national literature whose unworking is, as it were, its work.3
Powell belongs to a generation of Caribbean writers who, at the turn of the
twenty-first century, produce narratives that witness and mourn the enduring
injuries of colonial and patriarchal structures (Francis 2004). Powell’s first two
novels, Me Dying Trial and A Small Gathering of Bones, depict late twentieth-
century Jamaican state and social structures that perpetuate colonial and Christian ideologies and construct homosexuality as foreign, disowning or destroying
local persons and traditions that embrace same sex desires and practices even as
those local persons and traditions offer alternative and loving spaces for a variety
of sexualities and genders. Powell’s third novel, The Pagoda, joins a smaller but
rapidly growing set of Caribbean literary representations of transgender subjects
and relations.4 While The Pagoda is Powell’s first historical novel and presents her
first transgender character, like her other works it opens the enduring wounds of
heterocolonialism in Jamaica and reflects on the ways that order has always been
traversed by multiple practices and relations.
Jamaica stands out in the Caribbean, along with Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, and Guyana, as particularly intolerant of transgressions of heteronormativity.5 The August 2013 murder of Dwayne Jones, a transgender teenager
in Montego Bay, and the discussions that followed it display the persistent and
profoundly homophobic and transphobic elements of postcolonial Jamaica.6
The case underscores the unhopeful part of my claim that “transgressions” of the
colonial order are always already present in it, for if Jamaican law and the Dwayne
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Jones case exemplify the integration of transgender throughout the Caribbean, it
does not look very good for transgender subjects or relations. The more hopeful
part builds on the fact that The Pagoda does not stop there. It allows us to examine not only how transgender and queer subjects have long been mistreated but
also how they have survived and even been integral to colonial, postcolonial, and
neocolonial heteropatriarchy.
In what follows I will first briefly outline the story and the setting of The
Pagoda and consider what it means to call the protagonist, Lowe, transgender.
Then I will examine the coercive forces of patriarchy and colonialism on Lowe’s
identification. Showing how the experience of coerced gender, racial, and
sexual identification connects Lowe to those around him, I analyze the relationships that Lowe has with his wife, Miss Sylvie, and Cecil, the captain who
brought Lowe to Jamaica, arguing that the heterocolonial order ironically
enforces as much as it excludes trans relations. Turning to the cast of background
characters in The Pagoda, in the final section I argue that they offer to both Lowe
and the reader an alternative model in which trans relations are integrated in the
heterocolonial order as a set of transversal relations that simultaneously belong
to and transgress that order.

The Pagoda and Trans Terminology
in the Caribbean Context
The Pagoda is set in colonial Jamaica after the 1834 abolition of slavery and in the
midst of the subsequent expansion of the “coolie trade” that brought Chinese and
Indian workers to the Caribbean (Walters 2010; Yun 2004). Powell explains in
an interview with Faith Smith that she planned to write about a Chinese woman
in colonial Jamaica, “but while doing research, I found out in one article that
Chinese laws did not permit women to emigrate until later than the time I had
anticipated for my characters; and because I still wanted a female protagonist, I
decided to have her cross-dress. . . . She cannot be one thing or another, but at all
times must wear myriad costumes and selves” (Smith and Powell 1996, 326). If
Lowe is thus born out of a doubled necessity, Powell’s references to Lowe with
feminine pronouns in the interview and with masculine ones in the novel only
further underscore the gender crossings that Lowe’s story entails.
As The Pagoda outlines, Lowe’s life begins in China, where he spends his early
years as a little copy of his father. At puberty Lowe suddenly becomes a girl and
is married off to an old man. He escapes by dressing as a boy and stowing away
on a ship bound for Jamaica. Cecil, the ship’s captain, discovers him, rapes him,
and forces him to spend the voyage as his sex slave. Lowe ends up pregnant by
Cecil. In Jamaica Lowe delivers in secret a daughter named Elizabeth and continues to live as a man, fathering the baby. Cecil sets Lowe up with a shop and
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then a wife, Miss Sylvie. Lowe and Miss Sylvie live together, raising Elizabeth
as their own, for thirty years. Cecil continues to make sporadic appearances, during which he carries on sexual relationships with both Lowe and Miss Sylvie.
About ten years before the start of the novel, Elizabeth marries and becomes
estranged from Lowe. The novel begins as, anticipating his death, Lowe attempts
to write Elizabeth a letter in order to tell her “of what I am in truth” (Powell
1998, 8). Shortly thereafter, Lowe’s shop burns down. Cecil, who is visiting,
dies in the fire. Lowe increasingly revisits his past, especially his rape-filled passage from China to Jamaica. He discovers in himself a great desire to reconnect
with the Chinese community in Jamaica and to build a pagoda that will serve
as a Chinese Jamaican cultural center. He begins to share his story with others
and to explore the possibility of relationships that might not rest on either “playing” or “being” a particular gender, race, or sexuality, becoming increasingly
connected—whether or not he realizes it—to a community full of characters
whose myriad transgressions of the colonial order seem to always already be a
part of it.
Most studies of The Pagoda examine various ways in which Lowe exemplifies the intersections of gender, sexual, racial, and national identification.
Although they disagree on whether to call Lowe a man or a woman, they have
until recently concurred in determining that Lowe is “really” one or the other
(Chin 2007; Francis 2004; Harrison 2009; Lezra 2008; Misrahi-Barak 2012; Yun
2004; Walters 2010). I join a small but growing number of critics who understand Lowe as transgender (Frydman 2011; Prater 2012; Woodhull 2004).
Although I remain wary both of the Euro-American conceptions of gender
and sexuality that adhere to the term “transgender” and of concepts of identity
writ large, I find compelling the associations with many terms deeply rooted in
Caribbean Studies that are evoked by the word.7 The trans of transgender invokes
the transatlantic and transnational movements that so profoundly mark the
Caribbean and whose connection to Euro-American hegemony render their use
both so problematic and so appropriate. Transgender also evokes an ensemble of
related words that share the prefix, including translation, transformation, transgression, and Glissant’s “transversal relations.” Indeed, using the term transgender
and the prefix trans ought to compel us to ask, in a paraphrase of K. Anthony
Appiah, whether the trans in transgender is the same as the trans in any of these
other terms (1991), and further, how we can combine the dislocation of trans
(inherent in its root, the Latin “across, beyond, over”) with the localization of
any or all of these transes in the Caribbean.8
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Coercion and the Impossibility of Escaping the
Heterocolonial Order: Lowe, Miss Sylvie, Cecil
Caribbean literary critic Rosamond King finds that, because Lowe’s gender
change is coerced, he is a character who reinforces “the belief that unconventional genders are not indigenous to the region” and that he does not represent
transgender Caribbean experience (King 2008, 584). However, it is precisely
in the coerced nature of Lowe’s transgender that I find one of the most salient
links to Caribbean experience. Any gender of any Caribbean subject—whatever
the degree of “indegeneity” and however postslavery or postcolonial—emerges
from colonial coercion.9 Colonialism, as Lugones notes, “introduced many genders and gender itself as a colonial concept and mode of organization of relations of production, property relations, of cosmologies and ways of knowing”
(Lugones 2007, 186). This heterocolonial order imposes “a” gender, race, sexuality, and class on all subjects.10 The “many genders” in this system specify lines of
separation (codifying the distance for example between black women and white
women), rather than acknowledging the possibility of belonging to multiple categories or that of passage between categories. At the same time, the imposition
and policing of this complex array of gender, racial, and sexual categories coerce
both belonging to and transgression of their boundaries. Lowe’s position as a
protagonist searching to tell “who I am in truth” suggests that he himself may not
understand, but The Pagoda demonstrates that what Lowe’s gender is, and what
its changes mean, has much less to do with Lowe as an individual with personal
desires than it has to do with him as a colonial subject, as a body subjected to
multiple political and economic orders.11
Lowe arrives in Jamaica on a ship full of Chinese who, like the Africans before
them, got there because “people like Cecil . . . could . . . pay little or nothing to
men desperate for food and work, to kidnap anyone they could find” and take
them across an ocean and sell them “to the highest bidder in the West Indies”
(Powell 1998, 17). That Lowe ran away from a forced marriage and, passing as a
man, became a stowaway on Cecil’s ship makes me want to claim that coercion
alone did not determine his path but that some particular personal desire led
him to choose a transgender escape. However, as Sam Chen says in the novel
when Lowe and the other Chinese Jamaicans discuss the “choice” of immigration: “when you don’t have one grain of rice to eat, you not free. When you don’t
have money, you not free. You turn slave to your stomach. Desperation drives
you. Is either immigration or death, no!” (44).
Perhaps what led Lowe to understand that the stifling femininity of “a wife
weighted down by tradition” is the kind of impending death that impels emigration could explain the source of his transgender existence. Indeed, The Pagoda
proceeds through revelatory flashbacks as if it might lead to an original personal
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identity, but the search turns into a dizzying endless regress. Each step back
requires another, and each time we land on something that seems like it must
be the “true” Lowe, we find only someone else’s coercive construction. Lowe
realizes that “Nobody had ever asked him. He had just lived out all their fantasies. There was his father, who used to dress Lowe the same way he dressed
himself. . . . Then it was Cecil’s fantasies and his grand plans for both Lowe and Miss
Sylvie” (Powell 1998, 99). But it is not just Cecil or Lowe’s father, not just exceptional individuals with individual power over Lowe, who enforce their peculiar
gender-crossing fantasy categories onto Lowe. Lowe’s father represents Chinese
patriarchy, a system where only boys were valued in the family and girls became
the wives of others. Moreover, Cecil’s questions to Lowe, “You know what them
do with the Chinese woman in British Guinea. In Cuba. In Trinidad? Bring
them to whorehouse. Is that you wanted?” require answers recognizing that not
only Cecil but also the heterocolonial order both construct and coerce Lowe’s
manhood in Jamaica (99). The Pagoda does not tell the story of an “indigenous”
and “free” Caribbean transgender identification but, by telling the story of a
coerced transgender Chinese Jamaican identification, reveals how the patriarchal and heterocolonial orders that strip Lowe of the subjective agency to
choose a gender ironically force him not only to conform to their norms but also
to transgress them.
Lowe experiences his double bind as unique and individual, but the novel
displays that Lowe is not exceptional, neither in his subjection to coercive gender orders nor in his transgression of them. The Pagoda opens with what seems
to be a simple hierarchy with the coercively transgendered Chinese Jamaican
Lowe at the bottom, his relatively free rich white wife, Miss Sylvie, next, and the
white trafficker in human flesh, Cecil, at the top and in control of all. Each position in this hierarchy turns out, however, to be equally and forcibly assigned to
a particular gender, race, and sexuality, even as each of these positions also exercises control over the gender, race, and sexuality of other positions.
Because Miss Sylvie looks white and rich, Lowe assumes that she operates
freely in the heterocolonial order. His descriptions of her directing the building
of the house they live in, profiting handsomely from the estate, and controlling
the servants, all establish his view of her freedom and power. When he is faced
with the ways that Miss Sylvie had to be white to marry her first husband, a rich
white politician, and had to have white children to be white, Lowe insinuates
that she had a kind of choice that was unavailable to him, asking her, “But why’d
you marry him, then” (Powell 1998, 146). Miss Sylvie’s answer shows that, while
the particulars are different, her choices were just as proscribed and prescribed
as his: “He like me. He pursue me. And I could pass. . . . A powerful man as that?
Is every girl’s wish. I mean what women have, Lowe, if it ain’t what the father
give them, what the husband give them?” (146). Like Lowe, Miss Sylvie cannot
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articulate her own desire. She married not because it was her wish but because
it was “every girl’s wish,” the wish that is part of being a (colored) girl, the wish
“given” by the (white) father and the (white) husband as much as everything
else is given by them. So when her children are born brown, Miss Sylvie gives
them away, and when her husband calls her a “nigger,” she strangles him. For
Miss Sylvie, as for Lowe, the strictures of the heterocolonial order force and
exclude belonging to the very same categories.
Although Lowe and Miss Sylvie are both forced to occupy and to change
positions in the heterocolonial order, their parallels do not create a space of
mutual resistance. They are connected to each other through the coercive structure itself, in a marriage designed to keep each one in a proper place. Each one’s
attempts to “help” the other into a “better” position only illustrate Sheller’s
observation that “being more deeply inscribed into particular gender, racial,
and moral orders” is often the result as well as the cause of attempts to challenge
them (Sheller 2012, 9).
Miss Sylvie repeatedly attempts to share an emotional and sexual relationship with Lowe: “she removed the strips of cloth that banded the chest and
swallowed at once the knobby red nipples. She murmured into his chest. She
knew! She murmured into his belly. She knew!” (Powell 1998, 112). But it is not
exactly clear what she knew, and indeed her knowledge seems to be of his womanhood, a knowledge that would simply force him back into that category rather
than make any space across or through categories. Lowe never responds to Miss
Sylvie’s touch, and as Miss Sylvie touches him, his mind repeatedly returns to his
onboard rape by Cecil. Lowe recognizes that Miss Sylvie’s attentions subject him
to one more person’s desires and put him into one more category in the heterocolonial order. For even though “secretly in his heart he yearned for her embrace,
and often he wished he could small himself up into her lap and sleep there,” he
senses “she always wanted more. He heard it in her frenzied breathing, he could
smell it like danger on her skin, he could taste it at the back of his throat, and it
was always there in the pressure of her fingers kneading him. He didn’t feel as if
he had agency, as if he had voice. For who is to say she wouldn’t fold up her fantasies into him and turn him further into something he wasn’t, as his father had
done and then Cecil?” (114).
Lowe, for his part, attempts to help Miss Sylvie become the biological mother
he thinks she “really” is and reconnect with the children she gave away. When
Lowe suggests to Dulcie, the housekeeper who has been with Miss Sylvie since
her first marriage, that they find the children and “invite them,” Dulcie tries to
explain that to do so would be to force Miss Sylvie into a role she never occupied
and has not asked for, “she was a like a grip for them, a carrying vessel” (Powell 1998, 195). But Lowe insists. And only when one of the children arrives and
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Miss Sylvie refuses to respond to the appellation “mother” and instead looks at
the now grown child “with pure hate,” does Lowe see “how very wrong he had
been. How so damn wrong” (207–208).
When Lowe realizes his mistake, he opens one of the excruciatingly limited
windows into the improbable possibility of non-heterocolonial, transversal relations where family relationships need not be biological or reproductive and
biological connections need not define family or identity, where motherhood is
not a requirement of womanhood, and where there are many roles outside of or
unrelated to the “mother” that women who have given birth can take up. Another
such window opens when, later in the novel, Miss Sylvie falters in her suggestion
that Lowe become a woman, “Maybe you wouldn’t even have to be like this anymore . . . you wouldn’t have to dress up like that, you wouldn’t have to look like
a . . .” and finishes awkwardly, “I mean unless you want to” (Powell 1998, 140),
allowing that Lowe might want to do something else that she can’t quite name.
These openings occur, however, less as positive possibilities for transversal relations than as recognitions of a failure or incapacity to conceive of them.
If Lowe and Miss Sylvie find it impossible to escape reifying the heterocolonial order, Cecil is the visible and tangible embodiment of those who actively
establish and enforce it. Cecil literally imposes heterocolonial family structure by giving Lowe a daughter and a wife—and Miss Sylvie a husband and a
daughter—and also by exercising his ability to have sexual relationships with
women and nonwhites at any time. Cecil embodies the colonial white male’s sexual power over female and nonwhite bodies and his social power over the lines
of lineage on the island. That he is not only the biological father of Lowe’s daughter, Elizabeth, but also (the novel strongly hints) of the man Elizabeth eventually
marries, demonstrates how that power is perpetuated through the inequality of
its structure—a structure in which nonwhites and women are both forced into a
patrilineage and set up, by the indiscriminate impregnation of nonwhite women,
to transgress its rules not only through subjection to coercive sex but through an
almost inevitable transgression of the incest taboo.
That Cecil dies in the first pages of The Pagoda might suggest the fall of the
heterocolonial order and a path in the rest of the story to peeling away the layers
of colonial history to finally find the “real” Lowe. Cecil’s reach, however, exceeds
his death—not through his personal power but because he was only a vessel of
a vast structure that he represented but did not control. Cecil’s own status as a
white Jamaican man, his economic and social power, his intimate relationships,
his ability to parent, and his ability to live are no more individual expressions of
personal desire than are Lowe’s.
As Lowe comes to terms with the insignificance of Cecil’s personal power in
the heterocolonial order, he shifts from trying to escape from Cecil’s coercive
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power to trying to understand Cecil’s position. Lowe asks Omar, the overseer of
Miss Sylvie’s estate and a probable object of Cecil’s sexual attentions, “Did you
know Cecil? . . . I mean, really know him?” Omar’s initial response, “Yes, sir,” is
followed by a description of Cecil that shows that to really know Cecil is to know
how he too was subjected to heterocolonial power:
“He was a man with his hands in everything. He was best friends with Miss Sylvie’s husband. His family some of the richest on the island. But must be he fell out
with them, they cut him off, so he run the coolie trade. . . . Plenty Chinese and
Indian people and some Negro people he set up in business, if he take a fancy to
them, but he was a man with his hands everywhere.”
“And he never marry,” Lowe said.
“No sir, not as far as I know.”
...
“And children?”
There was the silence again, and outside, frogs and cicadas went wild in
the night.
“Who is to tell, sir?” (Powell 1998, 226–227)

In spite of, or perhaps precisely in, his role as a rapist and a trafficker in human
beings, Cecil’s life is rife with silences and suggestions of desires, choices, that
could not find expression as open truths or identities in the heterocolonial order
that he also enforces.
The “plenty Chinese and Indian people and some Negro people” to whom
Cecil “take[s] a fancy,” his long-term sexual relationships with Lowe and Miss
Sylvie and probably Omar suggest that he has a particular desire for nonwhites
and men. And inasmuch as nonwhite men in the heterocolonial order are themselves positioned as either more or less male than white men, with Chinese
maleness in particular always already somehow effeminized, Cecil’s desire for
nonwhite men can be read as a kind of transgender desire—either a desire for a
transgender person or a desire that changes Cecil’s own manhood. Furthermore,
Cecil’s desire for Lowe appears to be a desire for him as transgender. On the ship
when they meet, it appears to be the combination of dressing and fighting him
like a man and possessing “woman’s flesh” that so attracts Cecil to Lowe (Powell 1998, 48–49). Aided and perhaps guided by the colonial positioning of all
Chinese women as prostitutes, Cecil works to maintain Lowe as a man and as
the object of his sexual attention once they arrive in Jamaica. Nonetheless, Cecil
can only have suspect and forced liaisons with Lowe, Miss Sylvie, Omar, and the
others, and he can only uncle or absentee parent any children he fathers with
them, for his ability to access nonwhites, men, and transgender people for sex
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does not include an ability to marry or form families with them. Cecil’s strange
kindness, for a trader in human flesh and a rapist, or his strange cruelty, for a
lover of nonwhites, reveals the contradictions of his situation and suggests that,
like Lowe and Miss Sylvie, Cecil also is caught between his inability or lack of
desire to conform to the heterocolonial order and his inability to do anything
but conform.
Cecil’s death does not remove the power structures of which he was both representative and victim, but with Cecil finally gone, Miss Sylvie says to Lowe, “it’s
just us now,” and once “the strange combination they were” sinks in to Lowe, he
realizes the tremendous possibility that represents (Powell 1998, 138). Finding
himself “suddenly terrified by the possibility of more dreams, more fantasies,”
Lowe also realizes that the power of just the two of them together is that there
is no clear order into which they fit; he has to ask, “What you mean, exactly?”
(Powell 1998, 138). Miss Sylvie responds with another question, a question that
has never been asked of Lowe, “Well, what is it you’d like, Lowe?” (138). If early
in the novel Lowe would have tried to articulate what he wanted to be, now he
answers with what he would like to have, outlining for Miss Sylvie his dream of
the pagoda (139). Lowe seems to recognize that it is pointless to try to claim an
identity when you do not control the structures in which that identity is articulated. So his dream, what he wants, is to create his own structure. Miss Sylvie
echoes James Baldwin and Dionne Brand when she suggests that Lowe’s new
structure could be built on “another island.” Lowe insists on staying in Jamaica,
and so the pagoda is deferred in time rather than in place. Lowe’s words in his
final letter to Elizabeth, “the center is there, maybe next year we can open it with
a big ceremony,” express both the continued hope and the continued uncertainty for its completion (240).

Trans Relations: Sharmilla,
Joyce, Pretty, Omar, and Jake
If in the foreground of The Pagoda the stories of Lowe, Miss Sylvie, and Cecil
reopen the wounds of the heterocolonial order and leave them to bleed out in
pain, in the background a whole other cast of characters hold out the bandages
that have always bound them, transversally. As Lowe struggles to find “what I am
in truth” and a new structure for an integrated identity, Sharmilla, Joyce, Omar,
Jake, Pretty, and any number of other characters understand Lowe’s, and their
own, gender and sexuality in alternative ways. Jason Frydman argues that “the
proliferation of queer intimacies” in The Pagoda articulates a “utopian vision of
a simultaneously creole and pluralist Jamaican nationalism” (Frydman 2011,
96). I see a less radical and both more and less hopeful position rooted in the
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inescapability of heterocolonialism’s wounds and the necessity of remaining in
relation with them. The Pagoda’s Jamaica is neither utopian nor new—which I
will show as I turn my attention to the improbable, imperfect, and unoriginal
future that the background characters hold out. These characters and their relationships to and with Lowe evince spaces for transgender lives and loves that
permeate all aspects of Jamaican life, surviving and resisting but also supporting
and perpetuating the heterocolonial order.
Shortly after Cecil’s death, Lowe travels to the city to reconnect with the Chinese Jamaican community, centered around the successful businessman Kywing.
There, Lowe sees Kywing’s Indian-born wife, Sharmilla, to whom he feels a deep
connection, “for it was as if she knew exactly what lay behind the costume”
(Powell 1998, 35). Lowe takes Sharmilla primarily as knowing something about
the body under his clothes and the identity that body conveys. But he also recognizes something else: “Once, for a brief and furtive moment, he thought perhaps
she desired him, but he found the idea so worrisome, so marked with frustration
and distress, that he wiped it completely from the shelves of his mind” (35–36).
The suggestion that Lowe, in his search for singular and true identity, cannot
grant is that Sharmilla recognizes and desires him as transgender. Indeed, each
time Lowe acknowledges a trans relation he appears surprised, confused, and
scared and expects others to feel likewise.
Lowe’s outlook, however, is not that of The Pagoda. Throughout the novel,
relationships between men and relationships between women as well as crossings of the gender binary appear as common and as common knowledge, even
if always marginal. There are “the Chinese men, from the neighboring villages
and towns, . . . the ones married to the Indian and Negro women, to the low-class
creoles and hybrids; . . . the ones still basking in the sweet waters of bachelorhood and those who patronized whorehouses and those who took each other in
love,” and when “their conversations grew heated, they drank heavily, they
sweated,” all of the Chinese men “groped at each other’s groins and at their
own, they exchanged soft laughs and knowing glances” (Powell 1998, 42, 46).
Then there are “the spindly and rotund women with crocus-bag bundles on their
heads who stepped in [to the shop] just to ease the load. . . . They would always
talk and laugh in spirited voices and argue about the elections, the lying and thieving politicians, about education for their children, family planning, the women
loved on the side, about their wayward husbands. . . . He liked it most when they
lowered their voices and talked about their garish sexual lives and laughed deep,
throttling laughs that revealed secrets and insatiable cravings” (56–57). And
Miss Cora’s shop, on Sunday evenings, is filled with “Men with merriment. Men
who beat their wives and fucked their daughters. Men with good intentions.
Generous and kind men. Men who loved him and other men” (134).
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The policeman’s wife, Joyce, goes so far as to show a way out not only of the
male-female binary but of gender or even the subject as a relevant category.
When Lowe becomes confused by his increasing awareness of the complex network of coerced and masqueraded lives surrounding him, “he decided he would
go and see his friend Joyce” (Powell 1998, 148). She invites him to spend the
night, explaining “Fine [her husband] down at the station . . . he sleep there
most nights” (150). When Lowe wakes up naked in Joyce’s bed, he says to her,
“So you know, then.” She answers, “I always knew” (152), and explains, “It wasn’t
anything in you clothes or you gestures . . . it was just in your laugh” (153). Joyce
gestures away from knowledge about Lowe’s body or from biological determinism, even as she hints at some kind of essence. When Lowe persists, “but what if
I wasn’t that way . . . I mean what if, suppose I didn’t like it, suppose . . .” the topic
of conversation shifts from knowledge about what Lowe is to knowledge about
what Lowe wants. Joyce’s answer keeps the subject in suspension: “I never been
wrong yet,” she said, and smiled. “Forty years now. . . . Sometimes is a walk, a
look, sometimes is a silence, a dis-ease. But you know, Lowe, everybody seduceable. Man or woman” (153). Joyce proffers first that there might be forty years’
worth of trans lovers in the village but then shifts from identifying particular
seducible subjects to a suggestion that what categorizes people is not who they
are or even what they want but the multiple seductive ways in which they can
relate to one another. This alternative categorization seems not just against but
completely distinct from the heterocolonial order.
Joyce’s position as the policeman’s wife is crucial to The Pagoda’s argument,
however, and should not be overlooked. Her alternative categorization does not
dismantle the town’s order but, rather, enables and is enabled by it. Joyce’s transverse seductions occur literally in the bed of the law, not while the law is sleeping
but while the law is on duty. Her husband’s spending most nights at the station
may be cause or effect of Joyce’s activities, but his name, Fine (by which Joyce
refers to him), conveys his tacit approval of the setup. Indeed, while Lowe refers
to him as Mr. Fine, when Joyce drops the title, her sentence “Fine down at the
station” conveys both that it is fine down at the station—all is in order with
the colonial administration—and that Fine, her husband, is down at the station
and will not interfere with their relationship.
Following on the experience with Joyce, Lowe begins to go to town without
his moustache. The villagers
commented on what they called his smooth and unblemished skin, his childish
baby face . . . , and one of them, an effeminate one they call Pretty, who had a
penchant for impregnating young girls, then always crying that they just wanted
to saddle him with bastards, for none of them was his, even went as far as to say
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Lowe looked like a woman he used to know. And at that they stormed into laughter, hammering their feet on the pavement. . . . Did they know? he had wondered.
And if so, was it that it didn’t matter to them? He had noticed that even with all
their comments, they seemed not to harbor any bad feelings against him. (Powell
1998, 172)

Pretty identifies something trans about Lowe, but from the position of one who
also crosses gender lines in a way that is familiar to the community to which he
belongs. At the same time whatever the villagers do or do not know about Pretty
or Lowe remains vague, and no one finds any need to ask for more precision than
that he has smooth skin and reminds Pretty of a woman. Lowe is like others who
cross gender categories, and those crossings occur in multiple and complex ways.
At the same time, most of the villagers are married to people of the opposite gender and some refer to the “nasty . . . ungodliness” of the homosexual relationship
they suspect between Cecil and Lowe (15). Pretty and Lowe, emblematizing the
very broad range of trans relations, are related to one another by the ways that
they are both denigrated by and integrated into dominant social structures.
It might seem as if Lowe’s subsequent sexual encounter with Omar is a step
in his return to heterosexual femininity, but when Omar and Lowe lie naked
together, we find instead another character accepting Lowe’s transgender in ways
that exceed Lowe’s own understanding. Omar’s actions convey a tender, if somewhat awkward, treatment of Lowe’s body as between or across male and female.
After touching Lowe’s breasts and waist, Omar seems both surprised and comprehending that Lowe is to be treated as neither or both or something different
yet from a man or a woman: “‘Shh,’ said Lowe. He did not want to face him, he
did not want to read the astonished eyes, he did not want to kiss him, he did
not want to talk to him. There was the organ between them, the throbbing hard
thing between them. With stubby fingers Omar drew circles on Lowe’s back. He
soothed the stringy edges of Lowe’s hair, he blew into Lowe’s neck and rustled
the fuzz that grew there at the nape, he hummed low jerky tunes of his youth,
and his chest lay still against Lowe’s curving back” (Powell 1998, 226). Although
Lowe still expects Omar to be “astonished” at seeing his unbound breasts and
curved hips, Omar’s earlier refusal to look at Lowe’s unclothed chest suggests
that he already knew something of the morphology he might see and does not
reduce the “truth” of Lowe’s gender and sexuality to that morphology. Attracted
to and aroused by Lowe, Omar operates in an exploratory and relational mode,
not trying to give to or take something from Lowe, not trying to follow standard
expectations of sex between men and women or between men but, rather, trying
to figure out how to relate their two bodies and their various desires. The description of “the organ, the throbbing thing between them” without a possessive pronoun to identify “the organ” allows that it may be Lowe’s or Omar’s organ, that
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what Omar may be offering Lowe (or vice-versa) is an organ that they can share
or that can equally belong or be foreign to both of them, even if neither is quite
sure how to do that. Facing Lowe’s back, Omar offers an intimacy of naked touch
unattached to any traditionally gendered or sexualized body part or bodily act.
In spite of the many villagers’ different ways of understanding Lowe through
their own transgender desires that they either have or recognize for him or others, the problem of how to designate Lowe in a language where names, titles,
and personal pronouns reinforce a gender binary plagues the characters of The
Pagoda as much as it does the narrator and critics of the novel. Omar’s insistence
on calling Lowe “Mr. Lowe,” even when Lowe has demanded “Call me A-yin,
damn it. Call me by my blasted name” (Powell 1998, 222), even when he has just
lain naked with Lowe, reinforces the novel’s suggestion that to locate Lowe in
any one gender is both to misidentify him and almost inevitable.
Near the end of The Pagoda, the carpenter Jake figures out if not Lowe’s true-
true name then a most appropriate way to refer to him: “ma’am Mr. Lowe” (Powell 1998, 241). The novel never settles, however, on one “right” way to articulate
Lowe’s status—Jake’s and Omar’s appellations figure as equally valid, and the
narrator’s mode of referring to Lowe always with male pronouns but sometimes
as a girl or a woman, and sometimes as Lau A-yin repeats the multiplication
effect. There is no single true gender or sexuality for Lowe to “be,” and so no
single true name or pronoun with which to designate him. Lowe emerges in and
out of the heterocolonial order’s denial and creation of him, and its reliance on
and challenge by others (who) like him.
I read the trans relations in The Pagoda as offering ways around, through, and
under heterocolonial patriarchy that do not destroy it or point to any move out
of or beyond it. That The Pagoda reveals an increasing number of trans relations
shows not that the trans relations themselves are on the rise but, rather, that
Lowe’s—and the reader’s—awareness of them is. This does not guarantee
that Lowe’s letter to Elizabeth will be completed or sent or that the pagoda he
wants to build for her and his grandchildren will be finished or used. But it
requires the recognition that trans relations have always and everywhere been
present, lived, and negotiated. Trans relations and transgendered subjects, subjected to coercion, incompletion, and imperfection, proliferate not only before
or after heterocolonialism but persist throughout it. They emerge when we
reopen the wounds of colonialism and their excruciatingly improbable poetics
of relation transgress and transfigure the gender binary that occasions them.

Notes
1. Thanks to Rhonda Cobham-Sanders for her remarks to this effect at the 2013 International
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2. I use J. Michael Dash’s translation with one modification: Dash uses “cross-cultural” for

Glissant’s “transversale” (Glissant 1989, 98; Glissant 1997, 327). I use “transversal” for “transversale” in order to underscore the repetition of the prefix trans (repeated in Glissant in both
“transversale” and “transcendence” and repeated in this chapter in transgender, among other
things) and in order to convey the general idea of being in a position of crossing or of cutting
across that is contained in the idea of “transversale” rather than the specification of the cross-
cultural of Dash’s translation.
3. That Glissant’s work demonstrates occasional difficulty placing figures that do not conform to heterocolonial gender and sexual structures does not prevent such figures from
embodying his model of Poetics of Relation.
4. Notably Michelle Cliff ’s No Telephone to Heaven in Jamaica (1987), Shani Mootoo’s Cereus
Blooms at Night in Trinidad (1996), Mayra Santos-Febres’s Sirena Selena vestida de pena in
Puerto Rico (2000), and Nalo Hopkinson’s Skin Folk in Jamaica (2001).
5. Articles 76 and 77 of Jamaica’s Offences Against the Person Act make “the abominable
offense of buggery” illegal and punishable by up to ten years in prison. Article 79 states that
“Any male person who, in public or private, commits, or is a party to the commission of, or
procures or attempts to procure the commission by any male person of, any act of gross indecency with another male person, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,” punishable by up to two
years in prison. Although “gross indecency” is not defined in the law, it has been interpreted
to include any kind of physical intimacy between consenting adults. For more information,
see J-Flag, “Know Your Rights” (2013). In Barbados and Guyana, sodomy is illegal and punishable by life in prison. In Trinidad and Tobago, the 1986 “Sexual Offenses Act,” strengthened in 2000, makes both male and female homosexuality punishable by up to twenty-five
years in prison, and the Immigration Act makes it illegal for homosexuals to enter the country.
In October 2013, a challenge to the constitutionality of Jamaica’s “Buggery Laws” was brought
to Jamaica’s Supreme Court. As of the writing of this chapter, the challenge is ongoing and no
ruling has been made.
6. Newton Duncan’s “Dressed for Murder,” in Jamaica Gleaner, August 4, 2013, sympathetic
to Dwayne Jones, for example, mentions that “to the overwhelming majority of Jamaicans,
cross-dressers are homosexuals who deserve the full wrath of the righteous.” Carolyn Cooper, in her “Dressed for Murder” and “Sexual Falsehood Top to Bottom,” in Jamaica Gleaner,
August 4 and August 11, respectively, gives similar analyses of Jamaican public opinion.
7. For discussion of the problems of the vocabulary of gender and sexuality in the Caribbean
and in critical work about the Caribbean, see Natasha Tinsley (2010, 5–15).
8. I am grateful to Melvin Rahming for asking this second question when I presented an early
version of this chapter at the 2013 International Conference on Caribbean Literature.
9. The appeal to Caribbean indigeneity is itself interrogated in The Pagoda through evocations of the colonial history that eradicated indigenous Jamaicans and populated the island
with colonizers, slaves, and emigrants from India, China, and the Middle East—brought by
very different forces but all from elsewhere.
10. Mimi Sheller’s conception of embodiment and sexual citizenship in the Caribbean analyzes the imbrications of coerced gender, racial, and sexual categorizations (2012).
11. Albert Memmi and Frantz Fanon’s analyses of the effects of colonialism on the self-
conception of the colonized lay the foundations for this understanding (Memmi 1965;
Fanon 2008). Saidiya Hartman’s attention to the endurance of the structures of slavery
post-emancipation and Sheller’s analysis of “erotic agency,” among others, develop its many
valences (Hartman 1997; Sheller 2012).
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5 • TRANSCODING THE
TR ANSNATIONAL
DIGITAL ECONOMY
J i a n C h en

This chapter focuses on the trans embodied, transnational digital
media of Cheang Shu Lea. For more than thirty years, Taiwan-born queer digital nomad Cheang has produced new media art that highlights and plays with
the boundaries of gender, racial ethnicity, sexuality, nationality, cultural genre,
and technological medium.1 In particular I look at her post-porn digital film
I.K.U. (2000), which rips off Ridley Scott’s analog film Blade Runner (1982),
and I.K.U.’s sequel UKI (2009–2012), a live video performance and online game.2
These coupled pieces, along with Cheang’s other work in the 2000s, make visible
the digital technologies that had linked cultural mediums, media technologies,
and media industries (film, television, newspapers, books, radio, performance,
games, photography) nationally, regionally, and globally by the conclusion
of the twentieth century. Using I.K.U. and UKI as examples of her larger body of
work, I argue that Cheang’s attention to networked media technologies and their
new interfaces with viewers, who become users and players, urges us toward an
investigation of the structural impact of digital technologies in mediating transnational neoliberal capitalism. As a crucial part of this argument, I show how
Cheang’s work compels us to think about and experience racially gendered/
sexed embodiment and biogenetics as motive forces in the restructuring and globalizing of political economies of the United States, Western Europe, and the
global North.
My chapter begins with a discussion of Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982)
and the racialized anxieties that shape the film’s nostalgia for the human and
American liberal society in the urban rubble of high-tech de-industrialization.
83
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It follows with a focus on I.K.U.’s playful trans recoding and subversion of Blade
Runner. Cheang’s digital film I.K.U. highlights the racially binary gender/sex/
sexual cultural economies that underpin Blade Runner’s post-apocalyptic vision
of high-tech, which the 35mm film projects at a moment when the U.S.-based
Hollywood film industry is undergoing transformation by a new, digitally powered global economy. While I.K.U. intervenes in the representational politics of
Blade Runner and dominant visions of high-tech, I.K.U.’s sequel performance and
game UKI breaks away from the representational politics of visibility and viewing by wiring us to the invisible off-sites of the digital economy, including electronic and biogenetic dumping sites that give birth to live trans genetic, species,
and media forms. Against neoliberal accounts of the digital economy driven by
technological, economic, and social determinisms, I.K.U. and UKI suggest that
racially binary systems of gender, sex, and sexuality fundamentally structure the
new political economy. In the chapter’s conclusion, I explore the implications of
Cheang’s trans subversions in producing critical trans practices that build on and
shift the textual politics of counter-cultural interpretation and meaning-making.

Nostalgia for the Human “Race”
in Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner
Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982) opens with the radioactive landscape of
Los Angeles 2019. Rising high above this landscape of fiery ethers, acid rain,
and blinking electromagnetic surfaces, we are given a view of Tyrell Corporation’s pyramid headquarters. Wide shots of the LA cityscape are intercut with
close shots of a disembodied eye that mirrors an image of the city on its surface.
Moments later we associate these images of an eye with the interrogation tool
developed by the Tyrell Corporation to distinguish between real humans and
human clones, called Replicants. The tool is used by Blade Runners (human
police agents trained to kill Replicants) to measure the eye movement and other
involuntary bodily reactions (or lack thereof) of suspected clones as they are
asked emotionally charged questions. In Blade Runner’s LA 2019, the Tyrell Corporation’s genetic engineering of Replicants represents the final frontier of high
tech’s encroachment on nature, divine creation, and human society. The human
clones were originally produced to explore and colonize planets beyond Earth
as slave laborers. But when a more intelligently designed Nexus 6 generation of
Replicants starts a revolt on an off-planet colony, Replicants are banned from
returning to Earth under threat of death. Scott’s film follows weathered Blade
Runner Deckard (Harrison Ford) as he is forced out of retirement to hunt down
a group of Replicants who have returned illegally to Earth to confront their creators at the Tyrell Corporation. As Deckard terminates these illegal Replicants
one by one, his ambivalent identification with the human clones grows. He “falls
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in love” with Rachael (Sean Young), a Nexus 6 female Replicant employed by
the Tyrell Corporation, and his life is saved by the prized leader of the renegade
Replicants, Roy (Rutger Hauer). Deckard’s identification with the Replicants is
secured by the conclusion of the film when he escapes with Rachael. Viewers are
left questioning Deckard’s status as human or clone.
As argued by neo-or post-Marxist social critics, Blade Runner gives a visually
and narratively engrossing indictment of the degrading effects of high-tech-ruled
postindustrial global society. Postmodern geographer David Harvey mourns the
loss of the human exemplified by Deckard’s falling in love with Replicant Rachael
(Harvey 1990, 313–314). Feminist film scholar Vivian Sobchack emphasizes the
film’s spatial excess, which displays the decay and allure of post-consumer materials that have lost their use-value (Sobchack 2001, 262–263). These social critiques tend to match Blade Runner’s own suspension between melancholia and
erotic awe, except that the film has no memory of human life before the intrusion of bio-tech.3 For Harvey and Sobchack, new intimacies between humans,
enslaved clones, and perhaps also the discarded refuse that is the city, all signal
humanity’s degradation by a high-tech corporate state that has remade humans
into exploitable, consumable “things.” These critiques, however, fail to address
the racial politics of the film’s vision of Los Angeles 2019.
Blade Runner’s dystopian view of postindustrial techno-bio-science relies on
the racialized imagining of Los Angeles as transnational capital of the future. As
racial theorist and media scholar Adilifu Nama suggests, “the historical model
of black-white binary race relations symbolized by the Replicant ‘other’ is juxtaposed against the impending multicultural future signaled by the Asian iconography that has displaced all that is ‘American’” (Nama 2008, 58). Nama situates
the film’s anxiety about the human within the racialized crises of American
national identity and global dominance in the 1980s, following the Black Power
and women’s movements and the U.S. defeat in the Vietnam War and newly facing the growing economic power of the Pacific Rim. I would add that the human-
clone relationship in Blade Runner not only is premised on the historical model
of binary race relations between blacks and whites but also displaces the cultural
memory of embodied racial communities affected by histories of systematic captivity, racism, and forced migration through the analogy (analog) of social class.4
Replicants (who are all white, it seems) are coded as the enslaved and exploited
“black” and migrant underclasses of the future. To be clear, I am not arguing that
Hollywood films need to mirror social histories and experiences of violently
imposed inequality. Rather, I am arguing that Blade Runner, like most films in
the conventional science fiction Hollywood genre, participates in the cultural
encoding of whiteness as a race at risk of becoming an underclass and, ultimately,
an extinct species (standing for the human). This encoding of whiteness borrows from histories of dispossession, exploitation, and violence experienced by
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nonwhite social groups, even as it displaces the possibility of remembering the
histories borrowed. In Blade Runner’s exchange between race and social class,
Black Americans and the African diaspora are disappeared from all social positions within the global landscape of LA 2019. This emphatically white-to-white
alliance between human and clone is then juxtaposed with Asian-styled market
multiculturalism, the liminal mestizo figure of police agent Gaff, and the high-
tech corporate state rulers of the city-state-world.
Blade Runner’s iconography of Asianness signals not only what Nama identifies as the rival threat of an Asian-inflected global multicultural economy in
the heart of LA but also the decline of an American mass industrial society
equated with rational pragmatism. In its place is a street market of sensory
delights that includes bazaar vendors who sell rare or synthetically made animals, a subcontracted genetic engineer who makes human eyes, and a bar
that features female performers with snakes. The commodities exchanged
in this postindustrial market are severed from “proper” productivity and use,
as they return to their neo-primitive or technologically induced “natural” state.
The wild market replacing the rational geography and public life of America’s
metropolis for mass industrial capitalism is racially coded as ethnic Asian.
Contributing to Hollywood’s Orientalist archive, Asianness itself is perceived
as a collection of ethnic surface-substances compliant with the demands of the
primal market or state.5
Despite the floating signifiers of Asian-centered multiculturalism, the only
visible human embodiment of multicultural hybridity in Scott’s Blade Runner
is the blue-eyed Mexican European Japanese cop Gaff (Edward James Olmos),
who is charged with looking after Deckard (Ford). Although he speaks the Spanish German Japanese hybrid “Cityspeak” of the street market, Gaff is a liminal
character who also occupies the corporate and police offices above the street.
He appears to be the only nonwhite human or clone that crosses into above-
street LA in Blade Runner. Gaff ’s embodied hybridity builds on the racialization of Latina/o Americans as mestiza/o, with its overdetermined dimensions
(Anzaldúa 2012, 99–113; Fiol-Matta 2002, 7–15). Considered native to the precolonial Americas and, at the same time, fundamentally mixed with “Old World”
Spanish (Hispanic) ancestry prior to British colonial settlement, Latina/o Americans are claimed by the white-dominant American nation in envisioning a multiracial hybridity original to U.S. territories (especially in the Southwest), while
retaining ties to Western European empires. This racial hybridity, however, must
always be policed and managed by the nation-state (Anzaldúa 2012, 99–113;
Fiol-Matta 2002, 7–15). It poses the threat of an irretrievable, unmeasurable
Western European ancestry mixed irreducibly with indigenous peoples—
and other peoples colonized by Western European and American empires—to
form modern Chicana/o and Latina/o racial identities, communities, and
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nationalities with indigenous ties to the U.S. landmass and social histories. In
Blade Runner, therefore, Gaff appears as an “authentic” embodiment of racial
and ethnic hybridity. But his hybridity and border-crossing between street market and corporate state towers remain hermetically sealed in his lone, vanishing
presence in the future city-world of LA 2019.
Blade Runner’s racialized geography of disappeared Africans, Asianness
equated with the neo-primitive market, and policed Latina/os provides the
visual and visceral detail through which the film delivers its dystopian commentary on high-tech twenty-first-century dictatorship. Within this racial geography,
the white European American humans in the film are placed in the ambivalent
position of risking substitution or even extinction by human clones while also
identifying and finding kinship with the cloned image of themselves—however
artificial. Blade Runner Deckard’s “romantic” escape with Replicant Rachael at
the conclusion of the film represents an ambivalent tactic for racial (coded as
human) survival in a world imagined to be relentlessly globalized, de-natured,
and un-(white) American. Although the technocratic rulers in Blade Runner are
also white, Dr. Tyrell and the Tyrell Corporation are already hopelessly transnational and transhistorical. The palatial design of the Tyrell Corporation headquarters and the aristocratic extravagance of Dr. Tyrell’s bedroom mimic the
style of Western European monarchies, intermixed with pyramid-structures
associated with early Egyptian civilization.

Racial Trans Embodiment and Cultural
Labor in Cheang Shu Lea’s I.K.U.
Described as a riff-porn-sequel to Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982) and set in
the near future 20xx (approximately 2030), Cheang Shu Lea’s digital film I.K.U.
begins where Blade Runner ends. We find human Blade Runner man and clone
Replicant woman getting inside an elevator. But I.K.U. is not at all about human
and clone falling in love and fighting to survive in a hostile new world under
techno-corporate dictatorship. I.K.U. trades love for sex and sex for sexual simulation, and human and clone remain within the confines of high-tech corporate
ruled systems, if only to exploit them toward other aims. Cheang’s rip-off exposes
and remembers the racially gendered/sexed bodies and histories that have made
transnational postindustrial cultures, technologies, and capital possible.
In I.K.U.’s opening scene, sex between masculine human Runner and feminine human clone—called the Coder—programs the clone to obtain “ecstasy
data” through sex with humans of all genders and sexual desires:
Runner: Say kiss me.
Clone: Kiss me.
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Runner: I want you.
Clone: I want you.

Activated, the Coder moves through different scenarios that make up the
film’s futurist urban landscape in search of sexual transactions. These scenarios
located in a subway, strip club, highway overpass and underpass, theater bar,
underground parking lot, and sushi bar never provide a complete cinematic
mise-en-scène of the cityscape. Instead, they revisualize the city as a series
of decontextualized internal window-worlds that could be anyplace. In each of
I.K.U.’s scenarios, the feminine Coder’s body and sexual practices mutate to
match the sexual desires and bodies of human sexual partners. The Coder’s
arm turns into a virtual prosthetic phallus that penetrates both male and female
human partners.
While clone-human interactions in I.K.U. could be described as playfully pan-
sexual and pan-gender, the commands that flash onscreen to direct the Coder to
“her,” “their,” or even “its” (referring to the Coder’s status as “non-human” clone)
next sexual assignment suggest otherwise. The Coder’s sexual interactions and
polymorphous sexual body have less to do with agency, desire, and diversity than
with command, programming, and modulation. Both Coder and human Runner are agents of the Genom Corporation, which has combined IT and genome
technology to produce and mass market ecstacy [sic] data that provides “sexual
excitement without sexual friction.” Users of different sexualities and genders
plug into this audiovisual sexual data with an I.K.U. chip and wearable computer.
The Coder, human Runner, Genom Corporation, and humans who provide raw
sexual experience simulate positions within an informalized economy of sex
work (sex worker, pimp, transnational network, and johns). Yet, the technological enframing of I.K.U.’s future world overrides what might otherwise be a representation of exploitation within an advanced capitalist economy that has made
sex, desire, and intimacy into commodities. I.K.U. does not presume that sex
and sexuality ever were expressions and measures of individual self-possession,
freedom, and choice. Neither utopian or dystopian in tone, Cheang’s film operates on the flat, smooth techno-scientific register of the pregiven, where capital
and its exploits are preprogrammed as natural impulse, biology, genetics. Resistance, conflict, and contradiction exist only through mutation and modulation. The lone outlaw in I.K.U.’s world, the Tokyo Rose virus, operates internally
within the system produced and circumscribed by the Genom Corporation. As
mutated code and sexual performer, Tokyo Rose turns the Genom Corporation’s networks of data transmission into a literally embodied “net,” used in performance to seduce and hack into the only male Coder in I.K.U.
In Cheang’s I.K.U., the neoliberal ideology of the Internet as the meta-network
of networks becomes the object of play, exploitation, and subversion. The film
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makes it impossible to interpret the Internet and the IC networks it enables in
the objective, rational, and neutral terms of technology as pure mediator. I.K.U.
“worlds” the Internet and networked technologies by embodying them through
the representational orders shaped by sexual, racial, and colonial histories. The
sexual mutability of I.K.U.’s inhabitants remains confined to racially gendered
forms of embodiment, imagined within colonial fantasies. Humans who provide
raw, pre-data sexual experience are unchanging in their binary gender expression
as biologically culturally sexed males and females. Their sexual practices are tied
to the heterosexual or homosexual coding of binary gendered sexualities, except
when they have sex with the human clone Coder.
While the feminine Coder and masculine human Runner also seem to take
binary gender forms, their binary gender expressions are in a constant state
of deconstruction and reconstruction through the redistribution of biological signs for sex into “secondary” cultural expressions of gender and sexuality.6
The femininity of the Coder does not rely on “female” sexual organs to sex gender but, rather, displaces the overvaluation of the vagina and breasts in their
sexual (and reproductive) “function” and gender representation of femaleness.
The Coder’s virtual prosthetic phallus-arm, other erogenous body parts, and the
Coder’s entire body provide multiple gender/sexual surfaces. The Coder’s femininity is a disarticulated mix of female and male gender signs and sexual practices that remain suspended in relay between binary genders and sexualities,
never able to wholly symbolize one or the other sex or sexuality. The masculinity
of the Runner similarly displaces the overvaluation of the “male” sexual organs
in representing sexual (and reproductive) “function” and engendering maleness.
The Runner’s mixed gender signs and sexual practices, which include the use
of a dildo-gun for downloading sexual data from the Coder, denaturalizes not
only the presumed correspondences between sex, gender, and sexuality but the
differences between sex as nature or biology, gender as social construction, and
sexuality as cultural expression. Sex, gender, and sexuality become delinked,
ungrounded, and mixed in the crossing of the bio-social-cultural.
The trans gender/sex/sexual embodiments and sexual practices of I.K.U.’s
Coder and Runner are far from pure expressions of freedom, fluidity, or choice.
Their bodies and interactions remain under command and control of the networked technologies of the Genom Corporation, which has incorporated
not only sex/gender/sexuality but also race and ethnicity as technologies for
extracting information capital. The trans mutability of the human clone Coder
draws on her coding as racially ethnic Asian. Within an increasingly transnational American Orientalist imaginary, the racialization of Asian-ness continues
to work through attributing ethnic detail and gendered sexual deviance, while
generalizing racially. Ethnic racialization authenticates a fantasy of particularized
ethnic “foreignness” based on a cultural location elsewhere. Simultaneously, it
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de-authenticates this specificity through a joint fantasy of the de-particularized
multitude, displaced from any delimited culture, history, or geographic place.
Within this relay of racial ethnic fantasies, gender and sexuality become viral
signs without material substance in what is perceived as the “normally” binary
white sexed body and its sexual practices. In I.K.U., the Coder’s Japanese sounding techno-gibberish and morphing Asian features express forms of Orientalist
racial ethnic coding that disarticulate gender/sex signs and sexual practices from
anything like “normal” subjectivity with interior depth and agency. The Coder’s
femininity and sexuality are merely plastic, surface expressions that respond
elastically (though unpredictably) to the desires of desirers. I.K.U.’s clone Coder
is the embodied image of racialized Asian femininity.7
As a co-dependent prototype, the human I.K.U. Runner is coded as a
racially ethnic black American within the transnational imaginary of American neoliberal—or neo-racist—multiculturalism. Speaking in clearly identifiable American English (in contrast to the speech-fragments of the Coder), the
Runner as Genom agent with a dildo-gun embodies the image of militarized
black hypermasculinity produced by the U.S. state and American dominant culture. Racialized blackness is coded as an assimilating ethnic who “belongs” to
America, thus being capable of representing an exportable multicultural American national identity made for global circulation. Simultaneously, racialized
blackness is coded as an unassimilable ethnic, bearing the ever-present threat
to overturn the veneer of multiculturalism based on erased histories of racism,
apartheid, enslavement, and forced migration. The anxiety between “inside” and
“outside” produced by racial ethnic fantasies of blackness is expressed and managed through gendering and sexuality. Black bodies are attributed with liminal or
ambiguous sexual features in excess or failure of “properly” sexed white American subjects (Mercer 1994, 131–170).
Yet, Cheang’s I.K.U. does not attempt to break from these transnational
American racial fantasies in order to recuperate humanized subjects with “normal” racial gender and sexual embodiment. Instead, the film shows that the
culturally and biologically encrypted relationship between sex, gender, and
sexuality is shaped—even enframed—by racial imaginaries. The encoding of sex,
gender, and sexuality within white Euro-American dominant culture relies on
hetero-and homo-binary logics of male/female sex, masculine/feminine gender,
and opposite-sex/same-sex sexuality. On the other hand, different expressions
of sex, gender, and sexuality—and of their relationship with one another—within
subjugated non-white racial cultures remain displaced from any naturalized
sense of binary origins. Non-Western expressions of sex, gender, and sexuality
are perceived as inauthentic, substituted, failed, excessive, and/or without origins, except in relationship to naturalized whiteness as the primary origin from
which one is already displaced. Thus, racial trans embodiment in Cheang’s I.K.U.
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does not merely expose and play with the Western binary gender/sex/sexuality
system. The film highlights the primacy of binary conceptions of gender, sex, and
sexuality as products of dominant global racial imaginaries that shape worlds,
bodies, and experiences through digital technologies and programming at the
genetic molecular level. Black American masculine human Runner and Asian
feminine clone Coder both transgress binary gender, sex, and sexual boundaries,
but their transgressions remain constrained by techno-biologically programmed
dominant culture, managed by the Genom Corporation. Nevertheless, the trans
bodies of I.K.U. derive pleasure, connection, experience, and productivity in the
pockets of autonomy enabled precisely by the corporation’s reliance on transnational technological networks for control and management.
In sharp contrast to the nostalgic tone of Scott’s Blade Runner, Cheang’s
I.K.U. has the flat yet live feel of viewing an information feed that becomes interactive. As viewers watch the Coder extract, store, and transmit sexual data in
different scenarios, we become implicated in these communicative acts as if we
are intercepting the scenarios and data as live performances. For example, viewers are given a virtual “internal” view of the Coder’s prosthetic phallus-arm as it
penetrates different humans and extracts orgasmic data. The thrill or shock of
getting this impossible view is undercut by the informational representation
of the internal body as a grid-surface and the viewers’ alignment with the bio-
technological apparatus of the Genom Corporation. In the absence of any feeling of loss, rage, or fulfillment, Cheang’s I.K.U. does not engage in Blade Runner’s
depth-models of cinematic narrative, identification, and interpretation. While
I.K.U. shows the penetration of bio-tech capitalism into the innermost recesses
of the human body and subjectivity (the cell, sexual organs, desire, agency), it
also shows the pleasures and potential of the autonomous experiences, relationships, and subversions enabled by transnational high-tech corporations’ over
reliance on technological networks. With the Genom Corporation nowhere to
be seen in I.K.U.’s world, the Coders, Runner, Virus, and humans who do all the
work (and anti-work) of sexual data extraction run astray from their bio-tech
programming and use digital technologies of command, control, and communication in unintended ways. I.K.U. remakes the technologically facilitated globalization that Blade Runner mourns as the loss of the American nation-state, liberal
society, and the human.
It is striking that, in I.K.U., resistance and subversion always remain circumscribed by the Genom Corporation’s dislocated yet controlling presence.
The absence of pure transgression speaks less to its impossibility than to the
urgency—or what I.K.U. presents as flat living fact—of understanding and
responding to the new material conditions that frame and shape the politics of
cultural representation by the conclusion of the twentieth century. Cheang’s
I.K.U. not only exposes, intensifies, and modulates racially binary gender/sex/
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sexual Euro-American imaginaries but, just as important, shows how these imaginaries newly relate to mediated political economies at the moment of transition
from analog to digital cultures. Following more than two decades of unprecedented social mobilization for racial, gender, sexual, and economic justice and an
end to war, the American culture wars of the late 1970s highlighted the centrality of culture to politics in the post–civil rights era. In particular, the debates on
sexual morality that were part of the culture wars illustrated the ability of the formal state apparatus and corporations to co-opt and manage the sexual and racial
countercultures produced as part of 1960s and 1970s social movements (Everett
1996; Hunter 2006; Rubin 2011, 137–181). They also exemplified the partial
entry of previously barred and segregated racial, gender, and sexual communities into a new “multicultural” public sphere of cultural contention, restructured
in response to mass movements.8 Counter-cultural and leftist critical strategies
shaped by post–World War II and post–civil rights American neoliberalism and
empire, including cultural studies, poststructuralism, and postmodernism, have
tracked the increasingly decentralized forms of ideological production within a
political economy newly mediated by culture and dislodged from institutional
foundations. Yet, these cultural and critical strategies have only barely addressed
the cultural technologies and economies that mediated the American culture
wars and that have continued to transform the industrial foundations of the capitalist political economy.
I.K.U. documents the transition from the analog Hollywood film industry
that produced Scott’s Blade Runner to the digital technologies that enable Cheang’s irreverent sequel. Without nostalgia, I.K.U. shows the shift from the cumulative storytelling (montage) of narrative analog film to the dispersed composite
images of computerized digital media.9 This shift also moves viewing practices
away from the more passive depth perception and consumption of the industrial
film complex (Fordist Hollywood production, distribution, and theatrical reception) toward the personalized, interactive use of perceived images as windows
for information, communication, and action. Without sentimentalizing, I.K.U.
reminds us that these transitions remain tied to cross-sector corporate, state,
military, and bio-techno-science institutions that have created and continue to
manage and profit from a de-centralized transnational Internet-based economy.
I.K.U. shows us that there is nothing “new,” “postindustrial,” or “global” about
the digital economy. The Internet-based economy builds on and expands the
cultural modes of economic development that gave Third World countries marginal, unequal entry into transnational economies dominated by Western European and Japanese empires before World War II and the United States and the
USSR after World War II. The culturally-driven development of Third World
economies exacerbated the violence, displacement, and structural inequalities of
colonization, war, poverty, and hetero-
patriarchal nationalisms. They also
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offered contingent work and mobility, especially to low-income gender and
sexually nonconforming people, girls, and women, through service, leisure,
entertainment, and sex industries that provided “secondary” intimate labor to
formal industrial state economies in First and Second World countries and to
developing formal economies in Third World countries.10
For instance, Cheang’s I.K.U. poses connections between the Internet-based
digital economy and Japanese and American militarized corporate sex, service,
entertainment, and leisure industries in Northeast and Southeast Asia during
World War II and the Cold War (Shigematsu and Camacho 2010). I.K.U.’s feminine Asian Coders were originally nursing robots. They were then recruited to
work in a twenty-four-hour live porn show on Internet TV before becoming sexual data collectors. I.K.U. also links the high-tech economy to the pre-1990s analog American film and media industry through the image of the masculine Black
American human Runner. The Runner documents the co-optation of the militarized masculine image of the Black Power movement by American mainstream
media and policymakers starting in the mid-1960s (Ferguson 2003, 1–29; Keeling 2007, 95–117). This co-optation culminated in Hollywood’s Blaxploitation
films in the 1970s and then transnational Hollywood’s mainstay images of black
urban life by the end of the 1990s (Harris 2006, 63–78; Keeling 2007, 95–117).
Both Coders and Runner perform forms of cultural labor considered tangential
to the “hard” political economy. Yet, Cheang’s film suggests that these disavowed
cultural modes of labor not only sustain formal political economies but drive the
material foundations of political economies.11 Rather than trying to undo these
images of exploitation, I.K.U. resituates these images within their cultural economies of production and poses the possibility of autonomy, pleasure, relationship,
and subversion at the very edges of overextended, technologically facilitated
transnational networks.12

Trans Genetics, Species, and
Media in Cheang Shu Lea’s UKI
UKI (2009–2012) is Cheang’s inverted sequel to I.K.U. While I.K.U. focused
on the clone Coder’s sexual data collection according to the Genom Corporation’s programming, UKI focuses on the viral byproducts of Genom’s intensified efforts to harness human sexual experience as data for profit. In UKI, the
Internet-based bio-tech and media networks used to extract, store, and transmit sexual data crash and are abandoned by Genom. The corporation bypasses
the embodied world of I.K.U. Coders, Runner, humans, digital technologies,
and urban scenarios for programming at the micro-cellular level. Genom creates BioNet, a network of microcomputing cells that recode human orgasm
into “self-sustaining pleasure” (Cheang 2000). In the transition from embodied
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to intracellular networks, outdated I.K.U. Coders and networked digital technologies are dumped at electronic trash sites, off the visible urban grid. In these
e-dumps, junked I.K.U. Coders, Genom agents and Runners, UKI viral mutations, and their offspring and co-habitants steal, swap, inject, lick, suck, and
ejaculate bits of code and bio-parts to form trans genetic mutants such as
part-human-clone and part-fly UKI Mosca and the code junkie Coder XQ.
This wasteland orgy of viral coding gives “birth” to the UKI virus. The UKI
virus tries to overtake the city and the human body, infiltrate the Genom Corporation’s BioNet, and sabotage and reclaim its cellular orgasm data.
Together, I.K.U. and UKI have something to say about the so-called global
civil societies or public spheres facilitated by networked high-tech economies
in the twenty-first century.13 I.K.U. envisioned a future controlled by a bio-tech-
media conglomerate and populated by the conglomerate’s agents, workers, raw
material for extraction, and markets. In I.K.U.’s totalized networks of extraction, viewers are situated as interactive users positioned both inside and outside
I.K.U.’s worlds. This inside/outside position does not just amplify the pleasurable “liveness” of the digital film. It implicates viewer-users in the conglomerate’s
processes of extraction as interceptors of data transmitted between conglomerate and workers and, ultimately, as “secondary” consumers of digital imagery
simulating the work of producing simulated experience. In UKI, the new media
interface shifts from the multiple screens (theater, TV, computer, installation
surface) of I.K.U. to the embedded kinesthetic and viewing technologies of networked performance and gaming. Part 1 of UKI is a “live code live spam” performance featuring an off-site junkyard inhabited by post-I.K.U. trans genetic viral
mutants and electronic trash. Each permutation of this performance in different
locations centers around a video recording that seems to be feeding live from the
e-junkyard.14 This video feed–recording is played onscreen while being patched
together with other audiovisual media objects (including DNA and virus imaging) by on-site artists and programmers who work collaboratively to create, mix,
control, and show the performance as data flows. Each performance provides
a site-specific sensory experience of what appears to be “live” communication
from the trans genetic viral inhabitants of an e-wasteland off-the-grid.
Part 2 of UKI is a “viral coding viral orgasm” game with two levels. The first
level, “Infect the City,” invites us (the public) to sign on as UKI viral agents
using a Google Maps API Geolocation interface that pinpoints our geographic
location using cell towers and WiFi nodes. Once we are geographically embedded, we can infect our city “gesturally” based on the relationship between our
bodily location and our surroundings. Zooming out from our city, we can view
red blots that signal the spreading virus across multiple cities on the world map.
After collecting enough points from spreading the UKI virus, we move to the
second level, “Enter the BioNet.” This part of the UKI viral game allows the inner
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biochemical worlds of UKI agent-players to infiltrate the microcomputing cells
of the Genom Corporation’s BioNet. Here, multiple UKI agent-players occupy a
dark room together wearing biosensors that detect the skin’s responses to internal emotion, thought, and motion. Sensory data based on skin responses is sent
wirelessly from each agent-player to a computer, which uses the data to change
the pattern, speed, and rhythm of moving red laser lights and the low bass pulsing of subwoofers in the room. When agent-players’ biosensory data levels synchronize, one red laser beam in the likeness of one Genom microcomputing
blood cell (representing one unit of millions of blood cells) goes out. The elimination of one laser beam or blood cell changes the level of self-sustaining orgasm
produced by the engineered cell, which changes the pulsating rhythm of the subwoofers. Once all laser beams or cells are destroyed, the subwoofers cease also.
As the counterpart to I.K.U.’s world of embodied biological and media technologies, Cheang’s UKI makes visible and “felt” the disembodied off-world
sites that are the new frontiers colonized by transnational high-tech conglomerate states. The high-tech-initiated dematerialization of the human and human
productivity (across biological, social, and political economic spheres of life)
during the turn of the twenty-first century is further intensified by biomolecular and electromagnetic technologies that penetrate divisions between surface
and depth, outside and inside, above and below, self and other, and subject and
object. The Genom Corporation bypasses the use of human clones for mass
sexual entertainment in order to capitalize directly on intracellular life through
genetically engineered cells that self-reproduce orgasm. UKI Part 1 shows the
fallout from this shift in the junked body parts that have been evicted from
I.K.U.’s world. This electronic waste remains off-site and invisible in the transition to micro-and macro-scopic scales of technologically facilitated capitalism.
Making the junkyard visible, UKI’s viral performance calls attention to the
exploitative social ecologies produced by what is considered officially to be
the clean and equalizing high-tech global economy. Electronic pollution in Ghana’s global dumping grounds, cassiterite mining in the Congo, semiconductor
sweatshops in Northeast and Southeast Asia, and undervalued creative labor
in the global North highlight the new forms of extraction, exploitation, and
labor that occupy the invisible edges of the networked transnational high-tech
economy.15 Instead of arguing for the inclusion of these off-sites into the formal
political economy, UKI sees these wayward sites as sites of trans genesis, where
rejected bodies reuse, revalue, reassemble, and transform refuse parts into trans
genetic, species, and media forms.
Cheang’s work ends where it begins, with the almost naturalized premise
that the human never was pure or exempt from the exploitative operations of
social institutions. In this way, Cheang’s networked art focuses on the embodied perspectives of gender, racial, sexual, and class deviants pushed to edges of
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Euro-American liberal political economies of the human, even as their/our bodies, cultures, and experiences are made objects of extraction. Without investment in late twentieth-/early twenty-first-century utopian or dystopian views on
the human in relationship to technology, Cheang’s work calls for a reclaiming
of biological, communications, and media technologies from their control and
management by transnational corporate states. By using the very high-tech networks created and used by dominant institutions, Cheang’s trans media generates the possibility of autonomous, collaborative, and subversive play, pleasure,
relation, and coordination.16 In UKI and I.K.U. in particular, trans gender/sex/
sexual, genetic, and species counter-humans create and transform the under-
and off-sites of the twenty-first-century new global economy.

Conclusion: Trans Micro-Politics
This chapter has focused on the interplay between the networked trans media
art of Cheang Shu Lea and Ridley Scott’s emblematic Hollywood film. In “reading” the differential representational politics of these cultural objects, I have used
trans critical practices that build on—while also moving beyond—a textual politics of interpretation and meaning-making invested in exposing and countering
ideologies that perpetuate heteronormative, racist white Euro-American social
orders. Critical trans practices reconnect the politics of cultural interpretation,
representation, and production to the technologies, political economies, and
social histories that mediate culture, social identities, and political mobilization.
They also question and reengage material relationships between culture, society, and political economy through everyday interactions at the micro scales of
experience, embodiment, sensory perception, and biochemical processes.
Counter to the psychologizing, individualizing, and privatizing of trans practices
of bodily transformation and identification by medical, state, moral, and corporate institutions, critical trans practices are co-created in situated response to
social conditions of racially binary gender/sex/sexual subjugation, policing, and
control that penetrate and structure the biological, natural, and genetic, in excess
of the paradigms through which we understand cultural “norms.”17
Trans micro-practices emerge at a moment when social identities go beyond
mere mediation by “secondary” cultural apparatuses legitimizing the unequal
racial, gender, sexual, and class distribution of power, wealth, and value by liberal
capitalist nation-states, led by the United States since the end of World War II.18
They appear at the turn of the twenty-first century when digitally based transnational biocultural economies form the very infrastructure and adaptive motive
force of political economies in the global North. Yet, trans practices and social
identities do not represent a new avant-garde in relationship to a new postindustrial stage of liberal capitalism. As shown in the media art produced by a gender
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queer diasporic migrant wired to an island in North/Southeast Asia that never
attained postcolonial nationhood amid Dutch, Japanese, Chinese, and American imperialisms, trans micro-politics draw from the critical experiences of trans
people of color, low-income people, and diasporic migrants who have continued
to navigate life at the edges of transnational imperial and liberal political economies in their past, present, and future incarnations.

Notes
1. I use the term trans broadly to include transgender, transsexual, genderqueer, bigender,

third gender, mixed gender, gender f*uck, gender fluid, agender, genderless, MtF, FtM, Two
Spirit, nonbinary, androgynous, feminine/masculine of center, and other non-cisgender/
cissexual, gender-variant, and gender-nonconforming identities and expressions. Nevertheless, I use the term trans purposefully as a prefix delinked from gender to position trans
as a potential intervention in the Western racially binary gender/sex/sexual system that
continues not only to correlate gender with sex and sexuality but also to establish Western
medical-political-economic conceptions of gender, sex, and sexuality (and their relationships
to one another) as the hegemonic basis for understanding and valuing embodied experience,
expression, and identification globally and universally. My use of trans as an intervening prefix
is in conversation with the work of Janet Mock, Eva Hayward, and Mel Chen. See also the
term “trans*” as a way to include more diverse gender expressions and identities as the term
transgender becomes more codified.
2. Thanks to Jennifer Terry for introducing me to Cheang’s I.K.U. and UKI.
3. In addition to viewers’ own suspicion about the authentic human status of Deckard, certain interviews with Ridley Scott have “confirmed” that Deckard himself is a Replicant. See
Blade Runner (Four-Disc Collector’s Edition).
4. On the relationship between analogy and analog, see Wendy Chun’s work on digitalization.
5. For racial and gender analysis of Hollywood’s archives of Orientalist imagery, see the work
of Celine Parreñas Shimizu and Jack Shaheen.
6. In The War of Desire and Technology at the Close of the Mechanical Age, Allucquère Rosanne
Stone interrupts scientifically driven narratives that represent communications technology in
the virtual age as purely “prosthetic” tools that extend or replace human agency. Instead, she
argues that computerized technologies are based in and help to create experiences of social
interaction that transform the identities, boundaries, and relationships between technology
and nature, human and machine, human and human, and human and self. For Stone, the
gendered body itself is also a virtual “prosthesis” that provides zones of dynamic interaction,
boundary shifting, and communicated meaning. This argument goes even further than displacing the social ordering of the body through the hierarchy of primary to secondary biological signs for sex. It displaces the body itself as the originary “home” and image for what is
conceived of as the human spirit/soul/mind.
7. On the racially gendered and sexual figuring of Asian/American women through legal,
public, and cinematic discourses, see the work of Laura Hyun Yi Kang and Celine Parreñas
Shimizu.
8. This period of liberalization included the loosening and then lifting of Hollywood Production Codes by 1968. The codes censored not only the onscreen representation of homosexuality and other sexual or erotic practices deemed perverse but also erotic relationships between
whites and nonwhites.
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9. For Lev Manovich, new media is the “shift of all culture to computer-mediated forms of

production, distribution, and communication” (2001, 19). The convergence of computing and
media technologies, including film, has realized the potential for nonlinearity already present
in cinema.
10. I would include the “unskilled” assembly work done by Third World women and girls in
Export Processing Zones along the international chain of corporate production in this categorization of “secondary” intimate labor. Like work in service, leisure, entertainment, and
sex industries, assembly work is not valued culturally or commercially within formal chains of
productivity within the imaginary of global capital.
11. My claim builds on the work of Lisa Duggan and Dean Spade in appropriating the predominantly white Euro-American leftist critique of neoliberalism (and the material conditions the term describes) toward a focus on dispossessed racial, sexual, and gender social
identities, cultures, and communities that remain illegible within paradigms of class and political economics, including trans women of color doing survival work.
12. On theories of autonomy under conditions of deindustrialization, see the work of Grace Lee
Boggs. On the technological infrastructure that has facilitated deindustrialization while enabling
unintended autonomous exploits, see the work of Alexander Galloway and Eugene Thacker.
13. In using the term public sphere, I am referring to Jürgen Habermas’s intervention in conventional political theories of civil society by emphasizing the mediating role of print culture in facilitating popular participation in a bourgeois public sphere constituted as a rational
sphere of action and decision making, independent from the authority of the state and family.
14. UKI Part 1’s original performance was located at the Hangar Studio, Barcelona, where the
junkyard set was built.
15. For more elaboration on the structural impact of high-tech digital economy on countries
and local communities in southern Africa, refer to Sokari Ekine’s work.
16. For further elaboration on my use of the term trans media, see my essay on “transmedia”
co-written with Lissette Olivares in the Transgender Studies Quarterly.
17. Janet Mock’s memoires in Redefining Realness give such close attention to these situated
moments of negotiating survival, self-discovery, and self-transformation across different geopolitical locations and social institutions.
18. In using the description “secondary” cultural apparatuses, I am referencing Louis
Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses: Notes towards an Investigation”
(Althusser 2001, 85–126).
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Part III

CROSSING BORDERS/
CROSSING GENDER

6 • WHEN THINGS
DON’T ADD UP
Transgender Bodies and the
Mobile Borders of Biometrics
Toby Be au c h a mp

In November 2001, the U.S. Congress held a hearing on “Biometric
Identifiers and the Modern Face of Terror,” in which Senator Diane Feinstein
claimed that the individuals who carried out the airline hijackings of September 11, 2001 were able to do so because “we could not identify them” (U.S.
Congress 2001, 36). Throughout the hearing, legislators and industry experts
alike singled out biometrics as a crucial tool in identifying terrorists as well as
in regulating immigration. Unlike identification documents that might be falsified or exchanged between different bodies, biometrics link identity to unique
aspects of the individual physical body—such as fingerprints, facial features
and bone structure, or irises—that are thought to be immutable and therefore
objectively analyzed. Once such physical features are cataloged, they can then be
used as comparative data to verify identity as bodies move through various types
of security checks. Because it relies on data recorded directly from the physical
body, biometric identification may appear to be—as the congressional hearing
suggests—a more objective, accurate, and dependable method of identification.1
In this chapter I use the critical lens of Transgender Studies to examine recent
biometric surveillance practices, a task that requires somewhat of a sideways
approach since, with only very rare exceptions, biometric identification has
not specifically addressed the category of transgender. In fact, gender and other
identity categories may seem quite distant from biometrics: scientists, legislators, and police emphasize the ability of these technologies to analyze the body’s
103
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immutable physical data empirically, thereby escaping the subjective characteristics of ID cards or self-reporting. Yet considering biometric surveillance in the
context of transgender politics—even when very few cases explicitly concern
transgender-identified people—offers a useful entry point for critically assessing biometrics’ reliance on and (re)production of normative understandings of
gendered and racialized bodies, particularly when used in efforts to identify the
figures of the terrorist and the immigrant.
With this in mind, the chapter is divided into three major parts. In the first
section I examine the notion that biometric surveillance avoids gender and
racial bias by focusing only on objective data extracted from (and later matched
to) individual bodies, and I clarify how normative ideals of gender and race
underwrite this form of surveillance. In the second section I focus on biometric technologies’ purported ability to fix individual bodies in place and track
their movements by hinging identity to unique, stable physical characteristics. I
demonstrate how the persistent metaphors of mobility and deception attached
to gender-nonconforming bodies work alongside state anxieties about national
and gendered borders. The final section concerns new biometrics research that
takes up “transgender” as a special object of study. I consider how such work
might reinforce gendered boundaries and how nonconforming bodies become
a contrast against which normative gender appears naturally stable, such that
surveillance may seem harmless or nonexistent for normative bodies. I suggest
that we might more usefully understand the difficulty with which surveillance
technologies struggle to accurately identify noncompliant bodies as indicative of
fundamental problems with rigid classification.

Creating Categories
Although post–9/11 state and public discourse often casts biometric surveillance as a newly emergent tool for national security, current biometric practices rest on a long history of bodily classification. For instance, fingerprinting
techniques forwarded by Francis Galton in late nineteenth-century England
fundamentally relied on the physical body as an object to be studied, classified,
and ranked. These programs worked alongside Alphonse Bertillon’s nineteenth-
century introduction of anthropometrics as a tool for distinguishing among
individuals based on a detailed system of bodily measurements. Primarily used
to track and identify criminals, early anthropometry both prefigures post–9/11
biometric surveillance and aligns with eugenics programs of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. All of these efforts rely on visual scrutiny and scientific measurement of the physical body in order to justify classifying certain
populations as unhealthy, dangerous, or degenerate. Drawing on the supposedly
unambiguous truths of both the physical body and the photographic image, and
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backed by Western science’s claim to a neutral gaze, biometric technologies have
long been a site at which numerous investments in truth converge.
Yet while biometric programs may appear to classify the body ever more precisely, transforming it into objective, unalterable, and unambiguous data points,
other technologies hinder these classification efforts by transforming bodies’ appearances or movements. For instance, prosthetics alter or constrain the
body’s movements; surgeries add, remove, or reshape not only internal organs
but also the body’s visual surface; and synthetic hormones and other drugs
augment or alter the body’s chemical makeup. Moreover, even without obvious biomedical interventions, bodies push against and disrupt the calculating
gaze of surveillance technologies. This is because, as I show below, such technologies interpret bodies through regulatory norms of race, class, sexuality, and
gender—a lens through which various nonconforming bodies appear troubling
or even illegible. Thus while biometric efforts such as fingerprinting and iris
recognition may seem removed from cultural biases by merely recording individual bodily features, they are founded on the desire to distinguish scientifically
between safe and threatening bodies, categories already shaped by gendered and
racialized viewing practices.
Fingerprinting practices exemplify the ways that biometric classification
relies on gender and race even while disavowing those categories’ influence.
Arguing against the common assumption that “individuality as expressed by
the fingerprint inherently undermined racial categorization,” Simon Cole demonstrates that Galton’s groundbreaking work on fingerprint identification relied
heavily on group categorization, by classifying samples according to the subjects’ race and gender in an effort to determine group patterns (Cole 2009, 230).
These early fingerprinting efforts sought to separate different groups neatly into
clear hierarchies, and bodies deemed inconsistent or ambiguous helped justify
eugenic logic, rationalizing the need to identify and eliminate impure subjects.
Yet those same bodies confounded eugenic classification schemes: Cole notes
that Galton repeatedly failed to classify prints according to predefined types,
“because he kept coming across ‘transitional’ patterns that could be construed
as belonging to more than one type,” which he referred to as “mulatto,” discursively linking mixed-race bodies with mixed-type prints (2009, 233). Although
racial difference profoundly informed Galton’s motivations and interpretations,
fingerprinting could nevertheless appear removed from cultural bias—in ways
that anthropometry’s scrutiny of facial features often did not—because it used a
less overtly racially charged bodily characteristic through which to push forward
the classification of different racialized “types.”
More recently, multiple research studies have sought to categorize fingerprint samples by gender, pointing out patterned differences used by researchers to distinguish between male and female prints. One study notes that gender
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classification through fingerprints could “minimize the suspects search list and
give a likelihood probability value of the gender of a suspect” in criminal investigations (Badawi et al. 2006, 46). Other researchers propose even broader uses
for reading gender through fingerprints, given “large scale adoption of fingerprint recognition for civilian applications” (Frick et al. 2008, 721). Because these
studies themselves presume fixed and universally applicable definitions of “male”
and “female,” bodies and identities that do not conform to such definitions may
disrupt the apparent precision upon which biometric surveillance relies. Moreover, the subjective conceptions of male and female bodies used by researchers
to guide such studies help produce and shape the gendered categories that they
take as unquestioned fact.
In their analysis of post–9/11 airport screening policies, Paisley Currah
and Tara Mulqueen (2011) argue that, although gender in itself does not
denote a unique individual identity, gender markers such as M or F nonetheless function as biometric identifiers: they are used to help verify identity based
on physical characteristics assumed to be permanent and readily apparent.
Currah and Mulqueen show how these assumptions may then situate gender-
nonconforming bodies as threatening anomalies. Thus, while biometric surveillance may seem to define identity in ways that move beyond racial and gendered
characteristics, it remains fundamentally tied to them. This is not only because
“the machines must rely on the unpredictable technology of human perception”
but also because categories of race and gender structure the very development
of biometric research, data collection, and screening practices (Bohling 2012).

Shifting Borders
Given this context, we might think more carefully about recent state investments
in biometric surveillance programs. The reference to the “modern face of terror”
in the 2001 congressional hearing invokes a desire for innovative ways of identifying terrorist figures who stealthily weaken the nation and stymie U.S. security
measures. Kelly Gates explains that the state’s repeated concept of the face of terror offers “a caricatured version of ‘the enemy,’ while at the same time suggesting
the existence of a terrorist facial type” (2011, 106). Because the hearings focus
on the face in this way, their primary goal seems to be determining appropriate strategies for classifying such a face, not just in terms of identity but through
careful measurement and scrutiny of the body itself. In this context, the phrase
“the face of terror” might imply that there is a particular bodily characteristic
representative of the terrorist. The identification of such a characteristic would
then promise to bring order—not through overt discipline but through observation and classification of the physical body—to a figure otherwise understood as
chaotic and untraceable.
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Just two weeks after 9/11 and almost two months before the congressional
hearings on the modern face of terror, a major corporate developer of facial recognition and fingerprint matching programs, Visionics, released its own report,
titled “Protecting Civilization from the Faces of Terror.” Asserting that “our
best defenses lie squarely with the ability to properly identify those who pose a
threat to our national security and on that basis deny them free movement,” the
report offers Visionics’ facial recognition technology as “the shield” that protects
American citizens (presumably the “civilization” referenced in the report’s title)
from threatening, deceptive outsiders (Visionics 2001, 2, 5). Visionics is quick
to assure us (twice within the space of an eight-page report) that “terrorism is
not faceless and is not without identity” (5). Yet the very marker of “terrorist”
is premised on such a figure being unknowable and unmanageable. This is a central contradiction for both Visionics and the entire project of biometric identification: although biometric technologies claim that bodies are inherently stable
and identifiable, that promise is based on the fear and possibility that bodies can
change and hide.
When Visionics CEO and chairman Joseph Atick spoke at the congressional
hearings, his statement reiterated the notion that “terror is not faceless,” but it
also spoke to the ways that biometric surveillance sorts bodies and identities
into safe/unsafe classifications that themselves appear predetermined (U.S.
Congress 2001, 38). For instance, in explaining that biometric programs would
not impinge on the privacy accorded to citizen bodies, Atick explains, “This
is not a national ID system. It does not identify you or me. It is simply a criminal and terrorist alarm” (37). Such reassurances assume a clear and unwavering
delineation between the terrorist and “you or me,” suggesting that certain bodies
are inherently fraudulent or dangerous and thus subject to biometric scrutiny
while others are legible as good citizens as a matter of course. Atick also insists on
the permanence and singularity of bodily identification, explaining that Visionics’ facial recognition program takes a “faceprint” that is “identity-specific”: “it
does not change with aging and it is not affected by viewing conditions and
also not affected by superficial disguises” (2001, 37). Biometric programs thus
purport to identify and track those bodies that are, seemingly by definition,
unknowable. As surveillance studies scholar Katja Aas explains, “now, with the
help of technology, bodies are seen as a source of unprecedented accuracy and
precision. The coded body does not need to be disciplined, because its natural
patterns are in themselves a source of order” (Aas 2006, 153).
Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT) praised biometrics as a safeguard against terrorism for just this reason, claiming that, “while individuals may be able to disguise
their appearance sufficiently to fool the human eye, the technology [of] today
can thwart the most sophisticated criminal mind” (U.S. Congress 2001, 9).
Hatch went on to argue that, with the increased use of biometrics as part of
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border security, “impersonation would be dramatically curtailed, if not eliminated all together” (9). This stance is aligned with a statement from the U.S.
Department of Defense’s research project on biometric surveillance, which contends that “terrorists are able to move freely throughout the world, [and] to hide
when necessary” (Defense 2003, 313). Meanwhile, Senator Strom Thurmond
(R-SC) called for biometric identifiers for all noncitizens entering the United
States and for a return to the annual registration of all immigrants and aliens, a
practice that was formally discontinued in 1981 (U.S. Congress 2001, 72). These
comments portray the threatening body as a foreign one that crosses national
borders undetected, its menacing mobility made possible by this body’s inherent ability to hide or falsify its identity. In response to this threat, state actors
turn to biometric surveillance as that which would, by exposing the body’s true
and singular identity, fix it in place and curtail its movement.
These remarks also further indicate why biometric surveillance may be of
concern for transgender and gender-nonconforming persons. Shoshana Magnet suggests that “most at risk from having their race, sex, and gender identities
biometrically codified are those who refuse neat categorizations as well as those
whose bodies the state believes to be a threat” (Magnet 2011, 48). The threat
that gender-nonconforming bodies appear to pose often stems from the association of gender transgression with inherent dishonesty: these identities “may be
misjudged as ‘disguises’” or other forms of deception (Bohling 2012). Accusations of impersonation and deceptive identity regularly adhere to transgender
people in a number of cultural and political contexts. For instance, in 2012 an
Oklahoma judge refused to grant legal name changes to two transgender women,
writing in an order that “they are nothing more than an imitation of the opposite
sex” (Clay 2012). He claimed that “to grant a name change in this case would be
to assist that which is fraudulent.” This discourse of fraudulence echoes across
popular culture sites such as daytime talk shows, police and medical dramas, and
reality television. Notably, the judge denying name changes cited DNA as evidence that one’s sex and gender can never really change. Aligned with the most
basic logic upon which biometric identification rests, the judge’s rationale insists
that identity is permanently and immutably located in the supposedly original
constitution of the body.2
This desire to hinge identity to the seemingly unchanging body is especially
clear in the context of antiterrorism efforts and the policing of national borders,
making biometric surveillance a particular concern for gender-nonconforming
people who are vulnerable to arrest, detention, or deportation. In a 2006 report
jointly released by the organizations Human Rights Watch and Immigration
Equality, a transgender woman from the Bahamas describes her experience as
an immigrant in the United States. Detained and awaiting deportation, she spent
several weeks in a men’s housing unit before being transferred to a jail, where
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her location in solitary confinement and the fact that the institution registered
her under various names both hindered her ability to meet with the immigration
officers assigned to her case. When she did see an officer, his explanation of her
treatment succinctly linked her gender-nonconforming body with border control
anxieties in the context of the war on terror. “He told me, ‘These are scary
times, what with terrorism, we need to know who we’re letting into the country.
When things don’t add up’—me transitioning—‘that’s a problem,’” she recounts
(Human Rights Watch 2006, 87). The officer’s statement suggests that questions of citizenship and belonging depend upon both physical space and physical bodies. Likewise, the deceptive mobility that Hatch and Thurmond reference
appears here as the transgression of two different but related boundaries—those
drawn around gender and those drawn around citizenship—that link gender
nonconformity to unregulated immigration practices.
The notion that physical bodies serve as the absolute, unchanging truth of
identity attaches to the figure of the transgender person across multiple arenas,
discursively and materially linking gender nonconformity to fears of deception
that fuel many anti-immigrant and anti-terrorist measures. Magnet notes that,
because studies and programs using biometrics “assume neat bifurcations of
gender into the mutually exclusive categories of male and female, the transsexual and transgendered community in particular faces significant risks from biometric identification,” including potentially dangerous public identification as
transgender or vulnerability to “the prying eyes of the state” (Magnet 2011, 49).
The body’s noncompliance with gendered categories presumed to be stable and
easily legible does not only disrupt the borders that the state relies on to clearly
mark out citizenship and national security; it also throws into relief the normative assumptions—and thus, in Magnet’s terms, the failures—built into biometric surveillance practices.

Novel Challenges
In response to the disruptions that gender-nonconforming bodies provoke
in state surveillance practices, some of the most recent research in biometrics specifically addresses data collection and technological interpretation of
transgender-identified bodies. For instance, researchers studying facial recognition technology contend that sex hormones used as part of medical transition
change facial shape and texture in ways that present a “novel challenge” to biometric surveillance: “preliminary results indicate that HRT [hormone replacement therapy] significantly impacts match scores, necessitating the development
of new algorithmic techniques to deal with this emerging challenge” (Ricanek
2013, 96). As part of their work on this topic, these researchers have compiled
a database of face images of transgender-identified people who have taken
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hormones for at least one year and are developing new biometric recognition
frameworks based on this data set to improve “recognition accuracy” (Ricanek
2013, 96).
At first glance, this research may appear beneficial: it names transgender as
a category often misread by biometric practices and aims to interpret transgender people’s biometric data accurately by specifically studying the bodies within
that category. Such studies would seem to alleviate the problems that current
biometric programs pose for transgender people. Yet they also have concerning
effects. By defining “transgender” in particular ways (such as length of hormone
use), the studies reinforce certain boundaries around this category, echoing the
boundaries already in place around “male” and “female” bodies in biometric data
collection and interpretation. As a result, this work produces new nonconforming bodies that are not compliant with these measures of transgender status.
And although this research may appear to break down the universalized and
normative male/female logic upon which biometric technology typically rests,
positioning transgender bodies as a separate and unique “challenge” actually fortifies the boundaries around male and female as normative, legibly sexed bodies
and fails to contest gendered categories in any significant way.
Additionally, while it may be unfair to expect otherwise from a research program clearly designed and funded to improve the efficacy of biometric technologies, the work undertaken here is troubling in that it supports a broader culture
of surveillance by explicitly incorporating transgender bodies as new objects of
study in state surveillance practices and policies. For those transgender people
already scrutinized on the basis of race, nationality, or citizenship status, the
amassing of databases for new transgender-specific biometric surveillance may
increase vulnerability by improving the state’s ability to identify and track them.
Just as refining biometric technologies to include transgender bodies creates new
forms of deviant illegibility (those bodies not recognized as transgender yet also
not compliant with standardized male/female categories), it also creates new
methods for the biopolitical regulation of transgender people as a population.
Rather than viewing transgender and gender-nonconforming bodies as problems that biometric technologies must adapt to account for, we might more usefully understand the problems as being built into biometric surveillance itself.
The difficulties with which surveillance programs and technologies encounter
nonconforming bodies also provokes confusion and anxiety in normative bodies, as when even the most privileged feel a seemingly unnecessary fear that their
ID card will be misinterpreted, that their driver’s license is out of date, that
their body may set off the metal detector. In this broader context, we can productively understand the concept of bodily incongruences not as anomalous
threats or as fixed markers of deviance but, rather, as constructed and shifting
qualities—and in this way, indicative of how fragile the state’s grasp on bodily
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norms might be. As Magnet contends, “biometric technologies cannot be
counted on effectively and definitively to identify any bodies” (2011, 50). To
refuse this conclusion—to remain invested in biometric data as the truth of gendered and racialized bodies—highlights the continued need for bodies marked
as nonconforming or troublingly mobile to serve as contrasts against which normative gender and movement can be secured as both natural and stable.
The increased scrutiny or “challenge” of nonconforming bodies suggests biometrics’ difficulty in categorizing what appears disorderly and indicates ruptures
in scientific, gender, and racial systems so often assumed to be airtight. Katja Aas
suggests that new biometric technologies work on a binary language that “radically reduces the possibilities for negotiation and therefore also resistance” (Aas
2006, 150). Yet this dependence on binary logic is necessarily undone by physical bodies’ refusal to adhere to such classifications. Western science and the U.S.
state have long touted biometrics as that which uncovers the fraudulent identity
precisely because the body cannot lie. But this technology—and the interpretative work it produces—relies on rigid binary classifications of citizenship, race,
risk, and sex/gender that are themselves pretenses. In this light, the duplicitous,
dangerously mobile body is not tamed or uncovered by biometrics; rather, it
reflects back biometric technologies’ own falsehoods.

Notes
1. Although there are some similarities, biometric surveillance differs from other bodily

identification practices such as genetic testing in part because biometric matches are meant
to occur instantaneously and, in some cases, without any bodily information voluntarily
or knowingly provided by the individual (as when facial recognition programs rely on
photographs).
2. Like biometric programs, some LGBT advocates suggest that gender and sexuality are
innate and tied to the body, such that one is “born” with a particular gender or sexual identity,
as a response to anti-LGBT arguments that non-normative gender and sexuality are choices
(and thus can and should be reformed). In turn, this strategy has come under critical analysis
within queer studies (see for example Terry 1997). Currah and Mulqueen explain that in the
specific context of biometrics, conceptions of gender as “an unchanging biometric characteristic” fail to account for the ways that gender is “not a singular entity” but includes “individual
gender identity, state classification decisions (as M or F), a body that may or may not have
been modified to some degree, and presentation through dress and behavior of the ‘cultural
insignia’ of gender” (Currah and Mulqueen 2011, 571).
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7 • CONNECTING THE DOTS
National Security, the Crime-Migration
Nexus, and Trans Women’s Survival
Nor a Butler Bur ke

In late January 2012, news rapidly spread through social media
and among trans activists in Canada claiming that a recent amendment to federal flight regulations would ban all trans people from boarding a plane within
Canada if they did not have identification documents that corresponded to their
gender appearance, or if there were major discrepancies between different IDs
(Gollom and Engelhardt 2012; Raj 2012). Article 5.2 (1) of the Identity Screening Regulations specified that “An air carrier shall not transport a passenger if . . .
the passenger does not appear to be of the gender indicated on the identification
he or she presents” (Canada 2007). Trans activists circulated petitions, spoke
out in the media, and lobbied the federal government, denouncing the regulation as a violation of personal privacy and calling for its repeal. There was significant national media attention and social media outrage. Discussion of the
regulations reached the Canadian Parliament’s Transport Committee, and a
member of Parliament motioned, albeit unsuccessfully, for the removal of article
5.2 (1) (Peesker 2012).
If put into practice, this regulation would potentially impact many trans people’s ability to travel in Canada, and as such, it is reasonable to suggest that this
issue is deserving of attention. Access to transitional medical care and modification of legal name and sex designation remain limited for many trans people, and
identity documents are a common source of discrimination. Furthermore, freedom of movement is commonly understood to be a fundamental human right,
and such a bold denial of this right came as a shock to many. However, equally
deserving of attention are the ways in which activists and the media addressed
113
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the flight regulations. Common refrains during this momentary upheaval
included a public statement from a prominent activist that “Transgender people
are completely banned from boarding airplanes in Canada” and a newspaper
headline claiming, “Transgendered [sic] Community Effectively Banned from
Flying” (Milloy 2012; Raj 2012). While the strategic use of this language successfully drew attention to broader restrictive administrative policies facing trans
people, it is also imperative to interrogate the framing of these regulations and to
consider their original intent.

Protecting Passengers, Securing the Nation
The article that trans activists and allies denounced in early 2012 had been
adopted more than six months prior, when it was added to the Identity Screening Regulations of the Canadian Aeronautics Act. These regulations were first
implemented in 2007, as a part of the “Passenger Protect Program.” According to the Passenger Protect website, this program “identifies individuals who
may pose a threat to aviation security and disrupts their ability to cause harm
or threaten aviation by taking action, such as preventing them from boarding an
aircraft” (Public Safety Canada 2014). Along with creating standardized regulations, Passenger Protect was also responsible for the creation of a Canadian no-
fly list. Comparable to the no-fly list introduced in the United States by the FBI’s
“Terrorist Screening Center” following September 11, 2001, Canada’s no-fly
list contains individuals who are automatically banned from flying. This list has
grown to over twenty-one thousand names in the United States; the Canadian
government has continually refused to disclose the number of people on the list
(ACLU n.d.; Bronskill 2014).
When the Passenger Protect program was introduced, it was condemned by
a coalition of Canadian civil liberties, Muslim, and migrant rights organizations
(Barrett 2007). The program was denounced as violating privacy rights and as
ushering in a series of extreme and invasive national security measures. Many
critics of the Canadian national security apparatus called out these regulations as
being part of the domestic front of the “War on Terror,” dedicated to surveillance
and restriction of the freedom of movement both within Canada and across
national borders.
Despite this important backdrop and the all but cursory evidence of trans
people being banned from flying in practice, there was a stark silence about
the source of these regulations during the 2012 outcry. In seeking reference to
the origins of the gender-specific portion of the regulations, an article in Now
Toronto offered clarification: “According to Maryse Durette, a senior adviser
at Transport Canada, no trans people have been barred from boarding planes
since the regulations went into effect in July. New regulations, she says, were
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introduced in response to a YouTube video showing veiled women boarding a
plane without being required to show their faces” (Peesker 2012). This statement is illuminating on two counts. First, it confirms that while these regulations
may inadvertently restrict the freedom of movement of trans Canadian citizens,
they were implemented to legitimate long-standing practices of racial profiling
and restriction of movement of people of color, particularly racialized Muslims,
within and across Canada’s borders. Second, it lays bare the limitations of activism that is rooted in an exclusionary framework of individual rights and citizenship. From this standpoint, the infrastructure and practices of state surveillance,
racialized policing, and border imperialism that constitute contemporary practices of Canadian citizenship remain uncontested (Walia 2013).

Beyond Flight Regulations:
Uncovering the Crime-Migration Nexus
Rather than taking an either/or approach to thinking about this brief historical
moment (with a narrowly defined trans rights movement on the one hand and
the underlying violence of racial profiling, state surveillance, and the War on Terror on the other hand), it may be beneficial to consider what is left unexamined
in this conversation about trans people, migration, and criminalization. In this
spirit, for the remainder of this chapter I will discuss some of the harmful, and at
times deadly, legal regimes that migrant trans women in Canada, and Québec in
particular, are subjected to.
As for many trans people, a central concern for migrant trans women in
Canada is access to legal documentation. Noncitizens living in Québec face
particular barriers to accessing identity documents that reflect their sex and/or
name. According to the Québec Civil Code, people without citizenship, such
as permanent residents, can never change their legal name and/or sex on their
documents, regardless of surgical status, until they attain Canadian citizenship
(Québec 1991). Access to legal Canadian citizenship itself is becoming increasingly restrictive and expensive and requires upward of ten years of residence in
Canada before one can apply for consideration (Canada 2001). For people with
a criminal record this process becomes all the more tedious as they are obliged
to undergo a lengthy (minimum waiting period of five to ten years without
additional criminal charges before applying) and costly ($631 per application)
process of getting a “record suspension,” otherwise known as a pardon (Canada
1985). Under these conditions, an increasing number of trans migrants, most
notably migrant sex workers living in Québec, are practically undocumented—
unable to change their legal name or sex for upward of twenty years after arrival in
Canada, if not indefinitely. As exclusion from citizenship is increasingly defined
in terms of “criminality,” migrant trans people face potentially long-lasting
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consequences for engaging in precarious and criminalized forms of labor. When
advocating for greater access to legal documents for trans people, it is critical to
attend to the underlying frameworks of citizenship upon which demands for
reform are commonly based. Failure to do so can reinforce the erasure of social
groups who exist beyond the reach of a citizen-bound logic of human rights.
The highly selective nature of citizenship is mirrored by a broader politics
of regressive immigration reform. Over the past nine years, the Conservative
government has dramatically restricted access to refugee status and permanent
residency, while increasing the precarity and disposability of migrant workers.
Mexican migrants have been specifically targeted through strict visa requirements, a rapid decrease in the acceptance of inland refugee claims, workplace
raids on undocumented workers, and a spike in deportations. Despite clearly
documented threats to their lives, several Mexican migrants have been deported
from Canada and subsequently murdered. In a lesser-known case, Rosa, a young
Mexican trans woman living with HIV, was deported from Canada.1 Rosa lived
in Montréal for several years until her refugee claim was refused, despite having been raped by Mexican police officers and subsequently subjected to death
threats. In 2009 she was deported on the grounds that she could relocate to
safety internally within her home country. In December 2012, Rosa’s friends in
Montréal told me she had been shot dead outside her home. Rosa’s murder came
less than one year following the outcry over Transport Canada’s flight regulations, yet it was met with no public acknowledgment. This deep divide between
self-identified trans activists and sex-working Latina trans women in Montréal
is not unique, but it clearly exemplifies a pronounced silence within trans rights
movements about the violent practices involved in protecting citizenship. Like
Rosa, trans women engaged in sex work have long been marginalized within
dominant Canadian and U.S. transgender and queer political priorities—despite
being without question the most heavily surveilled and criminalized group of
trans people.
The combined effects of urban gentrification and displacement, neoliberal
economic and political regimes, and targeted policing practices have resulted
in a rapid deterioration in the working conditions of street-and bar-based trans
women sex workers in many North American cities. In Montréal, members of
the police’s “morality squad” commonly pose as clients in order to arrest street-
based sex workers on charges of solicitation. In addition to incarceration, conditions following conviction often include what is known as a quadrilatère, or
red zoning (Stella n.d.). Effectively, this involves being banned from a multiple
block zone. Commonly, this zone includes one’s apartment—meaning that
somebody who has been red zoned can only go to and from their home within
that designated zone. For trans women, the sole trans sex worker bar was often
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included within this zone. This bar, which provided a sense of community and
security for many sex workers, has recently been forced to close, only to be
replaced by an upscale snack bar. Nonetheless, trans women with few, if any,
alternative employment options frequently disregard these conditions in order
to meet clients, risking retaliation from police and judges alike.
While working as a street outreach worker for a local trans health project in
Montréal, I found it not uncommon to hear stories of police harassment and violence. Police would often call out the legal names of sex workers over their car
loudspeaker, a tactic of intimidation and humiliation, as if to say, “we know who
you really are.” Stories of being verbally berated and threatened, pepper sprayed,
beaten, and subsequently charged with assaulting an officer were regular occurrences for many women. One woman recounted her experience of being
detained overnight for violating her bail conditions. While detained, an officer
exclaimed that if she did not succeed in hanging herself in her cell, she would die
of AIDS soon enough.2
Several decades of mobilization for sex workers’ rights recently culminated
in the Supreme Court of Canada striking down sections of the Criminal Code
that criminalized several aspects of sex work in Canada (MacCharles 2013).
In spite of this unanimous ruling, one year later, the Conservative government
unveiled its “made-in-Canada” approach to sex work via the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act, which introduced a series of amendments
to the Criminal Code (Canada 2014). This bill not only reproduced conditions
similar to the previous law but furthermore introduced the criminalization of
sex workers’ clients. Under this revamped criminalization regime, it is expected
that street-based sex workers—predominantly poor, trans, Indigenous, racialized, and/or drug-using women—will continue to bear the brunt of state violence and will be forced into increasingly isolated and unsafe working conditions.
Beyond the countless acts of criminalization at the hands of the police and
the criminal justice system, criminalized migrant sex workers face further penalization by Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC). According to the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, permanent residents and refugees with a
criminal record may be deemed as “inadmissible on grounds of serious criminality” (Canada 2001). Following amendments made under the Faster Removal
of Foreign Criminals Act in 2013, this means that any non-citizen who has
been punished for a criminal conviction with a prison sentence of six months
or more could be subject to deportation (Canada 2013). This process of “double punishment” is part of a broader crime-migration nexus, wherein criminal
and immigration laws are becoming increasingly intertwined within the logics
of risk, security, and penality (Hagan et al. 2008). In one recent occurrence, a
trans woman who came to Canada over twenty years ago as a refugee claimant
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from Latin America was investigated by the CIC on account of criminal convictions related to sex work and theft. The immigration judge ordered her deportation, claiming that she exposed people to a “lethal degree of risk,” in part due
to her failure to disclose her HIV status to her clients. In a rare turn of events,
she successfully appealed this ruling and was able to remain in Canada (citation withheld). Despite this outcome, countless other migrants, including many
trans women, are commonly subjected to various forms of immigration penality. A criminal conviction for HIV nondisclosure is but one of many criminal
charges that can result in the incarceration and deportation of non-citizens.
For migrant trans women, a disproportionately high number of whom are living
with HIV, the possibility of being charged with HIV nondisclosure (frequently
ruled by judges to be a form of aggravated assault) poses a significant danger to
their safety (AIDS Action Now 2011).

Conclusion
Two years following the outcry over the so-called flight ban, a related story
flashed across social media and mainstream news outlets. In February 2014 the
Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) detained Avery Edison, a young
white trans woman traveling from the United Kingdom, due to a previously
overstayed visa ( Jones 2014). When Edison was transferred from detention
at Toronto’s Pearson airport to the Maplehurst Correctional Complex, a men’s
provincial prison, supporters and sympathetic media rushed to denounce Edison’s situation. Despite being legally female, Edison had not undergone bottom
surgery, and thus, according to both provincial and federal correctional regulations, she was to be held in a male prison. Following widespread public pressure
and criticism, Edison was transferred to the adjacent Vanier Centre for Women,
where she was held briefly before returning to London. The international outpouring of support in Edison’s case over a period of four days was noteworthy
and helped build momentum toward broader prison reform for incarcerated
trans people in Ontario. In January 2015, in part due to human rights complaints
filed by Edison, the provincial government announced that new admission and
placement policy for trans inmates would be based on identification rather than
anatomy (Strapagiel 2015). While clearly an important step in improving the
conditions of incarcerated trans people, it has done little to draw into question
the underlying reasons many trans people, trans women in particular, are likely
to be incarcerated and, in some instances, deported.
Two months after news of Edison’s detention subsided, I received a call from
a young Mexican woman I had gotten to know as an outreach worker. She told
me that she was being held at the Immigration Prevention Centre in Laval, north
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of Montréal. The police had come to her apartment in response to a neighbor’s
noise complaints, and upon realizing that she was undocumented and had a
criminal record they arrested her and immediately transferred her to immigration detention. Maria was held for over a month in solitary confinement, and
was faced with potential deportation. While she was ultimately successful in
winning a last-chance application to remain in Canada, Maria’s case was not
the subject of national media coverage or popular mobilization. Rather, Maria’s
arrest and detention were merely routine practices of the Canadian criminal
justice and immigration systems and unlikely to garner the attention of those
outside her immediate social network. Unlike Edison’s experience of detention
and deportation, Maria’s experience mirrors that of approximately five hundred
thousand undocumented people living across Canada, and upward of ten thousand migrants detained every year, often held indefinitely, separated from friends
and family, and faced with imminent deportation (End Immigration Detention
Network 2014).
My goal in contrasting these two distinct narratives is not to discount the
importance of rapid mobilization in response to Edison’s detention, or even
the so-called transphobic flight regulations, and the role that such high-profile
cases can play in advancing necessary reforms. Rather, I want to encourage a
critical reflection on the limits, and possible harms, of the framework within
which these types of actions are commonly inscribed. Activism that selectively
centers individual identity-based rights as the site of political change not only
prioritizes certain lives over others (specifically, the lives of those who can access
state-bound rights versus those to whom they are denied), it also commonly fails
to appreciate the material conditions that underline the most harmful forms of
violence—particularly state violence. Social movements that are not grounded
in the knowledge and leadership of those most directly affected by violence risk
reinforcing deep rifts that are drawn along preexisting racial, class, linguistic, and
colonial border lines. In highlighting the knowledge and experiences of migrant,
sex-working, Indigenous, and HIV+ trans women, among others, and considering the broader linkages to issues such as national security measures, colonization, migration, and criminal law, we can bolster an expansive methodological
approach to critical thinking and political action that is grounded in the material
everyday life.3
As I finish writing this piece, Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper has
introduced Bill C-51, the Anti-Terrorism Act. In the likely event of its adoption, this new legislation will drastically expand policing powers in the name of
deterring terrorism. Notably it will also expand the Passenger Protect no-fly list
and grant greater discretion to deny people preemptively from boarding flights
(Canadian Press 2015). While the Identity Screening Regulations that were so
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hotly contested by trans activists in 2012 remain a part of Passenger Protect’s
protocols, the short-term collective memory of social media–driven trans
activism has seemingly long since forgotten and moved on to countless other
flashpoints. As transgender rights increasingly enter mainstream political discourse and law, however, it is vital that we transform these flashpoints—such as
the flight regulations—into opportunities for deepening our political analysis,
broadening the scope of social action and alliance-building, and expanding our
creative imaginations towards greater collective emancipation.

Notes
1. All names in this chapter have been changed to protect confidentiality of the individuals,

both living and deceased, and in the case of Rosa, her friends and family.
2. Details from in-person conversation. Given the highly public nature of legal cases dealing
with HIV nondisclosure, such as this one, and the use of the legal name of this individual, it is
a political and ethical decision to refuse to provide identifying information.
3. While Two Spirit and trans Indigenous women are not directly discussed in this piece,
their voices, experiences, and leadership need to be a central part of the conversation and
action. For more insights, check out work by Aiyyana Maracle, Mirha-Soleil Ross, Monica
Forrester, Jamie Lee Hamilton, and Sandra Laframboise, all of whom have a long history
of ground-breaking community organizing and cultural production on issues including sex
workers rights, Indigenous sovereignty, gender, and transsexuality.
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8 • AFFECTIVE VULNER ABILIT Y
AND TR ANSGENDER
EXCEPTIONALISM
Norma Ureiro in Transgression
A r en Z . A izur a

In December 2012 the Obama administration released a memo called
“US Leadership to Advance Equality for LGBT People Abroad.” The memo
offers practical strategies to build on Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s notorious speech on LGBT rights at the United Nations in 2011; she verbally admonished nations in which homosexuality is a crime and framed the United States
as at the forefront of efforts to combat homophobia. Clinton’s speech coincided
with a new U.S. government strategy “dedicated to combating LGBT human
rights abuses abroad.” The memo itself detailed a range of initiatives, including
foreign aid targeted at LGBT communities internationally. Domestically, the
memo claimed, the Department of Homeland Security had begun expediting
the refugee applications of “particularly vulnerable” claimants, including LGBT
refugees (Power 2012). This accompanied new field regulations in U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) governing the treatment of LGBT
refugee and asylum claims (USCIS 2011). Additionally, in 2011 Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and USCIS began to incorporate awareness
training on LGBT issues into education for immigration enforcement officers.1
ICE officers are now encouraged to consider whether a candidate for immigration detention has a long-standing same-sex partnership with a U.S. citizen in
using prosecutorial discretion to defer deportations.2 In a familiar exceptionalist
narrative, Clinton’s speech and the accompanying policy shifts frame the United
122
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States as a beacon of liberal freedom where sexual and gender minorities can find
better acceptance than in other parts of the world. These shifts also signal a new
period of greater collaboration between the federal government and nonprofit
organizations who advocate for LGBT immigrants.
In particular, trans and gender-nonconforming people have gained increased
public awareness both from governmental agencies and in popular media. This
has resulted in what appears to be a sea change in immigration and foreign policy
from 2003, when the Department of Homeland Security issued an advisory that
warned security personnel about cross-dressing terrorists (Beauchamp 2009).
For example, the new USCIS regulations define transgender in detailed terms
and point out the range of possible relationships between appearance, embodiment, and body modification: “Some transgender people dress in the clothes
of the opposite gender; others undergo medical treatment, which may include
taking hormones and/or having surgery to alter their gender characteristics”
(USCIS 2011, 13).
This new atmosphere of acceptance of gender diversity within the federal
government has also facilitated a new collaboration between LGBT nonprofits and government, in which trans and gender-nonconforming concerns play
a key role. The Chicago-based nonprofit Heartland Alliance recently received
funding from the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement to start the Rainbow Welcome Initiative, a resettlement program for LGBT refugees and asylum seekers
that matches asylum seekers with resettlement service providers in Chicago, San
Diego, and Philadelphia. Gender-nonconforming refugees have featured prominently in publicity for the program.3 Immigration Equality, which ran a long
campaign to include lesbians and gay men in family reunification visa categories,
has more recently campaigned against placing transgender immigration detainees in solitary confinement or in administrative segregation. The plight of transgender people in U.S. immigration detention is the topic of a short documentary
film,Transgression, made in 2012 by an Immigration Equality intern. Transgression tells the story of Norma Ureiro, one of Immigration Equality’s clients and a
trans immigrant to the United States whose story of surviving U.S. immigration
detention forms the main narrative of the film. It is distributed via Youtube and
Vimeo and is reportedly shown in ICE LGBT awareness training sessions.
Within international human rights regimes, transgender has thus become
administratively visible as something that renders subjects particularly vulnerable, and which also requires governmental and bureaucratic literacy. Just as the
cultural shift toward transgender visibility in the United States is rife with contradictions, so is this administrative shift. The forms of bureaucratic visibility tend
to conform to conservative medico-legal definitions of what defines transsexuality even as those medico-legal definitions are being rewritten. As much as trans
and gender-nonconforming immigrants have value internationally as subjects
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of human rights within the U.S. geopolitical imaginary, once their value in this
imaginary has been exhausted, materially trans and gender-nonconforming
immigrants appear to have little worth as bodies in need of housing, income,
health care, and sociality. Indeed, this imaginary may still define such “rescuable”
subjects as part of a geopolitical racial and terrorist threat that must also be extinguished in the logic of the “War on Terror.” Thus, they are represented as both
imbued with and stripped of rights at the same time, a predicament Sima Shakhsari calls the politics of rightful killing (Shakhsari 2014).
However, the question of which transgender and gender-nonconforming
subjects can be said to be “vulnerable,” requiring the nation’s assistance, and
which count as threats to the nation is subject to constant rearrangement
and thus needs to be interrogated. In this chapter I argue that vulnerability is a
biopolitical category: it accrues from the on-camera tears of transgender immigrant subjects encouraged to testify to their own traumatic histories of family
abuse and to the U.S. nation’s freedom and tolerance of diversity. Through a reading of Transgression, I argue that Ureiro’s visual and affective vulnerability as an
undocumented immigrant is cinematically produced through its contrast with
the redemptive white nonprofit expert and advocate, who stands in for the progressive American nation. Vulnerability here becomes a method to extract value
in the form of spectatorial sympathy. This extraction of value serves to conceal
the reality, which is that, just as the U.S. government is assisting some transgender subjects to gain asylum and refugee status, other (or the same) transgender
and gender-nonconforming bodies are rendered disposable by an immigration
reform agenda that seeks to detain and deport “criminals.”
Documentary film has become a particularly important form for the production and circulation of knowledge and affective imaginaries about gender-
nonconforming people both in the United States and in the global South. If we
can group these documentaries as a genre, the generic conventions pivot on an
affective axis in which the triumph of hope over despair forms the most significant narrative arc. Documentary films about gender-nonconforming subjects
tend to mobilize the conventions of ethnographic realism (Nichols 1994, 73),
which work to exoticize documentary subjects as outsiders while simultaneously
rendering them recognizable for a “mainstream” audience (Aizura 2014). Thus,
it is important to interrogate the terms of representation under which they
appear as vulnerable “Third World” victims, positioning the act of watching as
an exercise in gaining familiarity and sympathy. Transgression is no exception;
indeed, it draws on such cinematic conventions to form its narrative. Similar to
other trans-themed documentaries such as Paper Dolls (2006) and Les travestis pleurent aussi (2008), Transgression’s spectatorial gaze is assumed to be that
of (white, cisgendered) others who, in as far as they do not inhabit the world of
the protagonists, must have it translated for them (Aizura 2009; 2014). Thus,
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documentary in this genre is ideologically structured to produce indignation in
the spectator at the trans subject’s helplessness, simultaneously reproducing the
terms of a liberal humanist ethnographic gaze that displaces racialized trans subjects’ agency onto “us,” the viewers, who are incited to “do something.”4
Particularly in documentaries featuring racialized, gender-nonconforming
subjects, such generic conventions cast the protagonists as bodies whose vulnerability to violence and displacement makes them candidates for increased
protection. This protection inevitably takes the form of a homonationalist desire
to save LGBT people from the global South from the putative “barbarism” of
their own cultural backgrounds (Puar 2007, 15–16). For example, Paper Dolls
represents the country of origin of its protagonists, the Philippines, as very
conservative and religious despite the presence of a large and visible gender-
nonconforming, as well as gay, population in Manila, Quezon City, and other
metropolises (Benedicto 2008; Garcia 2009). The pattern is so ubiquitous as to
seem clichéd.
In relation to the current project, it is also important to note how documentaries circulate. Like other documentaries in this genre, Transgression is distributed online through the free video playback websites Youtube and Vimeo. This
not only enables its circulation as a pedagogical tool in an increasing number
of queer-or Transgender-Studies-themed college classes in the United States. It
also enables its use for multiple training scenarios (including for ICE itself). The
documentary does not address whether Ureiro herself was consulted about this
form of distribution—which might be particularly pertinent given the traumatic
and intimate details Ureiro provides about her life.

Interrogating Transgender Exceptionalism
That transgender bodies are at the forefront of neoliberal state attempts to distinguish between vulnerable, disposable, and threatening populations is not a
new insight. Toby Beauchamp’s observation that “gendered and racialized bodies are central both to perceptions of safety and security” (2009, 365) gains even
more relevance when we examine how transgender and American nationalism
have played off each other in U.S. public discourse over the last two years, in a
manner that provides an important background to Transgression but also intersects with it. In August 2013, Chelsea Manning (previously known as Bradley
Manning) was sentenced to thirty-five years in prison for leaking classified documents. Immediately following sentencing, Manning requested that media refer
to her using female pronouns and the name Chelsea. Despite some evidence
that Manning had identified as trans all along, this seemed to shock mainstream
America, and a veritable volcano of media coverage erupted. Claims that Manning’s identification as transgender was an attempt to be placed in a women’s
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prison competed with speculation that Manning released the files because she
was transgender and thus already pathologically “sick.” Meanwhile many media
outlets flatly refused to honor Manning’s request. Even some transgender commentators joined the fray. Blogger Autumn Sandeen described Manning’s
actions in releasing classified documents and her coming out as trans as similarly
self-serving and without honor (Sandeen 2013, n.p.). Writer Jennifer Finney
Boylan wrote a column in the Atlantic criticizing Manning for having disobeyed
a military order. But Boylan thought that Chelsea Manning could redeem herself by serving the remainder of her sentence in a dignified way: “By comporting
herself with dignity and accepting responsibility for her actions, she can show
that a trans woman is a human being capable of reinvention and redemption”
(Boylan 2013).
These perspectives on Manning demonstrate the strength of nationalist transgender discourses that assume recognition can only be won through supporting a fantasy of U.S. global imperialism. The performance of honor and dignity
called for by Sandeen and Boylan echo the nationalist military exceptionalism
that positions the United States as the global enforcer of freedom and equality
(especially for “minorities”). I call these discourses “transgender exceptionalism.” The term transgender exceptionalism tracks the nationalist logic in which
the U.S. nation fantasizes its own superiority, tolerance, and exceptionality in
relation to transgender life, pitted against other nations and “cultures” deemed
intolerant, barbaric, transphobic, or homophobic. As Puar recounts in Terrorist
Assemblages, homonationalism traced how the United States temporarily suspended its “heteronormative imagined community to consolidate national sentiment and consensus through the recognition of some, though not all or most,
homosexual subjects” (Puar 2007, 3). Puar refers to exceptionalism here as “a
process whereby a population comes to believe in its own superiority and its
own singularity” (2007, 5). By 2014, however, it is clear that the subjects recognized in order to sustain the fantasy of a cohesive national imaginary are not just
“homosexual,” but all shades of queer—and in particular, transgendered.
At the Homonationalism and Pinkwashing conference in New York in April
2013, Jasbir Puar referred to such moves as a new iteration of homonationalism:
“transgender homonationalism.”5 While it is rhetorically useful, this formulation
inadvertently asserts a temporal narrative that is central to the structure of exceptionalism more generally, wherein transgender follows queer, always designated
as coming after the lesbian and gay movement—which in turn is assumed to
inherit the black civil rights project. In fact, currents of transgender exceptionalism have been tracked, critiqued, and resisted by many people both in grassroots
organizing and in the academy for many years now (Aizura 2006; Beauchamp
2009; Gehi 2009; Haritaworn 2012; Namaste 2005; Shakhsari 2014; Spade and
Willse 2014).
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Additionally, it is important to be clear on why there is a need to distinguish
between homonationalism and transgender exceptionalism. This is not to assert
a categorical difference between sexuality and gender and thus between homo
and trans (indeed, this distinction itself is specific to a Euro-American homonationalist imaginary). Rather, it means tracing how “transgender” and other
categories to catalogue gender-nonconforming practices have always attached
differently to rights discourses and affective modalities than the category of “lesbian and gay” does, and to acknowledge their different institutional and historical lives. Within the assemblages of transgender exceptionalism, strategic value
is attached to gender-nonconforming bodies as the repositories of future rights
and future privileges in their status as mascots for the newly homo-friendly
liberal democracies of the global North. Affective vulnerability becomes a
form of currency through which trans of color bodies become recuperable for
the exceptionalist project. This will become particularly clear in my reading
of Transgression.

Victimhood and Vulnerability in Transgression
Directed by Daniel Rotman, Transgression is a short documentary film that
focuses on transgender immigrants and their experiences in the U.S. immigration
system as they seek asylum. The film was made after Rotman spent a summer
fellowship interning at the New York–based nonprofit Immigration Equality.
On returning to studies at Harvard the next year, he entered a documentary-
making competition sponsored by the Harvard Law School. Transgression’s main
protagonist is Norma Ureiro, one of Immigration Equality’s clients and a trans
immigrant to the United States whose story of surviving U.S. immigration detention forms the main narrative of the film. Through subtitles, Transgression relates
what it deems the most important details of Ureiro’s life. Originally from Mexico
(we are not told where), she crossed into the United States in the early 2000s.
In 2006 she was detained by immigration authorities and eventually deported.
Soon after, she crossed the border again. Once in the United States, she was
arrested and placed again in immigration detention. During this second round
of detention, the film informs us by subtitle, Immigration Equality took on her
case. At the end of the film it is still not clear whether Ureiro has been granted
refugee status or if she won legal status in some other way.
On the face of it, Transgression is about the indignities of immigration detention for transgender detainees. An enduring indignity for trans people who
get incarcerated is being placed in gender-segregated detention according to
birth-assigned gender; very few, if any, prisons actively allow trans women to be
housed with women, or trans men with men. Transgression, however, focuses on
how trans immigration detainees in the United States are often put in solitary
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confinement, euphemistically called administrative segregation. Ostensibly
administrative segregation is intended to protect trans or gender-nonconforming
detainees from other detainees, but it means they have to endure worse treatment than the general detention center population. This might include a single
hour of exercise per day (the remaining twenty-three hours are spent in a cell),
and extremely limited access to visitors and legal counsel. Like other nodes of
the prison industrial complex, immigration detention centers tend to see trans
inmates as “disruptive,” refusing them access to hormones or gender-appropriate
clothing and responding punitively when inmates request such privileges (Gehi
2012, 374; Spade 2011, 147). Additionally, older forms of silencing and othering
women of color in general can be seen in full force here. Thus my reading draws
on and extends woman of color feminist critiques of the constitution of “Third
World women” in America feminist theory, such as Aihwa Ong’s observation
that non-Western women are “wrenched out of the context of [their] society
and inscribed within the concerns of Western feminist scholars” (1988). I also
benefit from Chandra Mohanty’s incisive critique of how “Third World women”
are represented as the victims of particular socioeconomic systems’ Western
feminist discourse, which renders them powerless and elides an understanding
of non-Western women as historical agents (1991, 56–57). While Transgression
presents a slightly different case, it reproduces a similar ideological economy
of representation in which U.S.-based lesbian and gay human rights discourse
objectifies racialized gender-nonconforming subjects in the service of the
LGBT movement.
This form of objectification is evident from the opening of the film. The first
frame shows Ureiro’s face in deep close-up. The background behind her is dark.
She is silent, but her eyes are red and she has tears on her face; it is clear she has
been crying. Framed in the same deep close-up, Ureiro says in Spanish, “They
put me back again. Alone in a dark cell, it’s like a segregation they use to punish
people for fighting or other things. They put me in that box.” Off camera, an interviewer asks in Spanish, “From the first day? And how long were you there for?”
Consistent with this opening, in which the spectator first encounters Ureiro as
the tearful and traumatized brown victim, Transgression renders Ureiro’s role to
be the object of spectatorial pity (or at best, sympathy). Other white experts—
staffers from Immigration Equality—
take on the roles of explaining and
interpreting Ureiro for an audience assumed to have no solidarity with, or experience of, the events that befall trans undocumented immigrants or trans people
of color.
Following the first minute in which Ureiro tells her story, for example, we hear
a brief explanation of Immigration Equality’s interest in transgender immigration detention from Victoria Neilson (who was then the legal director at Immigration Equality). Senior staff attorney Aaron C. Morris explains administrative
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segregation. In contrast to the darkened and anonymous room in which Ureiro
is filmed, Morris and Neilson are both interviewed in crisp light rooms. Morris is filmed at a desk, presumably his own office. “They’re very vulnerable, very
vulnerable to sexual assault. They’re very vulnerable generally.” The content of
what Morris is filmed saying can be taken as informative and instructive, not to
mention politically sensitive. However, his words also perform the epistemological violence of U.S. neoliberal multiculturalism. Transgender immigrants are a
population, a “they,” a new intersectional identity among others about whom the
arbiters of diversity must be educated and informed in order to develop policy
that “includes” them in the national polity. Indeed, the first fact viewers hear
about transgender immigrants is a generalized vulnerability that renders them
irrevocably other, unknowable except through their vulnerability.
Morris continues, “They’re placed with the other population, sometimes
they’re placed with the criminal population, sometimes they’re actually placed
with sex offenders. . . . So DHS [Department of Homeland Security], in an
attempt to make it safe for the trans person, will often pull them out of the general population and isolate them.” Here Morris paints transgender immigrants as
the innocent victims of a harsh immigration system—but also, crucially, what he
calls the “criminal population.” This is undoubtedly true. However, it is important to interrogate Morris’s performance of a discursive division between innocent trans detainees and “criminals.” When Morris cautions that transgender
immigrants might be placed in detention with sex offenders, he neglects to mention that trans detainees are likely to be understood by the law as criminals and,
given the number of states that count sex work as a sex offense, as sex offenders.6
By distinguishing transgender immigrants from criminal populations, Morris
misses a crucial opportunity to point out that trans women of color, including
many immigrants, are profiled and criminalized by the police as sex workers. My
argument here depends on a more nuanced reading of the conditions of immigration detention than Morris offers in the film. Although doing so risks my
becoming the white interlocutor who argues over the facts with another white
interlocutor, erasing trans immigrants’ subject position once again, nonetheless it is important to offer some statistical and scholarly evidence here to shift
focus to the criminal justice system’s own criminalization of transgender people
of color.
The large majority of arrests that result in immigration detention happen
through police profiling and brutality. Gender-nonconforming people are more
likely to be targeted by the police as criminals, whether they are engaged in criminalized activity or not. Pooja Gehi points out that wearing tight clothes or “too
much” makeup is seen as reasonable cause for a solicitation arrest (2012, 370).
The case of Monica Jones in Phoenix illustrates how a black trans woman asking for a ride from a stranger resulted in a wrongful charge of manifestation of
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prostitution (Ludwig 2014). While another expert from Immigration Equality
mentions later in Transgression that prison guards are responsible for some of the
worst offenses, Morris’s words here downplay how the carceral state itself poses
a threat to the lives of gender-nonconforming immigrants in the form of violence perpetrated by prison guards, wardens, prosecutors, immigration judges,
and the entire apparatus of immigration regulation itself. By framing Ureiro
as vulnerable from the detention center population itself rather than from the
guards, Morris depicts the Department of Homeland Security as a neutral party
attempting to “make it safe for the trans person” by placing them in “administrative segregation” rather than making the institution responsible for housing
trans women with the male prison population.
It is easy to understand these moments of elision as unintentional or perhaps
strategic. However, the epistemological and ontological violence made by such
elisions is real. Morris’s statement about trans women immigrants being vulnerable from the “general population,” sex offenders, and criminals asserts an implicit
distinction between the civilized and tolerant Morris (and by proxy, the entire
LGBT nonprofit industrial complex) and the ignorant, barbaric, and trans/
homophobic undocumented immigrants who make up the “general population” in a detention center. This has two effects. First, it invokes a racist fantasy of
detention centers as filled with violent and macho Latino men who pose a threat
to Ureiro herself (and, by implication, the nation).7 Second, it not only erases
the possibility of solidarity between immigration detainees in an abstract sense
but also conceals the history of solidarity and common goals between queer
and trans immigrant organizing and the broader movement against immigration
regulation in the United States and internationally. Many ongoing grassroots
campaigns against deportation and detention by immigrant justice groups in the
United States work with queer, trans, and gender-nonconforming immigrants
or have organized LGBTQ-focused campaigns for immigration reform.8 These
networks include significant numbers of organizers who work inside detention centers.

Beacons of Hope: Exceptionalist Myth
Transgression also offers a subtext to the criticism of solitary confinement
in U.S. detention centers by presenting the United States as a liberal place in
which Ureiro finally feels free and safe. This subtext is ambivalent. On one hand,
the United States looks punitive because of its abuse of transgender detainees;
on the other hand, the United States is presented as a bastion of democratic
tolerance.
The middle part of the film focuses on Ureiro’s retelling of how her family
regarded her sexual and gender non-normativity. Once again, Ureiro’s statements
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are given “context” and made legible by Morris, who states at the beginning of
the section, “For our clients who come from very repressive environments, very
conservative, very often religious environments, it’s very common that a transgender person is disowned by their family.” The film cuts back to Ureiro offering a lengthy testimony of violent abuse, ending with her statement, “There are
no human rights there . . . to them we don’t exist.” The film immediately cuts to
a shot of the Statue of Liberty, with the subtitle “Norma crossed into the U.S.”
The subtext is pretty clear: the United States was a logical destination for Ureiro
because of the values of democracy, freedom, and tolerance symbolized by
the statue. (Indeed, almost every film about immigration in the United States
depicts the Statue of Liberty as a symbol of hope for immigrants.) In particular,
the directors encourage us to imagine that, in the United States, attitudes toward
trans people are not as discriminatory and phobic as in Mexico. Ureiro can
be thus excused by more conservative viewers for crossing the border illegally
because of the implication that she could not survive in Mexico. Again, the cinematic tone is central here: Morris is filmed with bright light in his office while
Ureiro is filmed here in extreme close-up in a dark room—in fact, it is reasonable to assume that the film’s opening shots of Ureiro crying are taken from this
segment of her interview. The silent, bright shot of the Statue of Liberty in an
expanse of blue sky opens up the frame and provides a moment of respite for
viewers after they hear Ureiro’s story, symbolically underscoring the exceptionalist myth of the United States as more tolerant than elsewhere.
When the film returns to the subject of violence in immigration detention,
however, a similar subtext is present. Ureiro tells the story of her deportation,
subsequent recrossing and rearrest, cut with disturbing music and a number of
shots of prison bars, which fade to unsettling black. The film eventually arrives
at the moment in the story when Immigration Equality takes on her case. Ureiro
is now filmed sitting on a park bench in New York with her small dog: it is as if
Immigration Equality’s decision to step in representationally delivers her from
the dark room, tears, and vulnerability into everyday life (and the symbolic freedom of the banal everyday that every American is assumed to desire: walking
the dog). Morris explains in voiceover that Ureiro’s case is not isolated, and that
“trans women are regularly abused.” Viewers are soon shown who is responsible
for this abuse through a close-up shot of a highlighted newspaper article, “Transgender People Murdered as World Resists Change” (Curtis 2011). A line from
the article is highlighted and enlarged: “Their research indicates there have been
at least 681 reports of murders in 50 countries since 2008.” The clear implication
here, given the plotting of the narrative of Ureiro’s move to the United States,
is that transphobic violence is most prevalent in “backward” nations that are
resistant to progressive (that is, liberal democratic) change. The point is made
again as the film cuts to another newspaper headline, “Hate Crimes against Gay,
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Transgender People on the Rise.” While the headline is shown for only a couple
of seconds, not enough time to read the entire article or place it, the inclusion
of this particular newspaper headline undercuts the exceptionalist narrative: it
is a 2011 article from the Los Angeles Times, which explains how transphobic
and homophobic violence in the United States—not the rest of the world—is
increasing (Romney 2011). When this headline fades to black, the film takes a
beat and then brightens into a shot of another American emblem of free enterprise and liberalism, the Empire State Building. Ureiro explains in voiceover
that, “The U.S. was another world to me, something totally different. I could
feel the difference. I could feel free.”
It is not to question the personal truth of Ureiro’s words here that I make
this critique. Rather, it is to point out the discursive economy of exceptionalist representation that constructs how Ureiro’s story can be told and how it can
be received. The transgender person of color whose experience forms the relatable “human” side of this documentary is only present to provide her experience. She is not asked about the politics of immigration or transgender politics;
nor is she asked to talk about her thoughts on how the immigration detention
system should be changed practically for trans detainees. Indeed, by the end
of the film, the narrative about inhumane immigration detention has fallen to
the wayside and spectators are left with the narrative of Ureiro being saved by
Immigration Equality. For Immigration Equality, this narrative is, of course,
strategic: it is designed both to elicit sympathy for Ureiro and to position Immigration Equality itself as a nonprofit organization that is truly committed to
transgender immigrants.
On further investigation, even this seemingly clear fact requires questioning. A subtitle toward the end of the film reads, “After immigration authorities detained her again, Immigration Equality took on her case.” Transgression
glosses over the process of Ureiro’s legal representation during her detention
and release, so it is never concretely clear how Immigration Equality assisted her.
The impression the film gives is that the Immigration Equality legal team worked
with Ureiro to get her out of detention and then later on fighting for legal status. However, the reality may have been very different. According to people close
to the case, when Ureiro was in immigration detention, Immigration Equality
claimed it did not have the resources to assist her in getting released. Immigration Equality took on Ureiro’s case only after she had been released. The labor
of helping Ureiro get out of detention and caring for her while she was inside
fell to community activists, friends, and individual volunteer attorneys rather
than Immigration Equality. Since Transgression has been released, Ureiro has not
spoken at screenings of the film. Given numerous critiques of the LGBT nonprofit world (INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence 2009; Mananzala and
Spade 2008), this is hardly surprising. But it might also direct us to look toward
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trans/queer abolitionist and grassroots political models in which getting all trans
immigrants who are criminalized or locked up out of incarceration is prioritized
above policy directives that understand individuals only as cases whose political
mileage is more important than their material consequences. Further, it should
warn us to think of trans immigrants and trans people of color more generally as
political agents who need to be involved, consulted with, and paid for representational projects that are made about them.

Conclusion
Transgression offers a pertinent illustration of the symbolic burden placed on
trans women of color, many of whom are also immigrants, to represent consistently as victims of the most heinous crimes of transphobic violence. Trans
women of color are indeed overrepresented in statistics counting violent crime
toward trans people, as well as rates of arrest and incarceration. (Admittedly, the
recent emergence of hate crimes as a juridical category has ushered in a new biopolitical era when such statistics became countable.) However, the way Ureiro
is presented in Transgression as a mere victim, rather than as the agent of her own
political power, is hardly unfamiliar. The Transgender Day of Remembrance
(TDOR), which tallies a global list of transgender people murdered each year
and commemorates their deaths with vigils and memorial services annually on
November 21, offers another salutary example. Implicitly or explicitly, the statistics quoted on each nation-state imprint a shocking transnational sensibility
on proceedings (nothing exemplifies this more ironically than watching mainly
white midwestern college students at a 2009 TDOR vigil in Indiana struggle to
pronounce the “foreign” names of those on the list). Yet TDOR vigils often end
in calls for nation-bound legislative recompense such as national hate crimes
laws, which would not help most of the people on the list of dead—not to mention that many seem to be vulnerable as sex workers or undocumented immigrants who are also subject to criminalizing anti-sex-work laws or the violence
of numerous security agencies (Lamble 2008; Namaste and Soleil-Ross 2005,
90–91). A similar effect can be seen in writing on the global feminization of
labor. As Neferti Tadiar (2009) puts it, writing on feminist critiques of globalization, “immigrant female domestic and/or sex workers . . . come to embody the
material consequences of the gendered, racialized, and sexualized aspects of the
normative logics of the capitalist economy.”
In order to sustain the critique I make in this chapter beyond a cinematic analysis, it is necessary to think through the positionality of those
who represent and are represented within the assemblages of transgender
exceptionalism—and this includes academic research and, unavoidably, this
current work. In my own capacity as a transgender immigrant to the United
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States who escapes the worst regulation and criminalization through whiteness and economic privilege, it is essential to question the investment of
many Trans Studies scholars in a rights-and-respectability model that relies
on U.S. exceptionalism. Immigration is not about distributing rights among
the most worthy, responsible, or deserving. Rather, it is a complex of regimes
that deploy contradictory mechanisms to optimize labor flows, filter particular
populations into and out of territories, secure those populations, and manage
popular political discourses around protecting nation-states from, or opening
up nation-states to, immigration. Positionality and representation are always
close at hand here: in these contradictory systems, immigrants must comply
with various exhortations to “be visible” or to “represent” themselves within
particular discourses in order to gain access through the next doorway and
in particular to gain legal status. The symbolic and material debt incurred in
such an exchange ensures the pliability and self-surveillance of the immigrant
herself. Globally, trans and queer racialized immigrants are continually asked
to “tell their stories” in order to put a “human face” on an “abstract problem,” to
solicit donations for various nonprofit groups, and most often to negotiate
the border in the form of immigration regulations, asylum processes, and
refugee claims. Immigrants themselves must be perfectly aware that this is
an exchange; it is in their interests to calculate accordingly the value, and the
copiousness, of their tears. The abstraction of trans people of color into subjects of suffering and vulnerability also prevents the formation of a political
model that might understand how the privileges and freedoms of those who
are documented—or not sex workers, or not transgender—are cosubstantial
with and intimately connected to those who are exhorted to speak.

Notes
1. These initiatives include a training module on LGBT refugee and asylum claims, which

the “US Leadership” memo claims is now taught in basic training for all new officers who
adjudicate asylum cases.
2. The term prosecutorial discretion refers to the process by which an ICE agent can now
decide if an immigration detainee receives deferred action (or, not deporting someone) rather
than being deported, on the basis of having family relationships or belonging to a vulnerable
category of personhood. Prosecutorial discretion is used in a small number of cases, but the
number of cases closed via prosecutorial discretion appears to be rising. See “Rebound Seen
in New ICE Prosecutorial Discretion Closures,” Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/308/#pd, accessed October 4, 2013.
3. A transgender man called Aren who came to the United States from Iran via Turkey was
interviewed about his participation in the resettlement program in Philadelphia for a press
release by the Nationalities Service Center, the host organization in Philadelphia. The same
person took part in panels about transgender refugee resettlement at the Philadelphia Trans
Health Conference in 2012, a measure partially used to publicize this new program and the
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U.S. government’s change of policy about transgender immigrants. See Nationalities Service
Center 2012: “Rainbow Welcome Initiative Caters to LGBT Refugees,” http://www.nscphila
.org/rainbow-welcome-initiative-caters-to-lgbt-refugees. Accessed June 16, 2013.
4. For this line of thinking I am indebted to an essay published anonymously, “No Way
Home: Immigration, Ideology, and Agency in the film Which Way Home,” http://nomajesty
.tumblr.com/post/26742378271. Accessed June 20, 2012.
5. Jasbir Puar, Keynote, Homonationalism and Pinkwashing conference, New York, April
2013.
6. Several states require adults convicted of prostitution-related offenses to be listed on sex
offender registries. Until 2012, Louisiana required people convicted of “crimes against nature
by solicitation” to be listed on sex offender registries. In California, the passing of Prop 35
in 2012 means that people convicted of sex work and trafficking offenses (often sex workers
themselves) are now listed on California’s sex offender registries. See Gira Grant 2012.
7. This is consistent with Lionel Cantú’s observation that in the “Western queer imaginary
Mexico and its men are locked in a spatio-temporal warp of macho desire”: this fantasy is both
threatening and desired. See Cantú 2009, 114.
8. For example, the National Day Laborer Organizing Network, which is responsible for the
#Not1More anti-deportation campaign, co-organized over fifty national LGBTQ organizations to “come out” against Secure Communities (an information sharing program between
state and federal law enforcement and ICE) in 2011. http://www.ndlon.org/es/pressroom/
press-releases/item/176-lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender-and-queer-lgbtq-organizations
-come-out-against-ices-secure-communities-deportation-program. Accessed March 3, 2014.
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Part IV

TR ANS ACTIVISM
AND POLIC Y

9 • THE T IN LGBTQ
How Do Trans Activists Perceive
Alliances within LGBT and Queer
Movements in Québec (Canada)?
Mic k a el C h a c h a Enr iq uez

In Québec, trans activists have recently won the ability to change
their gender designation on identity documents without receiving sex reassignment surgery. It is largely by entering into alliances with other social
movements that the trans movement obtained recognition from the provincial
government, and this will hopefully succeed in reducing the control of medical and judicial institutions on trans bodies. The objective of the present chapter is to identify the dynamics of alliance building between trans activism and
LGBQ activist movements in Québec, based on twelve qualitative interviews
of trans militants. I will first briefly explore the literature on the subject and
then present the methodology and the research participants. Thereafter, I will
present the results of the research. I argue that LGBTQ alliances are marked
by an ambivalence caused by contradictory forces. On the one hand, there are
dynamics that arise from discourse and actions that strengthen connections
within this community and are associated with trans inclusion. On the other
hand, there are forces that act to drive trans activists and LGBQ activists apart,
often resulting in trans exclusion.

Alliances and Social Movements
Building alliances remains an important process in social movements because
it increases the number of people fighting against a specific oppression and
141
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consequently the chances of gaining social progress. Alliances must be seen as
dynamic, diverging, and converging toward a greater movement. Indeed, alliance
dynamics seem capable of redefining social movements. Inspired by the French
sociologist Lilian Mathieu (2004), I consider that three forms of alliances exist
within social movements:
1.

2.

3.

Within a social movement where activists experience a common form of
oppression. For instance, my research focuses primarily on the experiences
of transphobia and cissexism. However, tensions exist between trans activists
in regards to age, location (for example, urban Montréal versus rural regions),
language, identity (transsexual, transgender, genderqueers, and so on), and
socioeconomic status.
Between activists experiencing a common form of oppression and activists
participating in the struggle, but not experiencing it. In particular, we can
think of the role played by experts within the trans movement, such as psychologists, sexologists, researchers, or artists. They may hold positions of
power that should be challenged.
Between different social movements. These alliances tend to emerge when
activists are participating in several social movements or experiencing multiple forms of oppression. Lilian Mathieu refers to the multipositionality of
such actors. For example, the trans movement allies itself mostly with other
gender-and sexuality-related movements—sex workers, HIV-positive people, feminists, and the LGB (lesbian, gay, bisexual) and queer movement.

Theoretical Links between Oppression
Experienced by LGBTQ People
The LGBTQ category (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer) is often
used as an umbrella term for people experiencing oppression because of their
sexuality or their gender identity. Two main systems of oppression that affect
LGBTQ people will be considered here: cissexism and heterosexism. Cissexism
can be defined as the system that oppresses people who cross gender boundaries
and that encourages people to maintain the gender they were assigned at birth.
Heterosexism can be defined as the system that oppresses individuals whose sexual experiences do not happen exclusively with people of the opposite sex and
persuades most people to restrict themselves to heterosexual sex.
While both systems are different, common links exist between cissexism and
heterosexism as argued by different authors. Julia Serano (2007), an American
trans activist and theorist, explains that cissexism arises from the idea that the
gender identity of trans people is inferior to that of cisgender people. She holds
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that cissexism, transphobia, and homophobia originate from what she defines as
oppositional sexism: the idea that sex is divided into two rigid and opposite categories, each possessing distinct attributes, aptitudes, abilities, and desires.
Another American trans author, Pat Califia (2003), considers that gender
transgression is another cause of homophobia: “Straight culture reads much of
the public expression of gay identity as gender transgression. To them, we’re
all part of the same garbage heap of sex-and-gender trash. It is practical points
like this that can most easily draw queer and trans activists together” (256).
He invites activists to forge links with each other based on the commonalities
among different forms of oppression. The sense of belonging to a community
is reinforced through what Gaëlle Krikorian calls an insult community, because
cissexist and heterosexist behavior tends to overlap (Krikorian 2003). Furthermore, a recent study on homophobia in school environments by Line Chamberland et al. (2011) shows that effeminate men or masculine women experience
discrimination more often than homosexual or bisexual people. The study suggests that homophobia primarily targets gender transgression as an indicator of
non-heterosexual sexuality.

Concrete Links between LGBTQ Activists
Researchers in Trans Studies have developed a strong understanding of the links
between the oppressions experienced by trans people and those experienced by
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and queer people. Scholars have shown that the first wave
of LGBTQ alliances appeared during the late 1960s in France (Foerster 2006)
and in the United States (Stryker 2008).1 Susan Stryker explains that the emergence of the queer movement in the 1990s over issues related to HIV/AIDS
rekindled this first wave of alliances between trans and LGB activists. Moreover, the rise of the broader LGBT movement during the 1990s and the 2000s
in the Western world attests to the bonds between the diverse social movements.
Indeed gay, lesbian, bisexual, and trans organizations are increasingly using the
LGBT acronym to refer to a broader community. Kendal L. Broad (2002) argues
that the addition of the T in LGBT can be viewed either as exclusionary identity politics or as a turn toward queer politics. The author takes into account the
complexity and ambivalence within these relations by concluding that it is not
necessarily one or the other, but instead, that the queer movement has had a profound influence on the evolution of the mainstream gay and lesbian movement
toward a broader LGBT struggle.
In a 2009 study, Amy L. Stone argues that there are three reasons for allies
to join another cause, or to use her terminology, three forms of “approximating experiences”: “borrowed approximations or knowing a member of the
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marginalized group and being witness to their suffering; overlapping approximations or the analogy to some oppression they have suffered; and global
approximations or a connection to their democratic or political orientations”
(2009, 338).
Based on thirty-two interviews, she shows that gays and lesbians have different attitudes with respect to the inclusion of trans-identified people. Younger gay
men holding positions of power within the LGBT movement tend to oppose the
integration of new groups, while older gay activists, especially those who have
fought for social justice, tend to operate through global approximations. Preoccupied with gender issues and power relations within the LGBT movement,
lesbians include trans activists with greater ease. However, their feminist consciousness leads them to fear trans people’s taking too much space within the
movement and to be apprehensive of losing space to the benefit of trans people.
The LGBTQ alliance therefore appears to be ambivalent. Even if both theoretical and concrete links could be built between trans and LGBQ activists,
there remain dissonances that could lead to the exclusion of trans people in the
LGBTQ movement. To illustrate this point, in the next section of this chapter I
will focus on my own research on the experiences and discourses of trans activists in Québec.

Methodology and Presentation
of the Interviewees
Twelve semi-structured interviews were conducted between April 2010 and
February 2011 with trans activists from Québec who had been actively participating in trans activism for at least one year. During the interviews, three lines
of inquiry were explored: (1) the dynamics of trans activism; (2) the meanings
given to participation in trans activism; and (3) the links between trans activism
and other social movements. After describing the participants, I will focus on the
third line of inquiry.
I met with seven trans women and five trans men. Four of the participants
identified as trans, four as transsexuals, one as genderqueer, one as transgender,
one as queer and trans, and the last as trans and genderqueer. The participants
self-identifying as queer or genderqueer were all trans men. Furthermore, their
sexual orientation covered a wide spectrum as they identified as lesbians, bisexuals, queers, or heterosexuals. They were between twenty-two and sixty-six years
old and their involvement as trans activists started between 1980 and 2009. Most
of them were Francophone and only two of the twelve participants were Anglophone.2 They were highly educated: four were PhD students, two were master’s
students, two obtained a bachelor’s degree, one was a bachelor’s student, another
obtained a professional diploma. Two participants did not study at university.
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Nine of the participants were members of at least one trans organization, and
four of these individuals had worked in a paid job as a trans activist. Two of the
twelve activists were not linked to any group, as they considered their involvement to be “personal” and “occasional.” One participant became involved in
trans activism only recently and perceived himself to be a sympathizer of one
organization.
In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss my research on the spaces conducive to alliances. Then, I will continue with the debates within trans activist
groups regarding alliances with LGBQ activists, and carry on with the transphobia and cissexism in the LGBQ community. I will end by exploring some ideas
to improve the inclusion of trans activists within the LGBTQ movement.
Spaces Conducive to Alliances
Many participants in my study insisted on the importance of allying themselves with other groups in order to support a range of fights against oppression in addition to their main struggle against trans oppression. LGBTQ allies
were considered particularly important, and the activists interviewed were
quite loquacious about them. My analysis of the spaces in which links could
be built between trans and LGBQ activists allows us to see on what basis alliances were built, as well as the resistance toward inclusion of trans people in
these spaces. I argue that three particular environments have been conducive
to the alliance among trans and LGBQ activists: HIV spaces, queer spaces, and
LGBT spaces.

1. HIV spaces. The first space conducive to creating alliances was in communities fighting against HIV. This space linked trans women and gay men because
the epidemic strongly affects these two groups. Research demonstrating that trans
women are particularly struck by HIV (Herbst et al. 2008) opened the path
toward obtaining public funds for trans organizations. In the 1990s, this had a
major impact on the constitution of alliances related to health issues surrounding HIV/AIDS and sex work.
One HIV-positive activist spoke about her commitment to the fight against
HIV in the 1990s. Although she had an important position within an HIV support group, she encountered a lot of resistance from certain gay men. Indeed,
she named this organization a “gay-men-fortified castle” where she was able
to find her place despite this transphobia. This alliance was ultimately built by
HIV-positive trans women sex workers who fought to be included in the HIV
movement. It reveals the importance of these women in the emergence of trans
activism during the 1990s. Alliances with HIV activists have not evolved toward
greater inclusion since this time. For example, the activists interviewed named
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many important HIV groups that still did not address the particularities of trans
embodiment in their prevention campaigns.
2. Queer spaces. Alliances also occurred in English-speaking queer spaces aimed
at students and young people. Queer activists wanted to link their movements to
liberate both gender and sexuality by strategically focusing on feminists and
those who are most marginalized in the LGBTQ movement. Such alliances left
their mark through name changes to the McGill and Concordia Universities’
Centers for Women during the first half of the 2000s. They became respectively
known as the Center for Gender Advocacy and the Union for Gender Empowerment. In a sense, the name changes symbolized their broadened mandate to
deal concurrently with feminist, queer, and trans issues. These changes were
the source of much debate, illustrating once again the ambivalence with
which the inclusion of trans people is met with in these spaces. Similarly, in the
mid-2000s, Project 10 (a group reaching young Anglophones from sixteen to
twenty-five years old) developed “Project Max,” which aimed at including trans
people. They released a guide for trans people explaining how to navigate the
health system in order to change their gender, their name, and their sex designation.3 Today, the high number of trans people associated with Project 10 attests
to the success of their inclusion campaign. Indeed, each of these three organizations (Center for Gender Advocacy, Union for Gender Empowerment, and
Project 10) implemented deep changes in order to include trans people. They
have become trans-friendly organizations, welcoming trans people, delivering
services, and participating in trans coalitions such as the Trans Health Network.
In comparison, queer Francophone spaces emerged only recently. In 2009
PolitiQ-Queers Solidaires (Queers in Solidarity) was formed and immediately
started a trans committee. Julie, a Francophone participant, sees queer as being
inclusive of trans people: “PolitiQ is not trans as such, but queer, that is larger
and including trans.” PolitiQ’s committee launched a coalition to organize
the first protest movement in public spaces in front of the Directeur de l’état
civil, the institution that regulates name and sex designation changes.4 Two
hundred people were present at the protest, and sixty-four groups—including
thirty-nine that were LGBTQ-identified—signed the declaration. The support
of the LGBT and queer movements was significant as two-thirds of the signatures came from members of those movements. In a sense, the queer Francophone movement through its discourse and language contributed in bridging
the gap between the queer Anglophone and the LGBT Francophone communities. Although these two communities rarely collaborate, the organization of
the protest became a space where the Anglophone and Francophone activists
could build a coalition.
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3. LGBT spaces. The third type of alliance is located in the predominantly
French-speaking LGBT movement, which started in the mid-2000s. The event
responsible for the emergence of this alliance is the États Généraux des Communautés LGBT in 2004. It was an important forum for LGBT activists. Trans
people were welcomed for the first time at the third iteration of this event. There
were about a dozen trans people among the four hundred delegates present. The
États Généraux was mandated to establish a common set of demands to negotiate with the government. Noticing that demands related to trans issues were not
emerging from the workshops, trans activists insisted that a crosscutting principle be voted on during the plenary session, which was the case (TCLGQ 2004).
Marie, one of the interviewees, explains that the États Généraux enabled significant changes within and outside of the LGBT communities:
The gay community played an important role. Even though it wasn’t always
well done, even though not all issues were considered, they were able to spread
the word “trans” in many communities where trans people did not have access.
Spreading a word is significant. . . . Within the LGBT community, deep changes
happened because some were willing to bridge the gap between the two and
acknowledged that we needed to stop confining ourselves to our own “sheds.” . . .
The T are now an important actor in the LGBT community. (Marie)

From the mid-2000s, gay and lesbian groups evolved significantly to create
the LGBT movement. The alliance has benefited social progress and critical
bonds now exist between allies regarding the experience of oppression and common methods of action. However, trans inclusion is not ubiquitous and differs
on a case-by-case basis, as certain organizations remain LG or LGB. Indeed, a
trans contingent has been present within LGBT Pride Montréal parade only
since 2009. These elements demonstrate the ambivalence with which the LGBT
alliance is treated both by trans activists and by LGB activists. LGBT committees
of French-speaking labor unions have similarly evolved toward increased inclusion of trans people. Since these committees hold significant roles within LGBT
coalitions, they have been made aware of trans issues through their participation.
Consequently, the LGBT alliance has facilitated the development of actions targeting transphobia at work. For instance, some unions have adopted motions
about trans workers and recently the Canadian Labour Congress published a
guide for workers in transition. Finally, the alliance has also resulted in the political recognition of trans activists. Many demands regarding trans people were
brought forward during different rounds of negotiations with the government.
Since 2005, after the États Généraux des Communautés LGBT, there has always
been at least one trans person present during negotiations. This recognition has
resulted in political gains, such as reduced waiting time for name changes.
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Debates within Trans Activist Groups Regarding
the Alliance with LGBTQ Activisms
As demonstrated above, the creation of space for an LGBTQ alliance has always
been accompanied by ambivalence, which is to say, discourses and practices of
inclusion and exclusion. Each time trans activists had to fight, with the support
of their allies, to create a broader understanding of struggle that includes trans
people. However, these activists have encountered resistance to an LGBTQ alliance even among some trans activists. Indeed there are several conflicting perspectives within trans activist groups regarding alliance with LGBQ groups, as
a discourse analysis of my interviews reveals. For instance, Bobby thinks that
there are important links between these movements. “Trans identities belong
to the LGBT movement and to the queer movement. . . . I believe that how trans
people experience oppression is similar to how other people experience oppression with respect to gender and sexuality.” For Johnny, the experiences of
oppression have the same origin: “Even though our needs and [the] everyday
life [of LGBTQ] differ in the details, the social discrimination we face, it comes
from the same place. The public at large puts us in the same basket.” Monique
expresses the same idea: “For the average person, homosexuals, transsexuals,
transgenders [sic], they’re all mixed up in the same basket.”
Another participant, Bruno, highlights that there are important parallels to be made between these two forms of oppression, but that they remain
fundamentally different: “It’s not the same thing. In one case, it’s the orientation and in the other, it’s the identity. Therefore, in my opinion, it’s two different realities, two different sets of problems and therefore, two different sets
of needs.”
According to Monique, a longtime trans activist, the realities of trans and
LG people differ to the point of being incompatible. Her heterosexuality has
made her oppose an alliance with LG groups for a long time, but in the past few
years, she has changed her mind: “It’s very recent. Because the older transsexuals
did not want [to make bonds with LG people], and also, a few younger people
who had some power in the community preferred that transsexuals remain an
autonomous group.” This quote illustrates the divergence between trans heterosexual people, who generally feel less concerned about this alliance, and trans
LGBQ people, who support it, as described by Marie: “Often it seems there is a
problem in our community, you know? Because there are some who do not want
to be associated with gay people because they are heterosexuals and on the contrary, those who are gay and lesbian. Well yeah, but they are our best allies and
we should associate with them.”
Finally, my research shows that it is primarily trans lesbian activists who support the alliance. The sexual orientation of trans activists seems to influence their
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propensity to make an alliance with LGBQ people. It confirms that the multipositionality of some activists helps build alliances.
Transphobia and Cissexism in the LGBT Community
Although more and more groups use the acronyms LGBT or LGBTQ to describe
themselves, there remains much transphobia and cissexism. Many groups marginalize and exclude trans people, mostly in an unconscious way. It manifests
itself through the way that trans issues are ignored or put on the back burner, as
expressed by François and Johnny:
Groups that claim to be LGBT are in fact gay and lesbian groups. (François)
The comment I keep hearing is: “The world isn’t ready yet.” Even in the LGBT
community, bi and trans people keep getting told that. It’s very frustrating
because I believe in solidarity and nobody moves forward without everybody
else moving forward. ( Johnny)

Also on this theme, another participant explains that generally, when the T
is added, the group still just deals with sexuality issues. He asks the following: “If it says LGBT or if it says LGBTQ, then often the question is: ‘Well,
that’s great, but where is the T? Where is the trans stuff that is part of this
panel, is part of this workshop, is part of this organization?’” (Mike). Moreover, according to Bobby, LGBQ activists never sufficiently question the
power they hold:
Often trans people are mentioned but it isn’t, really . . . You know, it’s like oh
LGBT, but the T is not really there, you know? In English, we speak of accountability. You know . . . We’re mentioned because we want to be included but it’s
more tolerance than actual inclusion, really. . . . Being tolerant, it means that nothing changes, because it is the same people who hold the positions of power, and
these people can say, “Well, I won’t use my power against you, but I won’t give
you some, either.” There’s no actual exchange, there’s no will to leave some space
for trans people.

Another participant, Catherine, highlights the consequences of excluding trans
issues in LGBTQ organizations: “They do actions for gays and lesbians, but not
for trans people. If there’s something for trans people, they rarely have the time
to take care of it. Or because they don’t know the cases well enough or because
they don’t have much experience with them, well when they do take care of
it, they do it all wrong!” Clearly, many trans people have experienced transphobia
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and cissexism within organizations that claim to be LGBTQ. The banishment of
trans issues to the backburner and the invisibility of gender issues within certain groups illustrates the ambivalence with which the inclusion of trans people
within the LGBTQ movement is treated.
It is interesting to note that there are individual dynamics in each of the
communities that comprise the LGBTQ umbrella and that are unique to each
of them. Hélène considers that when LG people gained equal rights, it created
space for trans issues to be brought forward:
For a long time, gays were the enemies of lesbians. Maybe you’re old enough
to have witnessed this. Gay people were the enemies of transgendered people,
lesbians were also enemies for transgender and transsexual people, whom they
deemed false women.5 So from the beginning, it wasn’t easy; they were fighting
for their own rights. But now that they gained equal rights, some became more
open and looked at the issue of transgender and transsexual people as marginalized groups who need to be defended and protected.

It should be noted that important bonds have existed between lesbians
and trans people. The activists interviewed repeatedly mentioned that they
received support from lesbian activists but, paradoxically, faced resistance
from lesbians regarding their inclusion in the LGBTQ alliance as lesbians were
afraid of losing space and visibility to trans people. Thus, trans and cis lesbians are those who seem to be at the center of the dynamics in LGBTQ alliances, confronting certain mainstream gay activists who refuse to question
gender norms.
Some Strategies to Improve the Inclusion of
Trans Activists within the LGBTQ Movements
Despite ongoing resistance and the many difficulties encountered, the trans
activists interviewed considered the LGBTQ alliance to be very important
and proposed several ideas to improve upon and perhaps resolve the ambivalence with which the inclusion of trans people is treated in the LGBTQ movement. Three strategies were identified by participants. The first strategy involves
addressing the double standard used by LGBTQ activist groups on gender identity and sexual orientation issues. As Marie illustrates: “One thing that is hardly
understood in trans groups is that if we really want to become LGBT, it means
that while organizations who are gay-and lesbian-based need to open up to trans
realities, that is trans identity, it also requires that trans groups open up to the
sexual orientation of their members, which means that we are not only trans,
but that we also have a sexual orientation.” The inclusion of trans heterosexual
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people within LGBT organizations would be a key indicator of trans inclusion
for Marie.
The second strategy relates to consciousness raising and facilitating dialogue.
Johnny actively participates in a LGBT group at his workplace where he raises
questions about trans issues in order to increase the awareness of his colleagues:
“There could be more solidarity. And we also want to make people understand
that within this large group comprising LGBT people, if only L and G move
forward, then they only re-create the conditions for marginalizing people. And
in a sense, that’s a form of double marginalization. And how do you raise consciousness? Well, it’s by keeping the dialogue open.” Bobby, too, believes that
consciousness raising and increasing dialogue remain the best strategies: “The
concrete changes I would like to see in LGBT groups relate to how the people who work in those groups should learn how to make their services more
inclusive. . . . If you’re getting told that what you do is problematic, then it’s
learning to say, ‘Okay, what can I do to solve this?’ that is entering into a dialogue
instead of being defensive about it.” Bruno is also an advocate for consciousness raising. He explains that the inclusion of trans people within large LGBTQ
groups will enable trans people to gain ground: “When we’ll be able to reach
large groups such as Gai Écoute, GRIS-Montréal on trans issues, well I think that
it’ll be a matter of time before we reach all the smaller groups for the T to really
become integrated. To reach that goal, well it requires that trans people get out
there, speak out and hold conferences.”
The third strategy is to make trans organizations gain a leadership role in
the LGBTQ movement, as Julie voices: “So, if an organization watches over their
balcony toward the trans group right next to it and realizes that, ‘Damn, there’s
stuff happening in the trans community,’ well that’s leadership. It’s the power that
others can grant to us. So, other communities will realize that we’re believable,
that we make stuff happen, that we’re moving forward, that our cases are serious,
and that we have real demands.” These three strategies can be seen as tools to
build a LGBTQ movement that really includes different communities.

Conclusion
My research has contributed to the understanding of how alliances between
trans and LGBQ activists emerged in Québec. It shows that alliances remain
ambivalent. Indeed there are spaces, actions, and discourses that gather the different communities together, but they also separate them from each other. In
order to create more inclusion, this ambivalence must be dealt with directly—by
opening the channels of communication and creating awareness, which can
help to deconstruct the doubts that alliances raise, and by clearly recognizing
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the contribution of trans people to the LGBTQ movement. It is important that
LGBTQ activists take into account the different realities of each group so as
not to erase their different needs and therefore to benefit the dominant group
within the community, namely, cis gays and lesbians. By adopting the demands
of different LGBTQ communities and by enabling trans people to acquire positions of leadership, LGBTQ organizations would create a public affirmation that
would dispel many doubts surrounding alliances. We wish that all LGBTQ organizations would dare to put into place a campaign that showcases the demands
of trans people and that grants them the importance they deserve.

Notes
Thanks to Jean-Philippe Ung, Jeremy Lane, Michael Hawrysh, and Danielle Beaulieu for their
translation of this text.
1. From a historical perspective, Stryker (2008) explains, “In practice, the distinctions

between what we now call ‘transgender’ and ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ were not always as meaningful
back then as they have since become. Throughout the 2nd half of the 19th century and the 1st
half of the 20th century, homosexual desire and gender variance were often closely associated” (34).
2. Québec is a province of Canada that is mainly French-speaking.
3. This document is no longer available, but it inspired ASTT(e)Q guide (Ezra 2012).
4. In English: Registrar of civil status of Québec.
5. In this quote, the interviewee considers just trans women when she talks about trans
people.
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10 • TR ANSL ATINA IS
ABOUT THE JOURNEY
A Dialogue on Social Justice for
Transgender Latinas in San Francisco
A le x a ndr a Rodríguez de Ruí z
a n d M a rc i a O c ho a

This chapter is a conversation between the authors held in July 2013
to memorialize the founding and first five years of El/La Para Translatinas, a
social justice and HIV prevention program for transgender Latinas (translatinas) based in the Mission District of San Francisco. Alexandra worked as program coordinator at El/La from 2006 until 2011 and is currently an activist and
educator in Mexico City. Marcia, currently a member of El/La’s advisory board,
served in the volunteer position as director of program and evaluation from
2006 through 2013 and before that time was a member of the advisory board of
Proyecto ContraSIDA por Vida, the organization from which El/La emerged in
2006. Her experience working with translatinas in San Francisco began in 1994
when she was office manager of Proyecto.
As longtime collaborators, we took this opportunity to reflect on the process of change we have watched El/La go through. Though we mention several
names of people who have worked with El/La, we want to be clear that we are
representing only our own experiences of building the organization. Our perspectives are our own and, of course, give only part of the story of El/La. In this
conversation, we talk about our motivations for working together, how El/La
began, how we started using the term translatina to organize, what our core values
are, how we developed programs at El/La, and some moments that were particularly traumatic, including the death of Ruby Ordeñana and our first defunding.
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We conclude with some thoughts about migration and how Alexandra has continued her work beyond San Francisco. We hope this conversation is the beginning of a long-term process for both of us in learning from our experiences at
El/La and continuing the work for social justice for translatinas everywhere.

About El/La
El/La is a space where translatinas have come together to address individual and
collective concerns in order to promote their survival and dreams. You can learn
more about our programs or contact us through our website: www.ellaparatrans
latinas.org. Our organizational vision and mission statements are:
Vision: El/La Para Translatinas works to build a world where translatinas feel we
deserve to protect, love, and develop ourselves. By building this base, we support
translatinas in protecting ourselves against violence, abuse, and illness, and in
fully realizing our dreams.
Mission: El/La is an organization for translatinas that builds collective vision and
action to promote our survival and improve our quality of life in the San Francisco Bay Area. Because we exist in a world that fears and hates transgender people, women, and immigrants, we fight for justice. We respond to those who see us
as shameful, disposable, or less than human. We are here to reflect the style and
grace of our survival, and to make new paths for ourselves.

Why We Did the Work
Marcia (Santa Cruz, CA): I want to have a conversation where we go over the
history of El/La, we think about it, we talk about it, maybe we agree about some
stuff, maybe we don’t. We scream at each other and laugh and . . . [laughs]
Alexandra (Mexico City, DF): . . . and cry!
Marcia: And cry! [laughs] Just tell the story of El/La and how El/La became what
El/La is, what El/La was when you left, and what it is now. I have a few questions,
but do you have any questions that you want to start out with?
Alexandra: What came to my mind is why is it important for you to focus on helping translatinas to have a space like El/La?
Marcia: I will always feel very indebted to translatinas in San Francisco who, when
I first moved there, could be very loving with me and recognized my gender. I felt
that was so important to me when I was twenty-three and just getting to San Francisco. Coming from the experience of not ever really being in a society where I
would be recognized for who or what I was, I feel there’s a level of legibility that
I’ve been able to experience with translatinas in particular.
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The other reason is because I saw that at Proyecto [Proyecto ContraSIDA por
Vida] there was a group of us that were college educated, some of us were immigrants, some of us were raised in the States, but we had a kind of social mobility.
There was a group of trans women who, no matter how smart they were or how
able to survive they were, they were not getting the kind of social opportunities
that we were getting. Those of us who were able to get some access to college, the
arts, hold down a job, we were doing OK. The trans women were not doing so
great. They were dying, depressed, not able to be employed . . . We had this idea of
an egalitarian community, of a social movement where queer, LGBTQ, whatever,
Latinos were all gonna kind of dream our way into fabulousness. That fabulousness only works in some ways for some people, not for everybody. So part of that
was also my commitment to that community, and for all of us to be lifted up, as
some individuals were.
In Venezuela I started to realize that unless and until the ways that transgender
women were [treated were improved, then] we were all still going to be subject to
different forms of gender violence. These women in Venezuela, the transformistas
I worked with, were the ones that were catching the most shit. I got some violence or prejudice around my gender presentation, but it was nowhere near what
the women, the effeminate gay men, and the women who were trans, the kind of
heavy policing that they got. I felt that out of a commitment to that work, it was
really important for me to keep doing this in San Francisco. Plus, it was my mental health plan for when I went to work at [UC] Santa Cruz. [laughs]
Alexandra: Fabulous.
Marcia: It kept me sane, girl!
Alexandra: For me, it was a discovery, a wake-up call to be in a city like San
Francisco and have the fabulous, tremendous opportunity that you gave me to
work at El/La. It made me realize how fucking privileged I had been my entire
life. Because, to begin with, I grew up with my family, I had [the] opportunity
to go to school, to work, to feel loved, to be in therapy since I was six and a
half years old. I was able to come to terms with my gender identity, with my
sexuality, with who I wanted to become. That’s something that, when I came
to San Francisco and I started working with these girls, I realized that most
of them didn’t have. I felt obligated, but I also felt a responsibility to make
sure that these women at least knew that they had a chance. Because, just by
the fact that you put on some high heels and a dress, go out on the street and
make yourself so visible in a society that points out anything that is different. . . .
To see these girls having the guts to go out, stand on a corner, or to try to be
who they wanted to be—I wanted to make sure that they knew just that alone
makes them so strong and so powerful.
Marcia: Can you tell the story that you told in Chicago about why you came to
work for El/La?
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Alexandra: I was fed up of seeing, reading in newspapers about trans women,
especially translatinas being always so stigmatized and stereotyped, and more
than anything victimized. Whenever a translatina was murdered, it was always
this “prostitute,” “man dressed up as a woman,” or “drug addict”—this horrible
person, they did a favor taking out. Then a very dear friend of mine, Ana Fernández, who I had known my whole life, died in San Francisco. She was murdered
and victimized. Not only was she a victim of domestic violence but she was also
a victim of the system because she was tagged all along as a drug addict and a sex
worker and all those stereotypes. When she died, it got to me. I was living in LA
in my little bubble. Married, working at LAX, and having this fabulous life, living
near the beach and . . . like, everything is beautiful, you know? When this thing
happened, I tried to help Ana Fernández. I came to San Francisco in November
to try to help her out, to help her go into rehab. I didn’t know the city of San Francisco. I didn’t know anybody. I didn’t know . . . um . . . what’s that place where the
girls go? Walden House.
Ah, sin saber qué era Walden House. So yo me puse en el internet a buscar y descubrí, le hablé a Ana, le dije, “mira, este lugar,” tienen un programa y allá llamé, y me
dijo “sí, sí, sí” y cuando fuí a San Francisco, desgraciadamente a Ana Fernández le
pegó el marido y andaba toda golpeada con los ojos morados. Se me escondió, no . . .1
She didn’t want me to see her like that, so I couldn’t help her. A month later, she
was dead. How do you think I felt? I felt like I had failed her. I’m here living in
my fucking bubble, in my lie that is so normative, so perfect when my friends, my
sisters are still dying, and nobody is doing nothing about it. Nobody is out there
saying she was a human being and she was doing something and she was trying.
I went into a depression from December till Pride Day in San Francisco. I was
really depressed. My husband [at the time] was like, “What’s wrong with you?”
When we went to Pride in June, I saw how fabulous the community was there, and
I told him, “I want to be part of this, I want some of this.” That’s when we started
scouting San Francisco in September and October. [I quit my job of eleven-plus
years and] we finally moved, and I applied for a job at Castro Health Center, o
como se llama. Of course, I had no experience. I got rejected. That’s when JoAnne
Keatley [Alexandra’s friend and a member of El/La’s advisory board] told me,
“You know what? El/La is looking for somebody and I think you’d be perfect for
the job.”

The Beginning
Alexandra: I had no experience whatsoever working in social justice or community work, or with LGBTQ communities, but I had the desire to do something.
You saw that drive and you gave me that opportunity and for that I’m so grateful
to you because you believed in me.
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Marcia: Well, you were a godsend, girl! I had just been asked to supervise the program, as you remember. We were with [our first fiscal agent] Mobilization Against
AIDS International, and Donna Rae [Palmer, the executive director of MAAI]
didn’t speak any Spanish! She was having to supervise [the staff] who were still
on the transgender prevention contract after Proyecto [closed its doors].
They had moved the office in 2005 over to where we are now, from across the
street. It was so sad in that office. First of all, nobody was ever in. We had an office
that nobody ever opened. [The staff] were saying that they were working out of
people’s hotel rooms, and doing outreach, and I remember I got asked by Donna
Rae to write the [annual] monitoring report in August, and I said, “Oh, well
where are the files—the client files—so I can review them?” [A staff person said,]
“Here’s some boxes.” There were rat turds in those boxes, her cell phone bills,
random papers. It was just [a] shambles. I remember I was on the phone with
my friend Juana María in the storage room, trying to dig through this box, trying
to find these files and I was crying. . . . I was like, “Proyecto is gone. I’m digging
through a box full of rat turds.” You know? There’s no community, there’s no love
here. I don’t know what we can do here. I think for me it was that transition from
Proyecto. I was one of the last people to stay attached to the vision of that organization and I was ready to let go of it. Because I said—and [the staff] were right
about this—translatinas, transgender Latinas needed something on their own
terms, that wasn’t what Proyecto was to us, to my generation.
Alexandra: Exactly.
Marcia: So, [the staff] came up with that name [El/La] and, JoAnne and I never
really liked it. . . . I tried to get you to change it, but it stuck. Then, I was only
about a month or two into being the supervisor there as a volunteer and finishing
my dissertation, I was living in San Francisco and I had just started [teaching] at
UC Santa Cruz and then . . . my true love Alexandra comes along [laughs]. I was
thinking we can’t even imagine a room full of transgender Latinas talking to each
other about anything, much less HIV prevention, right?
Alexandra: Exactly.
Marcia: So, can you tell me a little bit how you moved it from that nothing—no
community, no dialogue, no safety in sitting down—to a room full of translatinas
talking over each other and cotorreando2 and then having serious conversations
and talking seriously about the things that were going on in their lives? How did
that happen?
Alexandra: That is really important because I think that is the essence of what
El/La is, and that you and I and Elissa [Vélez, the first office manager of El/La]
built together. I’m not going to take all the credit, because if it wasn’t for you, if
it wasn’t for Elissa, I would have never been able to do it. But, you said something really important and it was something that I learned there, that it was on
their own terms, and it’s something that probably nobody ever paid attention to.
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Because remember when I came to work there, I came from corporate, I came
from LAX, I came from Delta, I came from private companies, air cargo, so in my
mind, I’m this . . . institutionalized (or whatever you want to call it) person that
comes to work nine to five. [laughs]
Marcia: Ahh-ha! That went out the window the first day!
Alexandra: Monday through Friday [laughs] . . . eh, and it was like, of course, you
know! Translatinas are waking up at three or four o’clock in the afternoon and . . .
and they’re like, “Oh, what am I going to do right now? I’m bored. I’m going to go
walk the streets.” I didn’t know that, of course. So remember when I started opening El/La with [the outreach worker] and she was like, “Oh girl, nobody’s going
to come at that time.” I [would insist], “No but we need to stay open, we need to
open, we need to stay there.” “Oh no, no, no, you don’t need to stay here, just
go to Tom Waddell [Transgender Health Clinic] and give condoms and that’s
the whole work for the week.” I was like “No! We need to stay there and open the
office, so people know that we’re open and they come.” Of course, I open at nine,
nobody will come, I open at twelve, nobody will come.
So then I started going to Tom Waddell and finding out why the girls don’t
come. It’s because, to begin with they say to me, “Well, we don’t go to those places
because they always give us condoms, they give us a plate of food, and all they talk
about is HIV prevention. We already know all that. We want something different,
we want a place where we can come in the afternoons and stay there and echar
cotorreo and checkar3 our e-mails, or our Facebook or whatever . . .” So I started
talking to the girls and I said, “Well, if we open late, are you going to come and
tell tus amiguitas4 that they can come? We’re going to have food and we’re going to
have coffee and you can talk about anything.”
I think that was really important. To listen to them, because also, what triggered everything for these girls is that they started coming and said “Well, my
boyfriend beats me up, I have no place to live, I don’t have papers, I’m HIV positive, I need hormone treatment. . . . Who’s going to help me? How can I get help?”
I was like, “Oh, shit, how did I get myself into this!?” [laughs] I’m new to this
city, I don’t know nobody! That’s when I remember telling you, “Well, we need to
help these girls. We can’t just listen to their needs and do nothing about it!”
That’s when I started going around knocking on doors. I think Ramón
[Ramírez, El/La volunteer] was really important in this as well. I give him a lot
of credit because thanks to him I was able to learn that there were other groups
where the girls can go and talk and meet people. It was really, really important
to me also because I noticed that the translatinas were like, “Oh no, we don’t go
con los jotos, no, we’re not gonna go with gay men. No nosotras somos trans, ¿cómo
vamos a ir con los jotos?”5 I was like, “Why is that, you know?”
I mean, if we go out in the street and we’re visible in society, why can’t we go
in a place full of gay men and make sure that they know that we are present, that
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we are a movement, that we are there. . . . We need to take up space. I always had
privilege in my life to take up space, to go and apply for a job, to go to school,
et cetera. That these girls knew they could go anywhere they please and take
up space—that alone was really important. The girls knew that they had El/La
as their space and it was for them. When they started coming, and they saw that
they were . . . treated with respect—because that was also really important to me,
that these girls get treated how I would like to be treated—be greeted at the door,
and as soon as I get there, somebody offers me coffee, or a cookie or whatever was
available, and says, “Hey, how are you doing? What’s going on?”
Marcia: El trato humano.6
Alexandra: Yeah. Not that clinical, “Sit there, we’re going to get to you in twenty
minutes,” and an hour goes by and nobody comes to talk to you, and you’re there
sitting, waiting for someone to pay attention to you, no. . . .
I wanted to ask you—and I think to me it’s always been a curiosity—but what
did you see in me when I came and applied? Because, to be honest with you,
I didn’t think I was going to get that job.
Marcia: Well, I think what I saw in you was definitely a fierce sense of commitment to the work from the very beginning. You told me the story about Ana and
that you had made this move and I got a sense that you really were serious about
wanting to do this work. Also, what I really loved about you when I first met you
was that you have a curiosity and an excitement about the world. When we start
doing real kind of cynical triage work, where we’re just making the next referral,
going to pass out the condoms, whatever, we lose sight of the heart of the work.
I saw that you were very much tapped in, that you were very much excited about
doing the work, and I think that became very true as you continued. Even when
things got hard you didn’t lose that sense of wonder at bringing a group of translatinas together, advocating for social justice for translatinas, showing up at [the]
Trans March with wedding dresses. I think we get, often, really jaded in this work,
especially in HIV prevention, and you didn’t bring that. You were definitely not
about that.
Alexandra: I’m glad you see that because, to be honest with you—and I think you
remember because at some point you put me in check, and I know you and I have
little disagreements and maybe differences—but I always learn from you because
you have a sense of community outside of the box. Me, I was more like, “Why do
these girls want to do sex work, damnit!? Why don’t they want to take classes??
Chingada madre!! I did it!”
Marcia: [Laughs] “Why can’t they pull themselves up by their own bootstraps?!”
Alexandra: Of course, I have my family that loved me, that told me, “You’re worth
it, you’re a beautiful being, tú vales mucho.”7 Some of these girls didn’t have that.
Now I understand that. When people tell you you’re worthless, you’re nothing,
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you’re dirty, you’re filthy, you’re trash, well, that’s how you feel. For you there’s
not going to be many opportunities in life because you’re going to feel that the
only thing you can do is work that is very stereotyped and stigmatized. Now I recognize that sex work itself is not easy, [but it] empowers these women. Not only
translatinas, not only trans women, but also any kind of human being who does
sex work. It’s not just because it’s the only option, it’s a way of staying in control.
To me it’s really important to recognize and praise the people that do it because
it’s not an easy thing to decide, “Well, tonight I’m going to go and stand on a corner and try to make some money.” I mean, not all of us can do it.
This was really shocking and at the same time a learning experience. I learned
a lot working at El/La. I had to leave my prejudice, my sense of, “Well, why do
people want to do this?” You taught me not to be like that. I realized I have to
be more conscious of the needs of these girls. You cannot . . . make somebody
change their behavior unless you help them to solve their needs. When I saw girls
that would come to me and say, “Well, I have a boyfriend that beats me up, I don’t
have a place to live, I don’t have papers, I’m HIV positive, I’m doing sex work, I
mean, what are you going to do for me?”
It was this wake-up call that action needed to be taken to be able to really make
a difference in the life of these girls. Period.

Origins of Translatina
Marcia: Can you talk a little bit about how the term translatina came into existence?
Alexandra: Ah, great question! To me, it was difficult to refer to these girls
as “transwomen” or “trans girls” or “transgéneros” o . . . et cetera. They were all
from different places. They were from Cuba, El Salvador. There were some girls
that came, I remember, from Argentina, there were some from Puerto Rico. At
some point I said, well, maybe if I just call them “translatinas” I’m including all
of them, because they’re all Latinas, they all speak Spanish, and . . . that’s how it
came about.
Marcia: So you came up with that word?
Alexandra: Yeah, I didn’t want to separate the girls. I learned from you . . . to be
more conscious about being inclusive of people’s backgrounds, of people’s places
of origin . . .
Marcia: I remember when you started using that word, and I was like, “Oh, let me
make sure I have that down right!” [laughs] Because I thought it was great. Then
I started using it, and we started using it in the materials for El/La. I remember
at some point people started answering the phone, “El/La Para Translatinas,”
remember that? It sounded so musical and sweet, and I didn’t ask anyone, I just
changed the name of the organization!
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Alexandra: I remember!
Marcia: Because first we were “El/La Transgender Latina HIV Prevention Program.” So, we started to use it, and then, I wonder if you saw it being used outside
of San Francisco?
Alexandra: No. To be honest with you I didn’t see that used until the movie Translatina came out [in 2007], but that’s after JoAnne Keatley had taken it to some
conference. JoAnne told me, “I used the term translatina and everybody liked it.”
They even clapped.
Marcia: So how does it feel to have invented a word?
Alexandra: It’s just like everyday business, going to work . . .
Marcia: What do you think the term translatina did for the community-building
project? What do you think the term translatina did for us at El/La, for transgender Latinas anywhere else? What work did you see that term doing?
Alexandra: I think that the term translatina became a way of empowerment and
a way of including and a way of giving visibility to a community that was always
in the background. Because that’s how I felt when I came to San Francisco about
translatinas and I started working at El/La. I mean, there was no sense of community among us, the translatinas. Nobody cared about translatinas. I had to knock
on so many doors. In a way I think that translatina the term kinda placed translatinas, made their presence felt.
Marcia: Did you see the girls taking up that word too? Did that word have meaning
for people at El/La?
Alexandra: Definitely. I think more than anything because they knew they were
part of something. In a way the fact that you’re a translatina and that you are so
visible in the city and that you are at City Hall, and that you are now going to
events, and that translatinas are going to City College, and are going here and are
going there, and they have a space—that is in a way getting some respect. I think
that made the girls feel a sense of doing something positive, something good.
I myself knew that I was doing something, because to be honest with you,
Marcia, I never expected to be recognized. . . . [For example,] I remember when
I went to Chicago to the conference on “Sex, Race, and Gender.” When I told the
story, people said “Oh my God! We thought that you were always in this type of
work.” I never really expected to be recognized or anything because that wasn’t
my idea of the work I was doing. To me it was more like a responsibility and an
obligation to my community, to these girls, and . . . to make sure that we have a
safe space and that we are recognized for who we are as women that have so many
walls to tear down, so many retos,8 no? Not only language, not only culture, not
only documentation, but so many things within our own LGB community.
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Attaining Visibility
Marcia: Let’s talk a little bit about how the history of El/La evolved. We’ve talked
about how we started El/La, we didn’t talk so much about Tan Bella,9 that first
photo shoot that we did that got people into it. So, take us from 2006 to until you
left in 2011. What happens next, what happens after we get the groups going and
you start having girls come to the office and you’re helping them out?
Alexandra: This was important because, I say, “I’m doing this for you, no? I’m
helping you, no? I’m helping you to get the hormones and helping you to get
your papers, I’m helping you to get vivienda. But now I want to know what else
needs to be done here so we can stay involved, so you can stay involved? I don’t
want you to just come here and tell me ‘I need this, and I need and I need’ and
El/La give, give, give, give. I also want to make sure that we as a group of translatinas give visibility to what we’re doing.” What else can we do? How far can we take
it? That’s what it came to. I don’t know if you remember that we had these groups
[called] Viernes Social?10 I let the girls talk about all their shit, and their ideas, and
“Oh, pues yo quiero que me hagan un taller de maquillaje, yo quiero que me hagan . . .
yo quiero.”11 No? Many times I was like “Oh, gosh!” ¡Ya cállate!12 [Laughs]
Marcia: . . . and then you had Cinema Club.
Alexandra: Yeah, that was important to me. The Cinema Club. Because it was a way
to educate through film. At least so they could . . . see themselves reflected in film.
Marcia: I just thought what was so important is that you recognized the amazing emotional intelligence that translatinas have and the conversation that they
have about interpersonal issues, social questions. I feel nobody in San Francisco
gave translatinas credit for engaging in the world the way you gave them credit
through Cinema Club. People had different levels of access to education and literacy and all these things, and Cinema Club was such an important part of our
intervention in that you really recognized that people had questions and answers,
and that talking about film was one way to get to those . . . curiosities, you know?
Alexandra: Exactly. We all come from different backgrounds, histories, cultures. . . . I wanted to see how one piece of film will contribute to, expand their
minds. Many times the girls would get like, “Aaahh, I don’t want to talk about
it.” “No. We’re going to talk about it. We just saw a film, a great film, and I want
to know what you think, what you felt, what impacted you? Why?” It was really
important to see that these girls have critical thinking, and more than anything
that they will catch things, they will learn, they will say, “Oh, I never thought
about it, I never thought that . . .” For example, when I would show a film like
Boys Don’t Cry: Why do you think trans men are so invisible? Why do you think
trans men are so ignored in our community? [Asking] things like that made these
girls talk about it. It was really important to see where they come from and make
them talk.
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Marcia: One of the things that I’ve always had questions about—and I showed you
that article of mine “Perverse Citizenship”13—I think about citizenship as a kind
of participation, right? One of the big parts of participation is being talked to as a
participant! Like being hailed . . .
Alexandra: Yes!
Marcia: . . . as somebody who has something to say. You can see it when kids don’t
get called on in school. When certain classes of kids get ignored because people
think they’re stupid or they don’t think they speak English well enough or whatever it is, those kids do worse in school because they’re not being hailed as participants in that system. They’re being excluded by being ignored, by not being
given any credit. That Cinema Club, we did it—remember because we couldn’t
really get credit for doing it from [our] HIV prevention [contract], so we did it as
an extra thing—and it was the glue that held all of our other programs together.
People would come for that, there was no pressure, they weren’t going to get a
lecture, they were curious about the films and then they would get hooked and
they’d keep coming back!
Alexandra: Yeah, remember how I stayed away from the word clients or patients?
We always said, “They’re program participants.” That’s what I wanted them to
be, I wanted all of them to be participants, I wanted all of them to be involved,
included. The Cinema Club was this great tool, a way of . . . bringing in that sense
of community. Remember when we screened the Muxes, that movie? We had that
room with thirty people in there—the translatinas, the gay men, las jotas,14—
everybody was there and I was just in amazement. I was like “Whoa!” This
is possible.
I think listening to the girls, to what they wanted to be included in and what’s
important to them—makeup, clothes, looking good, feeling good . . . ser presentes,
llamar la atención, ser escandalosas.15 That gave place to los talleres de maquillaje y
todo eso, de modelaje, fotografía.16

Nubes y Angeles and Ruby Ordeñana
Marcia: I wanted you to talk a little bit about Nubes y Angeles,17 because that was
another thing we did just after the beginning of [El/La], and then I wanted to ask
you about Ruby Ordeñana, because I think that’s really the [moment] when El/
La became the El/La we know now.18
Alexandra: Nubes y Angeles was a great project. I’m very grateful to many people that helped me put it together because my idea was about giving visibility
to transphobia more than anything—I always try to stay away from portraying
translatinas as victims. More than that it was about these powerful beings with
this resilience that no matter how you go about your daily life and where you are
in your life, you still are this person that has culture, that has knowledge, that has
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empowerment. So Nubes y Angeles to me was a way of giving visibility to transphobia and to our history. If you remember I talked a lot about my experience as
a teenager in Mexico City as a trans girl. I also wanted to make sure that we gave
visibility to the community that we have in San Francisco, and go beyond that.
When I started thinking, what else is beyond all that? There’s always somebody
behind a dead daughter or son, there’s always another history.
Ruby Ordeñana was a wake-up call to reality. Even though I was in the United
States, even though I was in a city like San Francisco, where la diversidad sexual, o
sexual diversity is okay and is welcome and is not a big deal, translatinas are still
being victimized and being murdered. It was shocking. I was like, how can this
still be happening? I mean in the twenty-first century in a city of the first world,
in the United States, a girl is being killed and treated like a piece of nothing for
her gender identity. It was painful. It was really painful. I think that gave me a
strength and gave me that rage, gave me enough adrenaline to say, “No. I’m not
going to stay silenced.” I’m not going to just say, “Oh, well, you know, that happens,” like the newspapers would say, “Well, she was a drug addict, a prostitute, a
transvestite . . .” No. No, no, no. I mean, I mobilized, you know?
Marcia: You mobilized and you also represented translatinas in a way that nobody
in San Francisco ever had before. Right? I mean, have you ever seen anything
like that before? I would almost say in the country, no translatina had ever been
that articulate, a spokesperson, had ever been able to give interviews that really
expressed the rage and the analysis you had about that situation. Bilingually. On
the English-language and the Spanish-language media.19
Alexandra: Thank you. No, I never thought about it that way. I just thought, “Fuck
it, I’m not going to stay silent. I’m not going to fucking let this go by quietly and
just put it under the carpet and say oh well . . . another one.” No. No.
Marcia: I think the other good thing that came out of that was the connection we
had with Communities United Against Violence (CUAV). [That connection]
really solidified around the response to Ruby, and I think that’s when they started
to see that our group really had the ability to respond. They were great allies. Isa
[Noyola, El/La cofounder] was very important in responding.
Alexandra: Yeah, I remember when [that] happened and somebody, I think it was
JoAnne [Keatley] called me and said, “You know what? They found the body of a
trans girl.” I go, “Well, what do you mean?” And they go, “It was one of our girls,
she was a translatina.” My first call was to CUAV. My first call was to Tina [D’elia].
“Hey, have you heard about this?” Tina was like, “No, can you get more info?”
I started moving. Making phone calls and trying to get the story right. Pretty
soon [an El/La participant] came and gave details, and I passed it on to Tina and
we were like, “We gotta respond to this.” I said, “Tina, we have a responsibility, it’s
a translatina.”
Marcia: You heard they got that guy, right?
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Alexandra: Yeah, of course!
Marcia: Well, eventually. But they didn’t test the DNA for a few years.
Alexandra: Exactly, he had victimized other people. We got another girl that was
victimized by him as well. That’s how they caught him, remember? It was another
girl, another translatina, and she came to El/La for help.

Growing Pains
In 2009, El/La transitioned to a new fiscal agent. During this process, the contracts that supported our HIV prevention activities were put through a public bidding process, which resulted in the contracts being awarded to another
organization in San Francisco. Although we appealed the decision and the
process, we were unable to restore our funding through the Department of
Public Health. We organized with several other allies and successfully advocated for the allocation of new funds from the city to continue supporting our
programming. We were very fortunate that some anonymous donors stepped
in to provide private funding that allowed us to keep our offices open. During
the year we were without funding, we operated on a shoestring budget as an
all-volunteer group.
Marcia: How did you feel when we were first defunded?
Alexandra: I got discouraged to some point. How is it possible that all the work
that we’re doing is not getting supported? But, I could see why. Of course, [there
were] all these big fishes claiming to be doing the work for thirty years and we
are a little agency that has been struggling all along. Although we’ve been very
visible and we’ve been working our asses off. I mean, the translatinas, who cares?
Who are they? That was the moment in my professional life when I had to like say,
you know what? This cannot be happening. Because if I just say, “Oh well, they
defunded us. Sorry,” and turn around and tell the girls, “Sorry, we got defunded
and that’s it, this is the end.” It was a moment of many sacrifices because remember, you and I both went without pay.
Marcia: Well, I didn’t get paid before anyway, but you didn’t have any other way to
make money! I was worried about you when that happened.
Alexandra: Yeah, but it was all meant to be, Marcia, because we made it. We made
it and it was all well worth it.
Marcia: I think we surprised a lot of people after we got defunded, because people
were not expecting that we would stay open.
Alexandra: I know it. What really did it to me was the response that we got from
the community. We got people [having] our backs.
Marcia: Yeah, we found some major donors who were really able to pull it out . . .
and let us keep our doors open for a year! Without [public] funding. Which is
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just amazing. That for me was all a lesson in how solidarity work gets done, and I
learned a lot from you in that because of the ways that you had made connections
with so many other people in the trans community across social movements. You
had so much respect, and you were able to communicate what El/La was about
and what it needed in ways that people really responded to. Not like “I’m going
to raise money on this campaign right now,” but just really honest, straight-up
movement work. Straight up social justice work that is about meeting an urgent
need in the community and doing the work not for the salary or the money or the
rewards but because it’s work that needs to be done. I learned a lot from watching
you go through that time period and your connections with all these people who
just had a lot of respect for you. It was really able to keep El/La open.
Alexandra: I think also it was that visibility that we were able to create with El/La
and the girls and the work that we were doing. If we didn’t have that, if we didn’t
have these girls going and telling their stories and talking to people and saying,
“You know what, if it wasn’t for El/La we wouldn’t have this, or I wouldn’t have
been able to do this,” people wouldn’t have believed in us. But people believed
because we have fruits to show. It wasn’t ever my intention to be that way, but I’m
glad because in a way that’s what made El/La so believable and it built that reputation of El/La being a place that really fought for social justice for translatinas.
Marcia: It was amazing. So talk to me a little bit about what happened with the
volunteers after we got defunded. How you felt about it then, how you see it now.
Alexandra: Well, you know how I fought because I believed in helping them
out, in trying to make them see that whatever they were doing, it was worth it.
That’s why it was important to have this group of volunteers in whom I believed.
Because I truly believed. I mean for me to walk out of El/La for what, a month, a
month and a half, and leave it in the hands of these volunteers, I believed in them,
I never expected it to be the way it turned out. . . . But of course, you learn from
your mistakes because, of course, they didn’t have the same experience that I had,
they didn’t have the same training that I had. They didn’t have the same uprooting
that I have, per se. They were babies, it was as if I leave my teenage daughter for a
month at home by herself and say, “You take over.” Of course! She’s going to be
making parties every weekend. So, I learned a lot from that.
Marcia: Yeah, I think we both learned.

Note: In December 2009, as part of our response to the defunding, we began to
include several trusted volunteers who had worked with Alexandra at the organization in the day-to-day operations. Unfortunately, this resulted in a breach
of trust around the use of the El/La space while Alexandra, who was at El/La
every day without pay, took some much-needed time off during the holidays.
The breach of trust resulted in the dismissal of the volunteers and created a deep
conflict in the community of El/La around the direction of the organization.
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Alexandra and Marcia discuss the impact of that conflict and the lessons we
learned through it.
Alexandra: I learned more than anything not to give so much trust to people and
also [to] have this sense of . . . valorar20 . . . your work. Because in a way I said,
“Here, toma todo, y aquí está en tus manos.21 Bye.”
Marcia: Well, I think I learned a lot about . . . how to slowly put opportunities for
leadership in front of people but not to do it all at once. To do it in a way that
allowed people to develop as leaders in a way that protected the organization.
There were so many misuses of the space I literally had nightmare visions about
getting a phone call that somebody was dead in the office. . . .
Asking people to be accountable in ways that they were not ready to be
accountable, and expecting that others would have the same values that we had
was just not . . . I learned that lesson. It’s not that I don’t trust those people but
that I can be more realistic about what expectations I can have of people.
Alexandra: Exactly. Because I expected it to be like if I was coming. Of course
that’s impossible.
Marcia: So, I know that it felt like a big betrayal at the time, and out of that experience another group was created, and they had their own life. It was a big lesson. . . .
I was writing the conclusion to my book at one point and I wrote about fracaso, and the heartbreak that you feel sometimes when you’re doing organizing,
right? I was thinking of that disappointment. So I wanted to ask you, what lessons
did you learn and have you used those lessons in your work now? Is it something
that you’ve taken away from your work at El/La?
Alexandra: Well, it might sound really frivolous or . . . um, I don’t know, cynical. I
learned that you cannot, you cannot throw pearls to the pigs. [Laughs]
Marcia: [Laughs] Pearls to swine! That’s what you meant by “valuing your
work more”?

Crucé la frontera en tacones
Alexandra: I think it’s really, really important to know your position. I wish I had
the opportunity right now to have a chance like I did at El/La. If you’re put in
a place like that it’s for something, it’s because you’re doing something right,
or because you know something. I don’t think I had wisdom to recognize that
before. Now I do, of course. Although I haven’t done that kind of work here
in Mexico.
Marcia: I don’t know if the word translatina really works in Mexico. I wonder if
it could?
Alexandra: No, and I have used it a couple of times. I’ve given a conference at
UNAM [Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico]. Someone came and
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asked me, “What is a translatina? Why do you use that?” I just explained it like
I told you, just to be inclusive of all the trans women that come from all over
Latin America.
Marcia: Well, translatina is also about the trip, the journey. I mean, I think in Mexico, too, you’re talking about rural to urban migration, migration from Central
America, migration to the States and back. All these different journeys that are
marked. I think the trick is to find the language for the thing that is a special,
unique form of honoring the lives of those folks, those people who are the most
excluded from social movements. As I say in “Ciudadanía Perversa,” those people
who are inventing gender on their own terms with whatever they have access to,
and who aren’t marked by the middle-class, First World discourse, NGO discourse of lesbian, gay, bisexual identity, even trans now, identity. But who are . . .
¡autóctonos! ¡autóctonas! (Ochoa 2004).22
Alexandra: Autóctonas. Yeah, and I think that’s really important because, interestingly, I created a presentation called Crucé la frontera en tacones.23 I did it
at UNAM and people were like, “Big deal, she was a trans immigrant, and she
went to the U.S. and she confronted new identities, but so what?” But then I did
that piece at the Human Rights Commission here in Mexico City as well, and
people were like, “Whoa!” you know? Like, “She’s talking about trans immigration, she’s talking about intersecting identities . . . not only as a trans but then as
an undocumented . . . et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.” People were taken away. Same
thing in Spain, you know? I did Crucé la frontera en tacones in Spain and people
were amazed. They were like, “How is that possible?”
Marcia: Well, when you do it in Mexico City in particular, but when you do it in
Mexico, crossing the border is a privilege! [Laughs] You know what I mean? So
they don’t read it in the same way as everybody in Spain—that’s the “oppressed”
experience, right? Crucé la frontera en tacones is a marker of relative privilege. But
at the same time, I think part of it is just how difficult it is for Mexican culture
to admit how shaped it is by migration.
Alexandra: Yeah. When I did a presentation at the Human Rights Commission,
and I’m talking about crossing the border undocumented, somebody, and I hate
to say this but some elitista24 was talking about “Oh, I went to Canada with my
visa . . .” I was like, why do you even have to talk about that? Why do you even
have to even bother telling me! Que yo crucé la frontera a los quice años indocumentada, huyendo de la persecución que había aquí en el DF, en todo Mexico por decir. . . .
Y tú estás hablando de que “Ay, me fuí a Canadá con mi visa y llegué allá y pedí asilo
y . . .” No. 25
Marcia: What I know from Venezuela, the middle-class movement, [the] LGBT
movement was so unable to assimilate the experiences of people who were completely socially marginalized and in poverty, especially trans women because
they just would not take those experiences seriously. This is what my critique
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was, that the movement needed to start to find ways to talk to and listen to folks
from that experience, because that’s who determines whether or not the politics are actually effective. That’s whose lives are in the balance. They’re the ones
who are the most affected by the policies that we’re talking about. So it’s not
about gay marriage or health benefits, or being able to adopt kids. It’s about being
able to be a kid and stay in your family, or get a job, or be free of violence from the
police. If the LGBT movement agenda en nuestros países26 doesn’t pay attention to
that then it’s . . . not doing the work.
Alexandra: Exactly. Also, I always thought . . . Oh my God, poor me, I had to leave
my house, I had to leave my education, I had to leave my comfortable life here in
the city because of persecution, and I had to cross the border in high heels y sin
documentación y afortunadamente yo fuí la única que no corrí so, a mí no me agarró la
migra. Y yo decía, ay, qué miedo, y pobrecita y . . .27 and when I heard the stories of a
poor girl from Guatemala, cruzando en tren y violada y golpeada y robada y no llega
a la frontera y todavía la meten en una cajuela . . . digo puta madre, no?28 That was
why for me it was so important to do Crucé la frontera en tacones.
Because there’s no way. There’s no way that our stories are just going to be hidden or silenced . . . no. It’s important that people know that it’s not because we go
after the so-called American Dream. What American Dream? To me it’s like, no,
it wasn’t an American Dream, and for most translatinas it’s trying to survive, trying to stay alive.

Notes
1. Passages in Spanish will be translated into English in the endnotes to reflect the bilingual

nature of the conversation. Translation: “Ah, without knowing what Walden House was. So I
got on the Internet to search and found out, I talked to Ana and told her ‘look, this place’ they
have a program there and I called them, and she told me, ‘yes, yes, yes,’ and when I went to San
Francisco, tragically, Ana Fernández had been beaten by her partner and was walking around
all beat up with black eyes. She hid from me, no . . .” All translations by Marcia Ochoa.
2. Translation: chit-chatting, gossiping (like parrots, or cotorros).
3. Translation: gossip and chit-chat, check e-mails.
4. Translation: your girlfriends.
5. Translation: “No, we’re trans, how are we going to go with the gay boys?”
6. Translation: dignified, decent treatment.
7. Translation: You are worth a lot.
8. Translation: challenges.
9. Tan Bella was a modeling and self-esteem workshop for translatinas that included a professional quality makeup session and photo shoot, first held in 2006, and repeated in 2007 (Más
Bella) and 2009 (Siempre Bella).
10. Social Fridays.
11. Translation: “Oh, well I want you to put on a makeup workshop for me, I want you to . . .
I want.”
12. Translation: “OK, be quiet!”
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13. “Perverse Citizenship,” an essay Marcia published in Spanish in 2004 and in a revised and

expanded version in English in 2008 (Ochoa 2004; 2008).
14. Translation: the lesbians.
15. Translation: being present, calling attention to themselves, being scandalous.
16. Translation: the makeup workshops and all that, modeling, photography.
17. Clouds and Angels, a play written by Alexandra and several program participants, staged
in the fall of 2007 in a theater in the building where El/La has offices.
18. Ruby Ordeñana was a young Nicaraguan transgender woman who had participated in
Proyecto’s ESL class, which Marcia taught along with Isa Noyola. She had participated
in some of El/La’s programming as well but was found murdered in March 2007, her naked
body dumped in an industrial area of San Francisco.
19. Interview available at Lee 2007.
20. Translation: valuing.
21. Translation: “Take everything, and it’s in your hands now.”
22. Translation: autochthonous. This is a term used in Latin America to describe something
that is unique to the context in which it develops, whether that is a person, a social organization, or a form of expression. It can have connotations of “folkloric” or “quaint” but also
includes a sense of sovereignty and uniqueness.
23. Translation: “I Crossed the Border in High Heels.” A performance Alexandra developed
to describe her experience as an undocumented translatina immigrant to the United States.
24. Translation: an elitist.
25. Translation: “I crossed the border when I was fifteen years old undocumented and running away from the persecution there was here in Mexico City, in all of Mexico actually. . . .
And you’re talking about ‘Ay, I went to Canada on my visa and got there and requested asylum
and . . .’ No.”
26. Translation: in our countries.
27. Translation: and without papers and fortunately I was the only one who didn’t run so the
Migra didn’t catch me. And I would say ay, how scary, poor girl and . . .
28. Translation: crossing on a train and raped and beaten and robbed and she’s still not at
the border and they stick her in a trunk . . . I say God damn, no?
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11 • LGB WITHIN THE T
Sexual Orientation in the National
Transgender Discrimination Survey
and Implications for Public Policy
J ody L . H er m a n

The National Transgender Discrimination Survey (NTDS) revealed
that trans people face alarming levels of discrimination and experience a host
of negative outcomes, such as in health and well-being (Grant et al. 2011). The
NTDS focused on discrimination based on anti-trans bias, which is bias against
a person or group of people based on gender identity, gender expression, or trans
status. Yet, some trans people may experience discrimination based on sexual
orientation as well. As one NTDS respondent noted, “It is hard for me to distinguish between when I was discriminated against for being gay and when I was
discriminated against for being gender nonconforming.” Trans people who are
also LGB stand at a unique intersection in the larger LGBT community, placing
them at risk for experiencing discrimination across multiple sites of oppression.
Because of this, one may expect an increased risk of experiencing discrimination
among LGB trans people as compared to trans people who are heterosexual or
“straight.” As this study will show, each group may have particular areas where
they are vulnerable in regard to discrimination and negative outcomes.
This study engages the following questions: How do trans people identify
their sexual orientation? Are there differences in trans people’s experiences
based on sexual orientation? What are the implications for the laws, regulations,
and practices that comprise public policy and public administration in the
United States? To begin to address these questions, in this study I outline
the various ways in which respondents to the NTDS identified their sexual
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orientation and explore the differences among the experiences of trans people
based on sexual orientation. I will first describe the various self-reported sexual
orientations that NTDS respondents used to identify themselves and how these
sexual orientation identity groups differ (or not) based on demographic variables such as age, race, and gender. I will then analyze how NTDS respondents’
experiences of discrimination and outcomes differ based on sexual orientation.
Findings from this study will shed new light on the division, inseparability, and
overlap of sexual orientation and gender identity, which may impact how these
concepts are understood and discussed in the movement for LGBT rights and
how they are reflected in public policy and public administration.

Methods
This study utilizes data from the National Transgender Discrimination Survey (NTDS), conducted by the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and the
National Center for Transgender Equality. This seventy-item survey was distributed in cooperation with over nine hundred organizations across the United
States and was also announced through listservs and online communities. It was
made available both online and on paper in English and in Spanish. The survey was open to participants for over six months, beginning in fall 2008, and it
resulted in 6,546 valid responses, which is the largest sample of trans and gender-
nonconforming people in the United States to date (Grant et al. 2011). Survey
respondents answered questions about a broad array of topics, including demographics, gender identity and transition, and experiences with employment,
education, health care, housing, family, identity documents, police and incarceration, and public accommodations. The result is a rich dataset that allows us to
examine how respondents’ experiences may differ based on their self-reported
sexual orientation.
The NTDS asked respondents about their sexual orientation in the following question:
69.

What is your sexual orientation?
□ Gay/Lesbian/Same-gender attraction
□ Bisexual
□ Queer
□ Heterosexual
□ Asexual
□ Other, please specify _______________________

Of NTDS respondents, 6,368 (97%) completed this question and 698 of these
respondents (11%) selected the “other” category to write in their own response
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to the question. The write-in responses were also analyzed for this study, and
a total of 194 were recoded into the existing categories of gay/lesbian/same-
gender attraction, bisexual, queer, heterosexual, or asexual. After this recoding
process, 8 percent of the sample remained in the “other” category. These 194
respondents had either written in an existing category or given more information
about the existing category. For example, one trans woman who selected “other”
entered, “Heterosexual female (prefer men).” This respondent was recoded
as “heterosexual.” In addition, those who described themselves as “straight”
and/or attracted only to a different gender identity were recoded as “heterosexual.” For instance, one trans man wrote in, “Straight. I’m a man and I’m attracted
to women.” A trans woman wrote in, “Straight, I’m MTF and partner is male.”
The remaining 504 respondents who selected the “other” category are described
in table 11.1. To examine the differences between respondents of different sexual orientations, this study employs Pearson’s chi-square tests of independence
and t-tests for difference in means.1 Findings from statistical tests are noted in
tables 11.2 through 11.4.2

Demographics and Gender-and
Transition-Related Measures
Self-Identified Sexual Orientation
Twenty percent of respondents reported being bisexual. An equal percentage of
respondents (22%) reported being gay, lesbian, or having same-gender attraction only and being heterosexual, straight, or having exclusively different-gender
attraction. Twenty percent identified as queer. Smaller groups of respondents
identified as “other” (8%) and asexual (4%).
As described in table 11.1, nearly a quarter of the respondents that selected
“other” identified as pansexual, about 16 percent identified as transgender, transsexual, or another gender identity, and 11 percent reported being unsure or
questioning. The identities in table 11.1 are listed as they were written by the
respondents in most cases. Those who entered a gender identity only, other than
transgender or transsexual, included responses such as “I am now all female,”
“male,” “feminized male,” “cross dresser,” “M2F/female intersexed,” and “gender
nonconforming.” Forty-eight respondents did not provide enough information
to categorize their sexual orientation, such as in the following responses: “Don’t
care,” “It’s complicated,” “none,” “I don’t know how to categorize,” “committed
monogamous relationship,” “me,” “open-minded,” “very complicated,” and “freed
male.” Those listed here as having a stable attraction, but their gender changes,
included responses such as the following: “attracted to women, however my gender appears at the time” and “heterosexual as man, lesbian as woman.” Seventeen
respondents entered in their own unique identity that did not correspond with
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Write-in Response of NTDS Respondents Who
Selected “Other” for Sexual Orientation (n=504)

Pansexual
Transgender/transsexual/
provided a gender identity only
Unsure/questioning
Did not provide enough information to
categorize
Entered multiple sexual identities
Attraction stable, but respondent’s gender changes
Celibate/not currently sexual
Attracted to anyone/everyone gender
doesn’t matter
Entered own unique identity
No labels/does not identify with a label
Heteroflexible/primarily different-gender
attracted
It depends/it varies
Heteroqueer/queer hetero
Omnisexual
Commented on the question only
Bi-curious
Two-Spirit
Intersex
Polysexual

Frequency

Percentage
of “other”

Percentage
of sample

116
80

23.0
15.9

1.8
1.3

55
48

10.9
9.5

0.9
0.8

39
27

7.7
5.4

0.5
0.4

19
17

3.8
3.4

0.3
0.3

17
16
13

3.4
3.2
2.6

0.3
0.3
0.2

12
12
9
7
7
4
4
2

2.4
2.4
1.8
1.4
1.4
0.8
0.8
0.4

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

existing categories. Examples of these responses include, “ambisexual,” “pomosexual (postmodern),” “fluid,” and “flexitarian.” Finally, seven respondents commented on the question itself and gave responses such as the following: “This
question does not make sense in this context,” “This makes no sense to me,”
“This should be a ‘check all that apply,’” and “Is this a trick question?”
Race, Age, Income, and Educational Attainment
Some notable differences emerge when looking at race, age, income, and educational attainment by sexual orientation in the NTDS, but those differences
are more pronounced when looking at the lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, asexual,
and other (LGBQAO) groups separately. LGBQAO respondents overall were
more likely to report being multiracial than heterosexual respondents (13% versus 8%). When looking at the sexual orientation groups individually, bisexual
respondents were more likely than all other groups to report being white (81%).
Those identifying as “other” were the least likely to report being white (66%)
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and the most likely to report being multiracial (18%). Lesbian and gay respondents were more likely than all other groups to report being black or African
American (6%). Respondents selecting “other” were more likely than all other
groups to report being Latino/a (8%).
LGBQAO respondents overall were younger than heterosexual respondents,
with 72 percent under age forty-five compared to 65 percent of heterosexual
respondents under age forty-five. Queer respondents overall were much younger
than all other groups, with 95 percent under age forty-five. Asexual respondents
were older than other groups, with only 51 percent under age forty-five.
LGBQAO respondents overall reported less annual household income than
heterosexual respondents, with 39 percent reporting $50,000 or above versus
47 percent among heterosexual respondents. Among LGBQAO respondents,
bisexual respondents reported the highest income, with 46 percent reporting $50,000 or above. Queer respondents and respondents selecting “other”
reported the lowest incomes of all groups, ranging from 32 to 33 percent with
annual household incomes of $50,000 or above. It should be noted that the percentage of each group with less than $10,000 in annual household income is
much higher than the percentage of the U.S. general population with that level of
income at the time of the survey (4%).3
There is no significant difference in the educational attainment of LGBQAO
and heterosexual respondents. However, differences emerge when considering
the various sexual orientation groups separately. Notably, queer respondents
reported the highest educational attainment of all groups, with 61 percent having earned a college degree or higher. In contrast, 47 percent of the full sample
reported having a college degree or higher. Those selecting “other” had the lowest educational attainment, with 38 percent having a college degree or higher.
Gender-and Transition-Related Measures
The NTDS asked several questions regarding respondents’ gender identity and
certain aspects of gender transition. Table 11.2 presents gender, transition status, the age a person began living full-time in a gender different from the one
assigned at birth (hereinafter referred to as “living full-time”), whether others
can tell if the respondent is transgender or gender nonconforming without verbally disclosing their transgender status or gender nonconformity, and whether
the respondent is generally “out” to others about being transgender or gender
nonconforming. Findings for heterosexual respondents and the combined
LGBQAO respondents are shown, as well as the findings for the individual
groups within the LGBQAO sample.
LGBQAO respondents overall were more likely than heterosexual respondents to identify as genderqueer or gender nonconforming assigned female
at birth (12% versus 1%). Heterosexual respondents were more likely than
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9
21
31
36
45
55

Always
Most of the time
Sometimes
Occasionally
Never

Generally out
Generally not out

People can tell I am trans/
GNC even if I don’t tell
them*

Outness*

note: Columns in this and subsequent tables may not add to 100 due to rounding.
*
All tests indicated statistical significance (p <.05).
^
No t-test performed.

9
28
43
15
6

Younger than 18
18 to 24
25 to 44
45 to 54
55 or older

Age began living full-time*

63
37

7
18
29
29
17

5
29
40
18
7

53
28
19

12

1
60
24
16

Currently live full-time
Do not yet live full-time, but want to
Do not want to live full-time

Transition status*

46
27
8
4
3

All
LGBQAO

46
30
21
0
2

Trans women (MTF)
Trans men (FTM)
Cross-dresser (male assigned)
Cross-dresser (female assigned)
Genderqueer/GNC (male assigned)
Genderqueer/GNC (female assigned)

Gender*^

Heterosexual or
straight

63
37

9
19
27
31
15

5
19
39
25
12

56
23
21

13

59
16
4
4
4

Lesbian or
gay

52
48

4
12
30
31
23

3
18
48
24
7

51
35
14

4

59
15
17
2
2

Bisexual

77
23

9
25
29
24
14

6
56
34
3
1

53
22
25

22

11
57
1
7
2

Queer

LGBQAO respondents

Gender-and Transition-Related Measures by Sexual Orientation, Column Percentages

Gender-and transition-related variables

Table 11.2

57
43

4
20
30
31
15

2
15
36
27
20

56
35
9

6

70
12
8
2
3

Asexual

63
37

8
17
29
31
15

10
35
32
18
5

54
30
16

10

49
25
10
3
3

Other

59
40

6
16
27
29
21

6
29
40
17
7

55
27
18

9

47
28
11
3
3
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all LGBQAO respondents to identify as cross-dressers assigned male at
birth (21% versus 8%). It should also be noted that nearly all cross-dressers
assigned female at birth reported an LGBQAO identity. Among the individual LGBQAO groups, those selecting “other” are similar in terms of gender to
all LGBQAO respondents, but other groups have some notable differences.
The vast majority of asexual respondents identified as trans women (70%). Lesbian or gay and bisexual respondents also have relatively large percentages of
self-identified trans women compared to other groups (59% each). Most queer
respondents identified as trans men (57%) and genderqueer or gender nonconforming assigned female at birth (22%).
Differences emerge between heterosexual and LGBQAO respondents in
regard to transition-related measures in the NTDS. Heterosexual respondents
are slightly more likely to have reported currently living full-time (60%) than
LGBQAO respondents overall (53%) and all groups separately (51–56%). This
could be due to the fact that heterosexual respondents were older overall than
LGBQAO respondents. However, heterosexual respondents also are slightly
more likely to have begun living full-time at a young age than the combined
group of all LGBQAO respondents, with 37 percent living full-time at twenty-
four years of age or younger versus 34 percent of all LGBQAO respondents.
However, queer respondents and respondents selecting “other” began living full-
time at younger ages than all other individual groups.
The most notable differences in regard to transition-related measures arise in
regard to two categories: first, whether others can tell if the respondent is transgender or gender nonconforming without verbally disclosing their transgender
status or gender nonconformity; and second, in regard to being “out” to others
as transgender or gender nonconforming. Heterosexual respondents were more
likely to report that others can never tell that they are transgender or gender nonconforming, with 35 percent of heterosexual respondents reporting this versus
17 percent of LGBQAO respondents. Heterosexual respondents were also more
likely to report they are not “out” to others about being transgender or gender
nonconforming. Fifty-five percent of heterosexual respondents were not “out”
while 37 percent of LGBQAO respondents were not “out.” Bisexual respondents
were most likely among LGBQAO respondents to have reported not being “out”
(48%). Queer respondents are the most likely among LGBQAO respondents to
have reported being “out” (77%).
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Outcomes and Discrimination Experiences
in the NTDS by Sexual Orientation
Employment
NTDS respondents, regardless of sexual orientation, reported experiencing discrimination in all areas of employment covered in the survey. The rate of unemployment among NTDS respondents was 14 percent, which is double the U.S.
unemployment rate at the time of the survey (Grant et al. 2011). No significant
difference was found between heterosexual respondents and LGBQAO respondents overall in unemployment. However, those who selected “other” as their
sexual orientation had the highest reported unemployment rate (20%) out of all
listed groups.
In regard to experiences of discrimination in employment (see table 11.3),
LGBQAO respondents overall experienced a significantly higher rate of reporting harassment on the job (51%) and having worked in the underground
economy (17%). Looking at the sexual orientation groups separately, asexual
respondents reported losing a job due to anti-trans bias at a relatively high rate of
35 percent versus 25 percent of LGBQAO respondents overall. Asexual respondents also reported not being hired due to bias (54%) and being harassed on the
job (60%) at relatively high rates. Queer respondents and those selecting “other”
were the most likely to have worked for income in the underground economy
(19% and 21%, respectively).
Education
The vast majority of all NTDS respondents who attended school as transgender
or gender nonconforming reported being harassed in K–12 by teachers and/or
other students (78%). As shown in table 11.3, LGBQAO respondents overall
reported a significantly higher rate of experiencing harassment at school than
heterosexual respondents (80% versus 71%). Heterosexual respondents were
more likely than all LGBQAO respondents to report having to leave school
because the harassment was so bad (17% versus 12%). Nineteen percent of asexual respondents left school because of harassment, which is the highest percentage of all listed groups.
Health
Various aspects of health—including HIV, suicide, access to health care, and
experiences with health care providers—were explored in the NTDS. Table
11.3 presents selected findings related to health in the NTDS by sexual orientation. The prevalence of HIV among NTDS respondents was over four times
that of the U.S. general population (2.64% versus 0.60%) (World Health Organization n.d.).4 LGBQAO respondents overall had a lower prevalence of HIV

Harassed by anyone in K–12 due to anti-trans
bias†
Had to leave school because anti-trans harassment was so bad†

Negative
Positive
Don’t know
Ever attempted suicide†
No health insurance†
Doctor refused to treat due to anti-trans bias*
Ever postponed getting medical care when
sick/injured due to provider discrimination†

Education

Health

89
2.16
9
42
20
18
29

88
4.03
8
36
15
20
25

12

17

17

14
80

51

46

71

25
45

27
42

All
LGBQAO

†

*

Only the chi-square test including all Q69 identities indicated statistical significance (p < 0.05).
All tests indicated statistical significance (p < 0.05).
^
T-test only performed for those who reported being HIV positive.

HIV status†^

Lost job due to anti-trans bias*
Not hired due to anti-trans bias*
Harassed by someone at work due to anti-trans
bias†
Ever engaged in sex work, drug sales, or other
underground economic activities for
income†

Employment

Heterosexual or
straight

26

90
3.06
7
40
19
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12

74

14

54

30
49

Lesbian
or gay

Discrimination/Outcomes by Sexual Orientation, Column Percentages

Discrimination/outcome variables

Table 11.3.

22
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1.77
9
40
19
19

12

77

17

49

28
44

Bisexual

40

90
0.86
9
43
20
15

9
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48

15
39

Queer
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28

88
1.14
11
45
23
29

19

79

12

60

35
54

Asexual

27

83
4.66
12
47
22
20

16

83

21

51

28
49

Other

28

89
2.64
8
41
19
19

13

78

16

50

26
44

Full
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than the overall sample (2.16%). The prevalence of HIV among heterosexual
respondents, on the other hand, was significantly higher (4.03%). Respondents
identifying as lesbian or gay and respondents selecting “other” as their sexual
orientation also had elevated prevalence of HIV, at 3.06 percent and 4.66 percent, respectively.
Forty-one percent of NTDS respondents overall reported having attempted
suicide. The prevalence of suicide among NTDS respondents vastly exceeds the
prevalence of suicide attempts in the U.S. population (4.6%) and among lesbian,
gay, and bisexual adults (10–20%) (Kessler, Borges, and Walters 1999; Nock and
Kessler 2006; Paul et al. 2002). LGBQAO respondents overall had higher prevalence of suicide attempts (42%) than heterosexual respondents (36%), with
prevalence of suicide attempts ranging from 40 to 47 percent among the various LGBQAO sexual orientation groups. LGBQAO respondents overall were
more likely than heterosexual respondents to be without health insurance (20%
versus 15%) and to have postponed getting needed medical care due to discrimination from doctors or other health care providers (29% versus 25%). Notably,
40 percent of queer respondents reported postponing needed medical care due
to discrimination, which is the highest incidence among all listed groups. No significant difference was found between heterosexual respondents (20%) and all
LGBQAO respondents (18%) in regard to doctor refusal to provide care due to
anti-trans bias, though 29 percent of asexual respondents reported this, which is
the highest prevalence for all listed groups.
Family Rejection
The NTDS asked respondents about their families, including parents, significant others, and children, and if their relationships with their families had been
impacted after disclosing that they are transgender or gender nonconforming. Fifty-seven percent of NTDS respondents overall reported experiencing rejection by their families. Table 11.4 shows that LGBQAO respondents
overall experienced family rejection at a significantly higher rate than heterosexual respondents (59% versus 53%). Queer respondents reported the lowest
rate of family rejection (50%) and respondents selecting “other” reported the
highest (67%).
Housing
Table 11.4 provides findings related to housing in the NTDS by sexual orientation. Heterosexual respondents were more likely to have reported being homeowners than LGBQAO respondents (42% versus 30%). Queer respondents
were much less likely than all other groups to have reported being homeowners
(14%). NTDS respondents overall reported experiencing homelessness (19%)
and being evicted due to bias (11%). No significant differences were found
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6
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9
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between heterosexual and LGBQAO respondents for these experiences, and
their reported experiences are quite similar in prevalence to the survey sample
as a whole. However, there are some notable findings regarding housing when
we look at the individual sexual orientation groups. Asexual respondents had a
higher prevalence than other groups of experiencing homelessness (27%). Asexual respondents and those selecting “other” were more likely than others to have
been evicted due to bias (16% and 17%, respectively).
Public Accommodations
The NTDS asked respondents about their experiences in fifteen specific places of
public accommodation, such as restaurants, retail stores, hotels, public transportation, government agencies, emergency rooms, and the court system. Respondents were asked whether they had experienced harassment, physical assault,
or being denied equal treatment in these spaces. For the purposes of this study,
these experiences were aggregated over all the areas of public accommodation
covered in the NTDS, and the findings by sexual orientation are presented in
table 11.4. Significantly higher percentages of LGBQAO respondents overall
reported having these negative experiences in places of public accommodation
as compared to heterosexual respondents. Queer respondents seem particularly
vulnerable to these negative experiences, having reported the highest prevalence
of these problems of all listed groups: 53 percent reported being denied equal
treatment, 68 percent reported being verbally harassed, and 9 percent reported
being physically assaulted in places of public accommodation. Nine percent of
asexual respondents also reported being physically assaulted in places of public
accommodation.
Police and Incarceration
Both differences and similarities exist between heterosexual and LGBQAO
respondents in the NTDS in regard to interactions with police and incarceration. No significant differences emerged between heterosexual and LGBQAO
respondents in reported experiences with police. About a third of the NTDS
sample as a whole reported one or more negative experiences with police,
including unequal treatment (16%), verbal harassment (27%), and physical assault (4%). Similar percentages of heterosexual and LGBQAO respondents reported these negative experiences. However, there are significant
differences between heterosexual and LGBQAO respondents in terms of
arrest and incarceration. Nine percent of heterosexual respondents had been
arrested for being transgender or gender nonconforming, whereas 6 percent
of LGBQAO respondents overall reported such arrests. Reports of arrest among
LGBQAO groups ranged from 3 percent of queer respondents on the low end to
10 percent of those selecting “other” on the high end. Heterosexual respondents
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were also significantly more likely than LGBQAO respondents overall to report
being sent to jail or prison for any reason, though the difference is small (17%
versus 15%). Among LGBQAO groups, the pattern is similar to arrests in that
percentages ranged from 10 percent of queer respondents on the low end to
21 percent for those selecting “other” on the high end.

Discussion
Although it is not clear how well the NTDS sample represents the trans population of the United States as a whole, this study, based on a large U.S. sample, provides evidence that most trans people do not identify as heterosexual or straight.
Only 22 percent of NTDS respondents identified that way. About half of respondents who did not identify with the categories listed in Question 69 of the survey identified their sexual orientation as pansexual, transgender, or transsexual,
or they were unsure or questioning. In regard to the demographics of sexual orientation groups, large differences do not emerge between heterosexual respondents and all LGBQAO respondents, though heterosexual respondents overall
were slightly older and with higher annual household incomes. In this analysis
of demographic patterns, one must look at the individual LGBAO groups to find
substantial differences, such as in regard to age where queer respondents were
markedly younger than other groups.
Differences are more striking between heterosexual respondents and all
LGBQAO respondents in terms of gender identity, transition, recognition by
others that they are transgender or gender nonconforming, and being “out”
to others about being transgender or gender nonconforming. For instance,
male-assigned cross-dressers made up a relatively large portion of those who
identified as straight or bisexual. Heterosexual respondents were less likely to be
“out” as transgender or gender nonconforming and were less likely to report that
others can tell they are transgender or gender nonconforming. It is beyond the
scope of this study to explain why this is the case, but it should be noted that
there is a significant relationship between being “out” and recognition by others as being transgender or gender nonconforming.5 One possible implication
of this relationship is that because some people are unable to not be recognized
by others as being transgender or gender nonconforming they are more likely to
“come out.” Since heterosexual respondents overall were generally older and also
transitioned at younger ages, this may explain, at least in part, why they were less
likely to be recognized as transgender and gender nonconforming and also
less likely to be “out.”
NTDS respondents overall reported experiencing an alarming level of discrimination and violence due to anti-trans bias. Yet, LGBQAO respondents
seem to have experienced higher rates of harassment. Except for harassment
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by police, a significantly higher percentage of LGBQAO respondents reported
experiencing harassment in all instances analyzed in this study than heterosexual respondents. Analyses conducted for this study do not allow us to draw
conclusions as to why this is the case, but it could be related to the fact that
LGBQAO respondents were more likely to be “out” and recognized by others as
being transgender or gender nonconforming. Being “out” and being recognized
by others could also be a factor in explaining why LGBQAO respondents had
elevated levels of discrimination and assault in places of public accommodation
as compared to heterosexual respondents. However, a significantly higher percentage of heterosexual respondents reported leaving school because the harassment they experienced was so bad. Although they reported less harassment in
school than LGBQAO respondents, this may speak to the severity of the harassment they experienced in the school context.
Although heterosexual respondents seem to have fared the same as—or in
some cases better than—LGBQAO respondents on most measures included in
this study, it is particularly notable that heterosexual respondents had a prevalence of HIV that was nearly double that of LGBQAO respondents (4.03% versus 2.16%). Only those who selected “other” as their sexual orientation had a
higher percentage of respondents who are HIV positive (4.66%) among all sexual orientation groups. According to UNAIDS and the World Health Organization, 0.6 percent of adults in the United States were HIV positive as of 2006, just
two years before the NTDS data collection began (World Health Organization
n.d.). Prevalence of HIV among heterosexual respondents is nearly seven times
higher than among the U.S. population, and it is nearly eight times higher among
those selecting “other” as their sexual orientation. This suggests that heterosexual trans people and those selecting “other” may have particular risk factors
regarding HIV that are different or more prevalent than LGBQAO respondents.
Further research is needed to identify what those factors may be.

Limitations
In addition to limitations previously described, there are other limitations that
should be understood when considering these findings. First, the National
Transgender Discrimination Survey asked respondents about one dimension
of sexual orientation: identity. As outlined in a Sexual Minority Assessment
Research Team (SMART) 2009 report describing best practices for collecting data on sexual orientation, there are other dimensions of sexual orientation
that the NTDS did not include in the questionnaire, such as sexual behavior
and sexual attraction (SMART 2009). Write-in responses to Question 69 in
the NTDS, such as those presented earlier, suggest that these identity terms
do not have a static meaning and have individualized meanings for some trans
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and gender-nonconforming people. For instance, one NTDS respondent asked,
“Trans woman attracted to men. Is that gay or straight?” Had the NTDS questionnaire included a question about respondents’ sexual attraction, not only
would it have provided respondents more options to describe their sexual orientation but it also would have allowed more insight into the respondents who
selected the identity categories analyzed in this study, offering additional information about what those categories meant to respondents.
Second, this study presents mainly descriptive analyses of sexual orientation
in the NTDS. It is possible that some of the differences found in experiences of
discrimination and other outcomes could be explained at least in part by demographic and other group differences. For instance, the relatively higher income
and rates of homeownership among heterosexual respondents could be driven
in part by the fact that this group was slightly older than the LGBQAO respondents. Analyses conducted for this study did not control for these demographic
differences or other group differences. Therefore, the findings of this study
require further investigation to control for group differences in demographics
and other factors.
Finally, respondents who selected “other” reported diverse identities that
require further investigation. Potential differences among those selecting “other”
were masked in this study by keeping those respondents in one group for purposes of analysis. For instance, those who identified as “pansexual” may be quite
different demographically and in their experiences from those who identified
their sexual orientation as “transgender.” These potential differences require
additional investigation.

Conclusion
Understanding how sexual orientation and gender identity intersect in people’s
lives and impact their experiences is helpful in determining how public policy
and public administration can be responsive to the needs of the trans community and the LGBT community at large, particularly when developing and implementing laws and regulations to protect against discrimination. For instance,
three states currently have in place laws prohibiting discrimination based on
sexual orientation but no prohibitions on discrimination based on gender identity or expression.6 Yet, Allegra R. Gordon and Ilan H. Meyer (2007) found in
a study of non-trans lesbian, gay, and bisexual adults that 19 percent of participants experienced discrimination based on their gender expression. Therefore,
laws protecting individuals from discrimination only on the basis of sexual orientation do not provide adequate protection for lesbian, gay, and bisexual people who do not identify as trans.
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Similar to the findings from Gordon and Meyer’s study (2007), findings from
this study suggest that laws protecting individuals from discrimination need
to include sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression in order to
provide adequate protection for trans and gender-nonconforming people. Sexual orientation seems to matter among NTDS respondents in how they experienced discrimination, particularly in the area of public accommodations and
in health. A few respondents to the NTDS also described how the discrimination they experienced could have been rooted in anti-gay bias as well as in anti-
trans bias. One trans woman explained, “I identify as feminine and prefer female
company. . . . Even when in an androgynous ‘male’ mode I’ve been called a faggot. Some people are ignorant no matter what.” Another respondent stated, “It’s
hard to tell what treatment resulted from being perceived as gay with my partner versus being perceived as gender nonconforming.” These statements underscore the need for protection in the three key areas of sexual orientation, gender
identity, and gender expression in antidiscrimination protections, such as the
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (commonly called ENDA). Working
toward these comprehensive protections is something in which the LGBT community can be—and should be—united.

Notes
The author would like to thank Yolanda Martínez-San Miguel, Ilan Meyer, Brad Sears, and
Sarah Tobias for their thoughtful reviews of this chapter. The author also thanks the National
LGBTQ Task Force and the National Center for Transgender Equality for the use of the
NTDS dataset.
1. Findings from the Pearson’s chi-square test of independence tell us whether two variables

have a statistically significant relationship. For instance, this test can tell us if sexual orientation is related to having experienced a particular form of discrimination. Findings from
a t-test for difference in means tell us if the difference between two group means is statistically significant. For instance, a t-test can tell us if there is a significant difference in reported
experiences of discrimination between respondents of different sexual orientations. A couple of notes of caution in interpreting these results: First, the NTDS respondents were not
randomly selected to participate in the survey. Therefore, the tests for statistical significance
are only able to assess differences among groups within this sample and the ability to generalize based on these findings is limited. Second, the NTDS sample is large, which can inflate the
statistical significance of both the chi-square test and the t-test. This means that even small
group differences can be found to be statistically significant and/or indicate a statistically significant relationship. So while the differences and relationships explored in this study may be
found to be statistically significant, some of these may not be particularly meaningful when
the differences are small.
2. In this study, respondents reporting they identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, asexual,
and “other” (LGBQAO) were combined for purposes of conducting t-tests. T-tests were
conducted to test the mean difference between LGBQAO and heterosexual respondents in
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selected demographic and outcome variables. T-tests were performed with the combined
LGBQAO recode only and only on dichotomous or ordinal categorical variables where the
mean and its relative direction are meaningful. In addition to t-tests, chi-square tests of independence were performed with the combined LGBQAO variable and the demographic or
outcome variable of interest. Further analysis showed that when the groups comprising the
LGBQAO category were analyzed individually, differences emerged between the various
groups. Therefore, chi-square tests of independence were also performed with the disaggregated sexual orientation variable (recoded Question 69) and the demographic or outcome
variable of interest.
3. U.S. population figure calculated using the 2008 Current Population Survey, Annual Social
and Economic Supplement, U.S. Census Bureau, and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
4. U.S. population figure from World Health Organization, Global Health Observatory Data
Repository n.d.
5. χ = 789.5254, d.f. 4, p < 0.01.
6. These states include New York, New Hampshire, and Wisconsin. For more information,
see National LGBTQ Task Force 2014.
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TR ANSFORMING
DISCIPLINES AND
PEDAGOGY

12 • ADVENTURES IN
TR ANS BIOPOLITICS
A Comparison between Public Health
and Critical Academic Research Praxes
Sel J. H wa h ng

When I was asked to present at the Trans Politics Conference that
took place at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, on April 18–19,
2013, I was faced with an interesting challenge. I had correctly assumed that the
audience for this conference would probably be informed by critical humanities
and social scientific fields, and that they may have known very little about public
health research and praxis. Although I have a bachelor’s degree in biology and
had been involved in some biomedical and clinical research during and right
after my undergraduate education, much of my graduate school training involved
interdisciplinary critical humanities and social scientific academic texts, analyses, methodologies, and theories. During my graduate school training I became
frustrated by the glaring absence in the research of the most socioeconomically
marginalized (including sexual and gender minority) people and communities
of color. Soon after finishing graduate school I first became involved in public
health research through a postdoctoral fellowship and realized that the much
larger resources available in this field also allowed for greater access to the most
highly socioeconomically marginalized people/communities of color, including
those who were sexual and gender minorities.1
Currently, the bulk of my trans/gender-variant research and publishing is
within public health and empirical social scientific contexts. I have also been
involved for the last several years in scientific programming for the LGBT Caucus of the American Public Health Association and have been exposed to a
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considerable amount of the newest research trends and findings in trans/
gender-variant public health research. Thus, I think it is important to examine
the gaps between public health (as a praxis of research, inquiry, and methodology) and critical academia (as a praxis of research, inquiry, and methodology).
This chapter is exploratory, and I suggest that the goals of public health
research—to investigate social, psychological, and biomedical processes of
health outcomes and to cure, mitigate, or eradicate negative health outcomes—
cannot be separated from public health’s location/entrenchment within the
medical/health industrial complex. Similarly, the goals of critical academic
research/inquiry, especially those goals in the humanities and social sciences
focused on progressive social transformation and emancipation, cannot be separated from critical academia’s own location/entrenchment within the higher
education/academic industrial complex.
For the sake of this chapter, critical academic inquiry is defined very broadly
as the aforementioned aspects of humanities and social science research and
scholarship that may engage with certain narratives of Foucauldian biopower,
poststructuralism, queer theory, Trans Studies and, in the case of social scientific research, may also include empirical (almost always qualitative) research.
By categorizing all of the above as “critical academic research/inquiry,” I do not
mean carelessly to collapse these various approaches, analyses, and disciplines
together. However, I am suggesting in this “category,” a cross-dialogue among
critical academic humanities and social scientific fields in which many of the
same concepts or theories are oftentimes referenced. Similarly, applied research
fields such as public health, social work, criminology, and public policy may
sometimes reference research and findings across the various applied fields,
but I have hardly ever seen cross-referencing (and especially, meaningful cross-
referencing) between the critical academic and applied fields.
I also want to suggest that it is perhaps the gaps between applied fields and
critical academic fields, as well as the maintenance of these gaps, that reinforce
the status quo. I thus invite the reader to consider how these gaps could start to
close. I also invite the reader to consider how historically separate praxes could
truly cross-pollinate, collaborate, and inform one another.

The Gaps between Public Health
and Critical Academic Research
Table 12.1 presents an exploration of the gaps between (trans) public health
research praxis/discourse and (trans) critical academic research praxis/discourse. One aspect I have been most struck by is the gap between methodology
and theory used in each case (table 12.1, comparison 1). When I started in public health research as a postdoctoral fellow, my lack of training in methodology

Table 12.1

Gaps between Public Health and Critical
Academic Research Praxes and Discourses

Public health research praxis/discourse

Critical academic research praxis/discourse

1. Methodological precision and
Theoretical precision and
sophistication
sophistication
2. Because of funding opportunities,
Because of funding constraints, often
often has access to highly marginalhas access to more privileged
ized populations such as poverty-
populations only and must often
class trans/gender-variant women of
utilize non-empirical and secondary
color and other highly marginalized
sources on marginalized sectors
sexual and gender minorities
3. Emphasis on scientific empiricism as
Emphasis on other types of primary
“primary sources”
sources (such as journalist accounts)
as well as secondary sources and
analyses
4. Empirical studies of large or larger
Empirical studies are small samples or
samples
secondary sources
5. Often vast amounts of data are colData may be well processed and
lected/generated that are not thortheorized, but samples are so small
oughly processed or theorized
that applicability/relevancy are
questionable and/or the study of
poverty-class people of color is
often excluded from analyses and
theorizations
6. “Applied” fields—knowledge pro“Academic” fields—intellectual knowlduction for the sake of informing
edge production for students in
interventions among social service
higher education and perhaps for
organizations/health care providers
“general” public (often privileged)
and health care policy
7. Because of larger funding streams,
Because of smaller funding streams,
specialized conferences are more
less specialized conferences foster
ubiquitous and publishing occurs
more interdisciplinary knowledge
more rapidly and has a short shelf-
exchange, and publishing occurs
life (often only five-year relevancy)
more slowly and is sustained longer
(classics, canon, etc.)
8. Peer-reviewed journals (hierarchiBooks (publishers hierarchically
cally ranked; impact factor); books
ranked) and some peer-reviewed
considered secondary, useful for
journal publishing
teaching students
9. Quantitative research as primary;
Qualitative (including ethnographic)
qualitative research as exploratory,
research as legible; quantitative
secondary, or in tandem with quanresearch as illegible
titative research
10. Multiple generations of poverty/
Working-class
low-income/poverty-class
(continued)
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Gaps between Public Health and Critical
Academic Research Praxes and Discourses (continued)

Public health research praxis/discourse

Critical academic research praxis/discourse

Resiliency
Social determinants of health
Heath disparities
Social ecology
MSM/W; WSW/M; LGBT
Effective and improved health care—
“scientific objectivity” privileged
over “political views” (except in
the case of some Native American
public health research that refers
to sociopolitical concepts such as
decolonization)

Agency
Structural oppression
Social injustice/social inequalities
Cultural landscape/ethnoscape/habitus
Queer; Trans; LGBT
Intellectual knowledge production for
academic interest and/or sociopolitical transformation (often referring
to or connecting with concepts such
as decolonization)

became quite apparent. My postdoctoral fellowship included funding for coursework, so I was trained fairly quickly in both quantitative and (more advanced)
qualitative methodologies, including the use of computer programs such as
SPSS, Stata, and ATLAS.ti. In my postdoctoral fellowship program, I also gained
recognition as being adept at theorizing, that is, suggesting and creating concepts, models, and paradigms from empirical data findings. In the course of
this work I learned that many of the theories in public health research were less
developed and sophisticated than those in critical academic fields and that my
theoretical dexterity was in part informed by my critical humanities training.
Yet I greatly respect the methodological precision and sophistication of public
health research. I especially appreciate how many research scientists have been
able to access and conduct methodologically rigorous research on populations
of highly marginalized low-income people of color. For instance, the amount of
research in public health on low-income trans/gender-variant women of color
exponentially exceeds the amount of research I have come across in critical academic fields on this important demographic. Due to limited funding streams,
critical academic researchers have not been able to garner the necessary resources
to conduct rigorous research on highly marginalized low-income people of
color. This limitation is especially acute in the critical academic scholarship on
queer/trans/sexual and gender minority populations, which is greatly skewed
toward the examination of white and/or socioeconomically privileged individuals and communities and in which discussions of low-income individuals
and communities of color are descriptive, based on historical evidence, and/or
reference small samples (see Halberstam 1998, 2005; Prosser 1998; Stryker
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and Aizura 2013; also my critiques in Hwahng 2013; see also table 12.1,
comparison 2).
This brings us to the question of the divide between speculation and theory
in table 12.1, comparison 1 and comparison 2. Must theory always follow upon
a proposed hypothesis that was built upon previous literature and research utilizing “incremental logic,” in which the hypothesis is then proved or not proved
in standard scientific methodology? Or can theory be elaborated from other
means, other types of logics or meaning-makings, as espoused in much critical
academic discourse? But the question then remains, how to make this type of
theory-making understandable to researchers ensconced within public health
and other applied and scientific fields who reify specific forms of scientific logic
and empiricism?
A long-standing critique from critical humanities and social scientific academicians is the overarching emphasis on empirical research as the primary and
perhaps only valid source of information considered in public health research.
Critical academic fields have often emphasized other types of non-empirical “primary sources,” such as journalism, as well as secondary analyses (table 12.1, comparison 3). Granted, there are certain assumptions that are not interrogated but
that are implicit in public health research on the sanctity of “scientific logic” or
the “hypothesis-proof-theory” trajectory, in addition to the masculinist underpinnings of much of scientific rationalism and an emphasis on a linear “scientific progression” of research.2 Nonetheless, empirical research can be a welcome
contribution to a critical academic research praxis that often references either
no empirical research whatsoever or empirical research with very small samples
that are sometimes also methodologically weak or questionable (table 12.1,
comparison 4).
It is unclear whether the emphases in critical academia on primary sources,
such as journalism, and on secondary sources have developed independently
or as a result of financial constraints. Indeed it seems ideal for researchers from
any field or praxis to have a full range of options to pursue research according to
whatever methodological architectures would best fit their goals and agendas.
Because of widely divergent funding streams, this type of “true interdisciplinarity” may only be possible in collaborations across what would be considered
highly disparate praxes.
The developments of these two distinct and larger praxes (with their respective
“industrial complexes”) limit their respective potential efficacy toward true social
transformation, justice, and equity. In public health research, because of larger
funding streams, vast amounts of data are collected and generated (table 12.1,
comparison 5). Most public health research scientists find themselves
entrenched in a “grant-funding” mill/cycle, forcing them to fund most of their
salary through grants, or “soft money.” Thus, public health research scientists
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often do not have time to process their data thoroughly before they must move
on to writing more grant proposals to fund their salaries. Because this data is
not thoroughly processed, the ability to construct more elaborate theories is frequently limited.
What results is much redundancy in public health research—for instance,
research scientists from various regions of the United States will often utilize the
same or similar recruitment methods and disseminate the same or similar findings ad nauseam on HIV risk among low-income trans/gender-variant women
of color. A relevant question is, then, does all this research actually improve the
health and well-being of trans/gender-variant women of color? Although there
seems to be some progress, in which data collected on certain groups of trans/
gender-variant women of color indicate higher frequency of safer sex practices
and regular HIV testing, often these “improvements” in behavior are temporary, and intervention studies often only test during, and for a limited amount
of time after, the delivery of interventions for behavioral change. The pathway
from intervention testing to full-scale implementation of an intervention is long
and arduous, and often funding may not be available to provide sustainable and
long-term evidence-based interventions. Public health research scientists also
shy away from addressing social transformation itself, for fear of appearing unscientific, since by utilizing strictly scientific methodology, how could social transformation actually be measured?
In critical academic fields, on the other hand, there appears to be much
written on social transformation. Yet how would social transformation be
implemented in realms beyond middle-class, socioeconomically privileged communities and populations? When critical academic researchers are able to access
more socially and economically marginalized populations, their samples are
often small (as in critical anthropology). Consequently, much of the applicability of critical academic research praxis is limited to highly socioeconomically
privileged populations. Or the sample size is so small that its relevance to other
realms of biopower—such as public policy or wide-scale interventions that
directly provide programming, public education, and services to socioeconomically marginalized populations—is considered either inconsequential or unrecognizable by applied researchers and policymakers.
For example, the critical anthropology monograph Travesti: Sex, Gender,
and Culture among Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes (Kulick 1998) seems to
have had a wide impact within critical academic fields such as Anthropology,
Sociology, Literature, and Cultural Studies. However, this pivotal text is glaringly
absent from public health literature, even among the multitude of public health
studies and publications focused on diasporic African poverty-class trans/
gender-variant female sex workers (Herbst et al. 2008; Nemoto et al. 2004; Sausa
et al. 2007), which is similar to the population that was the focus of Kulick’s study.
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Because of my cross-training I was able to determine that the insights from
Kulick’s study could be very useful to understanding public health concerns such
as HIV risk transmission. Kulick devotes considerable attention to understanding the interpersonal and sexual dynamics between travestis and their primary
male partners, and public health research scientists have identified primary male
partners as the main source of HIV/STI infection among trans/gender-variant
women of color (Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2007; Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2014;
Melendez and Pinto 2007; Nemoto et al. 2004; Operario et al. 2011).3 Since
Kulick’s study is not referenced or utilized in the general public health literature,
an opportunity to understand these interpersonal and sexual dynamics more
deeply is lost (as revealed in Kulick’s findings).
Another gap that limits the potential for effective collaborations and social
transformation is the production and circulation of knowledge and power in
“applied” versus “academic” fields (table 12.1, comparison 6). In public health
research praxis, knowledge production is undertaken for the sake of both
informing interventions among social service and health care providers and
informing health care and social welfare policy. In contrast, critical academic
research praxis is often limited to knowledge production for students in higher
education, other critical academicians, and other small and highly privileged
readerships within the general population.
One of my first realizations of the extent of the different patterns of knowledge
distribution between applied and academic fields came when I first embarked
on my public health research career. I was assisting a research scientist recruiting
low-income drug-using anatomically female/female-assigned-at-birth women of
color who have sex with women in the Bushwick neighborhood of New York
City (NYC) in 2004 when it was less gentrified than it is now. I was speaking
with a research participant who appeared to me as someone who was sexual
minority and gender-variant, and they asked me where they could find support
around being “gay.” I told them there were support groups at the NYC LGBT
Center. They had never heard of the center, nor did they know where it was
located. At that moment I was struck by the socioeconomic divide in the United
States that severely limits access to information and resources for the most
disenfranchised gay/queer/trans people, while privileged gay/queer/trans people often have access to a relative multitude of information and resources.
A more recent research observation came from interviewing low-income
trans/gender-variant people of color in NYC who stated that they would rather
access medical services at a clinic in the Bronx even when a well-known LGBT
clinic in the West Village was geographically closer to them and logistically
more accessible (Hwahng et al. 2013). The participants stated they felt more
comfortable in the Bronx clinic because they had known the providers through
their personal social networks before they started to access services. During this
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latter study I had been working as a public health research scientist for several
years, and by this time I was well aware of the vast race/class/privilege divides in
NYC and was not surprised by these responses. The participants’ preference for
the geographically less accessible Bronx clinic really enunciated the vast gaps
and disconnections of communities, social networks, privilege, and resources
that I have discovered during the last decade of my career.
There are also other gaps in knowledge distribution between public health
and critical academic research praxes (table 12.1, comparison 7). Because of
larger funding streams in public health, specialized professional conferences
seem more ubiquitous, and publishing occurs more rapidly and has a short
shelf-life—often, articles and books are considered relevant for only up to five
years after publication. The ubiquity of specialization can lead to less knowledge exchange between fields and disciplines, even among those within public
health, which can result in increasingly reductionist thinking. At the American
Public Health Association annual meetings I have often heard critiques of the
various “silos” of sections, caucuses, special primary interest groups, committees, forums, and assemblies that seem to have little communication, cross-
referencing, or information-sharing with each other.
As to the shelf-life of publishing, the short road to irrelevancy may lead to
frequent publishing but, alongside the rapid pace of the grant-funding mill, can
also lead to poorly and partially analyzed data and superficially constructed or
clichéd theoretical and conceptual frameworks and conclusions. For instance,
how many times have I read that the social contexts of HIV among low-income
people of color, including trans/gender-variant people of color, were attributed
to “racism and poverty,” with no further analysis or discussion of racism or poverty nor of how these social vectors/conditions are scientifically linked to HIV
risk and vulnerability?
Within critical academia, there appear to be fewer specialized conferences
and more interdisciplinary conferences and forums. But does the praxis of critical academic interdisciplinarity, often trapped within examining the always
already privileged, have the political reach to effect social justice and transformation? In critical academia, publishing seems to occur more slowly and its
relevance is sustained for longer periods of time. While this can be useful in
creating a thoroughfare of intellectual continuity, if critical academic texts are
initially premised on research and conclusions based on race, class, and gender
privilege, these texts may actually not be applicable to the entire variation of
lived experience, especially of those most socioeconomically marginalized.
Thus critical academic texts, especially those far removed temporally from
their initial research and publication date, may actually reinforce delimitations
instead of contributing to more inclusive and expansive articulations necessary for actual social justice.
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In tandem with the gaps between the two praxes in regards to lengths of time of
publishing relevancy are the differences between publishing outlets (table 12.1,
comparison 8). In public health research praxis, publishing in top-ranked scientific peer-reviewed journals is considered preferable. These journals are methodically ranked by what is known as the impact factor, which is the number of
times the articles in a given journal have been cited by other indexed scientific
journals. Books are considered secondary to journal publishing and are viewed
as useful for “educational” purposes for students. Public health research scientists often publish literature reviews or large-scale overviews of dated research in
books; their most current research findings are often reserved for peer-reviewed
journals, which include a more rapid turnaround time from article submission
to publication.
There also appears to be a conceit among public health research scientists,
especially those who are highly successful in obtaining grant funding. Elaborating upon George Bernard Shaw’s phrase “those who can, do; those who can’t,
teach,” journal publishing is considered within the realm of “doing” and understood as an essential aspect of the craft of a scientist, similarly to how an artist must often exhibit in order to be considered viable. Book publishing, on the
other hand, is often considered within the realm of “education” rather than “scientific research.”
Since most successfully funded research scientists are able to devote the
majority if not all their time to research, educators are often viewed as those who
have been unable to secure large-scale funding on a consistent basis. The role
of educator is thus considered of secondary importance to that of the scientific
research scientist and (following the masculinist logic in public health research)
is seen as fulfilling a (feminized) maternal role of helpmate to students. In contrast, the successful first-tier public health research scientist par excellence is
viewed as fulfilling the (masculine) paternal mission of leading the way into ever
greater scientific discovery with the promise of transforming health (which may
not quite deliver).
In critical academia books are of primary importance, and publishers are
often ranked hierarchically. Because of the more limited number of outlets, the
hierarchical ranking of publishers does not seem to be as methodical or as painstaking and meticulous as in public health research. However, since publication
of one or two books for tenure is often de rigueur in Research I universities as
well as in other academic institutions, there is much more of a focus on monograph publication in comparison to journal publishing. Because of the relatively
slow turnaround time with book publishing, an overemphasis on monographs
can foster the development of intellectual thought that favors overviews and
generalizations. In some cases, these generalizations can also be balanced with
more quick and nimble thought processes developed from journal publication.
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Since the teaching load for academicians even at top Research I universities
is much greater than for consistently funded research scientists, many critical
academicians consider themselves as much educators as researchers and may
struggle to publish even the minimum required for tenure. Securing tenure from
an educational institution is often viewed as the only viable option to ensure
longevity as a critical academician. By contrast, because of the valorization of
science in society, public health research scientists have the “luxury” of prioritizing their research, yet they must participate in the continual securing of grant-
funding to pay their salaries.

Languaging the Gaps
Language and terminology “code” the respective praxes, and gaps in the use
of language and terminology also contribute to the lack of understanding and
collaboration between public health and critical academic research praxes. Perhaps the most glaring gap is the primary importance of quantitative research,
data, and analysis in public health research and the near ubiquitous illiteracy in
regards to quantitative research within most critical academic fields (table 12.1,
comparison 9). That most critical academicians cannot read, understand, cite,
critique, or respond to quantitative research and analysis is an almost tragic
example of non-translation, especially since quantitative research and data are
what often drives and informs public policy, including health policy, and the dissemination of public and private funding to programs and interventions. Understanding quantitative analysis is also fundamental to understanding how public
health and applied researchers engage in “meaning making” and, by extension,
theory making.
Because of this illiteracy, most critical academic scholars and researchers
cannot “read” most public health literature, which also points to the inherent
contradictions of critical academicians’ focusing on trans/gender-variant populations and communities. These critical academicians may purport to advocate
for social transformation and justice, including improved services for the most
socioeconomically marginalized (both within and beyond the current health
and social service industrial complexes). However, these same critical academicians may be unable to base their scholarship on the sometimes vast amount of
quantitative data and analysis driving the policies, programs, and interventions that affect and often target highly socioeconomically marginalized trans/
gender-variant people and communities.
While some critical academic researchers and scholars may cite and utilize
qualitative research, including ethnographic studies, it is important to understand the role of qualitative research in many of the applied fields, including
public health. In public health research praxis, qualitative methodologies are
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sometimes utilized as exploratory initial investigations and at times may be a
component of larger, more fully developed “mixed-methods” studies that also
include quantitative research. Rarely are qualitative studies ever viewed as
“stand-alone” fully developed studies, and they are hardly ever funded as the
sole methodology of a full-fledged study. What this means is that public health
research that is solely qualitative, while potentially “translatable” to critical academicians, will often be viewed as exploratory pilot data—and inconclusive—by
public health research scientists. On the other hand, studies that are considered
fully developed by public health research scientists, either utilizing solely quantitative methodologies or mixed-methods studies in which both the qualitative
and quantitative findings are presented together, will not be “legible” to most
critical academicians.
Thus, if critical academicians do venture into citing public health research
articles and can only decipher those that are qualitative, these scholars will be
reading and understanding only a fraction of the public health research findings,
concepts, and theories on a given population, such as trans/gender-variant people. Only by being able to read and make sense of both qualitative and quantitative research will critical academicians be able to understand fully the breadth of
public health research on a given population. It is perhaps because the training in
understanding quantitative research appears daunting that many critical academicians shy away from tackling the public health research behemoth while still
advocating for social transformation that includes a recirculation and reorganization of (medical and health) biopower.
Critical academicians may thus discuss and critique medical/health biopower as a response to many trans/gender-variant people and communities,
from a wide variety of socioeconomic positionalities, vocalizing the primary
importance of health care in their lives. Many trans/gender-variant people
and communities must intimately interface with the medical and public health
industrial complexes in order to access services related to their psychological
well-being and other mental health issues, hormone and silicone administration,
surgical procedures, other body modifications, along with basic and other health
care needs. The inability of many critical academics to thoroughly examine the
arrangements and circulation of biopower in medicine and public health is thus
a conspicuous limitation, especially for those committed to the social justice and
well-being of trans/gender-variant populations.
Another language gap involves terminologies and discourses within the
respective praxes of critical academia and public health research. In the latter,
various terms are utilized to describe the socioeconomically disenfranchised,
including low-income and more recently individuals coming from multiple generations of poverty, which more precisely refers to individuals and communities ensconced in cycles of poverty (Reilly et al. 2013; see also table 12.1,
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comparison 10). In HIV and substance use public health research, the use of
this last term points not only to the devastating effects of multigenerational poverty but also multigenerational socioeconomic marginalization and multigenerational social injustice (Sharkey 2013). In my own scholarship, I refer to those
who have experienced multigenerational poverty as “poverty-class,” which indicates the historical sedimentations of poverty that have accumulated through
the generations and that situate and anchor individuals and communities within
contemporary cycles of poverty (Hwahng 2013).
Individuals and communities within this “poverty-class” status are different
from those who may experience “conditional” poverty but who, in fact, do not
come from multiple generations of poverty. These include many Asian immigrants (including those from East Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia) who
may experience poverty due to recent immigration into the United States but
on further examination often come from middle-class backgrounds, may be
well educated, may come from families who own property in Asia, and so on
(Hwahng 2013; Hwahng and Lin 2009; Kang et al. 2003; Mehta 2014). This
class privilege then, although not necessarily apparent during initial immigration, does become apparent in the often rapid rise of many Asian immigrants
up the socioeconomic hierarchy to middle-class status (Mehta 2014; Ny and
Nakasako 1995). This phenomenon contributes to the “model minority” myth
in regards to Asian Americans, and yet this phenomenon is classed as much as it
is raced.
Another example concerns mostly young white transpeople who are often
highly educated, have attended elite colleges and universities, and yet are underemployed. These individuals may experience psychological depression and are
often collecting disability benefits (Feldman 2009). On paper they may be living in low-income brackets, yet their backgrounds reveal they cannot be considered poverty-class. This is also revealed in the differential health disparities between
the young, white, trans/gender-variant population and poverty-class trans/
gender-variant populations of color, which I will elaborate later in this chapter.
In contrast, within U.S. critical academic research praxis, I have come across
all low-income people referred to as working-class (Giffney and O’Rourke
2009; Halberstam 2005) without differentiating between those working in legal
“blue-collar” or even legal unskilled professions and those who must subsist
within the “underground” economy (Bourgois 2002) engaging in off-market
activities that are often considered illegal or criminal, sometimes in conjunction with welfare or disability benefits. Perhaps due to the influence of Marxist scholarship, the use of working class as a catch-all term for people positioned
below the middle class on the socioeconomic hierarchy is particularly dismissive of the intricacies of the lived experiences of those who are most socioeconomically marginalized. Steve Martinot’s (2003) historical examination of the
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post-Reconstruction de-skilling of African Americans and their exclusion from
white-dominated blue-collar trade unions is particularly telling of the widely
divergent class and socioeconomic historical trajectories between differently
racialized groups. Needless to say, this historical de-skilling and exclusion also
contributed to the post-Reconstruction rise and establishment of poverty-class
African Americans and other people of color. Poverty-class trans/gender-variant
people of color often experience very different lived cosmologies as well as
health disparities compared to white working-class trans/gender-variant people.
Other terms that reveal the distance between the two praxes are resiliency
and agency (table 12.1, comparison 11). Within public health research resiliency
connotes the particular strengths of individuals, communities, or populations.
A current trend involves researching resiliencies in relation to health outcomes,
particularly among populations that have historically been marginalized. A focus
on resiliency serves to counterbalance the frequently overwhelming focus on
health risks and vulnerabilities that, coupled with quantitative statistics, can
appear to reduce socioeconomically marginalized populations and communities
to merely dehumanized numbers, as “vectors” of disease transmission or “receptors” of contagion. In contrast, in critical academic research praxis, the term
agency is often used, especially with reference to individuals or communities that
have been historically marginalized and oppressed, to describe how they exert
power and choice even in the face of overwhelming structural and interpersonal constraints (Cheng 2010; Pfeffer 2012). Oftentimes the examination of
agency may be relegated to one individual or a handful of individuals. The individual may be delineated as an auteur of sorts, as someone who can still carve out
at least some of their own destiny in the face of great hardship.
In public health research, on the other hand, resiliency almost always references a group, at either the community or the population level. Even when particular attention is focused on an individual, any observed attributes of strength,
endurance, and creative problem solving are seen as reflective of the resiliency
of their community or population. I personally favor contextualizing individual
resiliency within group-level resiliency because this can potentially provide
insights into mechanisms of social transformation that individualized “heroic”
accounts cannot.
Furthermore, in public health, researchers are expected to maintain their scientific objectivity by avoiding overt political conclusions from their findings,
since these are often considered “unscientific” and “polemical” and may undermine their credibility in the greater scientific community.4 Research scientists
are encouraged to work “within the system” of the various medical/health/social
service/criminal-justice industrial complexes and governmental bureaucracies
to bring about incremental change (Marmot 2004). The term structural oppression in critical academic discourse translates into social determinants of health in
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public health praxis, with the understanding that the more socioeconomically
marginalized an individual or community is the more negative health outcomes
they may experience (table 12.1, comparison 12). This latter term thus emphasizes the primacy of “health” while distancing itself from actively engaging with
political forces that give rise to health outcomes.
Elaborating upon this premise of “scientific objectivity,” the term health disparities becomes the proxy for social injustice or even social inequalities within
critical academic discourse (table 12.1, comparison 13). The measurement of
health disparities can be very precise. For instance, the disaggregation of health
data among Latinos/as in the United States into ethnic-specific groups reveals
that HIV vulnerabilities and illicit/injection drug use are far greater among certain Latino/a groups such as Mexicans or Puerto Ricans, reflecting the greater
socioeconomic marginalization of these groups compared to other Latino/a
groups in the United States such as (non African) Cubans or Argentinians
(Bonilla-Silva and Glover 2004; Deren et al. 2011; Kang et al. 2005; Organista et
al. 2004; Sanchez et al. 2004).5
Another example concerns trans/gender-variant women of color who have
been measured to have exorbitantly high rates of HIV seroprevalence (49–50%
in NYC; Nuttbrock et al. 2009), while the HIV rate among young white transpeople is dramatically lower, yet rates of depression are high for both groups
(Feldman 2009; Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2014; Nuttbrock et al. 2010; Nuttbrock et al., 2014). A large portion of the high HIV seroprevalence among trans/
gender-variant women of color seems to be attributed to factors including racial
and class structural oppression as well as gender and sexual minority discrimination. In addition, their high rates of depression, at least during specific periods
in the life course, may be linked to familial gender and sexual minority rejection
and ostracism (in that the family, which had been a protective buffer against
racial hostility, is no longer able to offer protection) rather than structural gender
and sexual minority discrimination (Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2014; Koken et al.
2009). By contrast, the low-income status of young white transpeople may be
attributed, at least in part, to depression, which may in turn be linked solely to
the discrimination they experience as gender minorities. In sum, health disparities are a powerful barometer for the particular ways social injustices circulate,
manifest, and in the case of trans/gender-variant women of color, are compounded by gender, race, and class.
Social ecology (table 12.1, comparison 14) is perhaps the public health praxis
term that is most accessible to critical academicians. It often refers to both structural and interpersonal factors in a lived cosmology. Often the term social ecology
and sometimes social context are utilized in public health discourse. However, in
a praxis that places such great emphasis on measurable results, the associations
between social ecological factors and health outcomes often remain unmeasured
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and thus cannot be “proven” scientifically. What occurs, then, is that behavior
is measured scientifically and social context is not. Thus, social context remains
in the realm of “description” or “speculation” and cannot effectively inform programs, interventions, or policy. Such an approach cannot effect social transformation or create long-term, sustainable, positive health outcomes. The preparation
and presentation of scientific evidence that lacks adequate social contextualization may thus feed the public health industrial-complex machinery more than
actually improving the health and lives of populations and communities.
In contrast, critical academic research praxis appears to place much greater
emphasis on sociostructural contexts, such that various terms have developed to
elucidate their intricacies. For instance, “cultural landscape” (Hirsch 1995; Sauer
1925) may refer to the interaction between people and their ecological environment, while “ethnoscape” (Appadurai 1990) may refer to the shifting flux
of people within a given environment, and “habitus” (Bourdieu 1984) refers to
lifestyles, values, dispositions, and expectations of particular social groups. The
diversity of social contextual terms reflects the greater awareness on the part of
critical academicians of the primacy of the sociostructural and its centrality to
social transformation.
Finally, critical academic and public health researchers often utilize different
terms for those who are considered sexual and gender minorities (table 12.1,
comparison 15). In public health, terms such as WSW (women who have sex
with women) and MSM (men who have sex with men) have developed that focus
on “behavior” but are devoid of any other social contextualization. The term
MSM is especially relevant to studies on HIV, and this term developed because
research indicated that there were a large number of men who were having sex
with men yet did not identify as “gay” or “bisexual” and may have even identified
as “heterosexual,” particularly among low-income men of color (Mutchler et al.
2008; Siegel et al. 2008).
Since one of the intentions of public health is to identify particular groups
who may be vectors of disease transmission or reception, public health praxis
reductively isolates behavior to the “mechanics” that most directly lead to disease transmission. Individuals who may identify as gay, bisexual, or heterosexual are grouped together under the category MSM or WSW and often their
anatomy designates what category they are placed in. For instance, transmen are
almost never included in the MSM category (because they are not anatomically
male) and there is a long-standing pattern in public health of including trans/
gender-variant women within the MSM category, even though the vast majority of trans/gender-variant women do not identify as men. This categorization
is rationalized because the vast majority of trans/gender-variant women of color
partner with cis-gendered men6 (Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2007; Melendez and
Pinto 2007; Nemoto et al. 2004; Nuttbrock et al. 2011; Operario et al. 2011).
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Public health, through its primarily behavioral emphasis, views the mechanics of HIV transmission risk (i.e., primarily receptive anal and oral intercourse)
between trans/gender-variant women and cis-gendered men as the same or similar to the mechanics of transmission risk between cis-gendered men.
Given the association of HIV with socioeconomic marginalization, it is not
surprising that trans/gender-variant women of color and MSM of color have
much higher HIV seroprevalence than white trans/gender-variant women and
white MSM. However, even comparing trans/gender-variant women of color
and MSM of color reveals that the HIV seroprevalence rate tends to be higher
among trans/gender-variant women of color (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention 2015b). Nonetheless, there are overall larger numbers of MSM of
color who are infected with HIV (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2015a) because the general population of MSM of color is larger than the general population of trans/gender-variant women of color.
The MSM/WSW category is in contrast to the queer or trans discourses in
critical academic research praxis, which emphasize the importance of queer or
trans identity as a social vector of both marginalization and agency. However, the
emphasis on queer or trans identity also elides those individuals who may identify as heterosexual or who refuse to identify in terms of sexual orientation and
yet engage in at least some same-sex behavior. Also, in specific critical academic
frameworks that favor intersectional analysis, other identity vectors such as
race and class might be taken into consideration to determine overall privilege.
For, obviously, a poverty-class, African American, cis-gendered, heterosexual-
identified man and a middle-class, white, cis-gendered, homosexual-identified
man would experience different forms of oppression and privilege even if both
engaged in same-sex behavior. And although both public health praxis and critical academic praxis will also utilize the acronym LGBT at times, there are particular tensions in the use of this term between the two praxes. Public health
emphasizes LGBT behavior often vastly devoid of sociopolitical movement contexts while critical academia often emphasizes identity politics and the association of the term LGBT with sociopolitical movements.
In my own empirical research on low-income heroin-, crack-, and cocaine-
using African American and Latina (anatomically female/female-assigned at
birth) women, I refer to the category “women who have sex with women and
men” (WSWM). I found that although a majority had female primary relationship partners, and many engaged in sex with men for drugs and/or money, none
identified as queer or lesbian (Hwahng and Ompad 2012). A couple of participants identified as “aggressives” and a few utilized the term bisexual to describe
their behavior but not their identity. Several women also stated that they had
been paid by men to have sex with other women in conjunction with trading
sex with men, such as the men observing and/or participating in the female
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same-sex activity. I was also struck that many of the women with female primary
relationship partners also expressed or exhibited gender-variant identities and/
or behaviors and they thanked me after the interview because this was the only
or one of the few times they had ever had the opportunity to discuss or reflect on
their sexual orientation or gender identity in their lifetimes. It is disconcerting
that the women of color at the time of their interviews ranged from thirty-nine to
fifty-seven years old and had few to no prior opportunities for reflection on
their sexuality or gender expression. This is in stark contrast to the multitude
of opportunities often available to anatomically female/female-assigned-at-birth
students in higher education settings. It was also unclear to me if these research
participants identified as women by choice or because they had no time or
space for dialogue or reflection about their gender identity and therefore identified as “women” as a default category. This points to the heterosexualization
and normativization that occurs among poverty-class anatomically female/
female-assigned-at-birth people of color when research scientists only consider
heterosexual behavior noteworthy for HIV/STI risk (because of the focus on
the mechanics of disease transmission). It may also be the case that poverty-class
anatomically female/female-assigned-at-birth people (and even those who are
transmasculine/masculine-of-center) are conditioned to identify as “women” in
order to receive health and social services. Clearly, within the highly patriarchal
context of the low-income illicit drug–using social economy, the term WSW can
signify many different types of people, practices, and constraints. Yet nuanced
investigation of the WSW category has not been a focus or priority of public
health research praxis, possibly because WSW is not a research population that
has proven itself to be highly fundable.

Conclusion
While public health praxis concerns itself with effective and improved health
care, it does so by establishing “scientific rigor, objectivity, and rationalism”
as opposed to a politics that cannot be scientifically proven (table 12.1, comparison 16).7 However, public health praxis is not set up to effectively measure
socio-structural-political causes or effects on health, and the deployment of
scientific rationalism often interferes with other types of logic that could lead
to more productive collaborations. While critical academic research praxis is
clearer on the generation of intellectual knowledge for both intellectual interest
and sociopolitical transformation, it is limited by the available resources to conduct comprehensive and methodical research among the most severely socioeconomically marginalized populations. In addition, many critical academicians
are unable to read and integrate data generated by applied fields such as public
health that have conducted comprehensive research among socioeconomically
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marginalized populations. Thus, they cannot integrate this knowledge into
their scholarship. Public health research scientists, on the other hand, could
greatly benefit from exposure to critical academic research and theories to
guide their study design and inform their conclusions. However, it is difficult for
me at this present moment to imagine public health research scientists taking
time out of the grant-funding, finding-dissemination, and publication-generating
mill to learn and understand a considerable body of important critical academic
texts/concepts.8
Although I cannot give definitive suggestions at this point in time on how to
impact the knowledge production of biopower within public health and critical
academic research praxes, as an initial step I have provided an examination of
the gaps between the two praxes that, if cross-fertilized, could lead to powerful
collaborations toward social transformation. Since it appears that many critical
academics are more clearly invested in social transformation, with the understanding that only through social transformation can optimal health be achieved
for all, it is perhaps up to them to initiate closures of and bridges between the
gaps I have elucidated in this chapter as avenues to reorganize and recirculate
biopower in public health. The critical academic fields of biopolitics and bioethics may prove to be highly productive in this regard.
I also would like to suggest that the field of women of color feminism may
be highly generative by providing frameworks to examine how the intersectionalities of structural and other oppressions operate in order to construct a trans
activist and sociopolitical movement that truly serves all trans/gender-variant
people, including those who are the most socioeconomically marginalized. In
Beth Richie’s excellent synopsis of the institutionalization and bureaucratization
of the anti-violence-against-women movement, she remarks that this trajectory
has most benefited privileged cis-gendered women, whereas poverty-class African American cis-gendered women are still underserved. In essence, the “movement” was lost in order for the privileged to win benefits from the “mainstream”
(Richie 2012, 65–98). Given that this institutionalization was also funded by
U.S. tax dollars, I am critical of a similar trajectory in which the institutionalization of a trans/gender-variant health (and by extension a trans/gender-variant
sociopolitical) movement would focus only on “easy wins” that benefit the
socioeconomically privileged.9 Going “beyond hetero/homo normativities”
is a central focus of this edited volume, and I support neither a “beyond” that
reifies a transnormativity focused on socioeconomically privileged trans/gender-
variant people nor a transgender nationalism that imagines a new space of “possibility” and “freedom” for “upstanding” trans/gender-variant citizens based on
shared privilege and mainstream acceptance.
Public health research praxis points out that the majority of trans/gender-
variant people in the United States may actually be low-income trans/gender-variant
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women of color (Herbst et al. 2008; Hwahng et al. 2012; Hwahng and Nuttbrock
2014). In many metropolitan areas in the United States, immigrant trans Latinas
not only comprise a large portion of the trans/gender-variant women population (Bazargan and Galvan 2012; Cerezo et al. 2014; Hwahng et al. 2012; Pinto
et al. 2008; Rhodes et al. 2013) but a sizable portion of these immigrant trans
Latinas are also undocumented (Bazargan and Galvan 2012; Cerezo et al. 2014;
Hwahng et al. 2012).10 Thus, in adapting the critiques from the INCITE! Women
of Color against Violence collective (2006), what would it look like to build
a trans/gender-variant sociopolitical/health movement that centers the most
vulnerable trans/gender-variant people? This would be a trans/gender-variant
sociopolitical/health movement worth fighting for, one that would merit the
bridging of gaps and the recirculation and reorganization of biopower.

Notes
I acknowledge Yolanda Martínez-San Miguel, Sarah Tobias, Mel Michelle Lewis, and the
anonymous peer reviewers for feedback and support on this book chapter.
1. For instance, during my postdoctoral fellowship I participated in a research study total-

ing over three million dollars examining a variety of health outcomes and risk factors among
trans/gender-variant women in NYC. These financial resources allowed our research team
to comprehensively map NYC and employ multifaceted participant recruitment strategies,
including building relationships with various trans/gender-variant women communities and
hiring key informants from these various communities along with research team members
also participating in active recruitment. The financial resources also allowed for successful
data collection—including renting interview sites in geographic locations that were accessible
to many participants and funding multiple team members to conduct interviews during times
in which participants were available (including daytimes, evenings, as well as weekends).
2. In this chapter, masculinist logic is defined as approaching social phenomena through a
highly linear and reductionist focus that greatly privileges “behavior,” fails to intersect behavior thoroughly with social and political contexts, unreflexively accepts scientific objectivity
and rationalism as “truth” without question, and naturalizes hierarchization, corporatization, and industrial-complexification as structures necessary for the promotion of health.
3. Because of my cross-training I was able to adapt the “developmental homosexuality”
concept in Kulick’s study to Public Health Studies—creating a “developmental androphilia”
model informed by high rates of adolescent gender-related abuse that was found among
trans/gender-variant women of color (Hwahng and Nuttbrock 2014). However, this type of
adaptation across the praxes is extremely rare. There is thus a vast divide, which may appear
insurmountable, between public health and critical academic research praxes.
4. Indeed, the notion of “health” is almost viewed as a commodity separate from other
components in a lived experiential cosmology although, granted, there is some public
health research that examines the intersection of, say, housing and health, or the environment and health. Yet the “solutions” concluded from such findings that reveal associations or even causal pathways are still often steeped within the various already established
industrial complexes and invariably stop short of calling for or contributing to actual social
transformation.
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5. Interestingly enough, health data does not disaggregate in similar patterns among Asians

in the United States, and there are no Asian groups that are measured as particularly vulnerable to HIV or specific forms of illicit drug use. This is most likely due to the often much
higher socioeconomic status of many Asian communities, due to patterns of U.S. immigration
that greatly favor more privileged Asians entering into the United States, even those who are
undocumented (Mehta 2014). For instance, Kang and colleagues (2003) indicate that individuals from China would have to pay $35,000 to $50,000 (and adjusting for inflation these
numerical sums may be markedly higher at this present moment) to enter the United States
without documents and would have the capacity to garner these funds among their social networks. In contrast, access to this amount of funding is vastly different from the funding access
of many undocumented Mexicans in the United States.
6. The term cis-gendered men refers to men who are anatomically-male and were assigned
male at birth.
7. For examples of Native American public health research that refer to sociopolitical concepts such as decolonization, see Balsam et al. 2004; Duran and Walters 2004; Simoni et al.
2004; Simoni et al. 2006; Walters 1997; Walters et al. 2011.
8. It is noteworthy that while, in critical academia, there is a field of “Science and Technology
Studies” that has developed to examine specific phenomena within the medical and health
fields, there is no counterpart in which a public health field is devoted to studying critical
academia or even critical academicians. There have been studies from time to time that examine experiences of faculty (even LGBT faculty), and currently, a study is being conducted by
researchers at the University of Georgia examining mental health outcomes and experiences
among LGBT faculty of color (Singh 2014). Nonetheless, a handful of these studies does
not constitute a field or subfield of research. Since public health research praxis is more concerned with empirical reductionism and fails to incorporate other aspects of critical thought
such as reflexivity, this praxis is often only focused on researching socioeconomically marginalized communities through an empirical research agenda. Thus, this praxis has been unable
to make comparisons or linkages between, say, the health of marginalized communities of
color and the health of professionalized people of color, and what linking similar or dissimilar
patterns of health outcomes could reveal for social transformation.
9. A similar tendency occurs in the provision of services for trans/gender-variant children,
since the so-called improvement of services for children tends to benefit the privileged
(Green 2012). While more services are being provided for mostly white, privileged trans/
gender-variant children, there appears to be no specific services available for poverty-class
trans/gender-variant children of color, especially those mired within government bureaucratic child welfare systems, such as the NYC Administration for Children’s Services.
10. In New York City immigrant trans Latinas not only appear to be the largest group of
trans/gender-variant women of color, but the vast majority of them are also undocumented
(Hwahng et al. 2012).
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13 • STICK FIGURES
AND LITTLE BITS
Toward a Nonbinary Pedagogy
A . Fi n n Enke

“The first thing we learn in Gender and Women’s Studies 101 is to question
the gender binary: critique the binary. We learn that anyone can exist anywhere along the spectrum. And then we walk out of our GWS classrooms
and face these bathroom signs that say ‘men’ and ‘women’ with these binary
stick figures. Why can’t we learn how to change the signs, if we’re so good at
critiquing the binary?”
—College student, The Quest for Gender Neutral
Bathrooms: Trailer (Film produced by Etonde Awaah)

In 2009 Etonde Awaah, a student in my LGBT Studies Capstone
seminar, made a video exploring the relationship between the feminist theory
that students learn in class and the “on the ground” commitment to challenging
the structures in our built environment that reinforce binary gender normativity and sexist oppressions. Based on interviews with students, faculty, and staff,
the film examined the specific terrain of gender-segregated bathrooms and the
lack of facilities available for people who may not be comfortable or welcome
in gender-designated bathrooms. Awaah’s project included screening the video
trailer at a department meeting so that the identified problem of bathrooms with
stick figure signs could become a pedagogical community matter rather than
an issue believed to affect just a few people. In turn, faculty acknowledgment
of the need for at least one gender-neutral bathroom constituted a kind of “buy
in” that those of us most vested in the issue could utilize to actively challenge
the administrative barriers to creating accessible non-gendered bathrooms.
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Collaboratively, we designed a solution that provides people across gender
expression, ability, and religious identity with safe and accessible bathroom
options in the halls of the Gender and Women’s Studies department. We successfully created a more equitable environment, but the question remains—as
Awaah pointed out—does a “third” bathroom really challenge the binary, or is
it just an exception that will always stand apart from the unchanged status quo?
This very question finds its roots in pervasive linguistic practices that bear on
bodies as surely as do our built environments. I return to the quote offered in the
epigraph and ask what it would mean to “change the signs” if we take language
itself as the quintessential sign system. I want to build a transfeminist perspective
that can engage linguistic signifiers as a basis for exploring alternatives to normativizing language in the classroom. For example, how might we challenge the
work that the ubiquitous use of binary-gendered third-person singular pronouns
(he or she) does to produce binary gender at the expense of gender variation?
Though gender-neutral pronouns such as they, ze, and em have gained increasing
circulation, they may not do enough, and it is pedagogically as well as ethically
valuable to push this further.
In this chapter, I reflect on what pronouns are doing in the classroom and
offer a trans pedagogical approach to linguistic engagement. Many educators currently find themselves responding to increasing demands to verbally
acknowledge a broader spectrum of gender identities and at the very least to
use the pronouns that people request. The structures of language and often the
structures of our classes inhibit our ability to comfortably acknowledge all kinds
of human variation. Pronouns and gender come to the fore not because they are
more important than, say, race or age but because every time reference is made
to someone else, that reference imposes a gender category onto that person.
Virtually every conversation, regardless of the topic, will assign gender to others multiple times. Simultaneously, conversations and references—by gendering
or misgendering—have the power to affirm or refuse the ability of some persons to participate as speaking subjects and even to exist in language at all. For
some people, pronoun use can make a class stressful and even impossible—and
yet, sometimes, engaging the question directly equally threatens to shut people
down. A transpedagogical approach seeks to invite everyone into the process of
linguistic creativity and agency while minimizing the stresses that accompany
privileged trans and feminist knowledge as well as widespread ignorance of
trans and gender variation.
Over a decade of addressing this issue both as an educator and as a trans
person has convinced me that there is no single or universal “right,” “best,” or
problem-free solution to the pronoun challenge in the classroom. But as educators in contexts that allow extended engagement with challenging issues, we also
have the opportunity to invite playful ways of entering language in order to learn
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more about the power of everyday communications. The classroom context
itself, with the help and feedback of students and other educators, has led me
to explore the possibility and implications of nonbinary pronouns. For example,
pronouns could be randomized single syllables, or colors, or come from any field
of objects or letters that don’t instantiate or inscribe binary perception. If one
limitation of gender-neutral pronouns is that they don’t do enough to undermine
the assumptions of universal binary gender, how might we further invite people’s
imagination into the sign system that is language? Doing so has the potential to
complicate the binary often posed between trans* people and people who do not
appear to be transgender, and to simultaneously create more room for people to
have complicated gender histories and/or futures and/or present embodiments.
More broadly, this can facilitate greater flexibility with language, teach about the
relationship between language, agency, and identity, and increase creative confidence and openness to learning while decreasing the intimidation that accompanies the social and political inequities present in every context. In this chapter, I
first offer some transfeminist perspective on language and gender, pointing out
how this becomes relevant in our classrooms. I then turn to classroom practices
and reflect on a decade of trial, error, and transformation in the ways we use little
language bits and addresses in learning environments.

Stick Figures and Little Bits
Before considering classroom practices, I want to put pronouns into perspective by drawing on two related theoretical premises that have enjoyed lasting
authority across academic disciplines. First, humans have for millennia granted
that language itself is a sign system; like visual symbols, words are symbols that
function as referents.1 A visual symbol such as a stick figure on a bathroom door
is meant to reference beings who are far more complex than the symbol itself.
Theorists have also recognized that stick figures on bathroom doors have this
power because they simultaneously call on or reference an entire social system
called binary gender. From a post-structural perspective, the sign and the signified are not separate and autonomous but are mutually imbricated with and
constitute each other.2 In the bathroom sign example, the stick figure is not
a static representational entity that simply points to “real” entities outside of
itself (males, females; binary gender system), but rather, the signs themselves
produce binary gender; the stick figures and the beings they invoke mutually
produce one another. Thus, we might well ask how deeply we intend to critique
binary gender if we can’t change the sign system as well.
Bringing this first premise into consideration with technologies of gender
(to use Theresa de Lauretis’s term [1987]), scholars and activists have also long
granted that language is one of the most powerful mechanisms through which
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normative gender is produced and reinforced while also stigmatizing gender
variation and nonconformity. Feminist efforts to change language enjoyed widespread interest in the 1960s and 1970s when people learned to talk of humankind and people rather than mankind and men. In the midst of multiple social
justice movements, many critiqued the way some honorifics (such as Sir, Dr.,
Mrs.) are explicitly designed to inscribe social, occupational, or marital status;
some eschewed the honorifics to which they were by race and class “entitled,”
while others newly acquired the right to use them. Some successfully established
alternatives such as Ms.
Also around forty years ago, some intentional communities in the United
States created alternatives to common pronouns in order to resist the erasures
produced by the universalizing use of he and man. They adopted new third-
person singular and plural pronouns; one of the most widespread was the pronoun co, taken from the prefix meaning “with.” The practice of using co expanded
recognition that binary gender pronouns themselves are troubling carriers of
information that prejudice the reader or hearer of the pronoun; that is, because
people—alongside identity categories and codes—have been socialized in
structures of sexist, racist, and classist hierarchies, identity-laden pronouns (he,
she, etc.) make it impossible for people to perceive the third person openly and
also interferes with people’s ability to represent themselves in their own terms.3
Despite these interventions, the relationship between language, knowledge
production, gender production, and mastery over third persons goes relatively
unquestioned. With little conscious attention to its necessity, many expect third-
person singular pronouns to carry one particular kind of information. The smallest bits of language—the parts of speech that are felt to uphold every spoken and
written sentence, the parts that are supposed to come “automatically”—may be
the most pernicious and powerful of all. To put it bluntly: in English, conventional singular third-person pronouns (he, she) act as a technology that produces
a whole social order that relentlessly perceives and thinks in binary gender.
If we understand pronouns as signifiers, we might say that binary gender
pronouns don’t just reflect binary gender, they create, teach, and enforce binary
gender. Is there any linguistic necessity for pronouns to confer gender? English
speakers don’t expect first-or second-person pronouns to ascribe gender. While
in some languages (for example, Japanese, Hindi, Bamana) first-and second-
person pronouns do ascribe gender, English-speaking cultures communicate
fine without this function. English speakers also don’t expect the gender of every
person in a third-person plural group to be provided; they is completely adequate.
But most English first-language users are quite attached to the way the third-
person singular assigns gender. If gender is so critical in this context of speech,
why isn’t other information equally critical? Why don’t English pronouns impose
other kinds of information such as age, rank, race, occupation, nationality, class,
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ability, or disability status? All these possibilities highlight the way that language and cultural expectations produce each other, and it seems fairly clear
that the sole purpose of gendering pronouns is to produce binary gender
as a systemic and cultural mechanism of social order.
Recalling the epigraph with which I started, I want to suggest that binary
gender pronouns are the stick figures of language, and they are painted onto
the subjects and objects of nearly every communication. They are the signs that
carelessly tell us who and what someone is, and because they reinforce normative hierarchies, they have the power to permit or deny the third person to enter
the conversation as a self-representing first person. What’s more, the structure
of English appears to require speakers to make and articulate a binary gender
assessment of every person spoken about. This virtually always takes place without the explicit consent of the person being spoken about. Even when individuals request a pronoun that is appropriate to their gender identities, all the power
to affirm or refuse those identities in speech lies solely with the speaker.
All of this is critically relevant in the classroom, particularly if we believe
that all people belong in the room as speaking subjects in the first, second,
and third person. Educational equity demands that we pay attention to the ways
that misgendering (referring to people with pronouns that undermine their
gender identities) creates significant educational barriers. Gendering practices
(and therefore misgendering practices) take place constantly in our institutions.
Every day trans and gender-nonconforming students of color and white students
struggle to stay in school as professors fail to address them by name and with
their preferred pronouns; as some professors also make transphobic comments
in class and during office hours; and as administrators often fail to acknowledge
these matters as violences that put students at high risk of attrition and that
increase the likelihood of further violences (Beemyn 2005; Beemyn and Rankin
2011; Kosciw et al 2010). These stresses can make it impossible for students to
stay in school, and much less excel. As an educator I have a certain responsibility
to create an equitable environment, but it is not pedagogically sound to simply
hand out directives as though I can wield my power to make students comply
with my version of justice.
While classrooms are rarely if ever “safer spaces” for everyone, I seek practices that allow each student to feel invited into language rather than feeling
erased by language. In the space of the classroom that we create together, who
can speak in the first person, or be addressed in the second person, or exist in the
third person? As a transqueersbian with my own share of gender trouble, I know
intimately that we need to change language in order to exist in language. Along
with disability and performance studies scholar Petra Kuppers, I am motivated
to find ways “to challenge representation and the processes through which we
make meaning out of what we see” (2000, 129). If pronouns typically impose
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normative assumptions about others, how might we subvert the “representational certainties” of gendering language in the classroom? Beyond critique and
subversion, how can we restore hope in self-representation and connection, particularly for and with those most in need of substantiating our queer or trans-ing
(and disabled, aged, raced, and classed) embodiments?

Gender Neutral Bits
Language is changing, and the concept of gender-neutral pronouns in English is
gaining some traction in some circles. Examples include they, them, their; ze, hir,
hir, or zir; em, em, em’s; per, per, per’s; xe, xem, xir; or using a person’s name instead
of pronouns. And yet, as trans and genderqueer people are all too well aware,
not all pronoun choices are equally usable by others. Learning to use the third-
person singular they fluently, for example, takes most people a lot of practice, and
many people are unwilling to make the effort. It is irrelevant that English usage
guides for hundreds of years have allowed the “singular they” because the barriers to gender-neutral pronouns go far beyond ideas of “correct grammar.” As
long as trans and genderqueer embodiments are stigmatized or unimaginable,
and as long as gender-neutral pronouns are unappreciated in the vast majority
of contexts, using them may feel like aggressively speaking a foreign (queer) language in otherwise polite company. To practice they or other neutral pronouns
requires a political and artistic commitment to change language so that all pronoun choices are equally present and usable.
While grammar implicates everyone in making or changing gender, the challenge is not simply one of grammar, because grammar is imbricated in the way
people perceive. As Jack Halberstam and others have pointed out, a binary gender lens veils gender variation and multiplicity not simply by being rigid (there
is only male and female) but also by being flexible enough to incorporate those
who appear to exceed the boundaries (Butler 1996; Halberstam 1998). No
matter how queer a person may appear, it is always possible to interpret their
embodiment through a binary lens and assign one of two sex/genders upon
them; and whether someone is accommodated or punished, they are punished
or accommodated as ultimately male or female.
This relentlessly binary lens limits the effectiveness of neutral pronouns in
two ways. First, there is a tendency to reserve neutral pronouns such as they
only for known trans and genderqueer people, as if all non-trans genders are
properly named by she or he. Using they only to reference trans* embodiments
secures binary normativity and the not-ever-trans stability of she and he (Towle
and Morgan 2006). Second, people who are not comfortable using neutral pronouns to refer to those of us who request them consistently revert back to the
pronoun associated with the birth-assigned sex they assume they see; it’s as
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though neutral pronouns signal an absence that must be filled in with a “real”
gender, that is, a gender fixed by binary notions of anatomy and identity. Under
the circumstances, gender-neutral pronouns cannot always substantiate trans
and gender-queer embodiments and, much less, complicate the binaries posed
between male and female and between trans and not-trans.
Perhaps our pronoun choices should get to be more complicated. People’s
gender identities are social and situational as well as personal, and thus anything
but static. As Leslie Feinberg has often explained:
Referring to me as “she/her” is appropriate, particularly in a non-trans setting
in which referring to me as “he” would appear to resolve the social contradiction between my birth sex and gender expression and render my transgender
expression invisible. I like the gender neutral pronoun “ze/hir” because it makes
it impossible to hold on to gender/sex/sexuality assumptions about a person
you’re about to meet or you’ve just met. And in an all trans setting, referring to
me as “he/him” honors my gender expression in the same way that referring
to my sister drag queens as “she/her” does. (qtd. in Tyroler 2006)

Feinberg’s response reflects the context-specific process of creating gender, and
it acknowledges that different communities “see” and interpret the meaning
of gendered embodiments differently. Gendering is a collective process. That
doesn’t mean it’s up to other people. Feinberg is very clear that for Feinberg,
the right pronoun is the one that makes hir transness most tangible in the given
context. In fact, Feinberg wants pronouns to do this instructional work most of
all in non-trans settings where people are likely to forget or not to know that
Feinberg is not simply male but trans. Other trans and gender-nonconforming
people have other identities and needs, including for pronouns to reflect a male
or female identity.
At the same time, using non-gendering pronouns should not have to negate
people’s complex gender identities. If all people used ze, for example, it would
still be possible to acknowledge everyone’s unique gender identity, and those
identities would not be reduced to the binary stick figure pronouns currently
expected. Critically, whether or not people’s personal pronouns are consistent
across time and space, they involve social as well as personal valences. That is
to say, as long as pronouns are going to ascribe gender, most people need those
pronouns to do the work of affirming the right gender. I mean to emphasize that
we cannot pronounce our gender identities by ourselves; it is always others who
have the power to speak or refuse to speak our correct pronouns. In short, the
relational and situational dimension of gender belies the possibility of a single
or static social gender identity, and thus our pronoun vernacular may need to
be equally complex.
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From Neutral to Nonbinary Bits in the Classroom
In the discussion-based classroom, a precondition of people’s participation is to
address each other by name, with correct pronouns, and at least an effort to use
correct pronunciation. To do this simple thing requires a lot of undoing. Most
people in the classroom are likely to make assumptions about other people’s
gender and therefore pronouns. Class rosters notoriously get names wrong and
relying on them leads to mis-naming and mis-gendering that can make it impossible for students to stay present. Responding to the infinite variety of ways people navigate gendered desires, expressions, and norms, current wisdom suggests
that we should never assume we can perceive a person’s gender identity, personal
pronouns, or particular and contextual needs regarding name and pronouns.
This along with a desire to acknowledge gender variation and trans existence has
led to one method of trying to make classes more welcoming to trans, gender-
nonconforming, and genderqueer students, and that is to begin each course by
asking people to introduce themselves with their pronoun preferences as well as
their names. As someone who regularly experiences misgendering, I often imagine a world in which everyone regularly asks everyone else their pronoun preferences (and often, not just once).
And yet, we may be placing an inappropriate burden on students when
we require introductions using names and “personal gender pronouns” (pgp). We
must consider that most people still initially find the question threatening, confusing, insulting, perhaps offensive for personal, social, or religious reasons.
Pronouns are stressful because trans, gender-creative, gender-nonconforming,
and queer identities and expressions remain highly stigmatized. Pronouns are
stressful because, in many contexts, ignorance about trans and genderqueer
existence is also highly stigmatized. As long as gender nonconformity remains
stigmatized, the personal pronoun go-around can be alienating for everyone,
and the stakes are high for those who are most vulnerable: trans and gender-
nonconforming students of color and white students, those who may not be
out or who are wrestling with or in crisis about their gender identity, and those
who do not have strong or any support networks. At the same time, as long as
ignorance about trans is met with disdain rather than dialogue, the exercise can
be silencing rather than illuminating for those who might otherwise appreciate
learning about gender. How then can we lay the groundwork that allows all students (regardless of their prior experience with or beliefs about diversity) to be
fully present?
We should carefully consider the implications of activities that require students to align themselves with any kind of social category or identity; we can’t
create the conditions for self-representation simply by asking people for certain kinds of identifying information. The personal pronoun question is not a
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neutral question with a range of equally valid answers. There is a disparity in
perceptions of the quality of information provided by trans and non-trans people. When trans and gender-nonconforming people declare our pronouns and
this outs us, we are often criticized for too much self-disclosure; in fact it is not
unusual for people to think we are talking about sexual information and even
our genitals when we declare our pronouns. Most important, inside and outside
the classroom, students are the ones navigating the social repercussions of their
responses, and we can’t guarantee their personal and institutional safety and
well-being.
For all these reasons, before we take it as a given that we must ask, we could
develop alternative ways of using language that do not require people to use
pronouns in such sensitive ways. Let me again reiterate that countless conversations and pedagogy forums with trans and gender-nonconforming students
and educators have taught me that there is no single “preferred” or “best” way to
deal with pronouns in the classroom; there are drawbacks and advantages to just
about every strategy, and each student and teacher brings a unique set of needs,
skills, and perspectives to the issue. Nevertheless, I believe it is possible simultaneously to reduce the stress that many people feel around pronouns and potential mis-gendering and to invite people to engage language and self-expression
creatively in ways that honor each person’s belonging in the learning community.
This could also be an invitation to enter nonbinary imagination.

Play
I have tried a number of different techniques over the years to invite new insights
about pronouns and subjectivities, as well as to help make educational environments more welcoming to trans and gender-nonconforming people.4 In 2007
and 2009 in my Transgender in Historical Perspective class (a large lecture with
a TA and discussion sections), I asked students to try for the first five weeks to
universally use they, ze, or other forms of gender-neutral pronouns—for each
other, for our authors, and whenever referring to another in the third person. I
called it an experiment and asked them simply to observe whatever happened.
Many found it worthwhile because it helped them become aware of how constantly language imposes binary gender on to people and in our cognition, and
they experienced how challenging it can be to create a new linguistic practice.
This led many to feel that it is critical to change language. Students talked about
learning new languages; some ESL speakers talked about stressful experiences
trying to master gendering in English pronouns. Some also explained that they
realized how attached they were to “their own” pronoun, and also to a socially
secure gender identity; some admitted to feeling a range of discomforts around
people thinking they might be transgender.
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Both years, however, a significant number of people protested the entire exercise. They identified as non-trans women, they felt that their own hardwon pride
in being women was being denied, and they insisted on the right to be called
she. For them, feminine pronouns were statements of their identities; one commented, “as a feminist, I am not a ‘they.’ I’m proud to be a ‘she.’” Perhaps the
experience helped them understand the violence of misgendering, though none
expressed interest in trying to solve that broader problem. Some trans students
also spoke about their desire to have others use their personally appropriate pronouns; as one transitioning student said, “This class is actually my only chance
of getting to have people use my correct pronoun.” Several weeks in, students
decided collectively to try to honor people’s self-statements about pronouns.
This had mixed results. Some students made self-statements in protest of neutrals; many students assumed that only trans students would need to state their
personal pronouns. Some students continued to practice the neutrals they or
ze for students who did not specify their pronouns, and others made gendered
pronoun assumptions. Although many students were making an effort to respect
each other, the perceived use and misuse of pronouns sometimes became fuel
for polarization and mistrust.
The lesson I learned from the process—not news to those who practice
feminist and radical pedagogy—is that it is very difficult to create an open and
respectful learning environment when anyone feels that their identity or beliefs
or worldview are refused or stigmatized. Because the exercise felt to some
simply like “turning the tables” and creating a new unfair hierarchy, we lost an
opportunity to learn together and build a diversity that was truly inclusive of
each individual.
A few months into 2009, I learned about a grade school in Sweden that used
the Swedish word for “friend” as everyone’s pronoun—in fact as the only pronoun people could use for each other. (This was three years before Sweden
officially created a new gender-neutral pronoun, hen.) I shared this with my students, and I saw their faces light up as if I had been talking about puppies. Thinking about friend as a pronoun opened up their imagination in a pleasing way.
The following semester, I offered the pronoun friend to my students in all my
classes, and they took to it readily. On the first day, when I explained the pronoun friend and suggested they try it for each other and all authors, they smiled
gamely. Over weeks, I witnessed many develop ease using friend; challenges with
written grammar conventions (friend is also a noun and doesn’t automatically
conjugate) were not insurmountable. Most discussion sections picked it up
quickly, and although not every student fully got the hang of it, neither did anyone raise concerns about erasures, political correctness, or misgendering. Some
students felt that the word itself—and using it with each other—helped foster
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a friendlier environment in which they could work things out together. Friend
thus came to function in an entirely new way as a part of speech that was still
connected to its more common connotations. Students liked being referred to as
friend, and they did not miss the gendering that standard pronouns accomplish.
Since then, I have suggested using this in all my large classes and lectures regardless of the topic, and students take to it rather well.
This experience showed me the benefits of circumventing the charged and
intimidating “political correctness” factor, as well as the well-founded fear of
misgendering, and replacing it with a more truly respectful and egalitarian pedagogical practice. The exercise was limited, however, in that it did not compel
students to experiment more actively with parts of speech or to reflect much on
their own desires to exceed conventional language in order to communicate better. In short, using friend was my idea, not theirs, and it was so simple that it did
not draw enough attention to the arbitrary and consequential aspects of structures of speech.
I wanted an exercise that reinforced the fact that, grammatically speaking,
a pronoun is simply a placeholder, and thus, pronouns can theoretically be
derived in any way at all and can carry any kind of information or no information. Simultaneously, I wanted people to exercise personal input in the pronouns
used. Additionally, a true trans-pedagogy would invite people to become comfortable with change. These goals led me to develop a pronoun exercise that
allows each person more creative latitude in pronoun selection and offers a range
of nonbinary modalities. I call it “what’s our category?” and have used it in every
small class (up to twenty-five students) regardless of topic.
It goes like this: I ask students to write their names on large name tags placed
on their desks and to use these every class period. On the first day of the semester, I request that we don’t make assumptions about anyone else’s gender identity or history and briefly explain some of the pedagogical, social, and personal
issues involved with pronoun use. I give a little grammar lesson about the linguistic functions (placeholders) and social functions (gender assignment) of
common pronouns. I suggest that for our authors and people outside the room
we can try to use friend or they or other non-gendering pronouns and later we’ll
reflect on how that feels. For us in the classroom, however, I suggest that we each
choose our own personal pronoun each week from a category that students create. Each person writes their chosen pronoun in large letters on their name tag.
At the beginning of each week, I invite students to choose a category from a
wide-open field. “Animals” is often one of the first categories that classes think of
on the first day. Individuals can then choose anything within animals, and if they
need to, they can mess with the category itself. “Open” or “no category” is also
a possible choice, but every class has always preferred to choose a specific and
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new category each class period. They clearly take pleasure in it: they’ve thought
of categories as diverse as colors, flowers, trees, geological formations, weather,
modes of transportation, condiments, tools, expletives, mythical creatures,
cartoon characters, herbs and spices, genres of music, tools, punctuation, onomatopoeia, “things that scare you,” and “things that make you happy,” to name
some examples.
Students tend to be egalitarian about everyone getting a chance to make up
the category, and they are highly creative when thinking of things within the categories as well. We then take a minute or two for everyone to introduce ourselves by name and personal pronoun. As we speak in class, we may also preface
our comments with “I’m (name) and my pronoun today is (pronoun).” Liberated from the pressure for the pronoun to reflect some deep abiding and true
aspect of their identity, their pronoun choices are often related to their moods
and needs of the moment or to a pleasure or memory or simply the sound of the
pronoun itself. While most classes have enjoyed it when multiple people happen to choose the same pronoun, in one course students made sure their own
choices were unique. They explained to me, “Since this is the first time we have
ever been allowed to actually choose our own, it’s an opportunity to make it personally relevant.” Students occasionally subvert the exercise, for example some
have chosen things that don’t obviously “fit,” and a few have chosen gestures
rather than or in addition to sounds. In these ways, their pronouns successfully
circumvent the binary and dichotomizing habits of sighted language.
It works, and here’s why: above all, it is fun. It can be fun in part because it
is not politically overdetermined and does not invite language policing or insecurity. Everyone has a truly open choice about how personal they might or
might not make it, but it is never as loaded or dangerous as gender. It also seems
that people tend to think of things that make them feel good in some way, and
most categories turn out to contain an infinite number of such things.
Perhaps for those reasons, the exercise also facilitates students’ engagement
with each other. Students enjoy uttering each other’s individualized pronouns
so much that they create opportunities to reference each other. It seems to foster an inclusive impulse as well. One seminar was uncharacteristically stymied
to choose a category on the last day of the semester; ultimately they decided to
make one shared pronoun that everyone would use, and they did it by writing
down the first letter of each person’s name and then figuring out how to arrange
the letters into a pronounceable eight-syllable word.
“What’s our category?” also works because it undoes the will for diagnostic
mastery. No one is expecting themselves or others to “look like” their chosen
pronouns, and students offer and take each other’s pronoun explanations at face
value and as expressions of the moment. There is evidence that they understand
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and value the release from the pressures of the diagnostic gaze. In each class,
although I don’t emphasize it, students take greater care (in writing as well as
speech) to refer to our authors and people outside the classroom with friend or
they. One student explained to me, “Well, we get to choose our pronouns every
day, but our authors don’t, so it feels like just calling them ‘friend’ gives them a
little more respect. I feel that’s important even if I totally don’t agree with the
author and don’t like what they wrote.” It seems that students come to experience the habits of binary pronouns as potentially violent; through an exercise
that releases them from this violence by providing a nonviolent alternative, they
make friends with not-knowing.
Recently, I’ve also been offering this first-letter practice: a person’s pronoun
is created by taking the first letter or sound of their name followed by the vowel
sound ee. The pronoun declension used for me, for example, would be fe, fe, fe’s.
Frank might love fre’s pronoun because it’s pronounced free. Harold and Harriet
would both get the pronoun he, he, he’s. Jonah, Jane, and Jonathan all get je, je,
je’s. This has potential because it makes pronouns do what they are supposed to
do, and do it even better, in both writing and speech: the pronoun unmistakably
refers back to and signals the person earlier named. Moreover, such pronouns
carry no social information other than harking back to a person’s name. Promising as this is, it invariably begs the question: why not just always use people’s
names instead of third-person singular pronouns? For my pedagogical purposes,
it lacks the opportunity to engage language and sign systems creatively, but it is
worth a try now and then.
None of these classroom practices are a substitute for learning and teaching
the arts of gender-neutral and nonbinary pronouns. Students in fact have identified that their greatest immediate need is to have opportunities to practice using
varied pronouns. Recently a student in an advanced undergraduate seminar
intervened in our expansive category exercise saying, “I love everyone choosing
these creative pronouns, but I really need practice to be totally fluent with the
pronouns that my friends and others are actually asking for. Why don’t we practice using a different pronoun each week from ones people use?” After all these
years of trying to teach alternate pronouns, I was bowled over by the simplicity of the suggestion: if we’re going to learn a new language, let’s treat this like a
language class. Each week we choose a single pronoun from a long list, we make
up a practice sentence showing every declension, and then we use only that pronoun in every sentence, for every author and person in the class. We are all growing more fluent and therefore more able to honor everyone’s gender identities.
Addressing pronouns at all is a single step in changing the many institutional
violences that make it hard for trans, queer, and gender-nonconforming students
of color and white students to be in school. Nevertheless, the lessons I have
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learned from watching students and others create and learn pronouns are worth
taking to heart, because they can even guide us in other challenging contexts.
Here are a few:
• we can use language creatively and—if we are not afraid—we can still understand each other;
• it feels really good to respect each other’s choices;
• it feels really good to have our own choices recognized and respected;
• we can make up new words and people understand their meaning very well;
• pronouns can change and it is not a crisis;
• it is deeply important that every person be recognized in and through
language;
• when people are addressed they can become full participants in the conversation.
Creating and learning a new language does not happen automatically or simply
because one believes it should happen. It takes work, it takes practice, and it takes
a certain kind of courage. The process will inevitably transform one’s own views
and one’s prior attachments. There are those who say it isn’t worth it, or that it’s
someone else’s job, or that it’s not that important. All the more reason then, for
feminist and queer theorists, scholars, and practitioners who have long critiqued
gender norms and binaries to model a more flexible and respectful language. We
discover in the process that it is easy to critique stick figure representations of
humans, but it is quite another thing to “change the signs” in practice. Changing
the sign is challenging precisely because it is never about just a few people who
can stand out as exceptions to the status quo. Changing the signs, and changing
our language, ultimately involves everyone.

NOTES
1. Saussure (1916), one of the founders of structural semiotics in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth century, is generally credited with theorizing the “signifier” and “signified” in which
the sign directly refers to that which it signifies.
2. Jacques Derrida launched the post-structuralist critique that neither signifier nor signified
is a static or autonomous entity and thus a direct relationship between them is impossible.
This poststructuralism also has at its core a project of deconstructing binary oppositions. See
particularly Of Grammatology and Writing and Difference, both first published in 1967 (Derrida 1980, 1998).
3. The Fellowship of Intentional Communities publication, Communities, has recently made
an editorial decision to replace co in print with they, based on the wider use and awareness of
they.
4. What takes place in the classroom is, of course, not extricable from the larger culture, and
this has shifted markedly since 2005 toward an increased awareness of trans existence and an
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increase in the percentage of people who are already fluent in and open to gender-neutral and
non-gendering grammars.
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		CONCLUSION
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From Social Media to Collective Imagination
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Our introduction to this anthology opened with an enumeration of
some significant events that relate or resignify how Trans Studies and identities
are conceived in U.S. popular culture. A more recent development allows us to
explore the links between gender and sexuality. On December 4, 2014, Neda
Ulaby wrote a short article for National Public Radio’s program All Tech Considered entitled “Sapiosexual Seeks Same: A New Lexicon Enters Online Dating
Mainstream.” In this article Ulaby announces that the online dating site OkCupid
has added a new lexicon to enable users to provide more fluid descriptions of
their sexual and gender identities. OkCupid’s action follows a similar move by
social media giant Facebook (mentioned in the introduction to this volume),
indicating that mainstream dating sites have now begun to broaden the horizons of identity to better serve the needs of their clientele. Ulaby’s article cites
Cornell psychology professor Ritch Savin-Williams. “Young people like the idea
of fluidity,” he says, commenting that this age cohort is much more inclined to
transcend gender binaries and recognize the existence of a spectrum of sexual
orientations. A particular point of fluidity involves the way in which gender and
sexuality tend to be conflated in the case of the dating scene, especially since
gender has become central to the definition of sexual orientation.
We would like to take this apparent conflation to reconsider how the essays
included in this anthology relate to Queer and Sexuality Studies. We would
also like to accept the invitation of our colleague Heather Love to reflect on
230
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how some of the essays in this anthology engage in a sustained interrogation of
normativity, while others propose a different kind of relationship with notions
such as normalcy or the norm. In a recent article, Love (2015) also meditates
about the differential meanings of “deviance” and “normativity” in the context
of early scholarship in Gay, Lesbian, and Queer Studies in the humanities and in
the social sciences. Her work invites scholars interested in Gender and Sexuality
Studies to complicate the ways in which normativity and deviance are conceived
as theoretical frameworks. These two issues—intellectual genealogy and the
concept of normativity—are deeply connected to the work that we are proposing in this anthology.
When we began to imagine this project, we realized that scholars active in
the field of Trans Studies were discussing the intersection of identity, gender,
and sexual orientation in ways that went far beyond the notions of normativity
that were prevalent in Queer and Sexuality Studies during the early 2000s. Their
work challenged and transcended typical conceptualizations of heteronormativity and homonormativity, rendering these categories limited in their analytical
scope. Yet, unwittingly, in our own desire to break with normativity as a central
script, we reiterated a conflation of gender and sexuality that does not take full
advantage of the more capacious interrogation of gender end embodiment frequently proposed in Trans Studies. Guided by the innovative work characterizing much of Trans Studies, our introduction to this anthology ends precisely
by invoking a space beyond the normative to broaden the ways of being in the
world that we can encompass.
Some of the essays included in this volume explore the productive intersections between sexuality, sexual orientation, and gender (Chen, Crawford, Park,
and Valens). Other essays focus on the analysis of the possible and impossible
alliances between LBGQ and trans movements (Enriquez) or subjectivities
(Herman) and the implications for social justice and public policy. But most
of the essays engage with trans subjectivities in reflections concerning citizenship, education, and interdisciplinary research without engaging sexuality as a
central category of analysis. This is hardly a problematic issue, since trans identities, bodies, subject positions, perspectives, and voices exist both inside and
outside of the notion of sexuality. What Queer and Trans Studies actually share
is the consistent interrogation of normative definitions of sexuality, gender, and/
or social and political identities that make it difficult for people to live their lives
and perform their identities to the fullest.
On the one hand, Trans Studies invites us to reflect more specifically on
gender and the possible parallels that can be established with sexuality, sexual
orientation, and sexual desire. For example, sexuality and desire can be polymorphous, fluid, and perverse (to remember Freud’s formulation here [2000]), and
the body can be an instrument, vessel, or mediating instance upon which these
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human expressions are inflected, experienced, and/or even conceptualized. This
is one of the many reasons why Audre Lorde’s (1984) theorization of the erotic
as another form of knowledge that should be recognized and celebrated is such
a useful formulation for the conceptualization of identities reflecting the intersection of gender, sexuality, and race. In Lorde’s formulation, desire is defined
by the object of choice for pleasure and enjoyment, and one’s gender seems to
be central to the definition of a particular form of sexual identification. Thus
sexuality and embodiment seem to be intimately linked. When scholars working in the field of Trans Studies redefine gender identity as a fluid category that
is experienced on a continuum, this creates an interesting parallel with some of
our current conceptualizations of non-normative sexualities. Placing gender in
conversation with normativity has generated very productive insights for many
scholars in Women’s and Gender Studies, Queer Studies, and Trans Studies.
On the other hand, the relationship between gender, sexuality, and the body
can be more complicated than this apparent continuity between embodiment
and identity. Here the work on fantasy and identification (Rodríguez 2014), or
the centrality of symbolic productions in the articulation of collective identities
(Anderson 1991; Bourdieu 1984) clearly suggest that identification happens
through many dimensions of the self that coexist in a complex relationship with
embodiment. In psychoanalysis more concretely, the exploration of dreams or
the unconscious (Freud 1999), or even the analysis of nightmares among colonized subjects (Fanon 2008), are predicated on the problematic boundaries
between the body and the identification processes.
One of the most interesting consequences of how gender is theorized in
Trans Studies is a proposed decoupling of embodiment and identities that still
resists the universalizing and abstracted myth of Western rationalism. This is a
theoretical and experiential move that needs to be made carefully, since embodiment is and has been a central issue in Feminist, Race, and Ethnic Studies, Critical Epistemological Studies, as well as in colonial and decolonial theories. The
interrogation of any linear or transparent relationship between embodiment and
identification is complicated, given that embodied ways of knowledge are at the
root of some of the more complex (and early) debates between women of color
and the gay and lesbian movements. Perhaps part of the problem we are trying
to analyze here stems from the conflation between embodied ways of knowing
and forms of identity that reside in the body. However, we need to remain cognizant of the many implications of letting our epistemologies and ontologies exist
outside a direct correlation with embodiment. As many of us know, the possibility of passing becomes one of the most painful differentiating instances between
some articulations of gay and/or queer identities and the constitution of ethnic
and racial identities. At this particular juncture, it is interesting to note that questioning the relationship between embodiment and gender identity suddenly
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locates gender in a similarly intractable space to the one usually assigned to
race and ethnicity. Our embodied readability as gendered and racialized subjects therefore presents a very specific limit to ways of knowing and being in the
world that are inscribed upon or signified by the body, or framed as culturally
intelligible (Butler 1999). This is another moment when the comparison with
the normative—both heteronormative and homonormative—can be (and has
been) a creative space for critical reflection.
Interrogating the relationship between embodiment and gender identity
adds another rich layer to the conceptualization of identity that resides in the
body. Yet it is not exhausted by the particular ways in which we experience
the world according to our individual location within the binary of gender.
The productive potential of truly imagining a world that is post-gender and post-
racial is one of the provocations shared by many of our contributors. So in light
of this, we would like to explore the potentiality of a space beyond the normative
that is not necessarily oppositional but, perhaps, interrogates the univocal function that normativity plays in the context of all forms of identification. By examining the terrain beyond hetero-and homo-normativities, we seek to open the
field to other conversations that do not necessarily respond to the hegemonic
logic behind the notion of the norm. We would like to engage briefly with this
kind of theoretical imaginary in the remaining sections of this chapter.

Imagining with and within Normativity
“Así que lo que le contaba su amigo le parecía totalmente descabellado y
trató de consolarlo diciéndole que no se preocupara, que esa noche iban a la
barra y de seguro la homofobia estaría intacta allí.”1
[So what his friend told him seemed totally preposterous and he tried to
comfort him, telling him not to worry, that that night they were going to the
bar and that surely homophobia would be
intact there.] —Luis Negrón
This passage in this epigraph belongs to a short story entitled “Mundo cruel”
(Cruel World), and it narrates a stressful day in the life of a group of Puerto
Rican gay men who need to find a way to keep existing when homophobia no
longer prevails. Following a similar structure to other narratives and films that
explore human existence without racism, sexism, classism, and other forms
of social inequality, Negrón’s story explores the internal contradictions that
become constitutive of many identity formations. For this group of gay men, the
end of discrimination and oppression is synonymous with the end of an identity,
particularly because their gay identity has been predicated on the articulation of
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a mode of being that is defined in opposition to the normative. Negrón criticizes
ways of being gay that are founded on simplistic articulations of normativity as
always subversive; these men illustrate the sexist, classist, and racist premises
that often inform articulations of white, middle-class, male gayness. Yet what is
most shocking in this particular story is that, for the protagonist, the achievement of a utopian egalitarian world unravels a personal crisis that culminates in
the death of imagination.
Following Negrón’s provocation, we would like to explore another alternative
that complicates this representation of the many ways in which marginality reiterates the same modes of oppression it is supposedly questioning. We would like
to focus more specifically on modes of political and social intervention that take
place within what can be defined as the normative. If the anti-normative is not
necessarily subversive, what defines a politically transformative act? And what
happens when we move beyond the anti-normative as the prevalent mode for
the theoretical intervention?
Robyn Wiegman has devoted an important section of her book Object Lessons
to explore precisely this question. In her reflection on Queer Studies, Wiegman
establishes a distinction between “normal,” “normalization,” and “normativity,” and invites scholars and critics to avoid some of the common conflations
of these three notions. In her lecture entitled “Eve’s Triangles: Queer Theory
without Anti-Homonormativity,” Wiegman reminds us that Queer Studies’
original objective was the study and critical analysis of the normative (2012a).
This in itself was not problematic. However, Wiegman argues that the focus of
the institutional version of queer theory has subsequently shifted to the articulation of anti-normative practices, behaviors, and identities. In this context, the
anti-normative ends up functioning as a structure of belonging that becomes a
mode of identification instead of serving as an epistemic category. This modality of queer theory conflates academic inquiry and political motives, creating an
epistemic crisis in the field. This conflation, according to Wiegman, also has consequences for our contemporary theories on gender:
I had taken queer critical interest in heteronormativity as a means for rendering
legible—as identity, embodiment, politics, and practice of living—all the ways
in which queer refused to live according to heteronormativity’s intransitive gender rules, which meant that heteronormativity was the reference and text against
which queer gender did its most inventive, antinormative, and decidedly transitive work. But just how coherent, comprehensive, and generative was heteronormativity as a theory of gender? (2012b, 317)

Wiegman’s meditation inspires our own set of questions regarding Trans
Studies. Is the interrogation of the normative Trans Studies’ most significant
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contribution to our contemporary notions of gender? Is it time to ask questions
that go beyond conformity (or nonconformity) to norms, in order to formulate
answers that are more complex than explicit resistance? Are subversion, resistance, and rupture the best or only ways to explore alternatives to the norm?

From Identity to Politics and back Again
Our argument thus far has addressed normativity and its oppositional discourses
primarily in terms of issues related to identity, gender, and sexuality. Wiegman’s
own definition of heteronormativity as “the central political term for a distinctly
queer approach to the study of sexuality” as well as “the animating agency of
its own ongoing academic institutionalization” certainly reflect this imperative
(2012b, 303). Yet it is important to note that the concept of heteronormativity has not always been defined in such terms. In fact, for some, it has focused
not on identity, gender, or sexuality per se but on “a field of sexual meanings,
discourses and practices that are interlaced with social institutions and movements” (Seidman 1994, 169). In other words, heteronormativity has referenced
the study of sexuality through an extensive range of mediating social and institutional structures.
Such an approach to normativity can be seen in the early writings of Michael
Warner, who is often credited with originating the term heteronormativity.
Remarking upon the deficiencies of traditional social theory, Warner argues that
struggles around gender and sexuality are tied to norms embodied in social institutions, including “the family, notions of individual freedom, the state, public
speech, consumption and desire, nature and culture, maturation, reproductive
politics, racial and national fantasy, class identity, truth and trust, censorship,
intimate life and social display, terror and violence, [and] health care” (1993,
xiii). It is the all-encompassing, hegemonic privilege (and power) of heterosexuality within these institutions that constitutes heteronormativity. In a 1998
article, Warner and his co-author Lauren Berlant stress that “to be against heteronormativity is not to be against norms” but, rather, against “maintaining a
normal metaculture. . . . Heterosexuality involves so many practices that are not
sex that a world in which this hegemonic cluster would not be dominant is, at
this point, unimaginable” (1998, 557). By contesting the “normal metaculture,”
queer theory and practice are counterpoints to heteronormativity. Although
they lack a stable point of reference, take many forms, and are “radically anticipatory” in character, they nevertheless aspire toward a different, less constricting
set of possibilities (Berlant and Warner, 1995, 344).
It follows from this perspective that queer politics may be understood to surmount issues of identity, intimacy, and subjectivity and to embrace the transformation of sociocultural institutions and structures. Our desire to think about
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how Trans Studies might challenge or move beyond heteronomativity is not just
a wish to provide an account of how the field elicits distinctive approaches to
the fluidity of identity, gender, and sexual orientation. It is also an aspiration
to address the special ways in which Trans Studies seek to transform heteronormative hegemony. To the extent that Trans Studies disrupts existing power relations, enables the recognition of gender diversity, and contests the constrictive
tenets of normalcy embedded in social institutions, it simultaneously transcends
heteronormativity and constitutes a resoundingly queer, political response.
As generously noted by Love, the essays included in this anthology engage
in a vision of Trans Studies that imagine many different relationships with normativity. While some deliver a call for inclusion of difference in existing social,
political, and institutional spaces, all seek to disrupt “heteronormativity as
usual.” This is the case, for example, in Enke’s invitation to create pedagogical
and communal spaces in which subjects can redefine personal pronouns beyond
the dichotomy of male/female or the existing confines of gender-neutral language. This is also the case in the efforts toward institution building explored
by Park, Beemyn and Rankin, Rodríguez de Ruíz and Ochoa, and Hwahng,
and the discussion of policy and coalitional possibilities by Enriquez and Herman. The political choices in many of these cases are complex and nuanced, and
none can be simply categorized (or dismissed) as singularly anti-normative.
Like Warner and Wiegman, these writings suggest that there are many ways to
go beyond heteronormativity within a social, political, and institutional context, eschewing an essentialized understanding of the anti-normative that is
effectively as normalized as the normative.
Thus far, our argument has paid scant attention to the concept of homonormativity, which we also suggest stands in contradistinction to Trans Studies. Most scholars now understand homonormativity through Lisa Duggan’s
paradigmatic definition as “a politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions but upholds and sustains them while
promising the possibility of a demobilized gay culture anchored in domesticity and consumption” (2003, 179). Duggan describes homonormativity as the
defining feature of a new, third-way, centrist, gay movement that emerged in
the United States in the late 1990s. This movement was heavily influenced by the
prevailing neoliberal focus on economic privatization, and the corollary moderate to conservative positions on cultural issues advocated by centrists. Shaped
by writers including Jonathan Rauch and Andrew Sullivan, homonormativity was pitted firmly against a more liberationist, deliberatively public-seeking
strain of gay activism that had prevailed from the era of gay liberation in the
1970s through the politics of ACT UP in the 1980s. It sought to “shrink gay public spheres and redefine gay equality . . . as access to the institutions of domestic privacy, the ‘free’ market, and patriotism” (Duggan 2003, 179). Same-sex
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marriage and access to the military are the two key policies that emerged from
this movement.
Homonormativity, in Duggan’s account, encompasses a relentless aspiration to normalization that is decidedly unqueer. For Duggan, homonormativity consolidates rather than disrupts political power relations, assimilates sexual
and gender minorities under existing heteronormative standards, and creates
no space to recognize or celebrate difference. As such, it represents a recipe for
political disengagement and amounts to a “kind of political sedative—we get
marriage and the military then we go home and cook dinner, forever” (Duggan
2003, 189). There is no place within this vision for policy change that seeks to
secure economic justice, ameliorate homelessness, or reshape the criminal justice system. Moreover, as many LGBT critics have argued, a focus on marriage
restricts access to benefits for many who are unwilling or unable to partake in this
institution, including significant numbers of trans and gender-nonconforming
individuals. This approach therefore reinforces a dichotomy between those
people in the LGBT community who desire normalcy and assimilation and
those who do not, rendering individuals within the latter group stigmatized
and deviant.
Yet at this juncture it is important to note that although Duggan’s conceptualization of homonormativity is dominant in scholarly and activist circles, this is
not the only definition. Trans activists have proposed a different meaning of this
term. For instance, according to Susan Stryker:
Homonormativity, as I first heard and used the term in the early 1990s, was an
attempt to articulate the double sense of marginalization and displacement
experienced within transgender political and cultural activism. Like other queer
militants, transgender activists sought to make common cause with any groups—
including nontransgender gays, lesbians, and bisexuals—who contested heterosexual privilege. However, we also needed to name the ways that homosexuality,
as a sexual orientation category based on constructions of gender it shared with
the dominant culture, sometimes had more in common with the straight world
than it did with us. (2008, 145–146)

Stryker’s analysis of the way in which the concept of homonormativity has
been used by trans activists to address simultaneously issues related to politics, institutions, and structure, on the one hand, and issues related to gender,
sexuality, and identification, on the other, provides a rejoinder that is key to our
own argument.
Noting the pejorative connotations of homonormativity, Stryker argues that
trans activists typically associated this concept with three different groups. First,
the accusation of homonormativity was leveled against gay men and lesbians
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who rejected any affinity with trans issues and politics and, instead, pursued an
exclusionary vision of social change. Homonormativity therefore represented
resistance to broadly based political alliances designed to end systemic oppression, coupled with a desire on the part of certain gay men and lesbians to acquire
access to socially sanctioned privileges such as those enunciated by Duggan
above. Second, the term was used to criticize (some) lesbians for refusing to
support male-to-female trans people while tentatively acknowledging female-to-
male trans people, claiming, on essentialist biological grounds, that the former
were actually men and the latter women. Thus homonormativity embodied a
resistance to feminist claims that the categories of “women” and “lesbian” are
political in character rather than ontological. Third, the accusation was made
against “those who conceptualized ‘T’ as an identity category analogous to
‘GLB’ and who advocated for a GLBT community on that basis” (2008, 147).
It is the third understanding of homonormativity that is most relevant to
our own argument, representing a link between politics and identity. Stryker
maintains that adherents of this approach inappropriately misconstrue trans as
either a distinct form of gender or a particular type of sexual orientation. In the
former instance, “trans people are simply considered another type of human
than either men or women, which leads to such homonormative attempts at
‘transgender inclusion’ as questionnaires and survey instruments within GLBT
contexts” (2008, 148). In the latter instance, trans people are “constructed as
a properly distinct group of people with a different orientation than gays, lesbians and bisexuals (or, for that matter, straights)” (2008, 148). In both these
instances, Stryker maintains that the conceptualization of trans does nothing
to trouble the construction of gay, lesbian, or bisexual identity formations and,
instead, represents merely an add-on category, extending the acronym LGB by a
single letter.
By contrast, Stryker insists that both trans activism and the theory associated
with it consider trans to be akin to a modality such as race or class rather than a
discrete category. Accordingly, Stryker observes that: “Transgender theory and
activism call attention to the operations of normativity within and between gender/sexual identity categories, raise questions about the structuration of power
along axes other than homo/hetero and man/woman binaries, and identify productive points of attachment for linking sexual orientation and gender identity
activism to other social justice struggles” (2008, 149). Trans activism therefore
reveals that understandings of “homo, hetero, and bi” are all predicated on congruent conceptions of what it means to be a woman or a man. By problematizing these conceptions, trans activists challenge the necessity for trans people to
define themselves against hetero/homo norms. In so doing, they also profoundly
queer “the dominant relationship of sexed body and gendered subject” (2008,
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146–147) and open spaces for a series of political alliances to confront constrictive norms and structures of many sorts. Politics, in this context, becomes tantamount to Jacques Rancière’s (2010) understanding of “dissensus,” disruptively
vocalizing wrongs in order to challenge hegemonic logics.

Beyond Queer and Trans Studies
In many ways, the predicament presented by anti-normativity in Queer Studies
is not unique to this particular field, nor is it the only formulation of this question within Queer and Sexuality Studies. A similar set of questions has been
raised in Cultural and Area Studies. For example, Alberto Moreiras questions
the notion of “difference” in Latin American Studies in his book The Exhaustion of Difference (2001). Similarly, José Muñoz (1999) complicates the debates
in Queer and Ethnic Studies when he proposes “disidentifications” as another
alternative to “identification” and “counteridentification.” For Moreiras and
Muñoz, difference and identity have exhausted themselves as productive theoretical prisms because they have become normative scripts within institutionalized fields of study or schools of thought. In other words, difference and identity
cease to function as epistemic interventions when they are no longer an object
of analysis or when they become a specific intellectual positionality that occupies the role of the normative. Exhaustion invites a transformative process that
generates new kinds of questions within the same disciplinary field (Moreiras
2001) or promotes the articulation of a new theoretical paradigm that assumes
the undesirability of finding one particular notion, category, or conceptualization as adequate to account for the complex totality of our own personal modes
of identification and disidentification (Muñoz 1999).
In this last context, the normative is both an exhausted category and an ever
present reality. We must recognize that identity has not ceased to be a prevalent
mode of being in the worlds that we inhabit. As we know perhaps too well, not
only is identity at the core of many contemporary social experiences and mobilizations, it is also the motor behind very powerful social media and marketing
campaigns. Big Brother is here, and we feed him with our daily statuses, pictures, locations, and data or through our own behaviors as consumers. We also
know that not all of these practices are essentially subversive or conformist in
all contexts and at all possible moments. It is at this particular juncture that we
want to reconsider the openings made possible by imagining the transformative moves that take place within what can be conceived as the normative. Trans
subjects and allies relate to normativity in many different ways throughout the
multiple dimensions of our identities. Instead of prescribing or describing correct or incorrect modes of relationship with the normative, our task is to accept
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“the incommensurability between the idioms of social movements, their theoretical projections and the academic institutionalization of identity” (Wiegman
2012b, 311).
So we would like to close this final reflection by accepting the invitation to
interrogate anti-normativity as the central or predominant discursive mode in
the critical work we do as scholars or activists, as intellectual interlocutors in this
world that is not close to being post-gender or post-normative. We would also
like to accept Wiegman’s invitation to explore a more complex network of identifications and disidentifications that take place through the kind of political and
intellectual interventions in which we partake. Part of that work is evidenced in
the publication of this anthology. Another part is still work in progress located
in political activism to welcome real diversality2 into our communal, social,
and familiar spaces, or the institution building initiatives that attempt to bring
Trans Studies and trans bodies to the institutions in which we work and learn.
Perhaps the most significant part of our own identification with Trans Studies
comes from our conviction that all spaces, as imperfect as they are, should be
open and accessible to all the forms of being in the world that each one of us
constantly inhabits.
At this particular juncture, we invoke fantasy and imagination as two powerful prisms that inform our scholarship and activism. First, we take as inspiration
the foundational work done by Juana María Rodríguez (2014) with fantasy as a
tool to transform the critical interventions we propose in Queer, Trans, and Sexuality Studies. Yet following the lead of Rosamond King (2014) we also redefine
imagination as a powerful tool that allows us to acknowledge the many creative
modes of survival and coexistence that have characterized individuals and communities who identify with transgressive genders, sexualities, and desire. Finally,
we invoke Michael Warner, who has argued that “heteronormativity can be overcome only by actively imagining a necessarily and desirably queer world” (1993,
xvi). As part of this utopian framework that values human creativity, we strive
to envision disruption, coexistence, and resistance to normalcy as ways of being
that should manifest a productive potentiality for all of us, so we are not trapped
in that cruel world depicted by Negrón that is engendered by lack of imagination. We imagine a world that is queerly impermanent and aspirational, where
we are not tethered by hegemonic notions of rectitude that have been solidified through our social institutions. This is a world in which political “dissensus”
prevails. In this instantiation of a new world, not only could frogs become princesses and princesses become frogs (Stone 1996), but frogs and princesses could
express their perpetually contingent selves, through many incarnations and possible inventions.

Conclusion
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NOTES
1. The epigraph is from Luis Negrón, “Mundo Cruel,” 89–90, 88.
2. The term diversality is coined by Bernabé, Chamoiseau, and Confiant to refer to “the con-

scious harmonization of preserved diversities” (1990, 114) as opposed to notions of universality that end up reiterating the domination of First World, white definitions of identity.
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